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ABSTRACT
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abstracted in a literature search; (3) a conceptual mapping of the
field, with brief listings of relevant facts; and (4) a final
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item, any data-supported points or points known to be data
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recommendations, and consents when applicable. The information
contained in the abstracts is then categorized and presented under
the following headings: The Breakdown of the Community in Large Urban
Areas; Problems of Identity; Difficulties in Cross-Cultural
Communication; Holistic Approach; Identity Change; and Improving the
Teacher's Cross-Cultural Knowledge and Skills. Following a discussion
of how knowledge of community development is relevant to teachers of
disadvantaged youth, it is concluded that community development's
practices may provide educators with net insights, as well as new
solutions to problems. For related documents, see ED 050 300-302 and
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PREFACE

This is the fifth of a series of reports concerned with the

teaching of disadvantaged children. They are the direct outcome of

the proposal funded as part of the U.S. Office of Education's T.T.T.

Project. The initial Pronodal was presented under the names of

Samuel R. .Keys, Raymond S. Ada.. e and William D. Hedges as co-project

directors and Bob r. Woods as Dean of the College of Education.

Prior to the writing of the proposal, a planning committee after

deliberating over general priorities agreed on the focus that was

adopted in the present undertaking. That committee comnrised:

Robert R. Wheeler, Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Kansas-City,

Mo., William D. Hedges, (then) Assistant Superintendent of Schools,

Clayton, Mo., (now) Chairman of Curriculum and Instruction, University

of Missouri at ColUmbia, and also from the University of Missouri'at

Columbia, Samuel R. Kers, Associate Dean of the College of Education,

W. Francis English, Dean of Arts and Science, Donald O. Cowgill,

Professor of Sociology, Ralf C. Bedell, Professor of Education, and

Raymond S. Adams, Associate Professor of Social Research, Education

and Sociology.

This present report confines its attention to the notential

relevance of community development in the development of'a teacher

training program. It represents only one section of the initial phase

of what was nlanned, as a multi-phase project. In order to set the

present report in perspective it is useful to outline -the rationale

that lies behind the whole scheme.

We started initially'depressed and impressed by the fact that

for the disadvantaged child,.the'consequences of disadvantage are a

deprived and unhappy past, a drab and unpromising present and a future

beset with hopelessness. 'We recognized that if education were to

combat the deprivations' of disadvantage, it would have to undergo

substantial reform and improvement: However, whatever the nature of

this reform and improvement might be, it won id be of no use if the

teadherd of disadvantaged children remained incompetent to deal with

their unique educational problem. For this reason, we felt that the

most immediate task was to go about training teachers who could operate
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successfully with disadvantaged children--irrespective of the extent

to which school systems had undergone organisational and economic

reform themselves.

We were led by our emphasis on teaching to focus initially on

the teacher-nupil transaction. In the most down-to-earth terms, the

educational process requires the teacher to act as an intermediary

between the child and the subject matter of the curriculum. As an

intermediary, the teacher translates subject matter into forms

appropriate for the lavel of conceptual development of the child.

How efficient the teacher is then, depends on (a) her subject matter

competency; (b) her ability to understand the child's conceptual

state, and (a her ability to mediate between the two. It has been

clearly demonstrated (Coleman, 1968) that teachers have failed

spectacularly as mediators for *the disadvantaged child. Available

evidence suggests that this failure stems not from ignorance of subject

matter but rather from a lack of understanding of how the disadvantaged

child thinks, how he feels and how he 'sees' the world around him.

While the problem may be stated in relatiVely simple terms,

solutions cannot be. What we have here, is an 'understanding-gap'

that separates the teacher from the taught--the ghetto dweller from

the mainstream of American life. AndthiS is a culture gap--some-

times as wide if not wider than the gap between American culture and

say Japanese. The illustration may be overly dramatic, but the
.,

ingredients are the same. The two cultures, ghetto and non-ghetto,

are grossly ignorant of each others ways of life. Egocentrically and

ethnocentrically, they perceive their own virtues and the other's

vices, seldom seeing their own vices and the other's virtues. Because

the two cultures have long been Separated, their respective inhabitants

hive seldom felt constrained to examine their intercultural relatiOnships,". .. ": ;_ .

Now with protest and discontent burgeoning, and intercultural 'incidents'
!

increasing, we have bepome aware of.the need to pay attention to the
!:.

. , .

social problem in our midst. What we see does not enchant. We have,

in the case of the 'disadvantaged it seems,. tangible evidence *that
-1 7

4, . , .

violates the American dream.
. ...

But merely to identify the ~problem and becoMe 'intensely concerned,

is not to solve it. Sollition depends on overcoming the inertia of
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-historyr-the liocial conditions that led to the extremes of poverty and

disadvantage:, They are, though we may be unwilling to admit it, still

with .us to a considerable degree. We have eliminated the practices of

slavery but the attitudes that made it socially acceptable in the first

place, have only undergone Alight evolutions. Attitudes towards ethnic

minorities and the economically unsuccessful, still reflect older beliefs

in the social, moral and intellectual inadequacy of those who can be so

classified. Given the irrationality of such attitudes end beliefs, and

given their dysfunctional social consequences, reform is patently

necessary. But the task is obviously a mammoth dhe. It will not.be

accomplished.by haphazard, piece-mpal attacks on selected problems.hete

and there. Nor willit be accomplished immediately. We can anticipate

that efforts at:amelioration Will intensify. over the years, in range,

in scope and in focus:. .40ne focus, and we think a critically important

one, will], .be education. However, education has .not yet served the
. .

disadvantaged.communitywell. It too is bowed down by its own inertia.

Consequently, if education is to change, it too will have to do more

.thimmake.minor modifications to its, venerable structure;

Aecause me believed .that educational ;change in the training of
. . .

teachers., of dir-asivantaged children would naed to be substantial, we

envisaged (i)..the development of a comprehensive and integrated system'
.

(in the systems.theorTsense of the .word) for ttaining teachers of the

underprivileged so that -they become experts in understanding the Wcirld

of .the disadvantaged; (ii) the implementation of that system as both

pre - service and in-:service teacher training Drograms, and most importantly,

(iii) the utilization.of this system in-action as a training program

for the trainers of teachers of the disadvantaged.

However, another assumption underlay our initial planning. We

did RoLnecessarilybeltevethat all change must necessarily be for

the bettpr4..,:Ye.were convinced that some needless expenditUre'of money

tnd,effort.couldbe avoided,by careful and systematic planning. We.
,

460404eved thatcareful and, systematic planning would be facilitated

if advantage were taken of whatever up-to-date knowledge relevant to

;the..problem. could Igathered, evaluated and used. Becauei we thoUght
,.

that ,a0atantt# amount_ .of the, knowledge available in tht-iOcial
. ,

sciences shout.:World:Rf the disadvantaged child would be relevant,

4
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We argued that it should therefore be-accumulated, distilled and, when

approved, .be incorporated into our new system for training, teachers.

While in accordance with the Triple T requirements,. our principal

objective was to proVide altraining.program that would he viable for

preparing trainers of teachers of the* underprivileged, We held that

such viability cannot be demonstrated unless competent teachers are

being Produced. Thus, hand in hand With the main objective gent A

correlative one Of developing a program for-the actual training of

teachers. This program for teachers of underprivileged children then

would serve two purpose's: (1) to ptbviAe concrete evidence of the r.

practical results of the system, (2) to proVide a continuing source

of evaluation of and feedback to the main programs

It should beemphaSized at the outset that the training of

teachers involves more than the trainers themselves. it involves

curricula,

the entire

.

equipment, plant,

teaching program.

and,' in 'face,. all the paiaphernalia of.

oOnSequently, any improvement' in any
of these is, in effect, an improvement of the trainer. The project.

provided not only fbt it*roVement ln.the't.ieining of the 'trainers, but

also iriptOVement in teaching 'alAS-aad curricula as well. Further, it

provided fOr iiProvement'in the 'quAlity.oi supplementary training

given by school adminietrators and SUperVisoty teachersi FinallY,.in
.

order to follow.throtigh, it provided for the development'of-a.

completely new trainer- training program per 'se.

The f3rograM'can best be.seen-as a series of interrelated tasks.. . : l
These Tasks cluster for form four major Operations. These Operations

are respectively: (1) research and 'development;' '(2).5activation,

(3) dissemination; and '(4) applicati6h. Operation l'tePreeients the

'planning'stage', Operation 2 represents tild''Oilotstage4'and

Operations-3 and 4 represeni.the operatirWstage . present report

is concerned onlY-wiih'one'aii;ect'af.63eratibn'l. As suctritAti

consistent with the other aspeCts'Of Operation 1. ''They'all°eiPloY'the

same iirategy: it iidifkereni frori tice other* in that.its:406.6sAs
on Coimuiity de.elOpment. "

Rationale. Edudational action shonld be based on scientifically
gleaned iilforinatfon. "-Regrettably there 'is' no. empirical, evidencit'

available that adequaiely' cipeaties. the'. consequences- of 'any proAram

Cr-,21,pw



for the disadvantaged. Educators cannot say with assurance 'ff.you do

so and so with disadvantaged children, then such and such will result'.

The best available information at the moment consists of teachers'

'good ideas' -' -the assembled 'folk wisdom' of the nest. Regrettably the

worst available information also comes from the same source. This folk

wisdom as Tm have seen, has been grossly inadequate in meeting the

needs of the disadvantaged child. This is partly because there is no

a priori basis for distinguishing between the best and the worst, and

partly because no attempts have been made to accumulate, integrate and

organize the insights and understandings that expert practitioners have.

However, other social sciences have been concerned with.the under-

privileged for some time. They have evidence and insights that could

be valuable if adapted to educational purposes. Given the criticism

of current educational practice, it seems wise at this point in times

to take advantage of any scientifically derived evidence no matter its

origin,. provided that in the judgement of educationists, it is seen

as potentially useful.

The problem that initially confronted us then was to select

among the different social science areas available. The relevancy

of psychology and sociologywere, we thought, both self-evident. So

was that area of educational research devoted specifically to the

disadvantaged. We also felt that Social Work, with its direct contact

with inner city life- styles would also ',rove fruitful. We deliberated

somewhat longer before agreeing to include the fields of Community

Development and Linguistics. We justified both .selections for

different reasons. Linguistics merited inclusion, we reasoned,

because of the central part language plays in the educative process.

On the other hand, because the development of communities--new

communities --was one basic assumption upon which our whole reformative

approach was based, we assumed that new communities would (eventually)

be developed bothwithin.the 'education system' and within society at

large. If our new teachers were to be part of the process then they

would:be better prepared.to deal with it, we reasoned, were they

familiarith*hat Community Development had to offer.

To the resulting six social science areas we added a seventh

,that could not be strictly classifiedas scientific. We felt that
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practical experience should not be completely disregarded. We knew

that "teachers had-insights and understandings that were invaluable.

The fact that they were not necessarily well documented in the

literature-or well'integrated in the way that anacedemic theoretician

might systematise his understandings, was not a sufficient deterrent

to prevent our attempting to Tiobe.this area too.

Our intention-then was to attempt.to establish a bridge between

education and each of these areas. Tonlix the metaphor, we wished to

begin a proess-bf.translationInto educationally 'useful terms of what

mightotherWise be regarded-as-exotic and esoteric information .

exclusively the property of the social sciences.

Our strategy in approaching. each of theareas was the same in

each Cdie. It was twofold.. 7irst, we were to assemble a group of five

adkfidwledied leaders'in the field and confront them with the question:

"'live what insights you' have into'your'area and knowledge you -have

about it, what do you 'consider th6,teacher of-disadvantaged children

needs to know, think, feel and understand." In the discussion that

ensued, the task of the moderatorlanedudationist) was to confine

attention to this single-minded question and to probe the implications

of the point raised.' Initial eperimcattim led us to conclude that

an all 'day session (with suitable :breaks) provided-optimal returns.

The disdussion was tape-recorded and the resulting transcript then.

.proVided a permarientrecord' of currently salient ideas. The.second

strategy entailed 'any e of ,contemporary literature.

This was to-be undertaken by graduate itudentsin the specific areas

BecausethqAteW'Available sources, and because their conceptual

orientation would' be a function of thtir recent training, they would,

we thought, Provide the best media.; They were initially instructed in

the-objeidives 6f 'the exercise and 'the frame's-of reference theywere

'td:Use. They foci had to.adopt a similar single-minded:'fOcus--the
.

releVancy
.

Of-theowritings they were examining for the teacher who- was

teaChitiCdisadVaritaged children. They 'were charged to: .(1) survey

all Contampdrary'wilting that dealt.toith the disadvantaged condition;

(ii) abstract from 'each example. *.whatever Vat thoUght.to be .(even:-

remOtely):relevailt to *Wcenttal-iside,. (iii) organize the abstracts

so thit listed after the bibliographicaIAttaVere a) -a,statement of

tt7
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facts that were empirically supported (or were known to be empirically

supportable), (b) a statement of.assertions not empirically supported,

(c) any relevant recommendations made within the article, and (d)

where thought,necessary, any comnents.. The abstracted material was then

recorded onto McBee cards. Subsequently,.the comnlete array of McBee

cards was studied in order that a basis for concentual mapping of the,

whole area could he developed. Thereupon, the McBee cards were again

examined, this time to rrate their content to the respective conceptual

categories. This completed, we would then have a systematically, ordered

and organized set of information on which the next stage of the planning

process could build. The next stage was to involve the construction

of a set of behavioral objectives consonant with the distilled information,

and appropriate.for teachers of disadvantaged children.

This present report presents the outcomes of the examination of

the Community Development area. Specifically it records (i) the

deliberations of the Community Development consortium, (ii) a condensed

version of the material abstracted in the literature search, (iii) a

conceptual mapping of the field, accompanied by brief listings of

relevant facts, and (iv) a final summation. The report has been

organized on two assumptions. First that the gathering together of

Community Development information relevant to the education of the

disadvantaged would prove useful to those concerned with developing

teacher training programs. In this sense, the report is a source book.

Second, that the outcomes of our own deliberations on the problems

of educating disadvantaged children might also prove helpful to others

who have similar concerns. However, because we recognize that the

planners of training programs are as uniquely individualistic as the

problems they confront, our emphasis is on the first rather than the

second. Most readers, wa assume, will make use of the first three

sections. We of course, will make most use of the fourth. It will

provide the pad from which the next step of practical implementation

will be launched.

L4 well as the co-directors a number of people involved in this

part of the project should receive special mention. Initially,fiscal

responsibility for the project rested with Dean Keys. When he accepted

appointment at Kansas State University the task was taken up by

8
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H. Charlet. Ldonard.' 'Steve Fiance,' David Hess and Paul Derstine took

'main.tesporitabllity.fdr.the'literature search under the general'.

supei4isiori of Gied Gies and Barney Madden. Both of the latter had

additional administtative and organisational responsibilities. A

fUrther liaison, task "was added .to the load carried by Charles Leonard

and Fted Gies. when the author of the report took up temporary residence

in New Zealand. The report was typed by Kirsten Morgan who also

''ensured the necessary coordination of activities hete: As a research

..asiistant. Terence Halliday contributed to the successful coMplition

'4E the piolect.:

Raymond S. Adams, .

Palmerston North,

October ,1970.

I.
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SECTION I

This Section is devotechentirelyito the consortium held 'in New-

York in January 1970. The-participants were;.

Dr. Dan Dodson,

. Center for Urban Relations and Community Studies,

New,York University.

and, as moderator,
e

Professor Warren Haggstrom,

School of Social Welfare,

University of California at Los Angeles.

professor Howard M. MCClusky,

Community Adult Education,

University of Michigan.

Profeskoritich W. PostOn,

Research Professor,

Southern Illinois University.

Professor Irwin T. Sanders,*

Department of Sociology,

Boston University.

Professor Ronald L. Warren,

Advanced Studies -,Social Welfare,

Brandeis University.

Professor Raymond S. Adams,

College of Education, and

Center for Research in Social Behavior,

University, of Missouri at Columbia.

The pages :that follow contain a .record of the discussion that

transpired. TAn,observer,st the meeting, would have been impressed. with

the:degreeofeigle-mindedness displayed by .the.Community Developers.

in resruseto_the demand.put,on them,., Perhaps because of, their.. .

recognition 94 the importance of education,, because of their

extensive Association, with problems of .underprivilege pr ,perhaps,.tr
becaust$,,,,f,40,w professional trsinit4,\,,their obvious concern was to

,t-Owing to illneas.aProfestor Sanders .was,not able to attend.

11
nt;
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help us solve our educational problems. It may be that in the editing

of the - manuscript, .this sense of integrity of purpose has been lost--

if so the editor soologises for the gross injustice done; ,Hopefully,

the apology is unnecessary.

.Several conventions have been used in editing the transcript.

First the speakers have not been identified separately although the

moderator has-so that his community, development naivete will not be

mistakingly attributed to the experts. Speakers are denoted with one

asterisk, the moderator. with two. Second, an, attempt has been made to

preserve the essential messages of the discussion faithfully.

part -way

However-
,

in order to go part -way towards Meeting the expectations that readers

might have about printed script, an attempt hai been made to convert

oral language forms to those thought appropriate for written language.

Discussion begins at .the point where the moderator is giving a

brief resume of the nature of the project.

** I think that perhaps the .best thing I can do at first it to

indicate briefly what the project is about and recapitutate some of
the things that most of you know. Then we, should.. engage in free-form
discussion. I've got some focussing questions that I -would like to
ask later on.

The whole projear wati developed as a response to the U.S.
Office of Education's invitation to us (together with other universities)
to consider ways in which we might go about the bussnesS bf reforming
teacher training. When tli''invitation was made to Us., we decided that
education of the disadvantaged was both salient to us and in need of
great attention. HaVin:g come to:this conclubion we tried to work out
a strategy that wild eiiiow' the jab properly. The basic

assurik5i:loii was that weiwi reforin teacher 4raining

first the fact itiiz'r
ividen6e subetanti'al

basis to'tha'4;a;iiet*pkeiti prdiropi We 6914 6r thi'afae-i...

that nienbei? areas. We were atet (*)

aware hat iat6ittie social action-
to the .

teaching of ,disadvantaged yosazgatersy 'but: iohisah. itkit..itsiknown -to educators .

12



So we decided-to go .tb. five non - education fields, specifically:
sociology; social psychology:, socio-linguistics; social work and
community development; and ask one rather single-minded question, viz;
'Given the knowledge, insight and understanding available in your
area, what do yoit think the teacher 'of disadvantaged children needs
td know, think, f:ael and understand?' We recognized that the approach
was a limited approach because theoretically if you are going to do a
really good job of educating disadvantaged Youngsters, system:reform
as well as reform in the teaching sector is also needed. Nonetheless,
we a130' recognized that irrespective of whether or not you achieved
system refoiTn, the teacher. Still has got to teach children so our job
is to make her task as sinzle as possible. So having gotten this
basic orientation, we ,adopted two strategies, one of which you see
employed at* the moment. We collected groups of experts in these
specified areas o:f ours and sat them down 'with our one question and."
discuesed it. From each discussion we acquir6d. a tape recording 'rain
which an edited transcript provides an up-tb-dCzte view of the most
salient ideas in'each*area. Coincidentally,we conducted an intensive
bibliographical search going on in each of the .zreas. Each search was
undertaken by graduate students in the -relevant area. The community
development literature search id 'being completed now. Our remaining
task; when the information is gleaned from 'both sources, is to orgajziZe
and fitter it in such a'Way that it became Usefiato education. When

it has been through the education filtering' process,' we then 'go: to our'
own program developers and say than we havd some ' insights ;' some under-
standings; that appear to make 'very good 'educational sense. 'Their
problem will then be to incorporate them into a teacher training
''progreith.--a program that :has its 'computer assisted instruction,' its
progratiined teaching deviceS;' its community visitation coMporiente; its
simulated situations; tits teb:tboOksi.' In fast, it'has everything that
makes tip aburili6uliel. :Reit We take thtii. cu'rri'culum 'arid. put it into
practice" on' a' trial' bade- "aitoto 'evaluate the 'of
the whole progliam. Then' We- modify 'it and proceed with what we think
wi/l. be; betS4d '46 any program °Cita& be at 'this point
in the tbientieth-` Century:

So ..ta'r' we. hCeriidetightect with the results Of each'. of the

13 0..sf.
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discu.ssions.,....Our.proposal, of course, was put forward with a little bit

of trepidation because we didn't know what. was going to happen. But

because of ,the free,- frank and. sometimes swinging discussions we have

had in. all of the consortia we've .scovered new ways of looking at

the problem- -ways that education doesn't characteristically adopt.

...My reason' for including comunity development in the study pas

perhaps naive .on face value, ,but seemed tome that if in fact teachers

are teaching children. in communities, and if the teachers make certain

assumptions about the nature of the comunities and what 4*..t takes to

change.. the. commotity,. the whole tenor. of their teaching wilt. reflect
their cosvmptionsi. tIt. seemed to me that often their assumptions

would. likely be in error .that .they could assume, for instance., that it's

an easy matter .to: change a connunity with. the resuZt: that if the

children they teach belong to parents. who have lived in ghettos for.:a..

long, time and .havenft,.succeeded in inducing change,. the teachers..can.

readily jump to the..conclusion that it's..tAde-.ghetto dweite2:043 fault.

It seemed to me that if .,this were .incorporated into their teaching ..

attitude, then in fact they could .do a considerable amount.of damage.,
'to-the. youngster. .?'hat.. was my initial assumption but given-the,. .

demonstration of the other consortia, it seems to me. that there. are
many:other things that are likely to come out beyond this first..nctive
assumption::: . basically. Would. you like -to ask questions? .

Wo14d it:?be useful, for .us to talk alittle about .the frames

of reference. from ;which we, see,.-these problems so that ,you .get, some .

notion,.of what our. particular .lines that. you Scan .account for
the perspectives, we have.. Could we do. that, without getting off . so

far that .we get: lost? .
.

** ,r,ne..cmewer a listtleindipectly, I brill: want -to. come .back

corwtantly. to..the ,quespions ",'What .think,. :the teacher , -etc .

and..the ,problemp .she has. 4. dealing with her youngsApra,. :Now:::
if I. can take,..out.::pfAigur,Auestion: the idea .that itate4.Z. bp, helpful, if..
teaa4ers arai.aipare t*,,oyfientatimsrthat .community development people
takei,:then.,,I think:pis \cower. to,;.yowe lusatimis yes. .n.Let me acIdya
coupie.,of..pther.thpuottit,tipyght, .Far dial teach a Qouple of
courses in a community -development program once, :.., .T.,:lyzve.been,:exposed

to 043,,positflon...takansA.the,pi4Aes,..,and their,writings. I .know a

.141
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little; bit about community development philosophy. Nonetheless, I was

very intrigued to hear inthe earlier pre-session discussion that

you tdon't work through community consensus all the time. Sometimes

you work through dissenting groups. So, maybe it would be comfortable

for a little .while to visit with the point that you made, but I will

at some stage want to return to a concentration on the teacher.

It seems to me that where there is no great difference in
power relations within a .comunity, there is the tendency, the need,

to work. through consensus, through involvement, through participation,

through. earned leadership roles and this kind of thing. Out of it

comes the community's getting together, putting its shoulder to the

wheel, organizing to do things for itself that can only be done by

collective action of this sort. On the other hands where there are

wide differences within the power arrangements of the community- -the

'powerful' and the powerless4 relatively speaking--that education either

takes a few of the bright ones of the powerless and washes them, alienates

them from their heritage; makes them ashamed of their heritage, their

background, and then ultimately transmutes them into ideal of the

powerful. . This is an arrangement that constantly siphons. off from

the powerless to the powerful.- This goes on all the time; of course.,

but either you do it that way or else. the powerless' group itself has

to take power and come.. to comnunity'decision-making'as peers in
decision-making processes. In such an instance.the group has- to. find

leverages to, power. and the community goes through tremendous turmoil while

this.,is happening. Education loses. a clear sense. of direction as to

where,itis going because the power base on which it rests. is. split

.frequently.
* . I'd :like. to comment on one aspect of this imortant point you're

making.and 81* that the formal educational' system as born of our society
is ,one: of .the moet.,importatzt inetruments of social control, -if not the

most important instrument. We think of it as a socialization . .
institution.;but, socialization is the moat important origin of\sOcial

control :.You.,get*:people to think. inways which meet social expectations

and .:.get%them socialized into-this.,,kinc 2 .ofthing by:* getting them

twel/,:,:adjUsted to7the, exiating,Isystemtly -Wm I think that one of the .s

important aspeots:..of this businesssof the choice;between-siphoning off
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leadership 'and working'from a consensus of elited (including those
elites. tiho have been siphoned off'fitom. disadvantaged gmups)--and
working 'with interacting competition and smetimes even contest between
these' vartous groups--part of the problem is that disadvantaged groups
are gradually .coming to -recognize the tremendoue importance of the
school system as a socializing process which..all too often socializei

children fromdisadvantagedbackgrounds into low aspiration levels,

into adjustment to of a. situation which they. should not be
adjusted to.. It socializes them into shame for their own .cultural

heritage, their own parents and so on. And, let's face it, in the case

of blacks, of 'course.i'intn .a..notion. that all too often being black

constitutes a- definite .social handicap so that if they are to be
realistic they must recognize this. and behave accoirlingly., I .don.'t.

think we can get away .the fact that the .schoOl system is bound

uP in the very struggle-,between different parts of'our cornmunitiea. 'Nor

can we fail to 'recognize that what 'gives : the current controversy for.
local control, so-Mueh.atecon on the part of blacks* and other dis-
advantaged groups, -is.* this :'growing awareness that the school system 'is
pivotal in deterrnining.7the..attitudes Ofblacktr and other disadvantaged
people toward .their society-and toward their position within that
society. ''To over.leimplipithe choice in the socialization process
is whether 'they tin:/1.!Se. socialized through-the-school system-to become
ati6nts f social welfare agencies or.:whest;her.they will :1)6' eocialiied
to become the acms- tituents:orthe agencieE. which'presumably..eerve 'them.
* ;: Could* I interrupt-just 'a moment? I.'underetand that the. concern
of sekemeoting is for knoWledge.i. insights,.'Underetandings.; feelings '

that might be communicated to teachers who are dealing with disadvantaged
ath.:*tiy. point-ivOlext there are:going to he many. structitrai aspects

opthe-situationlohich.ner inavi.chiat teacher Can do very .much!aboufr but
that it;e terribip important that' the inr-vidual..teaCher understands
and can coninutrtaate.about: 1 -- : .

44
:

(ii) ceet..i44 *fad*. the teacher tiY, 04:Ort ,ohatetiler influence:she ' S. got

0.L zee questions: (i) m112 we .identift.f:thes structural
featUres-?of :thes',systtent. that do .contribUtir .In.this 'particular. way;

to change the ''stiquiturite that. are 'unjustly qnfluential;: .we,

'-4`eracth.thei'eacher.to;Zoolc:at her p.m...system-within. the classroom as if,
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in fact; 'it has the same structural problems, and attempt to .identify

them and change them also?

r think there are two notions that I' would put pretty high on

the list. First is the issue of legitimacy of the school system in

the lives of these people, You talk about democracy being the consent

of the governed and so on, and the schools being in loco .parentis--

unless the school can legitimate its function in the lives of people,

(and -this goes all the way down to the classroom, to the legitimacy of
the leadership of the teacher), unless this can happen; you are running

a custodial institution, and this just doesn't produce growth. A

second kind of *thing that is relevant, it seems to me., is the power

leverage of the .community. Let's take it at the level of curriculum.

The school is a handmaiden of the power arrangement at present and

there is no cUrri-Culum for the person who is not of the dominant power

arrangetilent of the society, except to denigrate him, to melt him down,

mold him over in the ithage of the other. At the level of curriculum

there is certainly a lot there that a teacher could do.

Just as an extension of what youhave been saying. There is

an old saying that 'education goes on whether the school likes it or

not'-:-the --idea-being that all the forces, 'the patterns of organization

and behavior, etc.: that exist within the 'community, collectively,

together :and'interacting, educate the child. Thid education begins

from the moMentof 'birth and itcontinues through life, through adult-

hood. The school than is only .one of those factors in the community

and all' orthe factors that exist in the -commw2ity play upon. the school,

and of aOurse; :the school plays upon a lot of them. Now.if the school..

gets'itielf into any position where it is in competition with the streets

and.-all'that goes on in the streets, the: school quite often losesthe
conteet'becduee (1),, the school is not as 'attractive and alluring, and .

(2);.bedaftse'kmany factors make it difficult for.the ghetto youth. to .

participate ,fully in, the process of learning academic 'subject matter.
So, it teens =td trite, 'that '.one 'of ith things that the teacher* needs to
feet, is the fact that thetiahoOtei-e-:merelys'one Arkthese forces within
the ,community': I think the itchoolan-avoid, getting. itself into a

cOsiipttittite by-liedeOgniztirtg =theee ,foroeg'and,thinking about ways

and',-inieciPts"bk which- itti 'init2niction'*ar be-donducted in a manner that

17 al



utiiiZes, inatead of competes With the streets, so to speak. This is

something I think that teachers quite connonly don't think about at all

and so they are competing, competing competing--and losing

because these other forces are; in fact, more powerful than the school.

These forces are the child's MostpoWerfUl educator. It isn't just a

question of imparting the .knowledge of arithmetic' or whatever to the

child but doing this in a manner which assists in the organization of
the conriunity.6-in' manners that make the school part of the community.

YOu mentioned the custodial institution--the school in the urban ghetto
really is a foreign institution imposed on the community. Whether it

intends it to be that way or not, it turns out to be=that .way and 36,
as a consequence, the school becomes a target for the angers that exist.

When it beconiei3 impossible for the young man to do what the teacher

keeps telling him he,can do, because she isn't competing very well with

the things that are more attractive to him, thenbe becomes humLliated.

'Thie.has a. great relation to what I was talking about--the

legitimacy of the ''school's operation in' the community.. Often it just

not legitimate in the lives of the,people it serves:

44 'Would ,you: please address yourselves' to a problem that is, I

think,. contingent on these Points you are making; namely that if. the
teacher is to lgitimize herself in the eyes of the 'pupils she must,
to some extent, *Meet them on their ground. Therefore she has to,be

seiti as like.them, or not hoitile to them, or not critical or
dentgratOry. of theM. NoW the'prablem the teacher carries is that she'
seee in herself the 'mane for her 'pupils ' ultimate social advance. -So'

at. the "scime time. that She with them ''and associating

::With"..thein and einpathizing with thein, she' is also saying;.4 really want

to'ishcariges'you and rWaneta81hange you in a direction that is *foreign. to
yini: I ..Want;.. as...tit Were; ',to. show '.you. the cOnseqUenCis of 'what 'happens

when yOu. 'get' vertatin kin& Of' education in our society and what' kinds

*piiiials:vare's available to -yoit if, in fact; yoti get-thede.-.
forme 6.f',SdalatiOn:\ 'Xt seems to * that' she: is in ,a dOuble ;bind

be66sii. thessarir.aitthet inathipatible.
* retther'than that I'm going *to change you,

*Vie ShOuldf..a4iprediatile.that:4here 'areVays' and Means :by' which she' could

asiiit _the.' youth .popiiiiittan-to which they may change



themselVes. The school thri' would become,. and the teacher then would

become, and the classroom then would become not a competitor but an ally.

* Schbols have never placed knowledge at the disposal of the people

little people. It's been for the elite of the community, relatively

speaking. In one sense, the function of the school is that of a great

sorting mechanism which teaches'people their place in society. It's

never been an instrument for the help of the litt/e people to use knowledge

really in the way in which it has the potentiality of becoming. The

big pressure now is not that the teacher is trying to change people so

much as that she is not changing them enough.

* Of course. If you say it is a sorting mechanism, teaching

people their place, 'as much as Plato said it should be. (Incidentally,

I'm not fond of Plato, but I see a parallel here), after all, it is

only a. few who.want to take advantage of this knowledge and say;

"I'm an elite'here I'm just a transient in this slum. I'm on

my way to the top. I'm not too much concerned about the conditions in

this neighborhood because I'm going to beat it out of here as soon

as I get out of high sChool." The parallel, it seems to me, is with

the American labor movement' in the 30's. With the industrial. union

organiiation' I hatie always felt that what the CIO symbolized was the

rank and 'file of American tabor saying to each other; "let's face it

kid, we're not g Oing; to be omploYers someday. We can't all be

employers someday. We're going to be right here in this coal 'mine for

the rest Of our lives.-Most of us--and this is where it's got to happen'.
And so the-prattd, I think, is the saoe. It's not that we're. .'

going to' get out Of the 'ghetto. -This is where we are all going to become

individticaly assimilated into the Middle class. This is where.'it's'

going to'happen*so' that if the'Schoor is *going to do' that, it' has gat
to do more" than Merely be. accessible those fl3W climbers who climb out.

* And big iiitpetueto that die° from the migration patterns

in theiseltaige HeretOfOrd-there "has always been'a new group

coming-in 'to puehthe'.fliareinal'13143ople put-e6 we '`never reformed the'

striicittiiies t14..;'cittai' ps'eOple through. thein, Out.to

the suburbs oxtd!'iraan: 'But i''rlaw :there IS no more big "Migratim.',to. 'come

-:Ceififie4ue`talg;' Ziarikind"."teChiiice" atie-bigitining to

thei4tiii;itittitiontijie'refoimed' to. itake' t ie city hiinfanawhich

198:21
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never happened before. It's a new input, into., the city--an arrangement

that we have never had before. I think.

You say they want to be changed, but let face reality. Let's

take. just such. a practical thing as language styles. The guy may be

very literate in his own linguistic made, so to speak, but in order

for him to get a job at J.L. Hudson's and so. on, he better .damn Well

get rid.of that style. As I see it that's one of our paradoxes--that .

they see the schools as pivotal but I think that they see the schools.

pivotal for getting out, for doing better.

I'm right in the midst of a consulting. job to. some public. schools
in the middle:of Detroit, and, the model cities program now. We have

three main thrusts. We want to increase the number of.parm-professionals
--getting about 55 people. from the neighborhood and train them to work

as teachers' aides in about. three schools. Second, we are trying to..

increase the .sensitivity. of ,:the existing teachers in the school--to
do, just exactly what . you are. talking about,. right here. Third, we are.

trying to introduce., through the community, the. entire curriculum of
so-called Afro-American culture so that the .people will get a sense.of.
pride in their background--music, culture, art,. literature, history-

the whole: works., .Now., this has been one of the most thoroughly prepared
'grass .roots' ,efforts that I have ever seen. We.hcfd,..a local.citizeOs

planning group with a very able .Negro leader -.Willy Smith. Now when ...

Willie.,.54mith.met with:us .the .first, time he:said;. ''we've had enough....
enrphasia ;upon environmental situations. We want to create...a School

system where...our.kids.. can learn", . That was very much like:Remus

.Robinson fat that time the -only Negro-member. of the Detroit ..Poard of

Education,...whenj workxd with. them at the community school about: ten .

years ago)...1. He. said; youngsters.. to have the chance to .;

flunk,: the best.curricuZr that .therefie They ,had a riot :,at one .

jurzior,..high..,Nhoot.over the.,fact..that...they discovered that.ithe. text-

booksAhere...were. watered down versions-,of what everybody, elan was

gettilg. get. this, recurring th4no. I would agree p.)tith you.:

I woul4,01i*,::that :they are ,increasingly recogni;ing,that the ;school, .

ifv4ent214.4?-.0#1:119, out. cog 1.41Prot$N1 tileir,.Ponditio48.
* ,question about.sthe. agenda? So ;far, we,* -been.

...taking.,sonje very.. broad luts..and ,swaths into,. this 'question.., In jotting

2(11:



down a Couple of ideas on, the plane on the way down, I found that the

first thing I had to do was ask myself how general the discussion would

be and how:specific. it would be to comunity development--that is to

some process of conimmity change. If you are asking this group as

cornmetity change people., as it were, what teachers might benefit by

knowing, that's a fairly focussed thing. If you are asking this group

as people who have had experiences in communities and community dyntwrics,

the business of understanding the whole structure of the community and

hence the structure of the American society., it's a much larger kind .

Of a question and I'm afraid we'll kind of 'ramble around in it.

4* I assume that the first will be the most fruitful focus. -I also

assume that if, in fact, out of:the discussion:comes-ideas about what

the teacher should know in principle then .th.e.. question of how you

elaborate those principles into an adequate curriculum is one that gets

looked at; at a later date after we have sifted the general ideas that

should be incorporated into the life span of the teacher. Does that

answer your question?

Let me. test that. For example,.it occurred to me that a

teacher should know.that community development,people are interested in

what the existing resources are for,community development. They are

interested in the sum of the currentresources, the subtle .process of

cooptation which may occur -when these resources begin to get used.

These are content matters with which.the,teacher ought to be faxriliar-7
the city's program, its .

strengths and weaknesses; some of the complex

problem of process of interaction that goes on with .neighborhood

development, and with the implications of neighborhood cooperation etc.

All this substantive material,. as well as just merely illustrative .

material could well become familiar to teachers.

,Thera,iitan instance that relates: to this and also back to the

previous conversation. Over the course of the past two anal a half years,

on a coast to, coalit.basis,-a*considerable number of federal and foundation
doZigret have hen invested in street' gangs in the urban ghett4:-.-it runs

into,quite a!:few%rillion. Thogq,,gan.ge 0244 etre made up of.

drop-,outs,,,whose:agfitemge,(from 42. .upApqn-into actrly 40.41. One 'of the

things for Which Agee, ,ganga.have been 144*1.43(2 quite heavily is. to start

various business PntferPriqes S 40rVit:Aave .statistics nation -wide but

2.1.);1).



on the 'Studies I have made I would estimate that a vast majority:of

thekte'have failed. An enormous of money. has been wasted i that iss
in terms of producing. a Succestiful business enterprise or an income-

making vehicle. -Maybe in some instances the investment has provided a

certain educational experience *whickhad value, I'm not sure. But one

of the things that strikesme ie the apparent total separation between

this kind of thing oxd' the schools. Now, one of the major reasons
that so many oP these have failed is a Zack of Simple book-keeping
skills, a ZaPk of a whole range of Managerial skills but ''mostly skills

that the school system *is in the 'bUsiness of teaching. But the school

system would be 'the liast:place' that- these peOple would think of turning
to for *guidance and techniCal assistance; to help them make something

they are interested in' sucCeed. The school is not an ally, it continues

to be lOoked upon as an eke*.

*4 CoUld I eminent briefly, because r think that out of the Wo

discussions has come' a way 'of focussing. You 'are in fact talking

about the teacher in at least two roles; first of all the role of. the

teacher asan information diseieminator to the youngsters or to anybody

else;;.:.art inforMatiOndisieminator as it were, 'about' connunity

development. So one 'of the implications' T would take out' of this is
that you would at the momerit recommend' that the teacher be prepared,

at any rate to be .able to do this -Sort of.thin.4.: The other role that
is implied is the role of comp unity changer hereetf. 'so she may need

to t5edomesbcialied to the. ..idea that She can exert' an influence in
. .

the cotintunity- to change it'.

If she became; in a *sense, a.donsulfant' to various indigenoud
efforts; .tkat itself could be the means :by which she 'could attract
many kids back to school:'
* 'ehiiik that We could -get very rOMeintic about this' notion of the

;leacher-as -change *agent,. and,.

4' :". just be 'a rile` moder it would hettj
°'`.T .think..it-ra for only th4 extremely *exceptional' teacher,

or, `the extremely ioiseptionat human being; who would have the kind of
creativity, obStinciikk. fearteSsnees;patience; loyalty, and every-".
thing 'ellie tetchieb in a SeihoOlSysteM to -operate in this
way: f.UntieS: the .EichO6V iketein izio'und her 'cold-wades; at least,. that
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school around her,is geared to this, you can't expect the average

teacher. to do this .work, though exceptional ones will...

I think you shouldn't overlook though the opportunity or the

necessity for her to understand that you have to work also through

professional rotes--professional organisations. I'd say that in spite

of the difficulty that the union got into in the Oceanhill Brownsville,

that fundamentally. the union stood between these children and chaos

in this community.- They were the only group that had the muscle to

require the city to, pay the kinds of salaries to hold teachers there,

to keep any semblance of the school system going and demand that they

develop a more. effective school progrom and so .on. This .shouldn't be

overlooked as a possible origin of change possibility.

I thinks coming right to the heart of this, such an action, or

practical orientation inheres .to.a large .degree in role definition

and role perception. think. that most teachers yet, either because

of their preference or .because of their sense of powerlessness, once

they step. outside Of the classroom, still think of themselves pretty

much as developers of skill and disseminators of knowledge. They feel

that..the way in which to do that is through the primary face to face

relationship within the classroom. The questions; "what is.my john

who am I.ae a. teacherl what are my tasks -as., a teacher; what are the

number of jobs; and of these which has the highest priority?" are

quetjtione 'that are given narrow. answers. I think this is what Willie

Smith confirmed. when he said; "we want our kids to learn". Teachers

think ,this. Row.around,our .way the unions are setting up very, very

severe, striat.job, specifications as to what a teacher. does. Now,. what

I asl:c is, does, this role definition and role perception include in it

any...of the skills or:any of the. responsibilities we have just been .

describing? , I'm inclined to,think teachers:would say; "but you see,..

my job. begins at 910.0 in the morning with these. kids, teaching this

thing. fi!m supposed to de. They would. jay; '.'this is not my job, my
job '4. Commt.knity..deveZopmenti. and .so ,on, that's the job of the .

conrrunity school director (to use flat.terminology)., it's the .community

c,gent,,,(.to ;use, the:- great.c ity-,!s,,te.rminology). This is, -the .job of the

woriker;, thew isiting. teacher, the, assistant principal, the
:principal hirnse,11,.4,44. ;my job, is to instryyt,, to transmit. 4.12formation,. .

4



develop 'skills, 'and s*' on. t love this, this 'is' important. If I'm
a metropolitan I live out in Connecticut- and it takes me an hour to .

get io town,. If I'm in Detroit and rive out at .Farmington, .so
takes 'me an hour and '..a 'half to fight the battle of the highway, and
so. on". ' I worked' in Detroit for 10 months; working with the famous
Roinney 'Corririttee'; and I worked in these inner city schools. And at

3:30 in'the :afternoon you. would be swept off your feet if you didn 't get
out "of the Way; The basic idea was; "to hell with this, staying .

over here- to jOin this local comittee and all the rest Of it. I've

got a very clear cut responsibility to see that these kids learn".

Now, to Me, if'We're talking- about teacher training,- we're, 'talking

about the school as:a total apparatus, this is a slightly..different
horse, you see.

* 're talking 'about teacher training.

* You're 'talking about 'teacher training. talking about the

rank end' file*.of* the trOope, the troops that carry the big role. We

it''ireeMs ta-rieyou just simply somehow face this question; "who

don I as a teacher, what id 7** jobVA

* " and ho'. i can -iplease the 'druniner to which. you're listening".
* Pivoisely:
** ire make thta naive assumption that ?Aviv goingto produce both%
competent and prOfessional 'people. 2'he naivelact that there is a
ritUal. or a' nOilm o, f behavior coong other teachers'doesn.'t necessarily
mean that'our reachezie are going to follow it. .At the, moment we've got

delUeions of grevideur. Our teacher training scheme is going to produce
beautiliil teachers. However, you are talking' about existential facts.'.of
current "-teaming and 'petty :powerful ones ..at that. Our teachers, no
matter how idealiitics thily '(tre'gointrto run' into them when they get

kike**-9oUrludgenidrit-de-to :whether you think that those

existential *facts are 'eo''PoOeritit that the teachers wilt be' forced* to
cofiforiir-to'thein,' or whether in''' fat' our 'teachers can take a different'

fact,teut''acibee 'some of the conventional,,
-itAaii74 p2;tiot-i.aes 6rtiescifoilif 'mew?

* njouktbedome* itOdicilogicaL "I would. say your' :

greatetei .total sende,:'because that Is'rOmantic

arid: iinie '1"thoziought#:'-ergc:I' and t think -one45f.:the things that

24,
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we have to. fight'60nStantly is this romanticism of aspirations) would be

to transform the systetcas much as posSible: This is one reason some

°Pus are very high aboUt the coniMunity school. The community school

concept-is just a little broader than just the 'tittle-aid s'chool'house

concept. ,Anctityou did within this total society create a school that

is a little bit more than just a mere disseminator- -which is the

tradition that has been- -then within that you would necessarily have

new roles. You'd build into it the relevance of this so-called inside
the Oleasiloom dissemination. I would say your chances would then be

much greater if' along with this you took into account the fact that

there- dre educational forces outside, some of Which are competing' and

some of which can reinforce. If you're looking for a.)big idea that

they,can all understand,- think of the community as an educational force.
This. is a fuzzy idea but you' can pin it down. .Then think' of the School

within that cis a .powerfti force. 'Take the idea 63"` a knowledge ci-inter;

a skill' center, an-information Center along with a teaching; center for
kids. If we 'can think of the society as a whole, or the community, or
whatever 'you like; de educative; their we think of the sehOol cis having

a little lamer :since' of this -thrill ever before. 'Then I would say that

this 'teacher who- still is merely concerned about what happens, how 'she..

behdves'ilith hersubject matterLif She -still .my job is' to transmit

the .knoWledge and the- skill relevant to -this subject )natter here, she

must recogni;e'Whidh drUnner. She is listening to.. And: it's not the

disadvaritdged .ijointhunity- druniner-'..4tre''the university drummer"; 'the' top
Prrthematicieots in the Co Untrg'.. But if She 'can see this ii6W in .social
context,' as she:,:gdes in and out 'to h'er- classroom, and as' she constantly
runs 'into 'talk, ''Iovinge teak, teak with the communiti's people";

'the visiting teeicIfezi eind so on, some b)i*-this begins to spin off on her.

This ie the Vcild /7'- think the '-ohizn0.11.n11. cbOie,s but' I'think we are fob ling

ourselves, I think are'isomdittici if we try to rely On 'reforin coming
thiio4h, Wire With-'educertiOnal psycholog'Y'for a number

of Oars,')aloil4g iiitthboninioffity- develof)tifent; 'Section 15 of APA-;-greW up
with i.g,.'''EditorationitVpSychiitogi'li.tift`'heifk had a 41611 Of a time .trying

ifeVidris&,204.-:kr We Obir'egi$ biet'tkey
getting Oil ilea the iitei4ettilie;' what'sis 'req.* iitiatititii
from id foeiiiliVrt'intrier-Claiieroein trhn'entieSiesn; 'rt fs .whiit
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here,,cowt.thirOs in response somewhat to reality, to this sense of the

pivotal role of ,the school in. knowledge acquisition. Now., how specific

are we ..going ,toget here. If youwant. to make it more generic I would

say,.start-.with..the,concept of the educated community, the concept of
the. conrminity school as being a conniunity center for knowledge and for

information, .the.. whole. works.

** hgppy to. take, my lead from exactly what you think
should,e. fact, you..have a particular point. of view, that then

provides :the -orientation for.us. If you speciiii,.the role in tsertain

terms, that's it as far as I'm concerned. If you others happen.to agree

with him, that's fine.,y1f you-have .different ,points oPview, that's .

fine -,too.
.

In this regard,. I bruid....like..to.comeback to what Baker E rownell
said ict,,long.time.-ago, which I think makes.. sense to me. I beiieve that

it!s *moral in,training teachers to -take,the youngster out of the
community ..for four.. years,. five years, to train. him to be a .community.

leader.;. This king. of free-loading .without any responsibility tends to
be .a .means for:their alienation from main stream human kind.. I would...
ixtve the trainee involved community :the: whole .time: she, is 4,?:

training. so .there is never a. severance of that relationship. r,beliezie:
that it ,479141/4 make a Pflgnfficant contribution, to getting. away from this

diahotomy,bettlieenIthe use of knowledge .on.. the: one-:, hand mid a Brahmin

group .on ,the .other.,. Isn't there :evidence. that ,by-_-,th4 :time..:you-.:train

psychologist he,..1:tas empathy than when. you .started with. hint ?. And.
I would. so* that the some oould..be true with-teaohers--that .by.'the time
you.. train .,then, r, they .have. 4as. empathy Oust when they .started.; think
the thing2thati,oes. it, a= the taking,I.of, them out of the.'covirlunity, for ,

or five years,:in,a..freerloading.experience.especial.4 since we draw
eac,hers..:fp muck t),%omi the 44)er e9.ftelon ,becquse it' er, the mai or.gatela*

to 41.*!, MIFqfj9)18. for ,the 'lower ls'ohq;9?28 of society. t '

1,sioxi-T-7,f1;,.. gem Sty, Neki) York 'a- study on the .lower..

east 111;44...0N9124..arriCng- eS,Ir Pkftwel':,o9ricern8., tw-orgews4apito.rk called .

the Unipersity,,,of .she,; Streets'. NI,,University, of ,theilgtrepte ,has-,no, :

rek.tOnship,49!st0AnskYlp IttP,:nP.P..reaily,. a :.t4ni-verety?---

it re- Afft-,044Zed thcrt. Thie,,thtng,..4:4 tv;i:m ard operated by street people.
It wctg.,,organf,sseciecby,,,straft thoy.havetoday!.:$00,..kide, who have

26
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been very much alienated. from the public school system and who regard.

the school as an. enemy. They are now going through what they call .

prep school. These. kids' are diligently studying, all sorts. of academic

subject matter for the purpose :of preparing totake a litgh school
equivalency test or something, or even just for the purpose of learning.

Now here is an indigenous school. It certainly is an educational

institution, whether you could define it. s a university or whatever

else--it certainly is an indigenous .ech4catiOnal, institution in the

ghetto. And it does, in fact, have 800 ghetto kids who have been

totally alienated from the public schools. Why are these kids so eager?

Why do they participate so effectively? You. know,- they pay. $1650 a month

rent on the building there. They have to get out and hiistle this money

all, the time. They do' that and they in fact are running this themselves'.

They-have a. few public school teachers who come in as volunteers at

night sand they lipid claizes in their apartments 'and this and that. But

many- of the teachers arejust young.people themselves Who are interested.

I. don't know what the quality-of the teaching is in toxins of subject

matter or what it is in the. , terns of 'the quality of. teaching say,'

arithmetic. ',But whyii there such a contrast between the way these' -.

kids feet-toward that educational institution. in the ghetto--and these .

are life time ghetto - kids- -and the ioay they 'feel toward the public
school system. If:ifou.could 'find the answer to what it .is that makes
them feel so eager about this thing 'and so angry votoo.rd-the- public sehoOls,

this' would-suggest Solite ofthe feelings and role models that the'
teacher trainee should be exposed to.

* .Here .ctgain, I. think' is the' issue of legitimacy.. This institution-

is legitirate in-lancLof itself. .,It. grey,- up out of the environment

the o:therie something -imposed' on them4,1.!as you ,say, as a means of control.

* , then; another thing. This- partiCular institution- -and it s:

is arr.inetitutjOrrine a sense-4could'providet.a,aVaitsroom, as it were, for

the: teacher, trainees.: it-hasn't: been utilized for that but it-could be.
! 'You eatikiti-could.,-be u'itect Way' and imaybe it. could but I'm

very cskepticaVforsthe-',reai3on that 1,-..gave.,?,earlier: Reatd,y we, are .

dealingA;n:Ortwo..-dif*)entworl&t)iewe,:here..',Thix,world vie,I' that I
awn* ,iissitepresented bp this .UniteriVity:4, the :,Streets (thatthey:. feel

they own and that ii5Lreeting,...their-,needis) it quite. different from'
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world. view of the public school system. And it- establishes different
constraints 'upon the teacher and different norms for evaluation of
what :makes: a good, teacher and everything. else, I'm not so sure that the
two are compatible. Putting it another way,... Z 'm. not sure that
teacher trained there would learn anything of relevance to the system
into which .she ,will go.
* .I would like' to see rmi masters student). spend a quarter in the'
University of the Streets. .r think a great deal would rub off.

I'm :being the devil advocate at this moment. I just wanted for
use that point' for underlining what seems to-re to be so important--the
utterly different way-. of looking at America& society that trickles .down
through the- school.
* .:this. is .one of the things wanted' in the discussion., isn't.
it? We: don't *aim. to-. simply accept what .is traditional. If we 're talking
about training a new:.crop of .teachers. over a. period of time, then we'
would ,also be involved in .the training of a ttew crop of administrators,..-
eventually-swa.might..even be training a' new crop' pf school board:members....
We might,b0 .generating a hoie..new way of .looking at how to run a 7.

school. If that w.hat we're looking at; in .thee long haul it seems to
me that.that.= Some oPthase.models:Ve have going :di?. now:will be rejected.-

What is:41fore, ther.e...are.ettremely rich resources-that are unknown.

They!re:outside. *any. official agency strudt,Ure aaid.I think they're
likely tot:be > shbvi to .be more. effective. .

There's .one- thing that Stands ..but Ans. some . of the' more, . success f141.*

ghetto schools I have known.
4. .we. talk about these things. . The' places I .know where

good.'Work.ghas been done: -tWo schools' stand.oi4t .becausethey didn't .do
it.-.toith 'projects nor-with-new.ifangied.'notions' of one sort or another,

or witk.teacheitAthat-,Were-differenThey,did it with principals who
believe&theee,:kidErvoul& learn: and:-.whoreconciled the neighborhoods;
and-'the $,Toorrinimitiess,;they,served4;-to expect' teaoher to tea&b' :and, expect

kids tee learn "oitd-they'. comes.back to what
the two .of you were,:talking-aboutir-the expectations-that the.,minority.
corriunitilias,,,for the?schoo/.. Rhey?donSt-expect. hee teachers :to ...be
great.,00thitunity-Workertr:or-things,;like*that!.,Their ivies are .to help
thesOki-delZecaork:tbkea& dnd td gilvwtheineduOation sand so, on.,

Zak
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4* v, I don't think there is any doubt that when you get the administrative

structure sympathetic-to community needs;: you get a bigger response. .

* And it didn't make much difference about the teachers. ,
** This is. the point that I think we are going to have to confront..

Are you suggesting that we be quite pessimistic about this thing and say

if, in fact, you don't have ci' sympathetic administrative sturature,

you're not going to get anywhere?

* I'm saying we are not going to get far with teachers unless we

change' whole' climate. oropinion .about what is. a public school a i

Blum community.

** So do I, when I'm looking at the big issues. But when I look

at..the .30, that .are being taughtby that one teacher right now and

4 ask the question; "can we make it just a little better for them",

that answer .doesn!thhelp.

All, right; .T'dlike -to comment on that a little. Whether the'

teacher-is teaching arithmetic. or book-keeping or history, or whatever,

it seems to,:me-that ones thing that /Jill.' help that teacher in the

existing,system (that die without :assuming any change in the structure)

one thing that the,,teacher can well use, .is. some 'focussed thinking on .

the question of the alternative definitions 'of poverty. She can become

a littta.self-conecioue about some-ortheassumptions in American

culture and,the= notion.. that there. are. the deserving poor and the
undeserving poori.and.that-anyone who --responds to what she's teaching
is likely,,to .be.!one,:df.-the:',former.rather than the,lattem He wants to'
make something himself.,;, Concepts: about structural poVerty, if you
wi1/4-4oncepte,,about structural :unemployment, concepts abOut 'systematic.-

discririnctiOnti :CIM all crotevont, to the teacher:! s view of her teaching .

life apcte,:- Nre...2:8;'.b14 'BC ucational-liter atura. on unequal treatment

andygisinterprOatiorkoPintelZigende ;test..:Scores,:and the.,rest. The ' .,;

fietd Pt.0.4vc4.1: Ze t,:404/204:eney.,hoey.a rich literature.; on the .discriminatory:

treatment, according to social class. Another field very replete lath ,

all aorta of findings indicating similar :discriminations ie:the field of
mental illness. These are the kindexosf,thikts-that the :teacher of high

q49P.V.204400t00,8,s; 10) somikthing4OethatAoftsnl to...be- a. specialist
in. But if the teacher in the role Ofs:teackiitgz,arithiitetic and inathematiCs

haVe .qatiefvtoryt'empatkyk,1444,mporPant.' for.;her, 'to have
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this; kind of understanding:: It is important that the teacher have some

chance:to'reflect,on the folk culture we have.in middle Class. society

and about the nature of poverty. This would be an understanding that

would- be,a terrifia he even.though- she didn't rush out and transform*

tha..juvenile court o..some of the ,rest of them. If.she had some

appreciation' that these are the kinds of -thinge that are going on in the

real world out there.
* Wouldn't that. just -make the teacher uncomfortable? How much good

does it do to be:a goOd person in an' initituti6n thatis not doing*. its

job?
* That's a pretty goodl-point.
** . /-thinle this comes back to another. role that' other consortia have

suggested that -th.e'lteacher4right-takelrom*.time to -time, although

admittedly in a hierarchy of roles it would take lOwer priority.* She'

should :see .'herself aivsoriiebody'who can influence change within the

system.: Then if, in-.fact; she diecterbni characteristics in 'the SystRiz

that are dysfunctional iwterme of '-her achieving her educational'

objectives; .then lithe hafrthe 'obligation to exert her 'wall influence in
getting cfringe,'in:the system, -whether it's' the school systeth Or the

educational . system -:-or -the; Union. yitem:
It!e,:a. practical 'question and* I'm not sure that the research

bears out .much notion, that -the* teachers can transform the: nature,,of

:t-if :you get schools in which-thecurriculum ie 'pretty.
well,4eaigned-fromatimsiohdre.else, .if the acktinistratiowconies out -of'

somevhere the -school -1.:.triz-litiorivare:alien to 'Ad traditions in'
the.. neighborhood around :the school; :if the school..ia, seen as::the-enemli. .*

thenritfin. not sure. that training different,tort.vo f 'teacher ',ie goin to.

make irsielidifferencet talked to "son 16\ teachire cicAile-ado in. Loa*

Angeles:;-coulthey,..bere71)ondering'..why the, ki'dis,we're alaiya'slashing. their

tyreir-:thr doings, bait thingito-thaf. .teacherr theinaelves,Oxia-dutit '` *:.

teaphere-'cire,alien.:'-....t
Wolik:*he:itoh0,41 school ;ttiv4ien:' .

:,

r.
; '

have*algefateitiatic'?Ibout and therefore say-',

thatvoiemigkt,:ari.: Wit Styzip.stgiumer40.-.

* Well; .urtmT not., suggesting= fataliain,.-.-Vor.auggirating that there are



several points' at which to think about social change and possibly the

education teacher is-not the most fruitful point to think about.

** All:Tight. . I quite agree but is it so fruitless that we don't

pay' any' attentions-to it?

* oxswer.that question. I don't believe it. I think it is

a perfectly pertinent questiom.. I agree that the. teachers are not the

point of'Zeverage which wouldoccur to me as the one at which to

institute social change. However, they are very important actors in .

the process... The questionof how they're trained I think, is exceedingly
important, evenvrctnting.these.constraints. So; I'd say sure, if we're-

talking about teacher training, I think that recognizingthis important

point.-that,,teadhers. can't do. Much in a system which is locked-in in a

hundred.cdifferent wayirta--keep them' in line that; nevertheless, if
we can train :teachers-Who: aremore =enable to a change, then at' least,

they won't be holding up change.

0:K. :: -
* And the realism of,it is today that. the -upthrust of these powerless

marginal people- is..such.that 'by leorger -the ghetto schools are going

to be legitimatect,intheir lives. Local control doesn't mean throwing

out the. pop16 .who 'are', there. If you' Zook at :Detroit, New, York--any
of the.-Zarge oitieSLand ett:the Oceanhill busineds. and' 201 both, when

local ,,control caine,,they" kept the 'major portion of the: teachers who

were there..--

** _Andthe?4 .didn t'.have any.'choice.

They ,sdiditAt-:have .any. choice but'

*4 A teacher teacher is' a'- teacher is a teacher

* But; :'br-the same' token, ea.: large 'portion of them, once the ..structure

was altered in the new pattern, fitted in to help. Now, if teachers

could understand that thiet-:is-. goodness,' and: -see it. as .goodneps .and

identifymith so,theyv:lidn't.freezei.Jon it: in feaT,--as the union did,

think:Vou!ctlinake efirjor.s.-contribution to teacher. training.
40.af le r
I really' thinkoyOu,toould, .-'t :.

'F:fiNthisr:ienc!trtrecognized::lae:3a.,ma tter of peetimism and if you don't

prociescltvith thidNkinilebf Otteivrite, tith many: more)like.it, you-bgtZ

witaittivir.obntributo "to' :th! total destruction o f ,the

3
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system becciuse we keep creating substitute institutions like, for

example, the Head Start program. The woods are so fun of them. Plow,"

instead of 'thinking of ways and means of making the school relate more

effectively to the neighborhood, you just keep undercutting the school

and taking any from it and building other substitute' institutions.

Finally we'll just give up on the public school system. Just give up.

on it and we'Zi have a. whole new set of shadow school systems out

here and they wilt. replace the others.

* Very rapidly we are getting pressure for support for parochial

schools here in this section of the country...publie support.

4 Incidentally, I must say that there is. one aspect of this that

I welcoMe and that is the opening up of options to individual families

in the ghettos. I'd rather eee them have both. Hertz and Avis than have

to send their youngster only to Hertz because that's all there is

just one school and one system.

* If it were genuinely competitive but if it's an escape hatch for

the zipper groups c ad minority- groups that are just ahead, then

* I agree. If our topic were a. little different I would be

interested in discussing and exploring ways of snaking. them truly

competitive., butt at any rate, tile will have to 'bite this bullet' sooner

or later orneighborhood control: It's the kind of thing that every..."

one would predict and it seems. Z7anal.. -But I don't see this as a cure -

all either. I dci think llowever, that whether it's Harlem or Roxbury

or somewhere else, that people who live' there ezad who 'send their kids

to those schools, have to feel that they have a meaningful control

over that school. system= -no more and-no less than do the people of

Scarsdale -and Woodcheiter and Grove's .Point and .the .restno more and

no less.
. : ...-

*4 If so, what' does this mean t?;,' the teacher?.- .

4 Let:me just put a footnote- to that. HaJever;-the reason we're

not willing to buy that as a society' is that we :really don't believe

these people are capable of governing themselves and we don't believe

they are capable of running their own schools, and we don't' want to

believe it.- Witleel, like Colonials; that we must. _ in our own enlightening,

altrz4stic.way".`Provide the best kind of school, 'with all the new teaching

machines'. Ord everything else for these people' (and have' conferences, such

3? t ,
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as this. one to help) . But we nnist do it for them because we know so

much better.- Whereas thp idea of. appreciating. that .th,eg will make

mistakes,, that it's going to be horrible, that they're going to
probably make as many mistakes in their school system as have been

made these many years in Scarsdale and Woodchester and Grove's Point

and it's going to be awful. We've, got to let these people tnake some
mistakes . too, but also we've got.to make some expertise available--but
so that they can take it or leave it as they see fit. We can't just
con them into the same old stultifying thing as we usually do. I just

think we have to face. this. Now, I know that in effect that's another

agenda, but certainly if were talking about what the teachev of
arithmetic might well benefit by: loowing, feeling and thinking about
cow-amity...development, then I think that this is one of the things that
teachers who,go into that should.havo some sensitivity to--particularly
the young one ,who. :hasn't lo.st..herempathy yet. . She should have, some

sense of .the process through which she moves a great deal of this
empathy and through which she will be socialized into the teaching

profession, into middiaclass *norms and into union, professional

identification,.of a guild type.
* It seems to me, the big issue is whether we can move fast enough
to alter the whole .8tructu., keeping ourselves in a COMM encounter
with common sets of values into which. all :kids will be socialized or

whether or not, hecause, we cannot mo?..3 that fast, we pull apart into
an apartheidrpZ.ationship that .develops separate. , curriculum for
separate groups: in a,:kind of a tribalism. .......

4* Is it worthwhile considering the implications of both
alternatives for the teacher? By and large .I think the discussion
has assumed that the first condition will exist. But. if that second one
will come about,...there. will develop new kinds of schools. And, you

know, the wheel gets re-discovered, simply because there has been.a
demand for complete conmunity control in this kind of social. development

of the,sgalmiMI.4Y,4

I think you could make thee ease that the minority:peopte's.,.
seepoise)4q,a4p4ppjg-Aqet!, gharity ephepoig. a public expense in the -large

4ave-never, OM looked on,: as',1,40,es that are. attractive .

to teach in, and this kind of thing. They were fUndamentally .charity
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schools and the group there. nob) developing. power enough to indicate
that it's not' going to live with this arty longer. Yet the whole image
of teaching is that.. you iferve' your. time in the ghetto and then move out

to the nice school. if you're getting ahead professionally, if yoU're
upwardly mobile-you're going to move to the nice neighborhood.

Is that in itself. the 'attitude

* Well,it's the whole system'of American values. The whole

expectancy is such that. you might as well: ask the' layman on the street

to lute the schoo lsuas to look 'at' their contnon achievements or reading

achietement .scores, b'ecause the expectancy so nearly-parallels the

achievement that it drypet make any.differesice.

All .kwassgetting at is that. the' way you' put this upward
mobility, profeseidnally in' he guild' ' Now, Ray used the words
think, feel and understand; so what ybu juSt said could be incorporated
into teacher training programs: Maybe -the. greatest professional'
achievement will' come to be seen in terms* other 'than moving out to
Scarsdale.
4* I suppose whatever the program., we're assuminimotivation on
the part of the teachers to, in fact, go into the inner city et3'ef.28
We have a specially. selected group. But even so, I suppose our problem
is to retain in-them. the enthisiaems that they first generatedbefore
having known anything about ghetto teaching.
* Bunter College .selected 100 Grivts, trained thee with the notion
of performing in these. inner 'city schools--did all 'they could to orient
them to it and 50% of them resigned their appointments when they found
out they were going there.

They didn't even get started?
* 'They -didn't. even..start: ' `.

And they kne:olt the ivay through progresn What.' they

were taining: for? .

* % ' ,..
Was it a specially designed training protjmn that had them in

there during' the program? FOr inittante
* They' did all the things they Itheto to. do "ko aceimcitie them to' the
low income neighborhboas, 'Car the kinds-"of Contaetss, all 'the things we're'
talkir4. about;' and so on:

34(
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juet scared the hell. out of them, huh?
* .I guess they did.

4 lot of this. was out :o. the -job experience too--rightout there?
Yes,. practice teaching was there - -ail of it.

** Does. ,.anyone know why?

*, .except that they just didn't succeed with their project.
Wel Z Y wonder if.that 'has ecmething to do with the matter of

selection...'
* ..r think the selection is half the battle myself. I think we're
very naive about the ,changes we think we can mrace in people. When they

come thera,they-are-a product of long years of experiences expectations.

The oelfi-structure, the self-system is pretty fixed.
* vo, ,I. just have the impression iwithout any data at all) from

the young people that I. do get to talk with--I've heard a lot more of;
"oh, for,,heaven."0,8akes,, I don't Want to go in and suffer", than I

heard 20. years as. .

QkYeP.

But they do a summer project and change their minds.

Yes.,

,It's not the..same thing as a life-long devotion to

* But at least there is the initial desire, the initial willingness

andthen.it's just pimply the contact. After all, here are we, how many

of us. have given any -anaesthetic?

That's vtrue..,

I live.t.in. Greenwich Village:
I guess that 14 really the inner. .city isn't it?

s:ir,ner
* ,In spl;te of my talk a minute ago' about the role perception, the

role definition being strictly related to the intro -aural clasarom,

I caiPt.-arguewiti,:i., your ,point about the school that seemed to do well
in spite ofalljthe.. methodology because of acceptithce, and so' on:
Evert,thing',I knowseems to support that., We have some evidence on

inner,,City, ,schoole Detroit that you got, the mothers in -and 'made

themfeeZ. y-cooperata,,you got good results.. We are back

to the,,,u,se,Areorimunity, resouroee to help the classroom erformance. ;

If they think of therpti!elves as being basically responsible for what goes

3544'
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on here it works. I think that the job 'td a large extent is to help
them realize that in a very real sense, not in any theoretical sense,

they can help our kids learn. Their relating to knottiledge of
resources and relating to extra school forces will help "them in this.

I've got two points here. I think you'll find teachers who have

mastered the stuff well enough t4nd if they live in the city or close by
they identify themselves with the community in various ways--through
agencies, through clubs, the Booker T.. Washington's Business Men's

Association,- and all' the rest of it, even though it's the upper lower
class people. I think you' can demonstrate this.' I'm talking about a

teacher,inot an adminietrator, but basically a-full-time claserciam
teacher. We see them 'going up and they gradually take off in roles and
activities that relate themselves to a' larger context.' Maybe there's
an aura of community. service respect for these guys but we* have a lot
of evidence to shotij that the-people that have those Contacts knOw more

about their youngsters because of seeing those youngsters in situations
outside. Now, let's get down to the other point. We now have the

beginning of some Very.good data to the- dffeCt.that if in the early
stages the parent can be brought in as co-teacher, literally a do-
teacher, that -the yOungeter's skill, and his I.Q. moves up fast. Let
me-- give yo4 a dramatic. case. I'm:usin'g 'it as a point Of departure.
17m-taking you-iiterally: You're interested in teacher ,training-what
happens here in 'my' classroom. In .Y)silanti they ivork.ld out a- scheme

whereby a person from the outside came in and taught the'mothere*how
to cooperate with the school and help their Chitdren. The mother

becomes a teacher of :the* child along withthe teachers: They would

come in and not use fancy, beautiful materials, but" they would *use
clothes pine,.'-knives and 'forks; 'the little 'etuft4hat.they could pick
up rightaround the Sopiietimee--the -*other /Me* illiterate
they woad teach 'her :how to :read' evld'..hOw to write.. "Then "the **Other,

as the child would come.:hoMe,:would reinforce6,nd carry out' and
continue' with' some of these thi'ngs. We have' a little-of this in rx
program'fin.Plint-where you -work out a cdntracit with the Parente. 'The

kid has, a-kind of-d'eChedulw-,andthey make an agreement :that he has a
place ta,etut*, thcity,lnak43:available at low cost; a Standard dictionary.,

and an that sort t Orthing; dOn't think we hat)e anywhere near-

36 Ni;
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exploited the most obvious agency related to the school--the educational

potential .of .the home. And, if I can trust my graduate student friend

who conducts the, seminar, the kids who had this kind of reinforcement from

the home--from the parentsthey zoomed up on both I.Q. tests and on

standardized teats as compared to those where the relationship between

the teacher and pupil was purely unilateral without any recognition at

all .of the supplementary reinforcing thing. Now, I think--we are now

back to the teacher-,-I think we have a Zot of evidence that this kind of

acceptance, this kind of cooperation, works. Now we need to get some-

body to do a very sharp, precise job analysis of exactly what you do --

almost like ,a cookbook. bet you could find procedures for
investigating teaching functions in the home, spell them out, so that it

would help aid a teacher analyze what's going on in the home and also help

the home in its co-instructor role. I'm one of these persons who thinks

that, every home should be visited by the teacher, especially in the city.

Now some will say; "oh my God, you can't do. that". It shocks, you see.

But there are techniques of doing that. They do it in Detroit.. In spite

of my sticking by this, I think there- is a realm here where you build

upon the Zde of the parent. We all know (my little work in Detroit

showed it) that the one thing in conmon in poor families is that all

of them love their kids. This is classless, almost classics' And* the

more desperate they are, the fact that you go along and show an interest

in their kids prompts a response.,. This is a tremendous gain. I used to

go around with the attendance officer. We would go around again and

again and again and we'd walk, the .alleys and go through pretty horrible

places, knock .on the door.. Put yourself in their place. What does that

knock mean ,to 'them? It could mean the bill collector, the guy that's

after them for the past rent, the third husband, the probation officer,

and all the,Test of them& The old curtain closes down Zike this and

then Ahis ,old guy, ,the attendance .officer says; Moto's Mary?" -The. t

door .opens, and we .go tl

./A4Lnop;,,,;the teacher can. do that even with the present system.

Is that what4ou're faying?.t ,,

* ,,,Thczt'Ef 41140 'What nn

* , net* need..encouragement...:., Teachers ;do need to feel confident
that they, can c/o.:,14,a.nd they do ile,ed tto five,. the impertiee to be able. to
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.do it. :So this implies their training in: . (a) confidence, and (b)
skills an,d..ability... Incidentally, we had confirmation of your point
from a:groupof teachers.we had in a consortium--experienced teachers,
who elaborated on. this idea somewhat too.
* I'm very enthusiastic about what has been said here. Could I

make just one other point to go along with it. Home visits are, it
seems to me,- extremely important. Along with that, I think the teacher
has, in his or here .classroom,- in the students themselves, frequently a
number of resources that relate to this and which are nor being used,

but which could be used: And if I could cite the case of a Puerto
Rican who (you will have .heard .manu like this) reached the ninth grade
without being able to read or write, and finally passed on through the

ninth grade here on. the lower east side. Each year the teacher kept
telling him the same thing, you know;. "you .ean.make it": And "you can

make it" means that you-can-adopt-all-these-values-from-Scarsdale-and-

do- like-.we- expect -you- to-do-and-you' re-per fectiy.. briçjht-cznd--you-can-do-

that. : And, I assume that the teachers thought that by so doing they
were. encouraging Chino.. The fact of the matter. is that they cauSed. him

to become increasingly frustrated because. he never could do what they
told him he could dO, .col d.he really was.trying-;-this particular boy. So,

finally he gives lip and quits the whole-thing: Meanwhile, competing'

against this the's, the leader of a gang and they operate a mugging racket--
a ring' -and they're' pushing dope. He became quite famous and notorious
in his neighborhood- and was subject. to hallucinations of .grandeur. As

most gang boys seem to be, he was highly imaginative. ..But the fact of'.

38k.

the matter-ic 4. he did have.: a certain kind of leadership ability - -he had

a large followirig, and.all this time for nine years this kid 'represented
a reource the.teachezi-icould haVe used as 'a leader for the purpose Of
doing: things that would be. relevant to theiri. life- space. This"Wozq .:

relate to your,.tideas' about Aome visitation;., and putting together groups.
of kids in various projects and arrangements. It seems'to me it would
have. been possible to tap thie...boy4e leadership and thereby -diva the
teacher closer to the neighborhood and the neighborhood closer.to the

teacher and give the teacher a certain relatioriihip that did not;'exist.
My.,,pOnt is that: there areilruitdreds and 'hundreds, of these. Chino'? Ei. He'

is, no isolated .case-)'a,:d he had a faritily;. which is exactly like the

!
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family deeciiibed earlier. SO that' by visiting the family 'and' ateo by'
viiiting,thies' boy; an-dlitiliAing leadership 'talents which the boy had,'
it eiiOzi -to me that' the -teacher could have found ways and moils of
excitin'oi her. kids: I'm not very romantic about the teacheii: being a
vast cbitittutity change*.agent either, but thcre are change agents in the
cortiviinity' to which the teacher can relate and from which the teacher
can draw -strength andassietance if the teacher knows about these things.
** Would 'you alsO -agree that One of the elements in this situation
that -you cited might well have been that the teacher was giving under-
rate encouragement, diffuse encouragement which says you only have to
la to. succeed, When'in fact you have to try at something and-that. some-
thing has to be defined well enough for you to know what the hell you
are trying to do: Remeinber the days when we used to make kids stand
up straight.- You'd see a4roup- of little youngsters,- in grade- one and
two, and 'the teacher would say '"try harder ". And what Would they do?

They'd stick out their 'chests like pointer pigeOns, they'd distort
their posture in a most ridiculous way that was physiologically
dysfunctional''epromoting kypho- lordosie) and yet they were trying
harder. It seises to *me that the analogy applies in lots of eduCation.
We exhort' kids' to effort without telling them' how they can specifically
direct the. energy that they have' generated:
* -Onel-p-roblem that".is tremendously.' plaguing back to: what I thinic

was said in the "beginning=--the difftriPences in kind's. of expectations.
Much of -tohat we 'said, depends' on beginning a proCees where people' are

within thit.iiiiaidn of their experience and:then e.tandin4 the .invOlvement

so that it becomes;',incireasingly dignifieont for them to 'lean ri what

AnytheiVOeldo-other than that i's literally non-sense. But, 'in-,'

the Minority' 46Wriarlity' if you don't present them 'with -a body. of '.

standardigedlindWtedge theM to learn' it,' irrespective of
where they- are.,*:, it is*:.)trifiun dez4tO6d beind 'Crow' education :*"." It

takes a left of VOiffi:detii e' zat the' 60744i n-14 to be 'able' to say 'begin
Wheke-theirdreianti iritg 'oeritfidendie..'vf4rifigina them 'where the

others' -are lot `of eOrifidence da.that. econd
is, that the citifficiitt#"6,rioailkind'oleaftveVike.ii the'
is in tenSibetieikth-e'schOol'...*: ite.hiiim fel'irsituatioth' in the Bronx ?Aerie
some of the 'biddk Mothers discAiled' on" 'the. teachers'arid- Said;. "you' fiach:\.
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white! fake '-2,kids. yead, how, come you, can't teach ours?" That 'e a-

durnea goP4 qu#4i," Dut, the .teachers 414-tponding to it, scuttled.
all they; knew ,about roading.,readinese..and this kind of thing, and feZZ
back on what. they: thought they could,d,efend, which was rote learning.
How to Anction creatively, and ao on, when, the.. school and community
is in-tension Beets...to me to be a tremeridously,difficult kind of problem,
I- would submit to: you that. it's next to impossible to have a permissive,
free-Wheeling,' creative learning.. situation in school where:: the

school- is in.tension with the .ammunity. From the..prifyipal...down
play., your cards close to yOur chesti, you administer by directive, ..you
transmit your insecurities; to -staff and' everybody falls. back cp.t..what: .

they think they can defend. , \-:

*4 .,191. which suggests one.:of tioa things- -that :either you .have .

to accommodate to the -outside force and- do, it ,the way the/require or
else* you reeducate them. ..This implies that .you I've, got to know *what
you're doingzuzd you !ve. got to be able to*,damonstrate appropriate
expertise. .

Abso4utely. And some way you've, got..to..make reconciliation with
that corninity; I looked at .the lower east side a few years ago with
a doctoral candidate. who:. was working down there, andyit struck me .that
a new group coming into the community comes: in, at.,:the,,bottom-rung- of

the priwer arreozoiment:, and.- the .group ,that .the- group that
is in the.:;powerarromgement. ,The. services of the commiunity.have :. .

discipAinpd...the are leaving to their. rituals, .mythoZogiee
anc./;77510.104,,Zogy,,, 2r4e groups ,goming:,in dot: 't, fit .this. Forrinstanoe.,

.

in healt.Mwhickis -easier .to understapd) the...difficulty of serving- .

Puerto 1051cmp::*githoiae 0,,get them to-keep ,;amointments.4,,It is ..
MOPS important,to, :the,,,agencties: thorp that :they keep . gmoitatmente4han .

that they .bp. So.tlykrfirst. jok.of.the;:group porting fti.n it ;to -

force. th#,:,: ag.(mOsT thipn This. is
a 8001:45VPicr,lc1;nfi .9feigk cvd ,.f4;voit?fe: EtPme ..00101,Mtatior, -some
con e ailTargolet2t,:!. then.. YoUrVork.. :through

iiit0f/NOnstRrocRP8#)::Af ,inP0v9m43?7t:- 1 So .4i,..-0:1:r*.sou. 9an Inake a .144.e
that faRMIt'4, aqt4r011:14i

the 41.-8.:11,901 0.941S ,CIPMC-J,IttM.,0 .L7f#611;..: q.0.14014

In:..20.4,,bstOnning49147.8trugture ,:the .rektf-014 f .!.Pt 449 044:10.u*
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You 'put lig-Won the ,couch and re.'-'structure

rdOthe tAinion it t'hat-' stands' out' sei, i that the methodolOgies
aria 'theinS0htti. that eire'Utfea nit these Who' are 'sub-cUltitrally deviant'.

are tkiiiisights and MethOdologies that were perfee-i-ed on the majority.
The consequence is that you send congeries of rmdiation peopie-

peijého :octal workers, psyche tinkerers of-all
sorts, out there to-Work with them through mental health processes.
**" Did you-iaif psyche. tinkeWO:
* " TinkerSibt out there16-work with them:.-to get them to donform

to 'the very 'thing thht 'iS Oroducini their deviancy to begin zith. :. The
problem ie hth to undereferfid this' 'and haw to get the teaether and the
school peOple'to understand this too.
* Tkthe didadvntaged.=;-have experts who live there who have
never 'been: to school, -

' FJxi1ily, exactly.
'The inObilization'foryenith.'had drop-ozift Who could teach kids to

read 'where the 'teachers
* Speaking Of content- now--isontent'of the kinds Of. things that one
wOuld4io,Oe that teachers wOuld be. exposed to itoMeWhere in their training--
there 'is.' something that.'.014Zitieridivticiactriy to 'Social Studies teachers,
bUt'genersally pseihap. s' to aii teaCheils; particularly for hoiv working

in.Urban area; 'aii/ihaf t.a that thing that ahould help teaheit-e* and
yoterre late /6 gai4'ori thi-heighbo rhOod

surrounding the school. It is very impen4ant7Or.the teacher to-
unde4Sicind;trbe ti6le 'td tiOthething C'iboUtcitiien'.aCtion

,groupe--something about community developmentllifi`cedies, rieighboWtoeid

ite. and 'its '1;tttation both,
ancrOF,314filitartil tkit 4zdie èen g In fr On ctiotaiir

'detizen' adtion
ie `.has akiilagqr'lh lcSt icars;.vandld ye2r8. The

theii'liegh. *Witter what.

adecoMptigh whatcver thek
.

ThotPoinildi '?rielvi cffeàtiie. ' They

ii;Oktil- 44. .tetiVOoriiiiiviiiiiiit4iizt-"Yo witk then: kind

cif4 *lbw-ilk/46 -eindUnderstanding'''''

Ode' I tiiCiik'P'DWriPiiPrPO4itiitt "1k-- 1-"*°"'
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,think.that there's a message here for social studies. Now, if
..punderstomd social:studies curricula, there is a built-in assumption that
you do. work from .your-local community--that you do get the kids to .know

what. the .,community, is like, ao it's a statement of the existential. .

conditions of what it's like.

Let me add one other -thing to that that keeps-bothering me. That

is that we. give lip.service to_ this but, we're not really willing .to

latch onto the dynamics of the local eon:enmity as .a source of educational
.motivation,.. I did a study ,,of disturbance in. a uchool where the black

kids went Pout on the lawn an affirmation of their identity as blacks-:-

black is. beautiful,,, 0,14 eo .on,. There were a ,couple of hundred .of them

in an affirmation of their identity. .It was the c,A.P. program, in .the
community that, caused them. the sumer before to begin to think long
thoughts, to leave off their horsing oatound, and begin to be co.ncerned.
Some of ,these non-readers were carrying around "The Known Wretched of the
Earth'',. and some of them were even carrying ,around. the Koerner Report.
But the school wouldn't latch on. It didn't latch on to this upthrust
of the hum= spirit, in the corrmunity for educational motivation. It
gee= to me that sensitivity to that kind of thing would be very useful.
*-,. example., a. young lady 'in class last year was .teachingsdown
there, ..right. near _the rioting in Detroit .and she had almost exactly the
same erTerience... They wouldn't read the ordinary .stuff but she picked
up an ..old -eare4,paperback autobiography of Malcom X and. ,they just

ate it up. .Tt,,wact just fantastic.
Exactly. . 3t comes back to what is the commitment of

ithe .schpolwhp, s --#49,,clryzrinqr?.

. In. a project ,4th a junior, high schoo.l. that I know them developed
a series of conPontatione with the aehool, the principals, the super-
intendent of phoois, _tho.,assistcp4. superintendent of e!.?hools and .so forth.

changes ,were,pade.,but the softoo,l ;system itseilf wae, rargrkably,
impervipus, to the, denunciations of neighborhood groups - -and they .got some

6,PrPrig..091;dinei409no. There: :8 a. :t42emendou . awareness. and . sensitivity ,.

"IPA* Para .9f 14ack:PcCe.q0Pi. fact. that 'hey are: being
conci49-01494 in the; planning that. was done for them.. For .example,

theAl.*4 P94.frcl, vcre .4911/9,:a PTO t4irig when it 4e0-69213gaOd

the schools by bussing black kids off to:.14hite..neighborhoods:. From the

424
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point. 'of WeW of:the' parents in the 'neighborhood this didn't mean very
much b'edchise in-t`he'' first place' they'dien't have 'at:I money for bus fare,
and they qv'.supposed to .pay -bus fdre
* Pay ''bus' fa.re. to.. ga to Odhooli.
*

i
::. yes; in Syraouse, this is tme. And then also no white

kids were bussed into the ghetto. So they thought this a discriminatory
sort 'Of 'thing and most, of the nine organizations opposed this whole
school plan quite to the amazement of the good-hearted liberals on the
Syracue e'schabl' board Who' thought they were doing something which was

Positive and fine etc. We didn't succeed in changing much in the school
system of SyracuSe.. Probably the change's that were made were of a
minor sort. For example, for the first time the superintenderit would
listen to the people.' They would call'' him up or something- like that and
he woUld-hme to go where they 'were..and'eit dorm .and talk with them
aboUt the412tobteirie ,thet they scao:. ''lle wa e. irOmewhcit limited too in what

he could ;get done becautie of 'ptain rigidity of the school system--
even when 'he 'was sympathetic with the faCt that some teacher realty
wasn't sympathetic, and the parents saW it as a* rather racist orientation.
Xe Wasit't anYthi4"about it and the 'pareiits
understand that. They thought, you know, the superintendent could.sehi.fl;
things aroiiiir ail& there WOuld be 'no' aiMclittyt in Mat': They' bedame

more cakire' of the'' system' as :beilfg' reii)Oifsiie for the school; ''but they
also "Began to regard thas'princiial. .rather:';ineffettiat person Whj'.
usecFni*CelanOage; came es see fheni -and aOutein 'f- seem. to g et' very

much

**.' god. could indivichial teachers relate
they had had d better; 'a anivrioxi ki.14 ;aining--hoW coUld they have
better" fitted in thi kind 'Ofa-iiiiikifrar'S.
* 'from the.. 15oint .cifrigeW. of the i'arente, the ones that Were'
highly regaiidid'idere'thoile-ViC Went Beyond that cal i 'of; ordinary duty
to toiadh-their teacher, for example,
took alf ckaj for -ti4tOrtitg just a .feia kids. That. 'Came.

as quiti'a'itir01;tise. especially' for the white' teaCheiri,

was to' ilititie at the'''''enet;rof the.'ehoot 'day' einerhot be dean again anti l

the 'next day-. :
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Don't -you .think that this has been the pattern for years and

years, before the civil rights movement began, especially in the large

city, even in the suburbia. It has been established that way for so

tong and only recently has such a wide-spread concern been expressed.
There have been, people concerned over the years but not on the present

scale.

Well, it depends on whether it's we or they a Zot. It doesn't

really matter in-the suburbs if somebody comes in at 9:00 and goes. out

at 3:00 because she lives in the suburb too. He has much the same

outlook on life as the kids- -the acme outlook on life which is regarded

as respectable.. She is one of us. In the ghettos she's somebody else.

She's not one of us.
They call them carpetbaggers where I ccone from.

But I recall this complizint even back in the early 50'8 when I

was devoting aZl.my time to email communities .throughout the state of

Washington. Back in the 40's it was:Montana. That was the complaint

about the teachers, even in the small town. She just went to school in
the morning and home.. She lived there.but

4* You're, suggesting that teachers are slow. learners about seeing

the role as diffuse.

the community was. oomplaining about the fact that she
didn't Vie... That was the allegation7-she was, not concerned about

comnunity,affa.frs:omd home problems and in the Zack of motivation .and

lack of.,,atmosphere conducive to study and so on, and all the, various
factors that made it difficult for a child to learn. The teacher, was.

the%?hipping boy in..,Winlock, Washington and in little, old.White Salmon

way:up X just think this has been a Zong time
universal thing. Only now in the .urbozghettosis it .is more pronounced
ancl..potAl!mr a,more.aggreseive type .of reaction to it than we used to .

have!,,. .seem e to me,that it's been a problem for a long time., .

* ,,,. It's in relation. to so mom of the,. other. problems.. The .-color

problein,.;theopplo*vAssue,, doesn't. .preate the problem. but. it .puts a
tracer ,411 11:o. plobimn to ,,b211;ng to light.- Thi,e,is a problem every-
where ,but :coZor .puts :a .tracer on it and makes sure . it's, not hidden.

There 'e a moral in this it seems to me from Missouri's ;point :of
view. If you're going to begin a new, experimental, superior kind of
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teacher-training you are dealing 'with a matter of the teacher's
. relationship to the community or the neighborhood which is very old, .

but you're talking about something revolutionary.
** The point .is, think, that, it has been given Zip service only.
I think you are reiterating the point, and I think the sociologists

reiternted. the point, ?that the idealism that is characteristic of
education has .got to .be. converted to .behavior. It has got to be
converted t action. It. isn't lust" sufficient to have pure ideals. .

Somehow or c. Sher the' ideal has got to be manifested through behavior.

The question that arises is; n.the relationship with the community what

can be..done? What the .ways that teachers can approach the community
so that. they:can be functional in it and "that can be used to help the
teacher. to function mom effectively' as a- teacher? These are the
questions that seem to repeat themselVes

your program, `whirl I haven't heard about, is it possible
to: educate, teachers who-live in the vicinity of the school where they
are teaching? . ,- . . "-

** . Our.progron is to-`be: evolved- as a.. consequence' of this consortium
and other consortia that were. held: -This message has come through so
repeatedly amte has been juatifiedin so many different ways that I
think that we can't possibly avoid Producingaprogram that gets the
teachersto be involved-in the community -even.it we Wanted not to.
This ,is.eo even,if you look at.it only frOm a:rolei learning: point of
view. in' fact, teachers don 't,iearn :;lhat its'ei.liki being, a teacher,
and seeincrtecichers'itf the' urban eituationi they juet-Won't be able to
adopt a role that.,'s apprOpriati.' 2:f they don't get to live in' the .

area they wbnit:zhave-ooty-'real empathy and understanding' for the
situation; ThiiiNtdoeen't Mean a sort ;of. an idealistic 'acceptance of .

the beatity*:-d; 4eadvantagei or for, that.mcitter, a rejection of
advantage ae inevitably means being objective about it. and
seeing the advantages and disadvantages.: ItMeante being able;to live.
with the idea without gettiruttoo* emotionally' uptight about. the social
injustice. ';

* it there. are,white-teachers.in;a-.blaak area, they're
going4-iboi seen':as eniniries:because 'they can't comesin, in the guise.%of
a :nefghbor--and itmeanei.- ail: entirely different. thing. :Tn. Ypsilanti,
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which you.:described, we came in as neighbors first and were met with

only affection and help as the only white family in a black neighborhood.

* Did you?

4 Yes. The principal proudly claims that my son desegregated his

school. He was the .only white student there. Actually it. was a very

good school for him. But my wife wanted to do some substitute teaching

and that wasn't 80 smooth. But that's a different role. As a substitute

teacher, after her first day, somebody shot up the side of our car. .

The kids knew we lived in the public housing project in Ypsilanti, and

this coming in, in the role of an authority was quite a different thing.
Actually this was the only hostile act that ever was made toward us.

My experiences have been that there really isn't much racial antagonism

on the neighborhood .level--in the .different places that we've lived

at least. But there is a problem in getting the parents, for example,

to see that. These are people who are really concerned about us and

our kids, and not that these are outsiders who are coining in to. devalue

us and do something that will take the kids away from the neighborhood

eventually. The school system itself devalues the kids that come in.
The very meaning of the school systems says that the people in this .

neighborhood are inferior, and to train .teachers differently, someone

has to overcome this-handicap.% ..,

** In our teacher. training program.we plan to provide opportunity
for the trainees to get" into the community. This would certainly be

done, in close collaboration. with community forces so that the training

program would involve that community. in a collaborative effort.. We

are very likely to go. to the community districts and say; "Zook, .

we're in the business of producing teachers. How can you help us do it

in such a. way that the teachers we produce will be useful to you? We

think we have some ideas and: here they are. Do you agree with .them?

Would you modify them? We think that first-hand experience is relevant.

Can you help. ue give them first-hand .experia:tce?"

* What do you mean when you say the community?

** I don't know. I realide that question is a mile wide. But,.

presumably, for administrative convenience, we're going to focus on ..

localities and say,. here's a potential area. in which urban education.,can

be seen aid therefore an area which is potentially useful as. a:training

46
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ground for teachers.

Would you ask PTA's, or Boards of Education?

Oh no. I think that this is, you know, just a geographical

statement. This is where urbanism is, and this is where disadvantage

is. Then it becomes the matter of saying; how do you get access to

this community? And think that this was implicated in your question.

Do you mean the parents of the children or do you mean the people

who control the schools, because in the city they are two different

groups of people?

*4 No. I wonder if we can avoid reading into your question what I

think is in it--namely, are we going to go through channels,' as it

were, and assume that by contacting the school district we have, in

effect, solved our problem. The answer is no. Obviously we have to

clear with the school district but it seems to me that if we really

want to get into the community, then the board of Education is low

on the priority list. We want to' get with people who are influential

in the community. Who they'll be I don't know. But you might suggest

ways in which we might look at the community to identify them. You see,

it might be a cansensical community so therefore it's a matter of

gaining access to the groups that express the consensus. It may be a

severely split community, where it's a matter of getting access to

the power groups. Ote problem of the nuts and bolts of this is, I

believe, that more teachers fail because they can't control the class-

room as a learning situation than from any other one factor, far More

than their limitations and their subject matter. The issue ariees then

as to how' does the 'teacher show 'the perimeters of authority in her

classroom to the end that she can create a viable learning situation.

This I think, beaomes a very, crucial part of it. Undoubtedly one part

of it relates more to her having some skills in What I would roughly

call the 'group dynamics field'--how to use the class as a group and the

dynamics of the group is one part of it, but it is only one part ()fit.

The other part is how does she make clear the legitimation of her own

authority. There"is some evidence' that says the teacher who'has

discipline probUms is the' one the kids know is not in said with the

principal. But the other' is unWillingtess to discipline children who

are from minority backgrounds tor fear that they'll not be' understood.
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Here again, you've got to come and make peace with the community in

some fashion or another.... In East St. Louis, for instance, some of them

when they first were desegregated said; "we'll discipline the white

kids but we're sure not going .to touch those black kids because their

parents won't ,understand Practically everywhere I go there is the

charge that there is ,a double standard of discipline, which .destroys the

whole sense of the legitimacy of authority or the firmness of the

perimeters of authority in the life space of the classroom.

I'd like to follow up a little bit on what has been said because
I've become .acutely conscious of something in my recent studies which
had to do with street gangs. And that is that there Boerne to be a very
important, though a very fine and delicate line (which is difficult to
determine) in this matter of exercising enough authority to maintain a

viable teaching situation, as you put it, and enough so that you do

have an equal. kind of disciplinary probt- What I'm trying to say

is that if you pass this line you can over-correct because these kids

are hustlers.. And they have learned the art of hustling from day one

So when you lean over so far backwards in an effort to be understanding

and accepting and .all this, . you can very easily. find yourself losing
their respect and come ,to be looked upon as a soft touchas an easy

mark--as one who is subject, to be. hustled. So you yield to this demand

and to that demand and you yield eo , ach and so often and so frequently
that you have destroyed yourself, and. then you have only their disgust.
You really. haven't done anything for them. You've only contributed to
unnecessary' pilitance. .How to avoid making yourself the subject of a
hustle is a pretty difficult question to answer. It is especially
hard for' a t.qhite man. with black people or with Puerto Rican people.
It's too easy to overglorify black as beautilla. You know, it isn't
any more.beautiful than white or- :brown.. or.,,... It seems to me that we
often permit our guilt. to. influence us. to such an extent that we are
really duttroying our own. usefulness.
** is a,' foreigner I see this repeatedly. In a situation where the
person confronted feels guilty, feels that he's, contributed to the very,
justified reason that lies behind the confrontation....Because he's'

contrite he concedes too much. He gives in too much-and the net result
is dysfiAnctional.. You know, 'I've seen the black-white confrontation and
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not felt responsible for it in the sense that I'm historically responsible

for it Wye only, been.in the country for 3 1/2 years). To this extent

I can,be somewhat, objective and I see my white -friends overcompensating

in a way. that is, I think, quite dysfunctional both for them and the.

others.

This is the place where this para-professional, if she's a local

woman out of the community, can really be useful. This is-because the

teacher's authority stems from two sources, first her expertise in her .

subject matter, but second, her in Zoco parentis role. Now if somebody

in the classroom is of the parent .group and can legitimate that prong

of her authority she can work much better. Fbrinstance, in Virginia

I was told about a sixth grade, aZZ white, but where the fathers have .

divorced their wives or put them away in apartment houses. It's a broken

home kind of neighborhood where., the teacher invariably falls bythe.:

wayside. Theyhad three or four teachers who got chased out practically.

before they got started. Finally they got this 'little slip of a girl,

but they also got a mother from among the community as a para-professional

and it stabilized the whole situation. The girl could handle everything

except for the discipline problem and the parent, in the role of a

para-professional, represented the authority of.the community that she

didri!'t have. Knowing, how to use people like this as resources from the

community will be very.helpful. .

And don'tglorifythem too much if you use peoplr from the. communit !

as resources. I've seen cases where this has been done to such an.

extent that the resaarce.is destroyed. If you glorify the street leader

to the point where he becomes. romanticized, he becomes acelebrity,

and then as. a celebrity you,ara beneath him and you can't deal with him

on an equal level.

** What,about the possible conflict for tha.teacherbetween what

she imagines to be 'praperyarental roleeandwhat is in fact the.

parental.. role that's common in.. the.. district. For example, there seems

to be.a,certain amountof evidence.that suggests that the, mother in the. .

Negro family takes on. a kind of mother rote that is different from the

mother role in the white middle class family. nere's,a more matriarchal

family :set -up, often the absence of the father, and so on.and.sp on.

Also there is certain other evidence that suggests.that authoritarianism.
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j'eatiirei in'lawer"socio-econopric gibupe:to a greater extent than it

doei in middle class Ones. Both of these 'ideas of female dominance
and the Usi'of authoritarian techniques *violate the norms that teachers

are nermaity trained to believe in. And yet perhapi the expectations
of the kids in the classroom have about the teacher are that she won't
reflect-these roles--that she will in fact be rough from time to time.

Well, it 'gets down to a matter of honesty. You know, you have

to be honest with-these people. When it becomes evident that you're

being taken advantage of, you have'to say so. You have to draw this
line pretty' sharply and there are times when you have to exercise a

pretty blUnt.and abrupt kind of approach. That's- the approach they
understand. That'i the approach they'zie grown up with. So this gets
back to What I was saying a moment ago about over-correcting. You can

either. fail flat .on your face or fall over-backwards. So the line has
to 'be found. r don't know how to suggest to a teacher that she define

that line but it's certainly something that ought to be given a great

deal of attention in teacher training.

* Prom my awn experience, one of the values Of neighborhoods I've
known aboUt is 'Courage, and another is

This iS part.of'*honesty--thio courage.
* Anotheivisi bluntness and divedtness of talking.* A lot of people
would rather have you say something that's very thoroughly understood.
Ghetto kids As' t don't understand the circumlocutions that are normal

in middle class areas. They don't know what they mean. They figure
they're .being taken adi)antage o f or something. They don't respect the

people who use them. They -feel that these are emasculated menif they

are *men-snot real men. I would *tend to support what you're saying in
that case.
* Pay reXperience is 'that one Of. the other arguments. for the home
visit ietthat you tend to reinforce' or strengthen your format role. If
you're in` the ho iii there are two or three things that happen there so

that becaUse'yoU know the'parent, and the outxi,kter knows that you know

the parent, he knoWs if there's any cotimon* information and that sort of

Yt's not gliite "if you'don 't behave 'I'll tell your-.parents and

they'll beat hell out of you", but it is something likethat. There are

several things going here but. I' 'think one thing is a. web of relationships
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and coMmUnication..-7'he youngster is aware of it. If%the relationships

are unilatera, Iteadher to pupil A, teacher'to pupil B, almost on a

straight Unilateral basis, and they are perceived as such, then the

youngster. doesn't see the. teacher as being related to his world. Be

thinks of the teacher as on the outsides In fact, we often find that

the teacher aide, or the para- professional, frequently is even more

strict. She comes in without any of this new psychology stuff and

Spook stuff, and he believes you should tell the kids what to do and

so on. They carry that old pattern and thnigh.it may produce some

conflict, in this kind of a situation it is the most appropriate. A

Zot of our teacher visitation studies seem to show that it does help the'

teacher's position tremendously to have it known by the child that

she does know the parent and that she does know the neighborhood.

That doesn't mean to say that by virtue she's been in the home, this

gives her the license to heat* hell. out of the kid, not by a tong shot.

But we have some studies that show that that' prbblem has alleviated--

cut in half -almost.

* Does the child in that case see the teacher as being an authority

--that is in terms of knowledge, not in terms of rank. After all, if

he understands the same conditions that the child understands, the

child then can't Zook upon the teacher as a dope who juit'doesn't under-

stand his world. But 'it doesn't mean he's knowledgeable.

Yeah, that's t,uc. think ar9ther thing that happens here is

that as a. result of this, the youngster tends to respect the teacher's

rote as teacher--because it gets reinforced at 'hOme. "The teaeher is

a good guy and this* is what he's for, that wi'hope yo,t '11 work a tot".

So her status probably rises a little in the eyes of the youngster,

not only because' she knows and therefore can say she's been around, but

aZeo because of her job as teacher, So to speak,' has been tegitirrdzed.

* I think there are certain corzon features to these neighborhoods

that we're talking about here.that could prop'e'rly 'bear looking into.

One thing. that we're all familiar with is the matriarchal type of

family pattern; of the density factor, and then,. of courte; this

tremendous mobility factor--which is enough to make you wonder what' is

the community?, what are the solid, tenuous, stable' factors' that are

there to be dealt with? 14' it just an aggregate=-a iniscataneous
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aggregate of people that are. constantly moving and milling around?
To what extent is a substructure ,.of stability there and so on? A
little of the knowledge of the connunity structure. typical of these

ighborhoods.: the social structure, and. possibly some kind of an
"Introduction to the specific neighborhood where they're going to work

would seem useitil:
.

One of the schools in New York had a 300% turnover.

Really?
Yes.

You and I ,just.- think of at least. a minimum of stability, don't
you know. You go back to ;the old.address and some of the same people
are there. Nowi:in my. work in Detroit the onlystability I got would
be the service people. . It. would be the guy at the service station,
the little candy store, the funera1.director, a few people that refused
to nave. _out, -a few of .the people who. serve the neighborhood.

We're doing :.some studies in detroits incidentally, and we. do

not get the impression of such mobility among the leaders. The leaders
of various groups- -take .those who come in; with .the poverty program- -a
Zot of them are- stiZZ around. Detroit fighting..eleir way into the model
cities program. .So again we,:corne up against this question of what is
the community that you're relating to? I..noticed that you did answer
that and I must say I .thought in t....ems of .the parents.. but then you get
into this kind of.a question. ,. :

. ,..:You,sknow they found a hundred.odd per cent mobility in one
Harlem school, that I referred to ;a-while ago, but when:they .Zooked
at it, about .80% of it was stable and the rest of it was. just a revolving
door.
* Then that.can affect ,.those figures. was wondering when you
said a.hundred peryoent turnover-,-what dces.,that mean?
* , Thert.,therfi ' s lot of yariation. from-1;140e to place.. Most

parts of .the .Los Angeles .black .arem,is fatirly stable-;..not. all parts
most parts. ,There.,!s,a. question .1"., pant to ask,. out.pf sheer ignorance;
how many kids., does a fifth grade school teacher. teach in Dutroi. or
some pilaw .like that ?. ,.... .. ..

4 The aisle of.,q1ass?
Well,, does he teach just one class, or does he teach a .succession
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of classes?

He :would have' just one class:'

* Each fifth grade teacher would have one class.

* So there would be *something. like 30 parents or 35 parents or

something? And as soonas you got up to seventh grade; or where there.

is an assis,...znt it may be an entirely different picture, isn't that

right? Than it could be 150.

Yes, sure.

* Well, vremember talking about the teacher 'trainee studying the

general structure of the neighborhoods, and then' the particular

neighborhood in which he' or the will teach? That's the p;:s1rt I would

like to emphasize; because there 'it such-a tremendout variation. You

know, it isn't really that -/f you've seen one slum you've seen them

all. They're different. *Maybe :you don't know what school your

trainees are going to end- up in or what neighborhood, but some kind

of specific analysis-of that neighborhood by that teacher before that

teacher enters the job, would seem:tcr'me to be an extremely fruitful
exercise.

** This may suggest a'regorganiaation of the appointment procedures:
This may, however, nod be possible because teachers show a certain

amount of initiative. You train them in Kansas City or St.' Louis

and then they go to Los Angeles.
a You can train them how to stu4 the neighborhood.

** Yes, We-hope so.

Then let them do it themselves..

* .1 think that relates to this question of moving into the neighbor-

hood. Teachers may live half way across the city or may move out of
one place and into another and there .is all aorta of logic to the idea
of identification z;Yith a neighborhood on the 'basis' of residenCe, but- ;

I wonder if We' couldn't 'exploit it. a tittle better. 'Well, it suggests'

two things 'to- me. One is what has already been disCutaed--the greater

use of para-professional people from the neighborhood who can: be

recruited and, in a relatively short time, trained--don't send them off
for four years. somewhere. This is to they can.tbecome useful.. in school

while they still' live in the neighborhood. Then if they move, conceivably

they may be use fug eliewhere. %The other is perhape-tome more ttabte or
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long-range recruiting system from the neighborhood, not that people
aren't going to move out, but I wonder if-there isn't .an avenue to
explore here and whether again that isn.'t tied in with greater. control
by the neighborhood people over the schools. However, programs that will
recruit from the neighborhood for teacher training are going to have
terrific elumpage...and this has to be recognized.
* Take nurses' training--it's the same thing.
4 If you do recruit a person from the neighborhood to enter the
teaching profession in.thatneighborhood, might. not that person then
decide to beconr a etablepart of ..the:neighborhood7 .

4 .You know, this suggests sower*. else to me too. That is that
these.,para-profeser.onala might ultimately becomethe element of
stabilift while the teacher continues to be.the mobile. in and out part
of it. We did.a tittle. study of hospitals a while back, on the
relations of .interns and nurses. The nurses were there, as career
people. in that hospital,. but these interns. were .there, in and out, .

in and:out.. The nurses were the stable element that kept the hospital
going in a sense and the interns were here today and gone tomorrow.

Maybe,the .stability .9f the ,slvm sc.hoo:1 may ultimately turn out to
reside in these. papa-professionals. .

* I$n%,'v that a good combination?
* I think it might not be bad, if the pararprofessional..remembers
her role.
* You know the fellow from the home office with the brief case who
comes in in the morning and goes out at. .n.ight, he has. certain values
and. advantages -to.. his.1/4and the combination of these could make a useful
contribution:, .. .. . :
*

.1. ,. .In.my report to the...oitipen Pe ,committee ten years ago I. ,,..,

recontriended that some.. people he. encouraged..4os .live there just.as, you

were saying.:, Now, do any. of you.:IMPw if the 'settlement. house i8
.

characterized, by peep lo. coming ,down.. here and .living,.,.- and .contributing . : -

to the program? . ., - ..... ,
.. t.

* .. .. Uaed .to. he. . ,-.........,- .... .

* .%. . '. #00,4 to-bet Precisely.. Used ito _be: .1. am .asicings yo.0 .alt .now. .

.What.-40 the present status of a;.settlementyhouse movementan4 do .we .. .,:.

Moe ir.that,:gxperience.-any data -ort.,pxy,.kind of :evidlene.:around.here that
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will-indicate what:would happen if people lived there? I can imagine

a settlement house whore the teachers come and live and then teach there.

Now, do .you get my point?

Well,the suggestion is without a research basis, but settlement

houses themselves were, I think, inure often incorporated into the

neighborhood 50 or 70 years ago than they are today. The situation is

more like that deicribed by Herbert Cans in his chapter on caretakers

in the Urban Villagers; where'the settlement house more typically has

the ,nnnority in the, neighborhood as its clientele. And it doesn't

really communicate with most of the neighborhood around it.

And the workers are typically commuters now which- they weren't

years ago.

Yes, a large proportion of them are commuting workers.

Oh, really?

Oh, yes.

The old settlement idea is dead.

* You know, the old image was that they come down there and they

lived there.

Now, let's look at that a minute in connection with a teacher

being recruited toive in them. The settlement house really usedto

be a sort of benign missionary outpostand these people Were*dedicated

benign missionaries who were willing to give their lives to what they

thought was a worthwhile kind of service; but that model makes it an

outpost of the. dominant society;' and just think that' the school has

got to belong there and be an integral part of the community. That'

doesn't mean there can't be the' advantages of experts, the home office,

the board of education .and itomosrdegree of 'control of this, "that or the

other, but it seems to me the school has to. 'indigenOUs.. ..

If you are going to tchatlydhange the System, I wouldn't be
.

surprioed that might take: some -time:

Wien . said that: the ,school 'is' going to' be indigenous, that

was too strong-a:vay of putting *it. 'AU 1 mean 'is' that it's g* of to be

controlled .Zocatty and thud 'reflect more the felt' educational neils

and aspirations of the community.

*. You knobi,' while vaitinif for-'a' system change; ''there are so many

-ways..and,means by which present school. Systeini:can.relate to things' '
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whickare indigenoui3.so that takes on a semi-indigenous character,
at ;least.
* Yee, but we've been saying that for, I guess, 75 years. I.,do

thing we.oankeep on sayings "of.we had some haM..we could have some ham

and eggs,.. if we had the eggs"--and "all it would take is the will, and

all it would take is the training and the programs and everything to

get the. schools under the present structure to use their full range
of options in the direction that we all talk about". But somehow or

other it just never happens, and I do think that the possibilities under
the existing circumstances. are only hypothetically there. They are

structurally improbable.,
** All right. We've got the point. I think that we've got to
recognize the.,constraints .for what they are., But let me ask another

question that bears on your point, because I've been a little concerned.

by it. It seems to me that if you create in teachers the feeling that
they need to go and live in the area. of their school-.-an area which is,

by definition, .representative .of the lowestsocio.-economic stratum in

the society, you are also saying to them; "for the time that you a.rie

teaching there you should, deny yourself. the .opportunities, social,

educational or othervise".. , Ironically these are the values being .

promoted.in.the ,minds of the. ...children and somehole.ota other the. teacher
has to demonstrate. wi4iingnqink.to euffor in order to get through.
* Adon 't know...that auffering ie the right 'term:

You can always .make use of the library., Youcan always to to
concerts.
** Yes, . but you can't have yourhal4.acre of ground. You can 't have

your I.zorse in..the country and.itle prol?ablynot feasible to have your
two cars. You know, all of these are;...:...

1112-..rtyou:.,a4n have .three care--- absolutely..
4* Provided you're prepared to have them.,,shot. up! .

Ngolo.r got the wrcmg idea. sorts of 'mutual aid
goes ,on al.Z the tirr. I don't. see any sufferingwhatever. And. I .

don't think. you.'. he va to worry about .the lose .of half diD aerie of
ground. ...
4* .. 0.4. W,ell:,:would you develop this point., because it seems . to me

that whetheryVve stated, the..situation accurately or..not, my (oriel conception
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is a pretty common one--that in fact the suburban home in the suburban

neighborhood represents an ideal that teachers aspire to and

* Well;./ think you might be training some teacherS that don't

place that:much value in a,:suburban home, in a suburban neighborhood...

Wen, doesn't that go back to the selection problem?

I'm a little worried about the missionary angle.

* Well, what does this have to- do with being a missionary?'

I don't See teachers as being any more noble or any more se Zf-

sacrificing and think most Americans do not prefer to live in

slum areas, and that moat middle class people Who do live in slum areaR

do so either out of necessity because temporarily they've goy- a

renovated apartment and that's the best they could' do, or out of a sense

of dedication. I believe they believe that if they're in.a thing like

this they ought to be more closely ieentified with the 'lives of the

people and for that reason.; not for the reason that they Zike the life

styles of that neighborhood and -.that they feel comfortable about their

general surroundings.
* Well; I don't know. It seems, to me-that there is an awful lot

of stereotyping of low income areas. I haven't 'had too much experience
r

living in suburbia. I guess I've never liVed theresol don't know

what it's like. I lived in a Middle income a.rea for three or four

years. I'll have to say that I feel much more comfortable in a low

income black ghetto than I do in an area in which most of my neighbors

are college. faculty members--the university faculty members. That

middle 'income neighborhood seemed to me to be sort of cold, remote.

Now you are talking about yourself. .

I can trying to talk about the. broad mass of people from whom

teachers arerecruited. .
* Isn't 'that the point'-though that different .people have

different likes. .This seems to.me to 'answer the question in 'a very .

practical memner.. So a very.Zarge:.parts of the. Missouri problem is

selectionand recruitment.. Welt ...if you're going to seleCt. and

recruit somebody who... wants 'to' have a lialf acre and a, horsei obviously

he ien' going to be .happy on the lower east, side or somewhere. But

there fire' soMelascinating things 'about lifedown.-in that'palit of town

reant interesting: don't think I wantto-live there forever but
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lots of people wouldso recruit. them, you know!

** O.K. 'I've got two questions. The first one is that if you take

either point of view, are you necessarily fanctiona or dyspnetional

in teaching in the inner city? Is it conceivable that you can live

in the suburbs and teach there quite happily to everybody's advantage?

Is it also possible that you car live in the inner city area and teach

there quite happily to everybody's advantage too? Is it inevitable that

if you do one or the other you' will be either good or bad?

* I believe that living in the inner city is infinitely superior

and that the teacher who is living in the suburbs is handicapped and

less desirable as a teacher.

* Let me put it in a different context and ask if it makes any

difference. Increasingly education becomes bureaucratized. You'Ve

got to have, practically speaking, a bureaucracy- -and it's probably as

efficient as any other social mechanism except God. Increasingly,

the teacher is trained to he an interchangeable part in this vast

bureaucratic mechanism. She becomes the teacher of the common branches

of the vast section of the sixth grade in the homogeneous neighborhood

someplace or another. Somebody else teaches creativity. Somebody else

recreation. Somebody else guides them. Somebody else does whatever

else there is tobe done. And somebody else produces the curriculum.

So that it doesn't.make much difference. So increasingly she. sees a''

narrow segment of the child, and somebody else takes care of community

relations, so unless. you change that bureaucratic pattern, how much

difference. does it Make whether she lives in the comunity, doesn't
live in the community, whether she visits homes or doesn't visit homes,.

and on and .on.

** That is the question. If you've got two people under the

bureaucratic. system,. one of 'whom can do!i*X" things, including visiting
homes, and one of whom cazz't,, is thr; one who can do them any better

than the one who can't? Now, I think we have.-agreed'not to take the

diepairing position and say; if she can't do these things it doesn't

matter, lie are. saying that if she can do these things; it does ratter. ,

And the point that I wanted to raise was that .if-she lives somewhere
does that matter and you've given me testir.ony hat you think it does.

* Nen,. not as a missionary'. if anyone lives in a' tow income area
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as a missionary they will quickly be ostracized and resented, by as a

neighbor and friendthat's different.

** O.K. You got to like it. Row did you get to like it? Presumably

because you perceived it in some way.....

I'll bet I know. There is a kind of warmth and acceptance of

humanity there in the ghetto.

Yes. There's a warmth and acceptance and mutual aid. I Zive in

an area that my colleagues in .school social welfare at UCLA regard

as awful. They think that the crime rate is immensely high. And as

a matter of fact it probably is higher than some other parts of the

city. But I haven't noticed any. They figure that probably my car is

going to be stolen every month or two. There's a whole mythology about

this place and none of these things are true. A guy sits across the

street and makes very sure that nothing happens to my car, house or

anything else. The neighbors are very helpful and very protective

of you. It's a warm, friendly place to be providing you're not a

missionary.

** Row did you get to' like it in the first place? (You'll forgive

the personal orientation question but) is this ifour childhood history'

too?

Yes: I lived not in'a black but in a white low income'neighbor-

hood as a child. As a matter of fact, you know, a lot of people in

the 1930's lived in very poor circumstances. We lived in Los Angeles

in 1937 in a one room apartment in which we were four adults and two

children. And we couldn't afford that very Zong. That part of ghetto

living what was permanently trying, I don't welcome that much erbwding.

But in most citiec you can rent a fairly decent lace in almost any

Zow income area. It's a little harder 7,72 North Viladeiphia maybe,

I dan't.know., I've walked through those streets and I'd prObably have

to walk a little longer to find a place I liked.

* .r think you can find quite a few teachers, once they get rid of

their preconceptions aboiIt what Zife is likc in urban areas. These

are real. preconceptions that are developed in the literature and

researchi'libra.ries aver.the country.

4* , Good. Now may I ask one 'other quegtion? It seems to' me

that when you explained why you liked living in those areas, you did
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so in terms ofwhat you,might call 'people values'--which rune counter

to some of the preconceptions about American values, like utilitarian;

economic, values and getting on in terms of acquisition of material

goods and things. Now (a) is this the case, OA zwi I misperceiving it,

and (c) do you want to say anything about either issue?

Well, I suppose there are probably some minority people in the

United States who have people valueo and don't.mind But, you know,

we have our record player with two speakers, and records, and we have

cars and so on

** O.K. I wasn't meaning to personalize. What I was getting at

was

There are material goods but you live in a house that's been

lived in before. But ifyou live in a house that's been lived in be fore

you usually get the landlord. to fix it up or get in an area. where your

neighbors help you to fix it up. The reason is the landlord wants

somebody in, there who:is not going to tear it down. He gets too many

tenants who tear the place down. So he begins to be quite cooperative

when you need this fixed and that fixed. Overya.period of time it

becomes a fairly decent placeto live in. I don't.know ifI'm responding

to your question but that at least is my conception.

* Now hare's a case of a person who really likes it-because of

these factors. We've had the theory here that all the teachers start

there like people- who. live there:" I know of many,teachers who prefer

to teach there, even they. don't Ziva there. I think we've ,got to correct

this I, never will forget.Detroit--runninginto one teacher- -and .this

is just a.restricted,sample, but she was,outin.one of.the better . .

neighborhoods on the northwest side. of Detroit and she longed to go,-

back to her school down there becauseia) the parents were,more

cooperative, .(b) 'they were.appreciatave,:and.tc) they weren't. coming.in

and telling her how to do her job. Anything.,shedid for the kids was

appreciated so. much. It was this sense of appreciationand-support and

neighborliness., and so on that--for the minimum of input ther0a.the

maximum return that was satishing.tim,contrast to the snooty:Neighbor-

hood where they come in to make it rough because:the-children weren!t .

achieving enough-and so on and so on. -She -made.a terrific case for it.
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There's a distinction made by someone between the 1114710" and the

"they". One of the advantages of living Where you work when you work

with low income people is that you can be part of the 'we". You may

be an eccentric part of the "we". And you better not be the part of

the "we" that is pushing your own ideology. But on an ordinary basis,

that gives you a great advantage over being part of the "they".

** O.K. It's been argued about rural situations that the stranger

in the district, which theoretically is an integrated area anyway, a sort

of an hiStorical primary grOup, takos a long time to be accepted. Now;

do you find the same thing in the urban situation or is the sheer

mobility of the population a factor that makes the stranger more

readily acceptable?

* Oh, I don't know. I kriow one guy who didn't get accepted at aZZ

and I couldn't figure oue exactly why. He said his kids got beaten up

at school and things like that. He had a bad experience. I'd never

had that problem at a/Z. In most neighborhoods they are far more

heterogeneous than one might expect. In the same neighborhood you

have got a mother who has sacrificed the Zast ten years of her life so

her kids could get through school and go to college, you've got a family

that is completely broken down and the kids are completely out of control.

You have some very respectable one parent families. You have some

people' who are pretty well self-educated. So you're just another part

of a heterogeneous area. In any case, black people in a low income

neighborhood have never figured out why people always run away when

they come into a neighborhood. It's always been a puzzle to them. They

are sort of curious about somebody that moves in instead of running

away. It seems 'a positive thing--the very act of moving in--and

acceptance comes fairly quickly. Now I have had some experience with

rural life and I think acceptance comes much more slowly in most rural

areas, for a reason that I'm not completely clear about.

One of the things you're suggesting is something that has been

hinted at severatimes but we've never talked about it very far. That

is, how d6 you unburden prospective teachers' minds with all this

mythology about those people - =a mythology that the scholars, by and large,

have helped to 'create? You knowlow I..Q., low social class, weak ego

strength, Zack offather image with which to relate, inability to forego
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immediate pleasures for long-range goals, etc. etc.

But don't you overcome that by having a part of the training

program occur in the community? In other words, all you have to do

is live there. for three months or so and you'll discover the attractive

aspects. If the teachers believed some echolars, they couldn't teach

these kids. .

** Yes, but, the scholars are now reversing their positions, at

least that's the message that's coming through the consortia. The

sosiologiata say; here are some myths about the nature of society that

ought to be established as myths, .for instance, there is nothing to

demonstrate that any ethnic group is shown to be either intellectually

inferior or intellectually superior to any other, and so on. And the

psychologists have denigrated.the. way in which intelligence tests have

been misused and so on.

You know, aineberg was talking about the culture bound nature

of intelligence testa and how they operated to discriminate against

scores.. from low income people.

** but there's been a recent. reversal too.

Jensen provided it.

** Yes, but again the message came out of the sociology and.

psychology groups that Jensen has only half seen the implications of

what. he said, and he has interpreted the use of intelligence tests

incorrectly.

I guess all I meant to imply was, don't expect too much from

what seems to besupport on the part .of the social scientific.community

for different way of thinking.

One. shouldn't.expect too much of Vhe academie community's

reversing their traditional attitudes

* ,,,;Scholars are,mortgaged.Zike everybody else to the power arrangement.

They create the mythologies on which they already.rest..

* . Let me say .one other thing:too that bothers me about it and that's

the tendency of all of us to lay the failures on tha human potential

rather than on the establishment.. I was.:glad to see janowits in his book

for,the,Ruspen Sage.roundation,on.the.CEcago things,saying that..projeots

are now aboutat.an end in education. As Lang as you kept these projects

bouncing, you kept the notion that these people were 'super-hard-to-
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educate' people and consequently you had to find some magic potion of

some sort or-another in order to educate them. In this way you keep

4e.ptention on the human potential rather than on the limitations of

the establishment. I told the Koerner Commission that I thought that

we ought not to have any more of these projects until it's just

demonstrated that we've provided the disadvantaged with good education

already and that they'll respond to it. Otherwise it keeps the

attention on the kids and on the limitations of the potential rather

than on the limitations of the establishment. I think this part of

it is another dimension of the mythology. The major experimental

projects that are developed are in line with the mythology--that the

limitations are the kids and the plorblem is therefore other than the

establishment's:

** O.K. I would add one point. It seems to me that often the things

that we discuss, despite the fact that they are theoretically directed

at the underprivileged youngster, apply right across the board.

Of course. And the different kinds of understanding and

sensitivity that we're talking about should equally be shared by

teachers wherever they may be. That's a sort of 'aside'.

*4 Could I ask a question that may expose my ignorance even further?

It seems to me that in the field of community development that the

tactics of influencing behavior have to be considered as a matter of

fact and used by community development. They have a facility in

dealing with a particular community in such a way that they can induce

it to move from the position in which it is in at the moment to another

position. I have been studying my statement very carefully because if

I start talking about things like manipulation you will assume that I'm

imputing all sorts of motives that I would not do.

Wouldn't you say that, historically; community development was

a gimic on the part of the power arrangement of the society to manipulate

the society towards desired endsand to a very large extent it still

is. The whole mythology that the poor wouldn't participate, that you

couldn't get participation out of 'grass roots' was knocked into a

cocked hat with -the CAP programs which did demonstrate that pe:ople do
. ,

participate.

* SO.then=ob.had to knock the program into a cooked hat because they
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were participating too much.

They were participating too much--that's right. But, the community

organizer, the .community developer, is caught like everybody else is in

the power. business. Is he a broker for the power arrangement of the

society to manipulate the ,community to desired ends, or is he interested

in releasing the potential of the unwashed and helping them to come

to kinds of confrontations with the power arrangement to new designs of
community living?

I would like to take a tittle bi c of arvepi-t:on to that.

I thought you would.

Well, in the first place, Zet me say that I wouldn't consider a

community developer worth his salt unless his primary aim was to help

a given community in which he's working to determine its goals and find

. ways and means of working towards its goals - -to improve itself in terms

of what it considers improvement. And if the community developer goes

into the community with a preconceived set of goals and action ends, I

wouldn't hire him.
But if he doesn't expect something different to come out of it

then he has no purpose in being there.

I suppose you could say that

** A old different thing?

* No, but that's another question. Let's hold that, for just a second.

Suppose they move in the direction of middle. class norms. Why,

the field is wide open.
WeZZ, I .don't accept that. Of course, it depends on.what you call

the middle class. norms, but the, other thing....

Well, I think, for example, not picketing the mayor's.office, and

stuff like that.

Wel,; .T'm not sure that's necessarily effective in all cases.
.Fronr .what 1:".ve.seen there is .tao much. picketing of the mayor's office
for...the:sego ,of picketing the mayor's office.

vlo,ow, but they want: to do what they want to do. You're not

going to tell them .how,

All right.; That goes ..to .his other question that I said let's 'hold
a second. The other thing that I was taking exception to is this contention

.that you have.. such an enormous uptgetling of participation. Out of the
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1, 000 CAP 's in the, United States, the vast majority of them had a

horrible time generating any large scale .?eighborhood participation.

Those peopte are very sensible. They know thczt it isn't worth

the time that it's taking them. That's what we 're saying now in model

cities. These peo,:)le r_re getting sick and tired of going out and

jumping through a Zot of participational hoops in the names of citizen

participation when they find that the pay off just isn't there.

* ,Could I give an example of the kind of thing that I think is

stultifying? Right now in the- model cities program the new administration

has emphasized what was really always a part of the model cities

administration's guide linesbut they have become much more rigid about

it--that is the virtual prohibition of the development of new agencies

unless an. extremely telling case can be made to show that no possible

existing agency is either verforming that function or can even, be .induced

with money to perform that function. Now, putting it another way--if

a group of citizens who are encouraged to take some responsibility,

develop some leadership here and come to the conclusion that they want

to set up a new kind of clinical setting, or a new kind of this, that

or the other thing, they are virtually prohibited from doing it. Si.)

through the .mo.del cities .we're saying - you'll want a lot of citizen
participation. I simply translate that as meaning "we've got to, do

something about those slovens, because the first thing you know, they '11

be burning the suburbs instead of sii.ging songs, so we've got to do .'

something about them and in order to do it, we learned a while back

now that we can't do something without the commitment of the local

people so we've got to get that commitment, so we'll set up some

participation. We tell them exactly how they can participate. We'll

tell them that this structure they set up doesn't meet 'Our guide lines

and we tell them that if they want ,that.:pbjective we can .'t give them

the money for it, and if they begin to. get outs of line, why, we out

the financial support for what's going on II

** You're going.. to hate me for this because while this is obviously

an issue -of great -salience' to your and of great interest' to you, I must

suggest that maybe lunch is the time to carry it on.

* O.K. This has nothing to do with teacher training?

*4 My reason for getting us i*,72to this ,areas was because what I
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wanted to ask was.; given whatever community developers are and what-

ever them do, is their role, their understanding of hour they play their

role, of any relevance to the teacher when she confronts her little

social system in the classroom and she starts well, sort of

developing a community there?

There are several specific things, and we could go around the

room and name them, but one which seems to me to be of great importance

to the teacher which is something that all community developers and

social workers are supposed to practice, is how to identify who are

the indigenous leaders in the neighborhood. Who really occupy positions

of leadership and are locally respected, and that sort of thing.

** How do you do that before you do develop a city? In the class-

room the teacher wants to identify indigenous leaders. Now, maybe her

problem isn't corm, imated, but she has to be involved with the cormunity

so she wants to know how:to identify indigenous leaders in the larger

community. Are there techniques? Are there orientc:ions, are there

understandings that community developers have about playing the game

of finding out who the leaders are?

I'm going to be skeptical again. I'm going to say this and then

maybe in the rejection of this, we'll get an answer to your question.

I'm going to say that community development has nothing to offer to the

internal dynamics of the classroom situation, which is not already

well known in educational psychology, sociometry, group dynamics and the

rest. Now, naturally ifyou'ask does it have content to offer--you know,

we were talking about some of that earlier, about some of the anlysis

of different strategies for moving ahead in the community--then yes.

But as fdr as the dynamics of the classroom, identifying leadership,

being sensitive etc., look at what the sociometrists were talking about

again 20 years ago and the group dynamics people. Again the question

of defining' goals and working toward them and aZZ of this, I understand,

has been part of pedagogy for a couple of decades at leas t. don't

knowof anything else in community development that would add to this

** - 'Let me ask you a question about your other points. You've taken

group dynamics and you've taken sociometry and you've used these things.

Now the teacher has so far only been exposed to preachments from the

varicui protagonists of the various areas: I think that very few
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teacher training programs have systematically looW at the ways in

which sociometry could be used. They haven't looked systematically

(despite your earlier comment) very much at the nature of the classroom

interaction even though there's a growing amount of literature to which

It've contributed myself. Research in this area is extremely primitivje.

So my question to you is if you have taken insightc from sociology,

psychology, sociometry and so on, have you found that they were useful

and if so, what did you do with them in order to find them useful? In

other words, how did you use them in your own training programs, if they

were useful to you?

I think there's been a goodly amount of use of just fundamental

concepts of how to run groups and group meetings, and things like

that, that have been used. Our group dynamic folk are involved in T-

groups the first semester. Then in the second semester they are out

in housing projects and places like this, trying to demonstrate they

can use these skills in citizen leadership. There's scarcely a meeting

you go to where at Least a few of the fundamental principles of small

groups are not implied in some way or another.

** You don't have any difficulty in getting your community

development students to appreciate these and understand them, and

internalize them?

Don't have any trouble getting them to do it, you say?

** Yes.

If we had the staff to run them, we could run twice as many as

we do--twice as much of it as we do. It's the most popular program

we have.

** You think it's useful and they think it's useful?

Yes.

** And this is orthodox T-group training?

I think so. Idon'Vcnow what orthodox

I have found in many programs that people who were thought to

be leaders and.werp publicized.qs being ,leaders were not reaZZy the

leaders!- contrary to,a Zot ofpublished material, particularly

journalistic material. Now, if you make the question; how does the

teacher determine who in the community '1,8 in a position of leadership
. .

and can therefore be useful from the purpose of teaching, it seems to me
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that-we'haVe already mentioned some Of these things. One was home

Another was.'finding indigenous youth groups that are

operating in the cominunity, and who it is useful to follow. Frequently

this is not the guy that it thought to be the one they're following.

.f would agree with you that I would think that community development

confirms and helps us establish, or to screen out the stuff that's going

on and I would also thoroughly agree that your point about using the

gang reaource was good. I think that the community development might

he a person be more sensitive to and more skillful about mobilizing,

locating, harnessing, the resources in the comminity and that may be

apropos of the classroom. Again, if the teacher would herself be the

secretary of a neighborhood council of some kind, or the head of the

block club in'the neighborhood, she might, by virtue of being in this

block club or this neighborhood council, get a terrific spin-off in

contacts with the parents' of kids, and so on.

1* You're asking the teacher to take on a load considerably above

and beyond the Pi0-0-to 3:06 eiaiieroom job.

Yes. But there are' certain kinds of things., aren't there, that

are relevant to the classroom- -that a response to powerlessnese is

apathy. The apathy of the comm unity is usually a reflection of its

sense of powerlessness or impotency.

** You're suggesting that she's got an apathetic class?

That's rig7it--or apathetic members in the class. The problem is

how you dean with that--the leader of the comtmcnity who realty isn't the

leader necessarily How do you socialize power that is used in

arbitrary and capricious ways? How does the community deal with this?.

Well, you find ways of organizing around hire, or some way 'of checkmating

him You have to use this in 014w:room situations. Our data tend

to say that the teacher who gets along knows how to make her peace with

the power structure of her class and she reinforces what is, rather than

she diffites the' power.
* 'One 'other point on leadership. Because there are not available

structures :in many areas throu.gh which leadership can emerge, one has

inatecict, speci.alized kinds of mostly informal leadership. Now one doesn't

knoWi3liether these same people would be 'good action leaders for the

devitot;Ment of action 'or organization. In this I agree that the way to
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train leaders is to develop organizations and through the creation of

structures, leadership emerges. We found in Syracuse and in Los Angeles

too, -that there's plenty of leadership that emerges once one gets'

structures within which it can emerge, But there's a terrific difficulty

in keeping this leadership as leaders of ghetto people because

immediately they emerge as leaders they're hired onto a CAP agency, or

university programs and so on.

This is one of the reasons why I have difficulty trying to

answer you question specifically. I'm not sure that what community

development people know about developing leadership and finding leader*,

etc. that would specifically relate to the classroom teacher. A

community developer does, in fact, develop organizational structures,

or help people to do that. It is within the framework of that

structure that leadership emerges. Now, what I'm having trouble with

is trying to translate from this guy who devotes histtime to this process

of communii:y organization in which leadership is discovered, developed

and given an opportunity to emerge--to the teacher who has the job of

running a fifth grade class. I don't see how she could do all of what

that person is doing. Obviously that goes back to your thing about

romanticizing the possibilities of the teacher inducing. But it does

seem to me that the teacher could become aware of the existence of

these organizational structures and mechanisms that are at work--and

it wouldn't be too much of a trick to discover which ones are effective

and which ones are not. I don't think it's necessary for the teacher

to become a chairman of anything or maybe even to become a member of

anything but she' needs to become aware of what's going on.

As a Matter of fact, it may not he good if the teacher became

the chairman of .a group.

Right.

But the teacher can be taught how to locate these mechanisms, these

entities which exist, and in the process of locating them and familiarizing

herself or himself with them and becoming cognizant of what their

programs are, she will find who the leaders are in the community.

** Question... When you're acting as a community developer do you .

almost invariably have a receptive clientele?

One of the first things that is of course commonly practiced
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is to find out what it is that the community is concerned about. So

you start from the community's concern. In North Carolina, one of the

problems there was that CAP's in North Carolina were not getting any

citizen participation to speak of and they were merely just another

agency in town that was responding to these Washington issued guide

lines. So this experiment was to work in Zow income towns, cities and

neighborhoods throughout the state to find ways and means of generating

a kind of citizen participation. This experiment really was quite

successful. The procedure was to go into the black neighborhoods and

just talk to people and through the course of time discover what they

were concerned about, and who was concerned and who thought what of who,

and all this kind of thing. It was possible to generate a neighborhood-

development kind of a group but interestingly, many of them would

refuse to elect a delegate from their neighborhood association to the

CAP on the grounds that the CAP was foreign. It took a Zot of doing

finally to bring these two things together.

** How do you make yourself acceptable? You say you go in and talk

to these people and you ask questions and you find out, but how do you.

do it

We had consultants scattered around the state who became residents,

usually.

** But how do they become accepted?

* One of the first things a consultant would do would be to get

acquainted with all the established agencies that exist--the school for

one and all the various welfare groups and public health groups and

political groups and precinct organizations and what have you In the

course- of this he :would try to identify local citizen leaders and then

get introduced to them, get acquainted with them, and begin to forrir

very informal discussionsmeeting around in people's homes and, this

kind of thing. Over a period of time, through just a dialogue that's

'created: He or. .she win discover the communication nets. Incidentally,

one of the most successful workers we had was a white girl from Chaps/

Hill from a very well-to-do family. This white girl went into the black

neighborhoods-and was totally accepted, never in danger. They literally

loved this girl.

** Why?
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4.. We Z Z, she had.a way of reZating to.them that, made them know

that, she was genuinely concerned about them.

.** They loved her because she was lovable?

I.guess.

*4 But did you make her lovable or was she lovable before she came?

Some of the things that happen are fantastic. Do you remember

a few years ago there was a fellow named Williams from Union Country,

Norh Carolina, who went to Cuba and formed a revolutionary thing and

broadcast propaganda hack to the U.S, He finally wound up in North

Vietnam and China, and so on. Well, this was his territory and that

was reganded.as an area where you just couldn't do anything because

there was such.a vicious, militant, mean, cruel, crime-ridden element

in it. That girl went in there, and by God, she had the whole countyi,

There was not a Negro neighborhood, not one, that wasn't highly

organised within a period of about a year's time.

** Now, was this charismatic only or What I'm obviously trying

to get at is, if somebody were to analyse her behavior could they locate

the perhaps intuitive technique that she used. Because the teacher

has a bit of the same ?)roblem--she goes into a hostile environment,

she's got her kids there and they don't like her--by definition she's

part of the establishment.

This gori was lovable but she was also tough. She was skillful.

She knew when.to be aggressive and when to be non-aggressive. She

knew when to be direct, when to be non-directive. She employed all

these tactics and if she thought somebody was trying to con her, she

told them 8a and they accepted it they learned. to respect her.

rhave got some several dozen graduate students, the majority of

whom are white from the middle class, working in various Zow income

communities and.we've had several instances of very substantial success

in organizing young women who are.white, initially naive, usually

intelligent, able to talk bluntly and directly when. it was necessary

to talk bluntly and directly but the middle class background didn't

seem to stand in their way.

.was usually responsible people who seemed to do better- -

responsible in keeping their promises. They didn't make promises

they couldn't keep. However, I once had one white girl who was good in
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most othr ways but that she 'didn't keep the line clear to dikitinguish
between sexual relationship and professional relationship.. She didn't
do too well because everybody got mixed up in the neighborhood, so she
was released. But there's a pretty wide range of people who can work
effectively. I think our experience has been to avoid students who
will be, often unconsciously, condescending toward the people in the
area. Without intending' to, they insult people and drive them away.
I tend to avoid people who use of lot of noise and flattery too because
most people are ambivalent about noisy people. Their part in the Watts
revolution was because they ttrnted a TV set and not because they were
involved. in a revolution. I think there".s a list of characteristics
that we can use to distinguish people who are more likely to be
successful 'and fa° likeTy to be successful. In doing my own recruiting
a certain. amount of previus work'experience seems to be use Partly
just because they have a s enit of having to work regularly. School

doesn't always giVe them that sense. They 'also need to have the
ability to take the side of the' people at various times to feel that
they May disagree with thie Organization but that they're on the side
of the ileighboi)hood. The neighborhood remembers that understands that,
knowsthat. He'g' with us, not against us, not neutral.
** Would you make any judgement about the desirability for our
recruitment, of a person's 'having grown up in a ghetto?

I'mbiased. Without having done any research on it and only
out of my' exam teaching experiences, it seems to me that that sort of
variable cfoien't make much difference. Now, one of the most effective
workers that I've. ever seen is this fellow. here in the University of
the `Streets, Fred Good, who comes from a very sophisticated, intelleetual,
Belgian background. He used:iio spend his.iternMers travelling through
kiciaie and near iived'in a ghetto in his life. -.He knew utterly nothing
about .it and just'arriv ed there through a set of circumstances; It
turiii'outthafshe"is cc far more'effective 'leader in that particular
neighborhood-thail the. so-ealled gang leaders, who are saidto
be the leaders whO who really aren't. He's just doing a marvelous jab.
He in this situation a leadeii: He isn''t,just a consultant
and he haErnen .itliceitd as a Seader.'
: t ". ".
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ADDENDUM

:::-%Due to what is.usually called (euphemistically) a technical

difficulty,. the terminal part of the discussion was not retrievable.

In response to a-request for 'afterthoughts', particularly in respect

of the latter part of the consortium, the various contributors were

kind enough to produce the comments that appear below.

The following notes outline most of the points I 'should Zike to

make in summary. They are under two headings., general, and specific:

General

The importance of alternative conceptions of poverty (as
attributable to the deficiency of the poor, or to 'structured un-

employment', or to 'white. racism', or to other systemic attributes).

The difference it makes whether social agencies consider the

poor only as clients, as people who need help, or as constituents .

as well) people to whom, the agencies are responsible and from whom

they wish some degree of direction.

The importance of teaching .disadvantaged..children about different

access routes to vertical mobility--whether through manpower training

programs, through various career. ladders, through putting them in touch

with specific. agencies, or whatsoever.

The importance :of heavy dcees of old fashioned 'politics', in

the sense- that inhabitants of disadvantaged. areas, need to. know how the

political. machinery operated and can ,be,made to work on their behalf.

They should.know something about. aspiration levels, and the .

deliberate.,or inadvertent. impact .of meow teachers., in keeping .aspiration,

levels. dom. , . .

. (The; above., deal with general. knowledge, .which the teacher should
have especiolly) and which should 'likewise. constitute. part of the

curriculum for .,-.the schools .in.disadvcc4taged.areas.):
Specific to ;Corimmity Development ..

.The -possibilities :and litrits,of .!community .action? as a method .

of bringing about .social change..
The possibilities cold. limits of a -"consensus-coalitional! approach

to bringing about..social change), as opposed: to, an adversary, approach7-
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particularly as this relates to the ability of people in disadvantaged

neighborhoods to make themselves heard' and to influence social policy.

An awareness of the dependence of all neighborhoods on exchange

relationships with the rest of socievsand on resources coming from

outside the immediate neighborhood (no neighborhood can be completely

selpsufficient, but the nature of what 'comes in' and" what 'goes out'

is an important consideration in underprivileged areas).

The importance of the movement toward neighborhood power and

control, and its relationship to administrative decentralization.

The nature of specific grand-in-aid programs which are available

to neighborhood groups and agencies as a means of improving some aspects

of neighborhood life -- housing, urban renewal, manpower training, etc.

* * * * *

One point suggested was to turn the question around and ask

what school people might have to offer to community development, if in

teacher training the trainees were made aware of community development

aims and objectives. Assuming that community development workers are

concerned with structuring organizationalmechanisms that would result

in upgrading the.total quality of community life, that would have to

include the school; and would be concerned with the problems of the

school, as well' as the problems of other institutional services that

affect community Vying quality. if school people, especially teachers,

recognized and were sensitive to this goal of community .developers,

then wheal people could logically Zook upon community developers as

allies, and vice versa. School people could make use of such allies

for school purpoSes by entering into a cooperative relationship with

theM that'would facilitate the airing and underitanding of school

problems by an inquiring community, thus leading, not to confrontation

or definsivAetts, but to energetic joint efforts by schobl and 'community

to uncover and'resolVd-problems about which the school itself is

probably already well aware but unable to resoiVe effectively without

the sympathetic understanding and cooperation of the community. This

would automaddany'enhance. school-commun'ity relationships, and be

beneficial to both in a wide variety of ways that are self-evident.

Instead of trying to 'act "as social change vents, or social action

agents (locatini'indigenous'leadershii3, etc., and putting it to work
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constructively) the school people would simply make allies of others

who are in- that business; and everybody would get further faster. I

could.; of course, write a lengthy paper on this., but perhaps this brief

(and admittedly rough) statement will be sufficiently suggestive. It

would mean. that although community development might not be viewed as

an essential major course in the teacher training program, at least

some degree of-exposure through special lectures and discussion (plus

maybe a little bit of field work) to the philosophy and methods of
conmunity development would be of considerable value.

.4 * * 4 *

. There was only one outstanding point that I want to etre ss.

That is for the need to legitimate the school in a minoiiity-connunity.

Unless this can be done, the school is a custodial 'institution.

There is a closely related aspect. That is that Dewey conceived

the school both as socialization and as reconstruction. For the power

group of the society the emphasis is on socialization. If the youth

(all youth) could be socialized into the norms of the dominant group.

all would be well. However, to socialize minoritp youths into the

current society would.be to socialize them into a racist society which
would, if successful, teach them self-denigration. This they cannot

afford. They and their paztents' see their 'hope in education as

reconstruction.' Teachers ca1: not prepared to be reconstructionists,

hence they 'are irrelevant and'unwilling to make oomnon cause with them.

* 4 * * *

I -started out -taking a stand that 'if a teacher in training had
come through one of -.bur Contriunity Development projects he would' probably

have emerged' with the. following .outcomes: He would have been.;

(a) More ciware of. agencies and their programs 'in. the community and

their relationship'. to' the echool4. -

(b) he mould have a,mols. walittid basis' on, which to deterMine the

community relevance: 'of- the Schaal 8 curriculuM;
(OP he would have.had both a'. letter operational: and theoretical under-
standing of- the. Coninunitg- PoiierStru'ettuie;
(d): he' would hava.,had 'both 17;0ra-skill' and- confidence working in the
connunitysi i.e.. outside th4 neetof.thie classrooin:-. The 'implication .
here is: that these 'outcomes.' would have.; contributed 'substantially tO

his equipment as a teacher.
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Then we' turned to the point that Community Development is in fact

MORE than.a process. Both implicitly and specifically not only does it

deal with cOmmuniy problem solving as a process but equally with the

substantive problems which the process is attempting to solve, moreover

not -1:n a neutral fashion but throughout dealing with norms and standards

of goodness. In other words, Community Development must and does

inevitably deal with what a good community is, and could therefore help

make this a major goal of instruction. In fact, as we review the history

of the school and its program, the emphasis on the good community has

been one of the major strands of both curricular theory and practice,

for example beginning with John Dewey's School and Society, continuing

through. .the work of Barap, Koopman, E.G. Olsen, etc. It would be easy

to document this point.

At this juncture in our conversation I think you asked me if we

could justify a course on Community Development for prospective teachers,

and I replied emphatically yes, and then you continued by asking if I

would Zike to-teach such a course, and again I said I would be delighted

to do so, and that :t would be Community Development but would have a

clear teacher training stance and would therefore be a special curricular

As r Zook back on our discussion I am appalled that we almost

overlooked the GOOD. COMMUNITY as a part of Community Development, equal

to if not more important than Community Development as process. At

least in this letter I am able to flag us all on this oversight, and

hope thepoint receives careful consideration in your final' report.

Finally I made the point that in looking to the future,'

especially the relation of the school and teaching to the community,

we should beaware of a new model of what the school can contribute to'

Community Development. The old K -12 college preparatory model; some-

times catledthe great American Lock-Out; i.e. confine the ichedule

to 8 to 4 p.m. during the day, Abnday to Friday during the week and

September to June during the year5.-to restrict the program only to K-12:'

age children and youth who. 'survive the-traditionat requirements

All thit ierapidly becoming. obiolete. The new modeZ is the school as

a local tiaighborhood:!center.foredueation. of the entire population 'v

with both ArmaZ and informl,-.flexible programstailor-made to =the
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needs of the individual. The contours of this model area already have

appeared; in 1:he Community School program sparked by the Mott Foundation

in cooperation with the Board of Education in Flint. It is surfacing

elsewhere, for example in the Great Cities program, in many of .the

innovative inner city projects.

My point is that Community Development takes on a much greater

relevance for teaching and teacher training .:then viewed in the perspective

of what the new Community School is already on the road to becoming.

* * * * -h
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SECTION II

This section contains the greater part of the material abstracted
.

during the literature search. The --tors are presented alphabetically

(by author). according to the following convention. The bibliographical

data comes first. Next comes a brief descriptive statement of the

nature of the item. Then, under "A", are listed any data supported

points, or any pOintsknown to be data supportable. Under "B" are

listed assertlons made in the source material but which appear to be

data free. Recommendations made by authors follow, under the "C"

heading. Finally, where the abstractor has seen fit, some comments

are listed under "D".,.These mostly indicate what other information

is contained in the source item.

It will be remembered that the abstractors were graduate

community developers and their community development orientation,

as we intended, will have influenced their judgements.;' However, an

educational requirement placed on them served to focus their attention

also 4e required the searchers to base their selection on whether

or not they, as community developers, felt the-:information before
. .

them could be thought to. be germane, even remotely germane, to the

teacher of urban disadvantaged -children. In so far as they thought

that there was information here that the teacher, or the trainer of

teachers, of disadvantagedchildren ought to know or appreciate,

they were.to,include it.

I

1Mime

:.
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Adolph, T. and Whaley, R.F. "Attitudes Toward Adult Education"

Adult Education, Vol. XVII, No. 3, Spring 1967.

Research study

. A.1. Women are more likely to be favorable toward Adult Education
than men.

2. People aged 22-12 are more likely to be favorable toward
Adult Education than other age groups because they view it
as a road to 'better jobs.

Aiken, James B. "A high school participates", Patterns of Community
Development. Richard Franklin, (ed.), WaShington, D.C., Public

Affairs Press, .1966.

A description of an attempt to test the point of view that social

responsibility is learned through long experience.

Following, morning assembly, all students participate in buzz
`groups with'the high degree of enthusiasm exhibited in
discussing a survey form completed earlier.

2. Student committees formed accepted responsibility for further
work.

3,3Fellow-up a few ;years later revealed Community Development
nrocess used in the school was useful then as well as
liter.

The program was not as successful as possible due to lack

0f.ifollow-up events.

l
.

2..Reasotsor piocess not being repeated
a. School's _preaccdnation with own problems.

.b. Traditional detachment of schools from community.life
in minds of educators, student and parent.

one -way planning:by administratort of school .

activities. 6

d. Teaching staff consisting, iii part, of non-residents.

e. Lack of personnel to*give.attention.to student

participation.
f. School officials feeling no pressure support to

engage in such a program.
g. Reluctance of school people to become entangled in

political or other controversial civic activities.
h. School's relative lack of consciousness of the community's

development as a means to the aims of education.
3. Public education is concerned with the development of

individuals to the limit of their capacity, and with the
development of the community to make it a better place to

live in. The two objectives are interdependent.
4. Citizens learn to determine community destiny for themselves

through rational problem solving and responsible, widely-

shared decision making.
'5. The challenge to education of the 'preservation of a free

society' will be met when people of all ages and groups
become jointly aroused and able and willing to grapple

with the social dilemmas of the times.
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Anderson.,2C.Arnold 'Economic Development and(Post-Primary Education"

in Piper, Don C. and Cole, Taylor (eds.) Post-Primary Education
and Political and Economic Develonment, Duke.University Press,
Durham, 1964.

C.1..Education programs should be related to job opportunities.
2. Grading and other incentive and advancement standards

should select and promote skills and attitudes needed in
jobs.

3. Education should encourage individualism and initiative.
This probably means that standards should be flexible
to,allow.for the.encouragement of individual differences.

Arrowsmith, William "The Future of Teaching". The Public Interest,
Winter 1967.

B.1. There is too much emphasis on specialized and professional
"learning", not enough emphasis on learning about human
interaction and the humanities.

C.1. The teacher should be a mediator between past and preset.:
and present and .future.

2. Technical scholarship creates an alienated culture; education
should create a "common culture ".

3. Teachers should involve students in the real world. Men
can and must use themselves significantly to grow.

Bailey, .Wilfred C. 40 Chine, Francis 3. "Preparation of Elementary
School Unitc on the Concept of Culture". lit2s2E1011112..
Spring 1968.

Discussion of a project undertaken to develof, a sequence-of
instructional materials thatwould fundamentally but comprehensively
introduce pupils*to the concepts of anthropolozy.

B.1. The subject matter of anthropology and concepts.. of dUltime
can be taught at first and fourth grade levels.

2. Pupils scoring high on social science Battery Tests tended to
show highest gains in anthropology.
3. There was' a low-Correla-tion between-pupils' gains in

anthropology; however, post-test scores showed significant
ioures-OU'Variance.with:teacherls group, level of certification,

SW, as race .at both lavelqA,.
c.i. Thi,objective of the*."COncePt'Of culture" unit Was

sensitization o siudenti to the id4a of shared and
patterned behavior,in societies.,

2. In three principles of concepts of culture
a. Basic.problems

1) Survival in physical:001.d
. 2) Getting along with

b.:SolUtions,Of .these PrOblem0 vary frOT,place to place.
c.,HOweyerthereate.fUnda*Opil in` the way

...a .l.

3. Anthi*logiata ShOld .aft.**itei;atiOdt cl.aSsiOom.interaction;
and teachers should learn More anthropology.
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Baltiell;-E:'!Digby.(ed.) The search.for.community in modern America,
_New 7york.L.:Harper &,Row, 196$

A collection'of essay's taking a historiealiociological look at
the nature of community cohesion in America.

D. All.essays.deal with-the central prOblem of how a society
can institutionalize new social and legal relationships
that will best promote a mature and responsible neighborliness
appropriate to an urban, bureaucratised and rationalsocial
order.

Barclay, Lawrence. "The home visit", Teaching Urban Youth, Kontos,
Peter G. and Murphy, James J. (eds.). New York: James Wiley
and Sons, 1967.

B.1. The home visit is valuable defensively and offensively in
the war against poverty and the blight of disadvantage.

2. The pat feeling of "knbwing" disadvantaged due to intellectual
understanding causes one to forget One.is dealing with
individuals.

3. The home visit requires proper preparz 1; not advisable
for every teacher.

4. One objective of.visit.is to prevent a situation that
might jeopardise the student's best development and establish
rapport with student and parents.'

S. The visit, can prevent development of pseudo-relationships
with the ''disadvantager.and lead.io meaningful involvement.

C.i. DiscUss Visit with student and inform family prior to visit.
2. Stress positive aspects of projected visit..
3 Agree on.a time when whole family. can be present.

'4. Know as much about the student;as possible prior to the visit,
5. Dress appropriately--no briefcase, no clip or penal.
6. Accept, the home as it is.
T. Be businesslike but inforwl-Lletthe visited set the tone.
8.. Don't be patronizing.-

Batten, T.A. '4119R1MISLI1LIMILITS1:15 London: Oxford
Vnivereity Press` ;'

A collection,,of.case histories with Analysis and recommendations.

C.1. Even,when people (students) choose a project thenselVes,
the.Woriseteachet) should check to see that it meets a
real need.

2. The worker needs to be able to convince people that he really
wants to halp-theM.

3. Solutions to problems Milat'he Accei)table in the'siudents'."
terms as well as the *Cherie.

4,74A worker needs to as much aiicrition'i& leaders who
'do.: not e*athiie, With his as"tb those who do.

L
the'5. e .worker not assume, t e peep e readily' agree

, A9. 11,1)x°1 4 sliggsss,,that they:.th.erefo# want it and
Will geniiitiAly: 15e#tib it thitingh to a
successfui'COnCiii6iL

6. They should make sure that the project has and can keep
the support of everyone whose help will be needed.

8 1 '24
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7..Theworker must try to ensure that the changes he promotes,
and the way he promotes them, do not adversely affect the
status of the people's traditional leaders.

8. The worker should always consult an officer of another
department and get his consent before committing him to
provide help on a project.

9. When the worker knows before the start of a project that
he will need,to.eall on other officers for help, he should
neither invite them to share in the planning or alternatively
submit his plans to them for comment.

10, The worker must aim to ensure that all those who help on a
project get their full share of credit for whatever help
they give, even if this means getting less credit for himself.

II. The worker should keep his main purpose in mind, and therefore
his natural resentment under control, when the help he asks

for is not forthcoming.
12. Before suggesting a project or assigning work one should

define. for oneself as clearly and specifically as possible
the exact need or needs or hopes the project will meet.

13. When suggesting a project or assigning work:
a. Ask whether the need exists, and promote discussion with

,a view to getting the people (students) to assess it for
themselves.

b., Promote discussion with a view to getting the people to
assess
1) the extent of the benefits that the project would bring,
2) how practicable it would be for them
3) what difficulties they would need to anticipate.

Batten, T.R. The Non-Directive Approach in Group and Community Mork.
London, Oxford University Press, 1967.

Discusses the non-difective approach to community work where the
people are stimulated.in self-help problem solving. Eiamines
the value of the approach, the role of the worker, the training
of the worker, and the training of trainers.

'B.I'.' The diiedtive approach (planning for the people) is

relatively :ineffective as a means of .influencing. all the:,
very many people who are not associated with the progiath:

2. Since i "thinks" for the people, it 'deprives them of *.

potential learning experiences.
Thq.non-diredtive'approach, or community development
a. enables people to accomplish more with their limited

resources
b. helps to "develop" people
c.--helps the eieigetke of "we- feeling"
d. provides many opportunities of educating and influencing

people ' .

4.. The degree of a,persons maturity is Tartly dependent on
the kind of-opportunities he has had on interaction with

--others and .partly on how .positively or.negatively, he has

reacted%to'hisAifficulties in trying to achieve his purposes
with others.:.

5. In orderto assist people to, move beyond the initial state
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-of vague dissatisfaction, the worker, must stimulate and
,provide enough structure to ensure conclusions people
reach are practical and-relevant to their need.

Batter, T.R. ,Trainins for Community.Development. Londan, Oxford
University Press, 1962.

B.1. Tiadidonal agency people including teachers lack the
attitudes and skills which'would alloW them to cooperate
effectively in broad interdepartmental programs. .Their
attitude of loyalty toward and identification with their
resliective.agencieS preclude such cooperation if they feel
that the status or autonomy of their agency is threatened.

C.1. Teachers need orientation 'training in the goals and methods
of the Community Development programs which operate in
American ghetto areas and which will benefit greatly from
assistance from schools and teachers in the areas.of.the

:.teachers' competency.
2. The teachers nAht also improve .their communication with

their students by working closely with the community
development people ,in the community.

3. SuCh training.for.teachers would include
a. Geerating a learning attitude on the trainees' part
b.,Frank discussion of problems

. .

c: Giving the teachers a feeling of their own importance
and the need for their help..

This training shoUld be in7-service training.

Beck, Robe-it H. (ed.) Society and the Schools. New York: National
Association of Social Workers, 1965.

C.1. Teachers should understand the relationship between
community patterns of living and student patterns

Otlearnini.
2. Teachers should grasp the impact of socio-cultUraLchange

on the needs of the students.

Bernard, ThomaiP:.' "World Illiteracy and. International Development"
Adult Leadership,,VoL, XVI, No. 5, Novembef1967.:,

B.1. Illiteracy is
progresi.

2. Illiteracy is
C.1. Attectntent of

end' of amore

the chief barrier to personal and national

not a synonym for ignorance.
literacy should be regarded as a means to the
productive and rewarding life.

Bonner, Hubert. Group Dynamics Principles and Applications'. New York,

The. Ronald Pxesa, 1959.
,.;

B.1. In a community, the whole determines the behavior of the parts.
Children Inaagrate.the'atatudes of .their community,.sub-
tottiduhty0indifamilk 'into-themselves, and it is folly to
Attemitii:thatige such attitudes. by exhortaion or arguments.

2!.%'Arr.ofitsidet.tis .a threat :to :group.,sOlidarity, e.g.* whitey

needs to be careful of his behavior in the ghetto.

3.. People and,defend-their primary groups and
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--.......«*744PattoottrIftmr,

;:ihe'norms of those groups.
4: A man will give up a: prejudice or another norm only if

something better-is suppliee in its *lace.
5:Official policies, execute without equivocation, can

result in large'changes in behavior and attitudds despite
'initial resistance to those policies. In other words, if
whites are forced to integrate with blacks, they learn to
like each other better if certain conditions are met.
a. Behavior of minority group members must not conform to

stereotypes.
b. Interactions must be strong enough to allow prejudiced

persons to'check their stereotypes with reality.
c. The prejudiced-person must have values which conflict

with his prejudices or he exposed to strong social
pressures, such as public policies, to change his
attitudes.

6. It is impossible to teach democracy in an undemocratic way.
C.1. The surest way to involve people in goal directed activity

is first to discover what goals they would like to reach and
then to either
a. degiga an activity to meet the need(s),, or
b. show how the activity you wish to'propose meets the need(s).

2. In order to understand a community, one must understand
its informal structure as well as its formai.structure.

3. Democrat16 values require that people participate in
planning for changes which affect them.

Brager, George A. "Effecting Organizational Change Thtough a
Demonstration Project: The Case of the Schools ", Community
Action Against Poverty., Brager et al, (eds.) New, Haven, College
and University Press, 1967.

An article setting out objectives, resources, and strategies for
effecting .change in educational systems,

B.1. General areas in need of change':
. .

a. educational technology, particularly, reading.
b. reductiOn'of school-poor "gap" in orientations by

teaching low-income clientele responsible use of power.
c. Strict hierirchial ordering and rigidity of system must

be'VnftOzen:
2. Resources for change:

b.; prestigeftl education
c. community influentials
d. legitimate "insiders'?

Suppcitt

f.-knowlddge
.A2 1

, .

X.'ISttate'qieetot Chinpe:u'

A; DemionstiatiOn omLy example--homoic,rk helper
unit shows, low-income 4040091 stUdents daneffectively
eiit6 'acti661

lea...

of similar, ba4ground .

b. Integrative ethods- -work with: tArget--piactical
I

onlhenO151416tiiieg

&Or;
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c. Pressure methods--use to overcome basic disagreements.
4.Can technological innovation alone.reverSe educational

retardation of the disadvantaged child.
5. Most promising resouice.is mobilization of..indigenous

community peisonsto act as coalition with a social agency.
0.Sweeping systematic change of schools to establish pre-

conditions for creative technology and responsiveness to
consumeof.educational resources is necessary.

Brink, William and Harris, Louis. rtcetsghatit'slit
in MtDonagh, Edward C. and Simpson, Jon E. (eds.)
Perdistent,Challenges. New York, Holt, Rinehart &

.be a He ro"

Social Problems!
Winston, 1965.

Report of Newsweek survey of 1963 showing the lmpact'of discrimination
on the Negro population in the United States

A.1. AU but 13% of tank and file and 4% of leadership groups
feel discrimination has affected their lives.,
a. many felt it as children and came to hate themselves

for color.
b. in the services in World War II they received better pay,

food, and clothing but were assigned menial and hard tasks.
2. The greatest affect Of discrimination is felt to be in

employMOt.
a. 1.n-1966, 13.3% unemployed; twice the national rate.
b. iri 1962, median wage of Negrowas 55% of white--$.3,023

Versus $5,462.
c. 34% reported employment as unskilled laborers.

3. Education
a. 10% of families report one or more drop-out of high school
b. liCk of incentive cited as chief reason; they feel there

limn worthwhile job anyway.
c. they cite lack of encouragement in home as another chief

d. they feel whites have
curricula, and books.

4. Housing ;, The Negro pays
over What whites ,day for

better facilities, teachers,

"color tax" of $5 to $20 per room
same kind of housing.

Bruner, Jerome. ,11Watt of:Di4gyery", inMcDonagh, Edward C.
and Sibpdon, JOn E. (eds.) Social Proble*: ,Persistent Challenges.
New York, Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1965..

The author offers the hypothesis that an "emphasis On discovery"
enables the child to learn better how to'go about the task of
learning. Based on social-psyehologi.m1 studies.

A.1. /Iva test where subjects.se* to win chips om,a two-choice
maChine,werd pay -ofd bittern Is random:
a. one group of subjects adopts an "event-tatehing"

strategy;_they believe regularities,ate:AiScoyerable.
b. others.adopt a "lazy all-and-none Sttategy" believe

,,, ,

.L'"?.1%..":001t b*.etiStA7 0*.1
, .

g40*of;TIOnei'A*011000 teat. has, seek to determine

call* Rf: aT1 400PP
i-iV.6neiroup 6reUhjeCti Curac4fred by "episodic impirisiem
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*Are""nOtshotters" gabheing information that is unbounded
by prior constraints and is deficient in organizational
ilersisfande.

11..Othera characterized by "cumulative construction" are
sensitive to constraint by connective maneuvers and by
organized persistence.

A.3. Zajonc experiment offers an answer to aiding learning for
future use. Information is given to subjects
A'. one-half are told they will have to transmit it later on;
b. others are told merely to keep it in nind.
More differentiation of the information intended for
transmittal was 'found than of information received
paisively.

B.1. An active attitude leads to a transformation related to a
task to be performed.

2. The *ARIAS On discovery ln learning' has the effect on
learning. Of. leading the child to be a constructionist.

3. It helps him learn varieties of problem solving, transforming
information for better use, and helps him learn how to go
about the task of learning.

Bruyn, Severyn J. Communities in Action. New Haven: College and

University Press, 1963.

An empirical, study,

A.1. In order for a teacher to be able to help students to
learn, she will have to work with problems which the
Students recognize as'such. That is, if the students'
,ideas of what they need to learn are greatly different from
the teacher's, she will find it extremely difficult to
teach.

. Pso0Ie need time to develop the feeling that they really
can do things they've never done before. Learning, as any
change. in' Cognitive structure, is a change in identity,

however small, and this is not accomnlished over-night.
3. As identitieschange,.new relationships. .develop. They are

often frightehingi.,but'in the end benign. To try to
prevent them developing is to threaten the process. (This

;the 'relationships between teacher and students.)

Bruyn, Severyn J. Communities in Action. New Haven: College and

OniVersitY'Presd4,1963;

440104 people community dO.nOi participate in community
affairs, and the higher socio- economic classes pfirtiCipate
much more than the lower. Thus, community or'neighborhood

I-iiiteriet'itOany-prOdetasexptessed through ordinary
institutional channels is likely to be:2unrepresentative.

2.4nlifiblicOinepiogramsinformatppn,Orovided'through mass
,"liAdialietaT4ts'-7goaitIii"pordonaliOntacttinstimulating

"IirtIciiSatiWby ivaatiWnxiiber,.Of(\people:),
3. IligrbiiakdiffitenCeAietweentya"proCess.orientation" and

a,"content orientation" iwedUdationProcess-education
'',-tOnteriieitseliKtvith.thwIdevelopment/of appropriate problem
'seil4lhetedhiiiiivitl-thOitudebtsci -

86,,,715.0e.1
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A.44 Teachers must be flexible enpugh to move at the pace of
.:the students in any process oriented education.

5. If teachers are to work in ghettos today, they should
understand "social movements ". These include four stages:
,a. stage of social unrest,
.b. stage of popular excitement,
c. stage of formalization,
d. stage.of institutionalization.

6. The more personally involved people become, the greater
the potentiri for behavior change and the more urgency is
given to acceptance -of a new idea.

7. Havingnade a. change in behavior, that is, entered a new
role, people need to be helped to develop confidence in the
new role.

Butler, Boyd%R. e "Cleavage-in Peoplesville's power elite"-, in Franklin,
Richard (ed.)' Patterns of Community. Development, Washington D.C.,
Public Affairs Press, 1966.

A report on an experiment to weld a split in the leadership
pyramid of a community that vat impeding community change.

A.1. Sander's sociomettic test reveals 14 top leaders.
2. Three members are those who *have been depicted as opposing

development programs.
B.1. If power figures will commit themselves in the presence of

their peers tosuprott of the program, a development
program might be salvaged.
a. A .meeting 'called for 14 leaders and. told of their

.7tollecttveranking by community.
b:`. :: They 'were, told the program. of development would be

successful only if all supported it.
c: The question was addressed to the group asking if they

Wanteda development program.
d:-The professional left; the room while the. group thrashed

out a : :; . :

4. A consensus of agreement was achieved. .

C.1. Do -not expect too much from..theexperimentresults were
limited.

. 2. value of the experiment was-seen in .mitigating hostility
between factions.

Campbell, Alan K. and

;.4fliteAra:, Matching

;ITIAlqA1s0T',4

Merants, Phillip "The Metropolitan, educational
resources to needs" in Gittell, Marilyn (ed.)
136 ulatiLli: 'Beverly*Hilla; Sage PUblications

. . ,;:, ;
-0.

A.1 :4ittigle moat Salient. determinant to educational!, achievement
.

educating advent aged pupils is, not. in

providing t education with a, 'different -pur.pose for: them.

2. The centraliisSU'O:As 1allocation' of sufficient. resources to
"OW 'field'', of.;edUcation;Ifor, disadvantaged to help them

'.,J!-OVesrconaru.PriisentAaledifctips,. ' ,},7

Oa; Creatiow*of 'edueatioti.1.parks or campuses.lpay be a feasible
proposition for providiag,,higher:quality..education for all pupils.
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Carson, Robert B. et al. Teacher participation in the community.
Eugene, Universityof Oregon, 1962.

A survey study.

A.1; Teachers. participate very:little as policy or decision
makers either in educational matters or in other community
affairs.

2. Teachers' views of what their level and types of participation
should:be are not very different from their behavior as
measured by this study.

3." School board members, "community influenLials" and school
administrators have a ,narrower view of what constitutes
proper participation by teachers in policy-making than do
teachers theiselVes. But the difference is not great
.enougluto support the view that teachers refrain from
participating in community decisionmaking'throtigh.fear of
community pressure.

Catalano, Thelma P. "'r'-e process of mutual redefinition -- counselling

and teaching children from urban slums"' in Robert A. Dentler, et al,
(eds). The .Urban R's, New York: Frederick A. Praeger; 1967.

B. Cognitions, of an individual are all related and therefore
bear on his self-concept, his identity. Therefore, willing-
nesa to learn involves identity change, however small,
which is' a frightening thing. In order for teachers to
teach and for learners to learn, a relation of mutual trust
must he built up in which the student feels sufficiently
secure to be willing to risk his identity.

C. -1n order fOr a relationship of mutual trust to.be established,
teachers:must avoid, behaving, in ways which the student may
'perceive as threatening, hostile,, or indifferent. Since

plum children .Perceive all of the_USual institutional
aUttiori6,figures'as threatening or indifferent,.the.

f 'c itn' tteacher no react to small.Violations.of.the ordinary
'amenities of' school life as she.understands.them in an
authoritarian or,dominatingminner, merely in order4o-

he
.

fteserVe r Own statOs.or authority. .To do so, will
inevitably damage the required'. relationship of mutual trust.

3

Cavan,,Ruth,Shonle., "What is delinquency?" in MtDonagh, Edward C.

andlimpson,,Jon E. (eds.)*,Social.Problems: Persistent
ChallentieS: 'Nimq York, Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1965.

BA:-.Every social)classihasAts:oWn.definition of what
-constitutes lbehavior,falling in:the'area of tolerance,
whatAiVdisapproVed!mildly orlseriously, and what .is
condemned.

-.w.,A.-1-theAifferences tetWeen-41ddle'and:lOwer'clags definitions
'::.,Pn,rt-are.lespecially pertinent.' '

b. parents view certain behavior'asacteptable, whereas
.teadhers enciAtdgefirlileOlit'lácilUnaCdeptable'or reprehensible.

2. Differences are important in expectations of behavior for
delinquent youths on probation or parole, at least some
requirements are over-conforming by lower class standards
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and-are*vittually iMpciesible for t youth to follow if he
is to remain in the lower class community and not be
isolated from natural social groups.

B.3.:Probations and parole might be more often successful if
. the youth were required to meet reasonably conforming
lower class standards.

4. Serious deviants are often treated so severely that they
are alienated and withdrawn into a contra-culture.

Clark, Kenneth B. Dark ghetto: New York: Harper and Row, 1965.

A ioCielogical Study that attempts to illUminate the reader to
life in human ghettos and makes some recommendations for change.

A.I. Problems ,of American Negroes are now nothern urban problems.
2. Another problem for the urban Negro is unemployment and

menial job status.
3. The homicide rate is extremely high in the ghetto, but the
suicide rate is low.

4. The trend toward school, segregation is accelerating.
5. Children do not learn when they are assumed to be inferior

material.
,

Invisible walls are nor only damaging but are protective in a
debilitating way; it is, a depressive way of.life.

2. W-Creative,'constructive culture in the ghetto must be built
tesrePlace hostility and alienation.

3. White man's society still governs the Negro's image of
himself.

4. The pathologY"ofghetto is self-perpetuating; and One
-Pethology breeds 'Anothet.

5.11Creation programs are notgetting to the fundamental
'-ViediCaeht of ghetto youths' problems.

6. Tecebntrol'eriMe, conditions that breed violence must be
dhanged,'noi just indiVidual criMinals reformed.

C.1. best recurits for prograMs ere local residentswho have not
'yet-de;ieloped"ntofegiii6iial ennui.

2. piokreiins should involve youth, (labelled as` 'delinquents ")

in commit itY probliMa'and social action:
a.'it'givetithem'insOhts.and understanding of their.

predicament.
."b.'iti*is'imd.thanneljthe sensitivity and: energy or thOSe

'011§;'0Oliave..the'e4rgOo%,Tebel rather than SUCcUilb,

to.hpith-Y. ' '
.

3. There.must.be a concerted andinassive.attaek on the social,
political,.eeenomic,40 culturall!oute of the :pathology if
anything moreAhen,daithing oradisplacement of tte
symptoms is to be achieved.

px0;em,-pfchange inte..keletto4.8,-a-;prOblem'of,power:
ghetto power must deVelop,teengage those lorces.opposed to

rdiklARge.00,counteractt4em .

Soin,b.lacks;in.this strugglehoth,need each
other,:,-; ,1

- t,:'

`'k : e c;

;

8 gi

,

: V.t
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Clark;' Kdhheth 11:' "Educational stiMulation of racially disadvantaged
children' ", in Passow, A. Harry (ed.) Schools in Depressed Areas.
New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1963.

Based on empirical studies. It underscores the responsibility.
,of.schoolsfor the level of scholastic achievement .for pupils in
depressed areas.

Academic achievement varies directly with socio-economic
status.

2. Many teachers in these areas view children as inherently
inferior.

3. T.Q. test scores will increase on the average as children
advance to pOsitive and stimulating atmospheres.

B.1. Effective functioning of a democratic ddmocracy demands
maximum educational stimlation for all American children.

2. When a child from a deprived background is treated'as
uneducable due to low test score, he becomes uneducable
and low scores are reinforced.

3. I.Q.; measures the rate of learning; the child with a lower
I.Q. can conceivably leain what others learn, but it will
only take a longer time.

4. James B. Conant's Slums end Suburbs is an archaic educational
piece pf snobbery that sees two types of human beings--those
who can hi educated and those who can't be educated.

C.1. Provide'tonditiois in schools necessary for building positive
images in children--a non-segregated school situation is
'basic foi this.

2.11evatip Material to' raise self-esteem and at the same time
broaden peripectives.

3. Supplement test scores with teacher estimates, counselor
judgements, and any other evidence of ,capacity for superior
intellectual interests as.means for judging the ability of
a child.

4. ReteXanihe teacher training curricula.
S. MUst'priivide a ainkle-Standard of academic expectations and

pro4ide'-the extra' stimulation and encouragement'necessary
to.coropensate for past deprivations.

:,74,7. , 4r

Clinard,,MaTihall B. Slums and Community DeV4160tent. New York,
The Free ltese;'1966.

Thel-book.44- 4A4t.temptto apply sociological cnocepts.to an
understanding and solution of the problem of the slum. The

1D,fiempir,ical.study

Bd. A slum is a way of life; a'sUb-culture containing 'a set of
norms and values.

reek Ol'eehhomic and educational
441564i,400i64.;:!...4446Lia...101,,1046-better

of taltnelHwilriespoild'tnifiald'advantageeides...-.::

.'3.T111.e.0.444re2,411PrPAck 46, erT9W40. problems.
.

ilAmtkim,AxiArivlfax4.4.cis are T;,pdgc.44 mainly ,by..51Aficulaifes

*AAR; AnCtiA!.1.41.1.618 : :
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B.4.. Solutions must come through residents' own efforts if they.
are to:be effective.

5. "Urban CoMmunity Development" offers a new approach to
problets of alums.
.Seekto accomplish: community feeling, self-help, indigenous
leadership; cooperation between'peonle and government in the
use of services.

2.. Conceptual framework for work: goals for urban community
development.

. a. use group .approach to slum problems.
b. recognition of co-munity differences
c. creation of new types of social.organisation
d. group perception of the need for change
e.. pursuit of self-irmio-sed change

f. use of voluntary groups for change
.g. change in identity or self-image,
h. utilize indigenous workers and leadership
i. representative community leadership needed
j. giving of responsibility and credit to ordinary people
k. use of conflict and the need for power in social change
1. utilize competition between groups
i. utilization of chain reactions in social change--

. accomplishment of one project leads to another
n. utilization of outside assistance. in attaining objectives
o. :decentralization of some government functions.

Cloward, Richard A. and Jones, James A. "Social class: educational
attitudes and participation". In Passow, A. Harry (ed.) Schools
in Depressed 'Areas. New York, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1963...,

' SiirVey relating' to the correlation 'between socio-economic

position and academic achievement.

A.1. Attitude toward amount, of c.-ducation: needed was. 'related to

occupational aspirations.: lower class persons: influenced
by, lower ,oCcupationals.aspiratione, ;put :less.,emphasis, on

education for educational use than middle class persons;
there was no class difference, however, in amount of importance
placed on.. education. ,

Middle class hai more riegatiVe attitude, toward. school as.an
institution; only when opinion asked as to school's
reaction' to' oW 'strata Ptipils; lowe oIass show mote

'negative- atitude/3;i -
3. Participation in educational' activities 'increases the Value

of *education, held; by,..parents ,

Coleman, Jades_ t, 0:401 80Por-, in,: McLendon,, Jonathon C. (ed.)
Social Toundations, of Educationt: Current Read/nits., from the

lehtiViOr,Aciences. York,: MacMillan_ Pomp'any,, 19645.

A high` liabbor fu#tibning,',68- a factOr
ifie a' bait 1,04` 'status for' boys

and in giving the school and community'cd116.etiVe Identity.
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Im:ten.'schoaddn'a mid' weststudy,-the star male athletics
. only.6c6% of the male enrolment) received 47.4% of

"b'e friendavith" and "be liked" choices, and 36.5% of all
leading crowd nominations.

2. The Tannenbaun study of acceptability in a predominantly
Jewish, middle class area shows high acceptance to low
_accepZance patternsf
a. ,:brilliant 'non-studious athlete

h. average non-studious athlete
c. average,studiods,gthlete
4. brilliant studiouli,athlati
e. brilliant-non-studious non-athlete
f. average non-studious non-athlete
g.'average studious non-athlete
h. brillianfstudious non-athlete

B.1. Without athletics or something like it, drop-out rate and
delinquency of boys might be far higher than it is now.

2. Athletics introduces an important democratizing factor in
status system for boys in high school-,At undercuts social
background as a basis' for status..

3. Grades are tipoor motivating mechanism because they are
unique to school and useful only in comparison with grades
of fellow students. :Such comparisons. set students in

oci*etitiOn with felloWs And are powerful divisive folces.
4. SthoolS have noittatdrarcollective mechanisM going for them.

Athletics-andAimilar activities provide such collective
toals.' *!.-

C.1. Since athletics do transform the institution. from one of
learning to. one focusSed on-athletics, seek other games,
such as debates,:muilie,..drania math, and have inter-
scholastic leagues.

Coleman, James S. '!)Equal Schools-for Equal Students?" The Public
Interest,finter 1966.

1 3
"

kfliieusgionkbaapiol,dpOn results of an E.T.S. survey of relations
beltWeena student's abilities-and his cultural and,socia1

A,

bbackground.
.

A.1. Minoiity Childrenitave a'seriods education deficiency at
start of school.

2. Minority children have an even more serious deficiency at
..enkoCschogrobvlously in part a result of school.' r

3. Within each racial group, there is a strong relationship:
. between economic andJamily bacgroundand achievement 14.between
sChool.

4. Perfstudet&Pexpenditure shows" virtually no .relation' to

adhievementAf raotiall!'environmenrofsabbol,--i.e.
educational background of other" students and teachers
is held constant:43, ;JT .1:

C.1. Must replace family environitentAw.culturally-deprived areas
within the educational environmenr(e:ig, longer' school day).

2. Must reduce social and' racial homogeneity of schools.
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C.3,i0verallsehool,program must overcome initial differences.
4.'Negro,,SAetermination to overcome "relevant". obstacles, and

... 'belief that he: will overcome them, ate. most-crucial elements
in achieving equality of oFportunity, because of changes
ttmy.create in. community.

: .

Community Council of Greater New York. Issues in Community Action

Research. New York, Research Department,. Community Council of
New York, 1967.

A collection of three presentationt and the group discussions
from the Council's Spring Research Forum on evaluation research,
held May 4, 1966.

B.1. The functioning and problems of a concrete research operation:
a. based on Harlem Youth OpportunitiesUnlimited,

experience4,!.
b. conducts-three research programs:

1) long term-evaluation,
2)-operational:research, and,
3) special studies of programs*,-

to, adminis =trative demands., emphasis on operational

;research:is stressed. .

2. -Evaluation, research,at-the administrative level:
a. anti;-poverty,programs usuallyihave'chaotic. beginnings

competing,for.funds, recruiting loyal workers, etc.
4 b..evaluations conducted on programs are potentially

dangerousthey could' be used as a political, tool
against the agency., .

3. Evaluation research,:at the:level of National impact finds
-"successful" programs of :Mobilization for .Youth do not have
widespread acceptance in other areas.. ,

C.1. While any successful research program demands autonomy from
the.programo researchers most-remexiber they have a, .

responsibility to service programs thavemplorthem..
2. Mostanti7poverty.pxograms should.notattempt to do research

uutillt:Can.afford to say sbme'of effortiwere'wasted.
3. PiOgrais:that get"dOwn to "gut itsUesb' of low-ihcbMi_pe6Ple

are resisted due. to the dilemmas they pose for pri5feedional

groups who strive. to maintain a semblance of professionalism
in the broader community.

Conn, Robert H. "The'Art.of Ommunication"i: Adult leadership,
December l968: . T 1,..)2

Bc.'edriAreteareh liekc* done in` tile' field of peiiionk: C4Minunication.

C.1: 10:: guidelines lOt!%improving personalicommunication:-
a, -be: careful. of - hidden-messaget-tlatial expressions, tone

of voices an&gestures'
b. crystallize ideas before presenting:them- =
,ciiiiime0001e4jOleinsWorde:',%1
i:1;ainselshort sentences.-%
e4fspdak slawlp,and-qclearlp,1
f. present only'one point at a time
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determine objectives of your communication
h. tell listener how he can benefit by your words and he

Will pky.cloee, attention *.

1;!be'a good listener: Don't mentally refute speaker until
' % yogi haVe heard' everything he has to say

. 'j.:Chedk constantly in small group or classroom situation
to see hOwyotir mensages being received.

C.2. Must seek new technology to improve interpersonal
ComtnniCations"if we are to'keep pace with the growing
complexity of concepts we' have to relate in our daily
interattionn'with' others.

Cuban, Larry. "Not 'whether?' but 'why and how?'--instructional
materialn'on the Negro in the public schools". Journal of Negro
Education4116, 196.7;

.

Some limitations of ethnic curriculum material and suggestions to
makethem.tore.effectiVe.

. ;

B.i. There is no evidenc-e to show a change in self-esteem and
behavior of Negroes through exposure. to Negro success
stories.

2- ShoWing.exe6641Vegood will (all successes and no failures)
will undermine-effebtiVely hintorteachihg.

3. Re"Cent.curricultufeform'han.not stressed the accumulation
'of factudl.knoWledge, thus running counter to the aim of
de4e16Ping'pOsitive'telf-concept through instructional
materiels';---

C.1. Ethnic curriculum materials should not be used oh a
"Supplettntary""banis but should. become an integral part
of the Unit:

2. Teachers who use suchmaterials-must be specially. trained.

Davis,'Itingsle'y. "The tole of class mobility in economic .development"
in-GOode;.*.j. The Dynamics of Modern Society..- New York,
AthettOn'PreSi, 1966.

.Implications fdrl.ncreased.motivationns chances for social

.
Fa04.1.14y, are 3.i4cr?iitged.

B.1.-The-thande' to get eheEid by effort -rather-than vittue of
-;('',AirWntithUlates;people,totork harder. -

2;.72,ePanding opportunities- leads to a gkeater willingness to
i:e; persons. motivated to: undergo

rigors of forinrak.ediitation And,technical.ttaining
bpOrtUilitienr7leadsperson to his.best-chance,

lies not in,Ebiforiningto,Pastlprodedures,'but in.improving
on them.

4. Increased opportunity leads directly to economic development.

Dentler, Robert A. "It critique of education projects in community
action programs". In Dentler, Robert A. et al (eds.), The Urban R's.
New York, Frederick A Praeger, 1967..

B.1. Few of the projects are in any way innovative and so we
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have no reasonito believe that they will succeed where
others' have failed.

B.2. Innovations in education which do not involve key school
-,personnel4ike teachers, principals, or superintendents
.but from which-thgy'can expect localreaction are likely
to. be evaded'or..4iluted to ineffectiveness. Therefore,
iaew programs,mmst,have incentives in them .for, the "old
guardto cooperate./

3.Changes m:the organization or programs. of public schools
Cannot belong sustained- without some corresponding changes
in the social structure of the surrounding community
including racial integration.

Department of State, Agency for International Development.
AID Participant Training Program: An Evaluation Study.
Washington D C 1966.

A report of a study made to determine the effectiveness of the
training program in preparing technicians in developing countries
for specific pOeitians.

A.1. Attitudes toward program prior to training:

programs:that-merelehorter or more fully arranged were
often anticipated with satisfaction,

b-e,those,receiving-(more).infornation or who adjudged
.(more) aspects oft:MI:programs were adequately covered
ciuring-orientstioni-were considered more likely. to have
been "well satisfied" with their program before entering

: it.

Mier half felt -training was too short. Examination of
stated preferences in light of actual training, found the
more: they got the.,,more,they wanted.

3. Only I% of all participants failed to complete the program
..Aue to some manifeSt flaw in its character. 2570. returned.

.:homeearlierithan scheduled; of these, over half."pulled"
from the program due to demands emanating from some other
source.

Supervisorewere iirikarily'COncernedwith the relevance of
a program of training for the work' the returned participants
would1wCalledupon'to-do4,- the 'participants, put strong
emphasis upon.the-persaaaIrewards resulting frowtraining.

5.7Scarbitvof.avtilable.resources.in orce of capital and
,,equipment2.am&lack .0f: support fxowthose in,authority were
chief:: problems. off returning .participants.

6-.;,-Chances4oroptimal uses of-training.were.poor.among.the
.1:youngestunder 25). and- .oldest (over,50).

'1°...

95th,
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Richard L., ,'Urban. educational problems'," Educating An Urban

Vopulation,,,Marilyn .Gittell (ed.), Beverly Hills: Sage
PublicationsInc., 1967,

A TieufAilogiel-0. deal with urban edUcation problems.,
. .

Bel. Most popular modelsfocus upon the' individual student under
ztrategy,of .compensatory education. Such models are

individualistic.,
2. They- assume the school is powerless to alter. community

conditions. .

However,, this does not .mean that school teachers should

, ignore,. these conditions.

4.. In social, scientific terms, the major task -of educational
contribution is socialization.

5. Institutional dependance model
a. One strategy of the model is the strategy of integration.

It-calls:for direct involvement' of the school in the
community - involVement designed to,change.community in
fundamental ways.

.be.The.second strategy is that of Functional Autonomy.
That is, -implement all .means -to have community influences
minimized and increase ones' own,status as a dependant
inatitution.

c. Individualistic models 'had.ilittle prOmiSe for generating
a successful resolution of the problems of urban schools.
,These two strategies-provide educators with two distinct
.:approaches to meet needs. of .culturally deprived children.

Deutsch, Martin P. "The disadvantaged child and the learning process,"
Schools In Depressed Areas, A. Harry Passow New ork:
Teacher's College, Columbia University, 1963,

An eicamifilitichi'Of the 'impact of social and developmental factors
On"ifitelleetnal growth. and school perforMance of culturally
deprived children.

B.1. nvironment,a1 factors:: .
a. Sequelae:of conditions of slavery- still exist -in lower

class Negro group.
The-s.414.,has no experience with a "successful" male

c. Olilects as books, tdy.s,i pencils, and

paper in the home. .

d. Atii4ice:JdejliOPientii
e.:AtastrAct4.011 Of movement to iffikeaiate environment.

1
.

4-.Y.41bastriPtIOn;tw ;a*.ftegment ,of, spectrnm of stimulation
potential .

Ylxklless variety 4.41,1.4nputi=iiti is. reasiOnable- to assume a
concomitant r^qtr,i,eticinz on: h'e variety: of -output .

c. The Vbi1dsliarlup,ther4aw0,,,from,. hit maturation -ceiling
it '41igtatfi. texperimenta.vci:iraitr.,.;.

Aganiou4lable.objectsqin: the-environment
give the child few opportunitiebtO,manipulate.and
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.rganize Propertieb bf-the environMent.

eAlay aitio affeet from diecribination and visUil apatial
organization.

f. Lowerf-class,homp not verbally orientedenvironment7-thus
ideal for child to learn inattention; he does not
prectiee'auditory'discrimination.

g. Memory related to attentiVit; constriction of language
use and lack of shared activities resulti in less
stimulation of early memory function arid:producew
present-orientation.

h. La& of expectation of reward in' pre-School orientation.
Addressing of questions to adults is discouraged.

j.. Language deficiency on the home has multiple affects.
C.1. Develop well structured` programs for prekindergarten levels.

2. Ungraded program sequence from age 3-4 to 8, with low teacher-
: pupil ratio.

3. -Make full use of social sciences to interpret cultural
discontinuities in life of child.

Dick, Robert. t1,. "Planned. Failure In Responsible Program Development."
.Adult Leadership, Vol. 16, No. 6, December 1967., ,,
Criticism of programming of adult edunation,classes based on
only public interest. Re suggests that the adult educator must
/dad the: *grain.
BA.. The "system" 'biased by public's image of adult education.

. The public tannOtask for 'something it doesn't know about.
2. Public will ask institution for only what it thinks, in its

underittaitding, it can teach.
3. The "system" 'overlooks 14shat is already being taught in the

community 14i 'Other agencieS.

C.1. Adult,educator,must ,whet intellectual appetites... ..Ne must
create ednsctional "wants ". which go far beyond expressed
"needs."

2. Every successful institution should build a margin of
planned failure into its programs to learn whit Cannot be

.1 'dotwiand to 'permit exploration of the frorziers.

lazy ..6Nertieri Cartlie. "Attendance 'Patterns '-rind liropouts

In Adult Night School Classes," Adult Education. :Vol. X1X,
No. 1; Falto 1967,

A study of 2,075 persons,enrolled in, 98, public adult night classes
.4; -

.144 o ilr,kik.Kr41, it.:1.0 4.1014.:Apcar apCOPYe; g ,examines
characteristics of dropouts' in relatiOn..to attlelidance patterns.

',interest ,cOUeses?!haVe 'highest. 'average' daily
attendance-AM-70.3%; academid the:A:mist -.;-4

CoUrseksofola. or ises: meetings tied**ItnA 1of ;83:1%; eleven to
:twenty )1essidturs(had'1Dat of. 65;.:52t.-

,1:1.11.11.,Mropo'utat4for all! partidit5antiWetinstituted17 AZ.
4. In general, older, martl.td),hoitilitiWivee who '.had'Aildren were
',7,),vtiorei. pettistant: *ile -the('dropOnts7iiere younger

o ,,'; ' f ".:, lot :.
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Ronal-4014 .110.434,1N., 1eachers as active .political citisens," Child-

---hOdd.-Ethibatidii;-VOL'44,:NO 8,

B.1.jfost civ,ics.courses-are a waste of time. Students.who take
them have neither greater knowledge nor higher motivation
hñthoswho 46eti

2. There is a need for political participation by teachers
::beCange7teaahers-have a unique understanding of the political
Pi:OaeSS.,:""

ji'Teaeherd--:Catinfit fieach citizenship unless they are, themselves,

Pgitiaipattng Oitizens:".
4.. EdUtation is dependent On political action for financial

support.
C.1. Teachers should be involved in politics, particularly in

.'relation'to their own governing'bOards in order to wrk
effectively for improved education.

.
:

Douglas, Joseph 11. "Training Leadership For Social Change," Adult
Leadership, Vol. XV1, No. 7, 1968.

me authoesthesis.is. that. :there exists a need for and a means
of training present-day and future leadership.

There -are 12'45 miilio children unde*. age 18 whose family's
iriCOMes'are-.:ntider-01,000 a year. A1960 Ford Foundation study
shOviivilifhircrdf the urban ibhool.population is disadvantaged.
It predicts figures will rise to one-half by 1970.

C.1, 114,ho. irainingLeade rship.,
,.. a Perticipation in processes, backed.inp..by internship for

younger leaders, formal training and continuing education.
b...."Planning,A;eaOhingt,observation.cycle" (RTA) at the

_.11arva074oston Summer Program in: Urban Education provides

c.."!gaqh on e. teach one" in. Gary, Indiana-,-low-income women

enkichment,experience,on,a level.. .

pass on to one neighbor one skill...they learned from the
Axtensions center.

d."NeighboOlood.pevelopment", ,A method of work--an
integrative, self-help approach in changing neighborhood
environments through the efforts of residents themselves,

b.Y.PPPPur4q,res04,;4es. ,

2.-LeaderiEW-is a front linqfunction,in social, action...:[It'
must do more than repair human wreckage. Training efforts
must be deist' in k'dyneidic fraine' Of problem PreVenticiii,3

PrO,Prok.h(Mris.q114ngl...

ittr
Dunham, Arthur. Community welfare orAanization4 New -York: Thomai Y.

Crowell,, : ,

C.1. People engaged in tl ringing new ways to otheri an
Patiertis .Of 'those to

whom the .changes are brought.
parOaipailiti in

311'S.iiitiq.`the466614 iii'the -related

iteddV4:7 tie'ek' 6wo tli'othir

agencies and neighborhood groups.
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DtiSaiitoy,'Peter.- Tha'Orfanization of a Community Development Program.

London, Oxfort University Press, 1962.

DescitiptiOn'Of elemithts of a community development program.

C.1. gince no one agency can meet people's needs altogether, a

,.operdinated.Wholistic approach is needed.

2. 02*o people ,do not, recognize that they havekonotic,

social, or educational problems. They have only one problem:

life. They do notthink.in neat bureaucratic or disciplinary

boxes. Therefore, any program which wants to enlist their

,,support, .must wholistic and begin at some points} which

is salient to them.

;

Eddy,,, Elizabeth,.. "Anthropology and Teacher Education". Human

Organization, Spring, 1968.

Problem areas in relations between anthropology and teacher

edudation:

B.1. The slum child is viewed by teachers as one whose values and

-behtviot tVdt be Changed so that they conform with dominant

middle class eXptiCtafion-ifok Aterican society.
2. Teachers,are frequently at loss when confronted with

,Sivaenis who don't, Share their own socio-cultural background
,

.and values. ,There. is a tendency to adopt a disciplinary

tole rattier than an educational role.

3. Teacher edUcation is designed to provide methods for

encouraging student conformity with work activities defined

::by'thi!%edticeitiOnal System as= appropriate to pUpil's age

ands `ability.

Theteti ii ptofessional provincialism among teachers.
Leaining-totdich-id a ItroCeds of socialization beginning

wheritthe child enters let gtade, i.e: the child's teachers

moddlii:and this" process providessaurces' of

:itailitiindeto'dheinge.

6. Anthropology can provide technics-tharwill allow teachers

to'itiOirt to pUpils human' skills for dealing with the complex,
-1J",'="" r**1'01dly, 'changing world Y

: '

Edelfelt, Roy A. "The Tehdhbr and His Staff". Virginia Journal of
EAucatiOn4:(Va.'60,i4d,'April 1967.

7- ' "CI!
pprA0471;4poli,cp4pal4 f the teacher role.

B.1. The changingFedUCAtidnal center 'has-Cretted. a need for

experimentation and investigation of new ways to utilize

435;"*1',S the:keit

2. The J. Lloyd Trump model overemphasizes achdIatly and

t$.:09.406112-JOTifKR04P' 'o'Net°
,b4..4118.01AMF.piamod,91b*prepplissizes scholarly, and academic

conterns4

CC. 1. ea .t staf fj,pd0. will have i,nterls under supervision

of the teacher' cooperating together in, classroom....
keffictker, 344 ,epmeertsuperiiiso* and ,administrator.

t. .1taltented, people, in the

classroom.
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C.. E shoUittheIp -t'ittiblish, a dere' of career teachers.
'SUIT; Itleasc:-.earb adopted,:vie tat stet :chandt to staff

- .%lichoOla Vith..persbnnel''who have' the competence;' energy,
tittle 'to' deal,effective7y with 'the responsibilities of

teaching.
r ":4 . r

Etzioni, L. "Shortcuts to Social Change?"' 'The 'Public Interest.
Summer, .1968.

A discussion of nsymptomatic4. treatment of social problems versustreatment
"causal" :of. social piOblems.

4
-

13.1. The treatment of. of Social problems is inadequate- -
must -'.eventually' get to causes'.:

2. If no other solution is available, symptoms should be treated;
however,' symptoinatic treatment is only a superficial resolution
of the problem. c.

'Fisher., John H. "educational problems,' of segregation and desegregation",
in Passow,A. Mrtyl(ed.), Ethication retecI Areas. New York,
Teachers College; Columbia University.; 1963: ;
B.1. We must recognize the fact that the Negro child is having

. Certain. unique problems.. whichOther American children had
to lace 'in the 'same ilay.

2. The teacher-pupil relationshitiis ultimately the critical
pointicin the.edycational sys.t,em.

3. They central purpose of,, ,the sdhoo1.must.be to help the child
to use his mind mare effectively.

c4..: Every child must~ he approached on an inciividual basis.
2.:/luet,relate the:..childli. instruction to his background, his

'needs and his
Since ,pflipportunity',`connoteS2'a:t.abadition in
which every AmeriCan may, rightfully e.Fect to find ,himself

. in fair condit*on with. othi.: Americans, -14-.4rC children., due
to' phOt. injustices, ShOUld be of'fiared.. compensatory,
bpppitUniti'es;

Franklin, Richard. !',4ineitfier Canterbury Tale. In .Franklin, Richard
(ed.) kitedins coimiunity'Davelopmat Washin'gton. D.C. Public
Affairs Press 1966. ::' .1',. !<-

Case isttidytof a mathodologye,of dommunity:work that encourages
citikeniszparticipation inlehrning self- reliance, '*community self-
determinitionvtit&thandynamica of" therpicicesan'of change,:t ',,t .1:1-;talr, .1,11 :!

r wny,a cmfini.ty faiAs to , taic?. I.FitiaSve;' % .t

frOt0#404:!7*1111479k,'604i9n4d4:V9". gfigiTlj° work
4.f194,0-0"; CR14Rgeg-:-PrP199mM4' c

tbvin. leaditia to accept community responsibility,
cr,.f10448 ef40qpIR040 9.4.,89YMItael.flVaerPttY

wkdi=174!clOiitrallilaB5017vt9V!,:k0.Y'N'.16,:'
f..3,114.pnc4 ,.; .

. + I, .

41;iafaapstmty,...,t4p,:ip:mmygttp459004Mtt1770-f9x.."ange and

-*!.,1'1!,.-Aer,191P191.1

;.

1.00-tm
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a. Community begins to understand its destiny is in its own
:ands; a consultant can add knowledge, serve as liaison

. functIon, give emotional-support, suggest procedures, and
show ;concern for problems, but he cannot decide for or do
for the community.

b. Self-pride, pride in community, fear of comparison with
lothar communities.

c. Leader-SW with social skill and a vision, of the "Whole"
community.

'd.'ReinfOrcement by consultants who refuse to'be a part of
manipulators' intrigue by stressing openness and democratic
-standards'iwdecision making process.

e. Taste of success helps create self-confidence in newer
projects,

f..; Passage of time for basic community development principles
to take hold.

Friedenberg, 'Edgar z, "An-,,ideology of school withdrawal,' 'Social
Foundations of, Education: Current. Readings from the Behavioral
Sciences . 'Jonathon C.,McLendcin, ed. NewYork: The MacMillan

9
Company 1966.

This article suggests the school itself may be forcing students
to drop out who come to hold, in part, .amoral revulsion of the
middleclass life of,the school. .

B.1. Schools and poor once assumed the only way to get ahead in
AmeriCa was tolearn a new set of social Conventions as well as
a I;lody of skills.

2.. Ohil.e':econic appeal of education may be true, implications
are it does not follow that most dropouts Would have a

better chance if they stayed in school; there would not be
SuOiCientsijob if 'all*stAyed in school and students are
'ike'ptic4 enoughio_knoW .

S; brOp§Uts'b and, large don't .like middle' class life,'and by

drOpping'oui are telling us what we.cati'dO with it. Dropping
out is one way of telling us to turn our attention to things
about the school,thatare bugging thgm.

with*ch.Opposition in `environment, kids are not
themselves.'

C.1. Must start by accenting their "raison d'etre."
2...Must take lower,class-life,seriously as a condition and

IPern of;:experience,-,not-just a contemptible-set of
circumstances: all; arezanxious to escapelram.

3. Must qcept.their,language, dress,,and values as, point of
depSituie foildiiCip4neeeicplOiaili4n: The latter should not

ictrick'iolure'theM to middle class life,
but as a way .of ,helpit*theni"explOre' the meaning of their

4A6Ist'164er 'clatO-peolileare 0Oi"satiSfiedwith their lot,
but it is no excOSe-fous'i6'for§i :our way of 'life on them
as the only acceptable This,i4 something they

is 'to help them

understand most fully the meaning of and nature of what they
must work with.

1 01. (3,0
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Order: :in =the classroom is not the -first. task:. is helpful

:)fok learning,' but groin out of Fi.-coimmon task. . y. .;

. .

affecting.: educational attainment in

School.; In Depressed. Areas. A. Harry
Teachers College, Columbia University,

Goldberg; Miriam ;b ;.. 'Factors

..-depresded-urb:awareas."

Passow (ed.), New York:

1963,

Survey of fbrces affecting achievement and performance of 'depressed

urban area children.

Family life provides few of experiences needed to produce
readiness for academic learning either intellectually or

Early failure leads to rebellion, negative self-image, search
for 'status outside school, and active resentment against the
society the :school represents .

Delinquency aids the child to become a member of the in-group.
Realistic or perceived .barriers to social mobility. through
legitimate channels:, one of which is longer yeare:in .school,
weaken ,.drive to succeed in school.
The,tiroblem of .orientation .to the present is considerable.
Pre-school education--three yeare-old.. .

Primary grades as preparatory to .formal instruction--build
up repertoire of verbal experiericesspeaking and listening.
More malessupplement female teachers with male assistants.
Separate classes by sexin..elementary grades.
Shift: to.,-,.urban..oriented. materials.

Special methods
a. motor-oriented teaching.

b. use of tangible rewards
c. use of relevant material will increase attention span.
Pupil's social class, status: seems related to teacher .ratings
of. pupil-, acceptability.

Goodenough, Ward f Int,- Cooperation in change. New York: Russell Sage
Foundation; 1963.;

C.hapter, 1, "Cooperation in Change: A profeSi3TOtie1*

Bd. If one desires to effect a. change in a groUpwhich requires
their active. participation,, he must_ thoroughly. understand

. the group.:. " . ... '; '1

2..., In. any program of direct` d. change, two Beim of wants
am:relevanti.,..those of .,the .change :agent (teacher), . and those

, of. ,the..3peopledbeing asked :to change..-.
People, find 4..tAifficult to take account of- the. wants of
others, and the more removed one is socially, from another,
the,imore;41.#1 cult: one finds-0, to;..take.,the:Other5's wants
seriously,: ,;tfrhig, :is*, ,known,,as!fethnocentrismi. -;. . P.:.

, 4r., S4ncei,adatin*strators', are tarther.,; frog the recipients of a
:1,41 ghlingearograwthgn aret:rstlwfieldworkers;.,.conflict, often

44#PO4,11)!Mfeen -tbeM.-...becaiute; the.latteri to:tbe more
concerned with the wants of the recipiento.Amclients than
is the former.

3..

4.

5..

;.. 7.

1020 41
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:Resistance to change. efforts (e.g. teaching) is a sign that
there are unresolved problems in the change situation.
Coercion is likely to magnify these problems although it may
result,in the achievement of some purely technical objective,
e.g., a_student'a passing an exam. The real problem is how

to, reduCe or forestall resistance.
The change agent (teacher) should

l.,Be acquainted with the scientific theory regarding human
behavioi:

2. Have a clear idea of the nature and properties of what is

being ,changed: ideas, beliefs, customs and how they function

in ;human affairs.=

3. Learn h to gain accurate knowledge of a local situation.
4. Be free-to tondunt himself in ways that benefit his: knowledge

of thelocal situation, his general understanding of function
and process in human institutions and. customs,. and his

. professional objectives.
Know _where :to. turn to -for competent help.

6. Make: is own work an. object of study by making predictions
and checking their outcome, by .keeping a careful record and

-subjecting it taperiodicanalysis, and by-explicitly
formulating his tonclusions.

7 11 ;;
upapter'4,'Hwants and Needs."

- ta.. A "wane is. a perceived: discrepancy between ar actual
situatiomand.some.desired.state of affairs. Since different

people (a teacher and her' students) both perceive the actual
situation differently and desire different ultimate situations,
their "wants" ar-a different.

2. A teacher, being middle class, is likely to have wants quite
different from those of lower close pupils.
&I'lleed",is the means.for :effecting the change from an actual

to a desired state of affairs. Needs are of'three sorts.

a. Real needs - those whi an omniscient observer would

- recOmmend.to effect the desired change.
b. Felt needs - those which the client (student) perceives

as effective.
c. Observed heeds-- those which the Change agent (teacher)

&considers,most effective. .

4.:.Teadhere:and.students are. likely to have widely'. divergent

opinions concerning the students"needs" in any situation.
;.:,But.the-studentoannot be expected to be motivated-to do
,Athattheteecher-would4ike.him to unless the` student sees
'the action as an, effective Means for ichieving,some desired
goal.This problem will elcist.even;When the goals.an'be

.:7-agree&upOh.!
fiLSincerithe,students,cannotbeexpected to takethe:teacher's

wants andneedsfor them:ett:their-Own,* it is up to'the
eachee)ito tekeracdouneofthe-felt wants andrneeds'of the

1QmotivOtedtWlear*liccording.tOtheit wants and heeds and not
r.studehteAfvthdiv:coOperatioWis desired. be

1.031Y,I
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Chapter 111, "Custom and Function."

1..:P-eople have no. inborn specific warp of behaving. All
specific- behavior is- learned.,

2. All men have simiraf.(not identical) innate capacities for
learning. There may be differences between populations as to
the distribution of this capacity but such differences are
almost certainly not great.

3. Since all customs are learned, it follows that only relatively
effective means of gratifying recurrent wants can become
customary.

4. Customary behavior is worked by each group into' a 'coherent

pattern so-that- each item is related to others and the total
is more than a list of items; it is a unified, whole. The
pattern places limits on the forms which particular items
can take and sometimes prevents dysfunctional' (Non-gratifying)
items of behavior. from' being discarded. The latter occurs
when a particular custom is felt as producing diaComfort or
unhappiness, but changing is felt to be 'worse. For example,
we do not know'whether it 'is better to prolong the life of a
sick man who cantiot,be cured or not.

5. Sometimes customs 'which are harmful to the group Are carried
on because they gratify :individual wants.

6. All customs have side effects some of Which :are not known.
So, -any changein customary behavior is likely td 'have
unanticipated consequences.

7. The meaning which a group attaches to a custom may well be
different from its function as an observer would describe it.

Chapter V, "Custom and Value." .
.

1. Every, society has "public values" which are accepted by most
of its :members.

2. .The public values include the rules. which govern 'the relation-
ships between groups. Some groups have a: higher place than
'others. and. receive-more of society's rewards. This' *can be

accepted by all groups-An sacievy as long as each group's
aspirations are 'adjusted accordingly. However, programs
aiming to 'produce changes In 'the behavior and values of
.membdrs of some groups, (for example,' improved education in
urban. 'ghettos) aret likely to- reedit :In cOnflidt -because, to

continue the example, the 'ghetto' Peopla's horizotiei will
widen, .and-they will no longer accept the low 'Status* and
,small rewards 'allotted tb' them' in `oar Viati4 system.

Such'conflict .probably cannot' be 'avoided and shotilsebe''
ea:petted. and recognizellbr vihat'it is. ''--:".

3. In a -complex :'society such iai3-:!Otirs',t different ''groups 'often

. have different :values . This Vcirkti 4all fight as' ',Yong as no
group tries to impose its values on another.:" 'Sikh '..iiirposition
can very rarely be successful, In=. educational prpgraps,
people are willing to be taught. If the object of education
in shettO,' schobli te'dittiip istudent31 to. liveitidiessfully
,iethw'largett,linteticatt context ; "'and be Persuaded

-.7. -that' such at 'goat is, worth hale' and attiiiiiibld;''they'will need
-<;.v...to learn' some new values in Order to di:44471*th sittiations

10,11
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outside their accustomed ones. Even such limite'd 'changes in
xalues will not be easily achieved. If, on the Dther hand,
the goal is to class values in Coto, the prospects for success
are almostt

.

"'Cha Pier .V1:11, 11Tdentity and Personal Worth."
.,

A.1. Each of us has an identity which is made up of social and
personal,features..

2. Since identitydepends on perception, I may not perceive my
identity as you do.

3. Identity can.change as new .features are added or old ones
dropped, but in every society certain features are regarded
as imunitable, e.g.. race. among ourselves or social class in
medieval Europe. ..

if... In addition. certain .features .can become immutable by being so
regarded,.-e.g....1.0yel of intelligence orsocial poise or
mathematical ability.

A .

.5. Item 4 is important for education. If, a program aims to
change features, of astudent'sidentity which either he or
the teacher regards as immutable, the program will probably
not succeed. For one cannot really commit himself to a
course of action whose aims he regards as unattainable.

6. One of the.chietobstacles to educational improvement among
ghetto children is the widespread belief in their,
constitutional inferiority, a-belief which they often share.
I cannot:change my identity if I don't believe in the reality
of the,changp... .

7. At the same time, however much I may believe in a charge in
my identity, I cannot really change unleis others alio accept
my,newjdentity.,;-If.A student begins to improve, bdt teachers
continue to treat him as e poor student, it will be very
difficult.,for him .to,, sustain his new image of himself on

!1 .-which...his,tachiev.ement .depends.
addition to /his actual identity,' everyone. has identity

liz.44e01,8*. thatils,;he has an idea of the kind Of .Iperson he
..would like.to be. ; Such ideals are largely deterMined by

nor,m14.. .4,:important.pcint for teachers is that if
the. identity-ideals which .teachers have for:their students
sre,yeryirlifferent ,from those which the students /Nave for
IthemseAve.s, it will be difficult for the teacher .to .enlist
the willing efforts of the..students, unless she deliberately

orders Imrs,teaching around the student's own identity ideals.
9. ,pectple;AeVelop. their .conceptiongs .of ..self 'relation to

identity models,, that is, others who embody. identity ideals.
Such.models must in-addition,..be :similar enough .to the
people:; concerned .for, .;them to be .able.to see. the model as

.. iAttgleraidtc,-,:., ,. r.

CheipteelX, 4"Identitt:Ch'snge.31
.

through a ;number of .identity: changes in his
1'ife, as 1q,ipasspl; ;.through{ various stages and occupies various

1 ,14P#Piopyil,. essentially an attempt,. .to .induce
0,1 change Oei; .self concept in certain.,:vays desired

by the society.
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A,2..:EaCkperson!s self concept (his own view of his.identity) is
made.upfrma the. perceptual categories he has available to
him as a- result of his experience.

3. People can..change their identities in two ways. They can
rearrange their existing vrceptual categories in new
combinations, as, for example, when a man combines his view
-of,himself with his existing concept of marriage to conceive

,.himself-a married man. The other way :.people change their
identities is by acquiring new perceptual categories or new
criteria for self appraisal, as, for example, when a young
man goes to medical school and learns the perceptual
categories necessary to a conception of himself as a doctor.

4. The first of the two ways is much the easier to accomplish,
and, so, educational efforts should be directed toward this
end. The teacher should try to appeal to her students in
terms of their own.perceptual framework, their own identities
and identity ideals. Otherwise, the students probably will
not be motivated to learn.

5. The alternative of trying to change the perceptual framework
in which the students view themselves by introducing new
perceptual categories can be accomplished only insofar as
the.teadher can subject the students to new experiences
sufficiently shocking that the students are jolted into
new ways of looking at themselves. Since this cannot be done
under present policies without some degree of voluntary
cooperation from the students, the prospects for this.kind
of identity change are slim.

6. There is a further requirement for successful identity change.
People change their views of themselves in situations where
their.old identities no longer fill their needs and where
their old perceptual framework .cannot make sense of the
:situation.. In-order to maintain the change, it is:necessary
for them to continue to have experiences to whiCh their new
.perceptual system is applicable. If they, return to the
situations they were in before the change and do. not
continue to have experiences which support them in their.new
identities, they can be expected to lose the new identity

.,andrevert to the old. Just as we lose the abilityto.
peak atforeignlanguage if we do not use it;Jleve-lose the
ability to perceive ourselves in certain ways ifthey are

;inapplicable or inappropriate to at least.some of the.
situations in which we operate.

7. People,often feel considerable .anxiety over impending
Changes in their identities even when they, want .very much
tomake. the change, and we haveevolved ways .,of helping
.people get through the major identity changes our .society

requires:, Thus, ..for example, abride is .given Yshower"
so she is confirmed in her committmentto so throughwith
the wedding and encouraged.by, the envy and attention of her
.friends. :

. In cases where .an^individual or .a ,group wants -to .make a

.change ,ef identity which. is not anorinal part; JO growth in
their society, their anxiety causes, them to commit some act
which will commit them irrevocably to the change. Such acts

10 61
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sudden 'rudeness or radical changes in dress which
Itqte(othere ttystop regarding the one attempting to change
in the old way. Since actions which achieve this end must
.,every provocatige,:antisocial actionsare a tempting way
to accomPlishAt. Whatevez the consequences of such acts,

" one:Jean-never be the same-after commitimg them. -This is
particularly the case whets the problem is seen primarily as

one--.0f 46rd-eking an old identity and the specific form of the

neWAsitacondary 'concern. 'Thus, the various actions of Black
,-, people in' advocating "Black Power"; in using coarse

OtoVocative,language, and ±n adopting strange styles of dress
can be= viewed es acts intended to the people doing
that irrevocably `to forsaking theik old identity and looking
for.a.new,view. Since-education is an attempt to induce
identity change, such acts shOuld be interpreted as readiness

:for'edUeation-properly presented rather than as.shoCking evi-
dencenof'unfitnees for education.

9. In order to change his identity, a person must have an idea
Of what featured it'is'that he would like to obtain and some
clear way Of obtaining them. Every society therefore,
provides models-toward which its members can strive.

10. If, however, people are blocked from reaching. their identity
goals by sociarpressure or changing circumstances, he must
retreat into fantasy br,work fora new social order. This
is the situation of the Black American today.

11. In'order for :an identity change to be successful'a person
must be accepted in his new identity' by those around him.
'IUttachets succeed in stimulatingstudents to new efforts
,based: On new self images,.the change will not last unless
-the teachers begins to treat the students appropriately for
.the new identities: Akewise, if students are attempting to
'accomplish -changes` in'their own identities through such

::thingi:lis-add.clothes- istrange-language, "Afro" hairdos, or
.:other-devices;lrefusal 1-;y.:he-teiAerg:to re...ognize the new
identities of the students ca: only alienate them.

chipter:Xl, 'lievitalization Movements."

1:TWhetiA°groUp of people becomes.dissatisfied because its
collective identity 'or the members' identities 116 longer
-,gratifyilliemetbers becoMe increasingly frastrated.

2.4f their\soCial system provides no suitable Way far the group
to achieve g new collective identity, demoralization, rising

-ctitlie:Ilites;"and other socially delinquent behaviorlare
likelY;16 increase:

3. Malt furthef loWet4;the'self-esteem of the groUp-and the
in-Whi'dh\others'hold"its'nembers: This produces

--fUithee4rustratidA-andmote elindrdal behavior-and this a
Vic-baud circle 'id -44t

4.-'0neb'fIthe=16-bst'Yeeimmon. ways throqh whith people get out of
this situation is the revitalization movement.((Since such
viagstedientiVare "CuttentlI goin g 'timalig Black people in the

r , .behOVed--anymie-whd plans to 'work with them to
.--anderatand. hott"ievit-alizatioif -titenisnients work) . "
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Inithe-condition of. collective-frustration.described above,
Immeone is likely to' get a sudden .flash of insight which
solves'the problem,for him. This insight.maycome through a

-vipion,or.other supernatural experience..-- In :any case, he will
experience a feeling of,salvatian,because the new insight
satisfactorily soves,his identity problems and makes sense
of the world around him.

6. But in' order for.the,individual to be confirmed in his new
identity,,others,nust also look upon him in the new light,
and to do so they must be converted to a new-way of looking

. at things generally. Turther,..the-iudividual may see an
identity change of the group with which he identifies himself
as being required to solve his own identity problems.

7. If many people: share the individual'sfru3tration and if his
insight offers palvation to them, too, he will win converts,

. and a, revitalization movement. will Ege.t under way,
8. Such a novement trpically goes through 6 stages:

a. Inspiration,- this is the stage where an
receives. the flash of insight -which enables him to reorgan-
ize. his,cognittve structure and opens the way.to a new
identity: It Commonly,: explains" what'the causes of the
individuals frustrations were - frequently other groups,
a.social system, or an oligarchy. It gives a prescription
,for:sYnew,order which will provide for a new identity.

-b. Communication - the individual reveals his. insight to
others and seeks their-cooperation. He,stresses 2 motifs:
That;those.who have faith in his message will find comfort
and security in its 'authority, and that by- identifying with
him and performing the .acts he recommends, they will bring
the new order into being from which will receive much
:benefit. !

c. Organization of converts,-.if:the "prophet" finds a
::. receptiveaudience; a movement'is likely:to get under way.

d. Adaptation to resistance'-A,reiritalitation movement is a
,:revolutionary 'movement because it'aims to bring about a
:radiCal"transformation'of society;and'create a situation

. Ain which the' identity goals of the movemenes supporters.
,.:can 'be achieved:. .:So, it is bound toraise.opposition.

can%be either: An active attempt to stifle the move-
, :meat, or it ,catr,be ;a' refusal to take it:seriously .

The threat posed.lby2the latter sort of opposition is
subtle

. in the 'validity of the movement
''.means,refusal;toJaccept the new identities, of its adherents.

. ,one ;:cannot successfully achieve a:'new identity unless
.. lothers are willing to irecogniewit, suchlack of recognition

def6cts -the.soalsoff-the.movement. Those who refuse to
-.7(=! "take '.the movetentiseriously are thus likely.to earn the

;--,:fi.lunderlying-hatred of ittiAdherentsIn any case, the
:movement-must lindways to.o4erdoSe:both4ctive.and

. *Waive tresistanee !if it p is to :succeed:

firwam.4 the .doveient Imust propose 'Specific
measures :.thrOughiwhich its adherents are to win' 'the

. coveted .-tiew'order. thlei phoiSe the moVemetit is likely
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...-. to Welcoine firm- direction and to place unquestioning faith
't'in tho-se Who, "provide such direction. The apparently

e;,--irnational; and totalitarian eh-erecter of this phase of the
mOetent to' prove repellant' to us who are
(.4ccuitomed to'valuing rationality and individual independence,
but' we °should not-allay our feelings to-blihd us to what the
movement is trying to do.

f:'Itoatiblzation the action phase is successful and the
--neWidentityAs-gratifying to" the people, the "new pattern
OrAlving will become routine. The totalitarian character
of the'movement:wiiI'lessen as people bectmile accustomed to
their new identities.

9-.%StiOng-reVitalikation movements are going"on in 'Black ghetto
cOmMuftities;a11 over the U.S., especially among'young people.
Such gibupsr.asTS inlaos Angeles',,The',BlaCk Panthers it
Oakland;orhe Black Muslims of New:YOrk'are revitalization
movements at least in part.' .!

10: The Meinbers of these.' groups-*are- trying to establish new
identitietlor:themselves. They show the rigidity of behavior,
religious.-:'fervor, intolerance of `deiiation-,. and-..-of ten the

violentr'eharactev of people in the midst of a' major identity
change.: I .

11.-Since -they ate trying t6 establish themsellies in new identities,
. :they feel a:greatrneerfor any.,assiStance-.they can get in

learning the! skilltu needed for -their new roles. Thus , they
are the ghetto's; best -prospects for education.

12: Ilia: the adherents -..of suciv !!Black- Power'. revitalization
movements are often 'precisely' the. Teolile whom teachers have
.the:..greatest' communicating "with; This is not
surprising: The':behavior of 'people caught up in a revital-
ization movement is likely to be violent, fervent, irrational
-and': intolerant of traditional,. rules and 'authority. Teacher's
.:values., indlUde rationality, thoughtfulnesS; orderliness, and

. obedience=; to traditional authority and Teachers are
"likely to be so repelled by what' they 'regard 'as the --teesses
-of themovement's adherents 'thatlthey will '"feel" that people
ho-ingagf.in stich'immature'behaVior are. 'not:ready' for

'..formal.education.. Regarding' themselves as *reasonable people,
. teachers condemn'whaYhey regard-as unreasonable behavior,

they prefer,to-work-vitht.peOple who .are relatively calm and
reasonable 4 But; it lis:.preciselY'.the people who are going

. through f thec,trauma,-Of -radical identity ;change 'and who show it
emotietnelvtArrationEil, sometimes 'violent -behavior who feel

,....-...r.the:egreatestneed4or,!.edutation Properly' presented.
13:4. Thief . >pr esents .teabhersmitha tosvhichl4r. Goodenough

:offer's: 110';,` rdalsolution,. -Adherents of '131ack'Power" revital-
izaticnilkflemetits are theghettos' best prospects for education.
They are desperatelyttrying to Work out 'new Identities for

-,thentselveS;), in' :)thes e efforts a.they; need .all the assistance
they can get . Aut , their .tviOlent -rejection ,of: their old

.struCture of -which it
'was .;a,izcartv.makeet intoterAiit;fana :siuipiciousr_of authorities

traditionalistructure.. Teachers 'are 'authorities
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...within,the.tKaditional-stiructure par_exellence. This
position, combined with their own readinesa.to dismiss as
immature or irrational the behavior of these: .students makes

,-any communication,hetween them and, he students almost (not
quite) limpospible. Bridging.this gap requires exceptional
strIngth understandingwarmth,,,and tolerance on the
teachers part.` And-let there be no mistake, the
responsibility for bridging the gap rust be largely the

..,teacher's.

Cordon,, Elnund!.i. floxey A. Compensatory Education forthe New York: College Entrance Examination Board,,l966.

B.1. The school,children and-parents all develop as parts of a
community.-

2. What the school teaches must-fit intO the cultural pattern
ot'the'a"Ormdunity or it is likely"to be rejected.

3. Conversely, programs designed to change local cultural
Oattettsi066t include` mare than'forial instruction of
children lit.achOolibetWeen the hours of 8:30 and 4:00.4. The problems of schools are, therefore symptomatic of broad
economic and' -social. and' pbychOlogical problems.

5. Programs have-been and continue to be develoned to carry out
liplistig, attempts at "human-renewal." -

b. schools:have found a very-useful role in organizing and
focusing existing servicesjn.a-local neighborhood communityon the theory that the community is an integrated whole where
many things relate to education.- .

7.0thexliehools have stimulated local folks to organize
tutoring prograMs or field trips for the children.

8. Most such.communitr:school activities have found that a, .

crucial,element,la the stimulation of.the'formation of local
grOups_whiCh:can decide tol)articipate voluntarily and
pont,rOute.,,,time,, money, or materials.

5. HUCK' groUni,Can grow in competence to.thevointA4here they
can .participate in planning and-carryinvout a wide variety
of curIicular and

-extracurricularprograms4. !--

Groennisn,'Sj6ird.toMmunity Development in Urban Axeas,!- .International
:111...s.f1:2L92......_2mmunit.DeveIont,. 1561. ;-$

,The-feAbilafWOVUiWiiinVimaii*hitifr .84,APfetwpWRmek9paqat,,,noc,apited. 'to, :urban areas because
Pik Ay* aryague-,concep,t,!,of ,`!Community".' -, Neighborhood

as,A0110apinv4.4.,gilia
fple4plAfpthayeA, eips0AinIcs.:within a territorial' unit

5094094"lt,t9;sMcgcss
A140A8W0p,ciefplecomikunite isatodor.obstacie to

9m4i4t1:4t4,00491119nP14;i0MbaPAreas:,1.--.

Bacon, R.J. Conflict and human
relations-Atrainingl.,-Oxfordl -Petgamon

:AAdescripti6n6UtUriaiipbreilliiiAtettii'mailagetent and foremantraining.

lid
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8.1J_Conflict:And .controversy between individuals and groups of
.2.,-itidividuals.iiiey.be caused by: -

a:, :personal' Eintipathtes

.t,.;'. role hierarchial strains between a man
I. and his chief; creation of a neW function causing established

,rinanagerei.soMe. uncertainty should they not know how to meet
new demands and perhaps behave in inappropriate and

: ineffeetve ways..
Cl. Understand conflict, learn to live with it, inicllearn to use

it constructively.
2.Traine;r4pust *Sign and run a:course that builds on the4 e

feelings and *current experience a of participants: and most
important, get them to reflect upon that experience and these
notions while in the course.

3. Trainees Should have three points in mind:

the.. course
-b. manaeefand"tarenap work group, to which the course member

belengs, ,...
C, enterprise, es:a whole and recognize what may benefit one

viewpoint may be dysfunctional toanother.,
- " ,

IlaggstrOm, Warren G. "Poverty and .Adult Education," Adult Education,
Spring, 1965,;)

B.1. When the poor are involved in a social movement, they develop
an Intense: and !far ranging thirst for Icnowladge.

2. If the,social Movement' is narrower in seope,' the 'desire for
knowledge IS correspondingly narrowed. ":

3. If the poor are not-aught up in social action at all, only
, those with enough ongoing activity in thai 'lilies will seek
knowledge.-at all. -

'4..Ednoatianal 'progrinis in poor ''communitide" are.normilly
controlled by people 'outaide the cormittnities whose wants
anctneddei'are different from thOse of 'the 'poor.

5. In addition, outside -Centro' teens' that 'the 'Poo* are taught
and laW-sbiding tile 'the."afflikiit are educated

toward. self-realization. "
6. For the poor-'.totecOnle educated ineana It; lealid'ihe*society

in which they are at home and to go out into ,sa hostile
t.:':: world , . z, !:

1. A characteristic of ccimmuhig.iittott ta..theethei..,clatitY. and
accuracy wip hich a; message is fcomannicated depends on the
power of the Comiunicator in relation to that of the

tixeciaiver. A PowerfUl -person eitileiaseigee 'With 'Clarity to
:.personiroklisystim& 'over. *tit thoer (allhOueh not
necessarily a message..'Of which elie4nrder'COnscious), but
receive messages 'iiittattiidtiff.-''With all
things being equal, it iiVniiCIV more 1-.1141filtheit pátls

!reCei*.ciwitht*laritY WhhetbeteatheiaoaiteYS (Consciously
and unconsciOnaly).ethatV thatothe".tiiiithaffredeivii"ttie pupil's
messages with equal clarity.

\C.l, ,Teadhetinnutpluggr1ta0,4.:s: t> j :; . 1,1

a. their motivatiOns and those of the school aigi different
from_those,,of studentei and therefoxe progress which' 1 :1.,
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make sense to them-may -apnear valueless to the students.
b. teaehers convey messages toi.studentsclearly but not

:always 'the messages they think- they .axe conveying,

c. since teachers have nower over the studentsi it is harder
...:,;. to.."get their message!', than is generally supposed.

..!!.:.-f::,1;. 1.

Handbook .of small group research. New York: The Free
Press, 1962,

A reference book codifying results of research on social inter-
aidiion in smill'face-foL4acegiOups.

: ,

eleMents of 4 conceptUal scheme for the analysis of
social interaction are Man's biological nature and personality
and his roles in groups and the environment.

-.1:'aiiittpd tend tO:forM'and cOnform ::o norms; when group member
finds his behavior deviates fromthese norms he can: conform,
change ,the norms, emtbx a deviant, or leave the group.

3:.Theomore: intimate Interaction, more accurate will be the
perception of others. .

4tGroup,leaders ,tend -to be,more accurate in their perceptions

--.. of ,otherymembers. -
5.Expectations for a given role are met most easily by an
indiyidual-whose,personality most nearly fits the role.

64nsnewlylormeCleaderless-groups without a formal structure,
-.members,tend to..assume.the,same positions which they hold in
other groups ofJong standing.

7.Jactors influencing.the degree of intimacy in friendship are:
-proximity, social characteristics, interests or values, person-
alityl .

8.Variables effecting the interaction process. are: 'personality,
-,..social characteristics, group,size, task,. commnnication net-

. 11!.1.

9:Group productivity superior to individual.productivity is
Ireater,.oivmanual.' tasks than,Ovintellettual. teats.

.1T.CompattblecLvoupwarethore produCtive.than leas compatible
.-. ,.groups,. - ,

Contains. 158. 'abstracts related to social: interaction and 1385
-references'.

Havighurst, Robert J., "Chicago's education needs- - 1966," Educating
...-Urbanrropulation,:;,MarilynIGittell Ced..44.Beverly Hills:

Problems sad solutions to Chicakb
,

school'systemproelotY14 of all
Northern, urban- school: sys tams, :

"0 .-
Al.. Program of Schools teit:faCtOr Ecit. white middle class

, ; a

2. "Four-walls" school philosophy-(schoolk:to.,.be rumby professionals)
-mnotAAtgoodiapproachtevrlianAtao911problemp.

. 3 gUrban,-,coreatuntty-achoar- piogram a ,better approachinvolves
;parentel.pnecitizens idldecisions%aboot schooL.policy' and
practice.
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Provide tcompensatory-programvi -
I.! Curriculum :materials .adapted' to environment.
1...1brafactive recruitment of quality staff for inner city

schools..
.4.,Integration' programs to get Negro students in white schools.
5. Integration must be conducted not to raise quantitative indices

of Negro children primarily, bur alter .chances and quality of
opportunities.

Havighurat, Robert 1. "Metro 01-Oen development and, the educational
system," Social Problems: Persistent es.. EdWard C.
McDonagh and Jon- E441:mpson, fads.), Now York:- Hat, Rinehart &

icon., ?

A discussiOn of.,urban ecological patterns and the influence it has
on the educational systems.: t' '

Patricia- Sexton 'stlidy, of Detroit shows "children' from highest
income. families were farthest:(sic) froM the canter of the
city."

tr: ; a. 'SchoOls: in. ,lowerrathicome.'areas hdd poorer recordd of
achievement, intelligence, and behavior }, and a hf.gher

dropout: rate.
b. SchoOls" in 'areas had. :more pupils from

.:elementazt:;and junior.bigk-leveli;':chosedlo:, take part in
programs fat, .gifted. children: are itUdentao from senior
high school who were going to'

2.' The; status ratio, ratio of number ,f pupils from middle class
Afanillies to wo.rkingL:clasty 'familieS is ( (U+UM + Mt)
(UL+2LL); when status ratio is close to .6, middle class
families move.

3. Race iindex,ica ratio- of proportion of ,white, to-negro
children in school. Critical point for iniddletI,ass families
is .1.5:; or- :60% white. -.. :

B.1. Iflowr,.claiii- children, attend classes: whena;third or more
" are, ,frOom, vdddle'. class-families ;! they will be: stimulated to

keep up with the middle class children in sehook:vork and
wtî 1 be in-pOsition to ::make friendships,With.'middle class
children, thus learning some of the socialltehavior and
social values of them.

. . :1

Havighurdt, RobertvJ..:, "Urban: development and'athe editOstigasX system,"
Education In Depressed Areas. A. liaril'lassow'(edr.) ;"!Norlork:

- Teachers College, co.14mbia, University.. 190 ,
`4 't . " ':1 14 ;U: :.;;;*e

A discussion of empirical data that ,:.so.ya,:ettoinomiesegreglitioit is

damaging, to the American educations), process. .
,. 4.

A.1. Lower-class pupils achieve less well thanAf tier were in a
t'4r.z '

2. Lower-clatiii:',Viapitir hit*e716r edticationarasoirations than
theriveittidl.irthey a nil ed= "betaiddleiclaiiiii sdhool.

.1414440m4claiss schOolredutesothe demodratierqualitrof our
society.

2. To act on existence of lower-class school, two policies are

1143
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ancl areAesirable - .;?.t .. .:

4.14Prawe thee.. * .

b. Work through,the school in. other ways to reduce economic

sWggation.
Enridhpent;prograre At .kindergarten-primary level-specially
trained teachers; use of social worker or visiting teacher to
effect school-home contacts.

2.,Enrichmewprograpm in elementary schoolgive children some
of the intellectually stimulating experiences middle class
families find common; additional staff.

3.14nrSeil Satodl prograis espeCially designed for lower-class

4. Talent discovery and development programs at juuior and

s6049r-Al*gh school.
5. Work-study programs for .maladjusted youth at. junior high

. ;8004 :..

6. Work, to clovelop urban .development projects that effect the
all-claAas community and the mixed-class school.

Heller, Celia S..Mexicanlunerican Youth: Forgotten Youth At the Cross-
Roads, Random House:. % New York. 1967, .*

Sociological SutireY'.discussing environmental conditions, ambitions
and obstacles.'

.:-.:

A.1. Mexican-American youth begin school at same .I.Q:11evel as
v.v. Anglo4imerican children, but fail..to keep, up.

,,2. 'Teac.here,feel,one type, curriculum;.can meet needs of both
Mexican-American.. and. ,Anglo74merican. youth. .

3: Teachers,:fail, to understand Itexican-American.,children.

4. Counselors do not see I.Q. test as products of,peculiar
and cultural circumstances .

, . $..v.One;study found..Mexican-American youth dropping out due to
shame over poor wearing apparel .and.lack of spending money.

B %Ina least vresistance may ..be common .pattern for
Mextcan7A4ierican youtll handicapped in some .things that

. them acqviring: adequate ,I.Q. score. .
2. :Mexican-rAmerican children arennot.prepared at 4home for

school experiences and schools :are ..not.prepareCor equipped
to receive- and,hold..them.. -:; .

4

Herriott,,,,Rober.k.E:.,land it. Jolin,: NancyzJi,,,yt..SnciA;Slass and the
Urban School: The Impact of P,upil. .Background. o n , Teachers and

;r..lohn,,Wileyvand Sons, Inc. ,,, 1966, :.
Socioloicical study focused .primarily on affect of environment on

86061: . : ,r: );

gape,r.is4 betweekteachers,and,npils..:in:respect to .size
of communities of origin at all socioeconomic levels (SES).
P.w6gr4f.tteot,-4t.1.110e6;4EA..levq1 .:. .

2. Teachers gc-aerally not from higheep7p.r...lovmet
:Cqtpt,.,betweepinon.-.7whitec.V9ft9441.P itSA45..1.1174.tq-RPARlils greatest
at lowest SES. iiriJ

IN.
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." "WrOng.
9. History has clearly shown little Meaning'in phrase "hard

work means inccess"lor deprived child, especially those
:: With';:. non -white color..'

10. By Blear design-,.deprived children managing -ta:stickii out
iweittiool','finish in weak nonatademi&Tirogramei'

C.1. ExptideleacheristO-Nsodial'sdience'datalanUtheory concerning
telitiOnahipti between race and intelligence/it'd:effect of

%47,:i Cultureupdn behaVior.
2. Alter curriculum to indicate to childrewdemocracy is

raceless and casteless.
*:730Elitahatk.I.Q.. testing as means of ,determining innate'

...2:MibteXligenOCICdbi1dien14
4. Wane Orictidee of grouping dhildret according oslinposed

--106

4. Hypothesis of a greater gap in'sdhools bf low than of high
SES between puplls and teachers of various social and economic
chaiddteristitshadnot been suPported.

5. Is lower teacher morale in schools of 1.ow SES.
.6,.-Perfoimande'df the'prindipal'more closely related to that of

tbaiheit in eichbols'of low SES.'

Hickersbn; Nathaniel: Education For Alienation, Englewood Cliffs:
.lrenticeHall; Inc., 1966,::

Author, seeks to show how.schools themselves are responsible in
many ways for creating conditions leading to waetedhuman energy,
resources, and talent.

B.1. The child's intellectual abilitieftire deterindied early;
thisis confirmed byiI.Q.'testing.'

2. The child realizes his position when placed in slow groups.
3.'The4dhoolAil vieWed-as;tryingito-teachunimportant.things

and attempting to` make him something hedOesn4t.Wrish to be.
4. Cultural :patterns established in classroom completely alien

to that of economically deprived child.
5.. Ghotto'children.speakthe omly.real'latiguage known and are.

punished; affluent ehildretrspeak two languages; they know
when;tp,hide improper one, and, are rewarded ..

6. AtiiCk upon ghetto child's grammar is attack upon his
family, friends and important models--results in further
alienation-from-ad:fool.

7. Ghetto children drink, use vulgar language, freely make love,
and are dondemnedThe children of affluence do-the same,
hide it, and present proyier image.

8.'Aneittatk on a child for fighting tells him his world is

P ;414444 . r .% ,
5. Bitig families of economically,deprived into school environment

as active participants.
VOI.40 representative onninority and economically deprived

- .-peoples- in program.
7. Enlist aid of oldet :deprived childteii who have

'dOii Welt-in'eichobi:' '- "':.

8. itriltigthei aCitdeiiie curricula -offered toe dilly deprived
children. .t:,. -!
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Horne, Harold, 11. "The city as a teacher",,in,TafflerAlvin (ed.)
Schoolhouseinthe City, New ,York, Frederick A. Praeger,

1968.

C.1.-New 'aPptoieh needed :to involve parents-in child's life as a
student.

2..1.1ust.create opportunity for :effective performance by children
of the ;poor andexpettation of.it,

,

3. Mist consider new organizational arrangements to change basic
character of schools.

4,'Estabadh PerManenprograms wherW Parents betoMe part'of
IcnnmiL:schoOlstrutture as aides'and as PartiCipants in

:4 1"
5. proyisfin of specially feathers' trained volunteers

And paid aides ioSupOlement work of the teacher,'
6. Establish space-in'gfiettO schoOlsIforcoirmiinity-Services

(cabinet makers, beauty parlors, etc,) with condition that
they teach a class' in their peCiality; 'creation of a
'living park', that integrates life and learning.

: ,

Hunter, David R. ne212TELShallase22422222912,.New York,
The Free Press, 1965.

.

An analysis.of slum conditions .and recommerations for policy
.directed to non-academic individuals. .

C.1. Reading
a. remedial Work fOr those behind
b. books that Show'real life ofthe'readera
c. work on cognitive skills and'reading readiness at pre-

, . .

kinder4arten level;
2. COMmunity school

a. as huh of community life, open day and night, year round
b. offites for public Services located in building
c. center for teenagers.

3. School and parents.
a. goal is to'get parents to feel a part of process
b. hire neighborhciod persons to work with teachers and

Schooliocial-wOikera
c. school personnel fiinction'as community workers.
d. teachers visithomes.ofcharges
e. PTA7type meetings on more informal basis.

4. Tutoringbmore advantel pupils'On volunteer from nearby
collehis; Or adult valUnteers.'

5.,Widening horizons through cultural visite.
..Team teaching.

7.Utraded schools for'greaterllexibiliiy
8. Portion of teacher training done in Olum school
9, Establishment of work;-100 prOgramer.
10. More 'men teachers:and'Volunteeid to create male images
11, pchplarship programe.for jdniors and seniorsof academic

,:potential.

12. Programs. for older dropouts; pethaPs'ouisidisthodl area.
13. Separate. academic, vocational and commercial'high school

serving entire community.to*eniUrn bitter pupil mix of
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"dOcial'cliases. s
C.14. 'EdUcational'udiCof color; favors idea of 'educational pairs'.

InteT-AmeriO0A Development :Bank, Commuritmcont Jima and
Practice, Mexico City, IADB, 1967.

A-statement setting out principles,'oblectives, tethodalricry etc. !
of the community developient prodess. A definite rural; overseas
orientation. "; ;

B.l Community development ,has. .the people, as its. focal :point.

2. One, .essential feature of community development is the
activation of the basic population both as ,a resource for
development and as an objective ,of ,development,

3. Another-is ,the integration of programs and efforts in order
to produckdr!amic development process.

Jencles, ,Christopher. ",16. the. Public School Obsoletel" The Public
Interest, . Winter, 1966.. .

The article deals mainly with monetary and bureaucratic concerns
of ichOoladmiriiittation problems.

A.1. More money. (approximately twice as much) is spent tn. educate

ricli' is spent to eddiate poor children.
B.1.. Affluent child has unlimited opportunities- -poor child has

few.

2. Poor know they are poor; they feel deprived. .

3. Poverty of .poor neighborhoods is:reinforced in classroom by
attitudes of children. .

C.1. Slum children need to have classmates who teach, them things
that will be cultural and social assets rather .than

. lliabilities.
2. Must male -city .classrooms more racially, economically and

socially heterogeneous.

Jung, Charles J., Fox,. Robert. Si Lippitt, Ronald. "An orientation and
strategy for working on probleue. of change in school systems",.
in Watson, Goodwin (ed.) Chantgeol Systems, .Washington
D.0 . , National ,Training Laboratories , 1967 .

The approach to change of the internal 'fUnctioningi 1
t.. "Laj 1 .

4,:1. ;child's. isolatitin,. from, teacher greatest .when' he perceives

himself as disliked by teacher rather than when he thinks
teacher likes him. . ,: . .

1

2. The lack of congruence between pupil's feelings of classroom
behavior and howf he thinks, the, teacher feels, is accompanied

by low"academic,perfqrmance. ,..

3. Pupils perceiving the-aselYas as .hoAding .19W, liking status

.,...amprig peers,, are loWer_ utilizers of. their abilities, than

with/ 4gher. . peiceiVed.status..
4. Pupils holding positive' attitudes toward claps aie.shigher

utilizers of, .their: intelligence than those. less attracted to

.:0e4r.plos3.-, .

5 Pupils, perceiying parents as, supporting school have higher
self-esteem and more positive attitudes toward school than

. a . 4
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nupils who .view less parental -support of.-school

6. Isolation from teacher results in lower self-esteem, more
. negative .attitudes,i 'lower academic performance.

7. The nrincipal of n school plays an important role in
stimulating,creative classroom teaching.

C. . MOdeI of-Good Learning Process
1. -Learning through inquiry;

. 2'.. Individualization of learning;

3. Pupil purpose and development of.the self-concept;
4. Pupil 'involvement in curriculum nlanning

. 5. Use of a widc variety-of resources;
6. Crossability and. cross-age helping..

Kagen, Jerome "The choice of models: develonment," Social Problems:

Persistent Challenp,es, Edward C. McDonagh and Jon E. Simpson (eds.),
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1965,

A social-psychological article drawn from empirical phenomena
showing factOri involved in And resulting from children's choice
of models for behavior.

B.1. Acquisition of Power as source of conflict
a. child envies those having power and often identifies with

models perceived as holding this desired resource,
especially when model is accenting and nurturant.

b. when model is excessively rejecting and hostile, the
child labels them negatively and regards social agents
that hold power as undesirable models.

c. lack of congruence between idealized model, that rejects
social power and recognition that academic excellence
'results'in social power, will lead to inhibition and
blocking of future academic-striving.,

2. Process of Nrodel'HUilding

R. The child identikiea'with a model' acts as if events that
occur to that model ate occurring to him.

b.,,The child identifies, with a model :(adult) as' in a child's
. purview; adults.possess and comtand many desirable goal

states the child wishes to command:.
c. The child assumesthe greater the. similarity between self

and model, the greater the possibility; of sharing
vicariously in desirable.goalsiiies. - .

A. The .more owerful, autonomous4-competent, and, loved the
model, the greater te.probability of strong identification.

e. By the time of adolescence, thechild adopts a.single
idealized model who rerresents many figures.

t.j9ccurance:.of behavior, represents.:an.attempt.to.create or
increase similarity between thei:self'and the idealized
model.

. : :1 .! .

Kertan;;JOesPhMl;r"A'.white teacher' lira Neiro'khool," jilurnal of
, .

.
1

NegidEducatifin:;-Vol; MOM; No: 2, (Siiiing;1960,

B.1. Educational problems of teaching Negrostudents are.the same
any teacher faces when teaching in a lower socio-economic
neighborhodd:

;:,,, -.3

: f '
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a*. many. students consider time spent in class a. waste of
.time,

b. long-range-value of education not understood; immediate
'-goals sought after.

2. The problem of anti- -white .resentment making white teachers a
prime target for latent hostility is "practically non-
existent." It exists to a minor degree when the teacher could
be misunderstood or misquoted, especially in discussing
minority rights or current event tonics.

3. It is not true that Negro teachers can discipline Negro
students better that white teachers; as-in any school, the
Ability of the teacher to discipline the class is based on
his personality and his knowledge of his students.

C.1. Institute,system of.frequent and spontaneous praise fot
student's effort to counteract negative attitudes toward
class.

2. Weekly good, conduct awards to motivate the "unreachables":
those students Whose parents work and cannot come in for
confeiencei'.

. .

3. Gear lessons to obtain outside or.long-range goals. All
motivations' must be very concrete and geared.to student's
environment...-.

4. Be very clear when dealing'with controversial topics.
5. When-encountering a bigoted white teacher, be firm and suggest

he transfer to non4legrO school. p

King; Edmund J., Education and Social Change, London: Pergamon Press,
1966,

An'aiticle.th;at attempts to interrelate the process of education to
social consideration, encompassing,.
1. background influences affecting schools;
2. educational institutions undergoing change; and
3. some new probleme facing the teacher-learning process.

While thethenteachertrwill always need techniques and expertise,
more important is a different kind of awareness, a differently
committed attitude.

2. Need.to gettdown to daily concerns of the ordinary person;
must know reality.

3. Really professional attitude for modern teacher based upon:
a.,scrupulously maintained body of-knowledge

-1) tense of personal integrity
serliice.10 mankind.

RirpiDavid I., "The poor; the schools, and equal protection," Harvard
Educational RevieW, Vol. 38, No. 4 M11;119685;

The author analyzes the duty of the state to afford equal
. educational opportunity, based upon recent Judicial...rulings and

other:studieps:..It concludes the state has vastly greater
constitutional obligations to its school children thah it
ptesentlractepts...

.A.1:1The PoOr are typically Unable to utilize sOpols as social
equalizers in a society that Values education highly for its

119'



1.11p9rtance.to,the individual 'and the society.ltself.

2. to not see high degree of interest in North in pushing for
equal facilities
a. cost Would be immense.
b.'if'Negr6 plaintiffs succeed in acquiring more than token

integration, nroblemof resource equalization will
resolve itself.

c. equalising facilities may not significantly improve
:education of poor children, whine or' Black, if *..they are

compelled to go to school in social isolation
.1. quality of teachers shows stronger relationships to

pupil achievement
2. pupil's achievement is strongly related to educational
5 backgrounds and aspitationsof the other students in

the school.
3. Equality of educational opportunity implies, not merely

"equal" schools, but equally effective schools.
,

Cl. What will benefit poor Negro children most is opportunity of
going to school withchildren better off financially, socially,
and culturally.

2.The school is obliged not to ensure everyone has "constitutional
right" to nerform a' same scholastic level, or earn equal
share of A grades, but to expect its energies to overcome
initial differences that stemfrom variations in background,
in home life or lack of it, And community.

Klopf, Gordon J. and 7(,umn.n, G!lr(4.n r. "Preparation of Sdhbol personnel

to work in *an urban setting," Educating An Urban Population,
Marilyn Gittell (ed.), Beverly Hills: sSage-Publications Inc.,
1967, :.

Requirements of teachers in urban setting with environmentally
disadvantaged pupils.

C.1. Must dease to equate urban edudation with education of
disadvantaged; must view the total spectrdm of'rescitiies in
the urban setting ,.and face problema involved realistioally.

2 r AdmipistratOcsand teachers:as yell as children need..
remediation.

3. The teacher in urban setting must be capable; he trust know
`his 'own strengths and wetitfidsids:

-4;i10.1***mtidt"hbld-the philbsoPhicif conviction that -man is equal

"1 triiiiti.4u;i1 opportunitY,17andschooOsa'central force in
.providing equal opportunity. ..-

'4 tOidedtiii.oad.ftiundatiOns sr.**
He 'Weedileitensive'supeiVieieetraining in 'the urban setting

'-'1b(stidetif teaching.

7:Ih-AdrOite training' imporfane 24 years after baSic training.
. ,

D. Lists some 18 specific skills needed by teachers working with
'OblittOnmentallY disadvantaged students;

Knitter, Robert °Comments on community devilOpment,"' Patterns of
Communiq'DeVel§ptent...RidiardIrrankiin, (ed..), Washington D.C.:
Publid Affairs Press, 1966i";
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The meaningof:Community Development as it related to mankind.

B.A..- the road to the "good life" lies within man himself, as
something within each individual is nurtured.

Z..pmamunity Development stsrts.with.materiaiism where all our
roo,es lie. it attempts, to evolve a new synthesis of
relation'shipi.

3. In. its operational stages Community Development is an approach
1S, based on. the belief of. the innate creativity of each

. . .

4. Cormunity Development represents the integration of the
community and all its parts in order to accomplish the

.,greatest ,good .for,. the greatest .number.
:5. The commveiity :"..appears.. to be the microcosm wherein we may

move experimentally toward the resolution of problems of the
macrocosm of, society.

Kontos:. TY.irphy,..Xtripai J. ,"The philosophy of the Princeton-
: Trenton.Institiites," in Teaching Urban Youth. Kontos and Murphy

(eds.), New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1967,

The philotiophy of an institute for: preparing teaCherd of
:..disadvantaged. children:. .,
Li. School; s_juSt..ai hostile anOrustrating an environment as

their neighborhood for many students.
2. Teacher is a critical agent for breaking vicious cycle of

poverty.
: ,

Teacher training patterns do not emphasize-needs of, urban
:-. .youth and; new strategies for theri teachers..- ,-
4. Many inner city children, beginning life in deprivation, grow

into adults who live for present, and feel no control over
their'. lives. t

.

Kozel, ..Jonathan..; "Halls .of darkness : ..in the ghetto : ,schools ," .Harvard

Educational Review. No.. (Smller, ,19X17),..

...: 'Reflections of the 'authcir on his. experiences in a Negr`o ghetto
schooL; composite charatters illutitrate thil4i6stility felt and
expressed toward Negro children.

gentle older ladies are more dangerous and self-
et mpromising.--it.is. they. Ntiomake up..the backbone of any
urban :system and are,. in the long.run,. responsible for its
peipetuation of styles and . . .

2. Readings teacher. "is. not prejudiced",; Negroes may visit her
only 3s.,cOnfi4ent. her 4ne could .not be detected
by children, but on the was very much in
evidence .in the classroom; and.. many: oif .6e, children were aware
Of it."

";: 1 : : .

3. The assumption: ats :very much in,.evidence in
ghetto schools-.

4.. When yoliiassume ,chiticl is lying, .he apt to agre*...witil.,3"01.1--.1-
... ..it is .to his .advantaa.e..to.have. punishment redvced..., Achild

who begins- by pretending to accept &ate may; end up. really
accepting it.

121
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,.5:-.aretts,'often come to school with just and proper reason to
Iplace-;blame-andthey get it instead.

6. For thousands-ofehildren,-it ishe-:public4chodls, not the
home life or child's motivation that is the cause of his

- failure: :

7. Alm-of'many-teachersis_to:"sell" their OuniralUes and. hopes

tothe children and become scornful When they are not
accepted.

1.:The,dediCzited.Senior.teachemare a sacrosanct entity in
American

,

Amer/Can *Opinion, but, sentimental and self-aggrandizing

dedication are one tliing; education is another.

Levine; Daniel-V: "Can in-serviceetraining save the'inner city

schools ?' Journal .of Secondary Education, Vol. 43, No.1 (January,

1968),

THe author suggests an Annual program of in- service training
constituting sc"-Mal months of full or part-time work for inner-
city teaching personnel as the only means to correcting the
present problems.

Johnsonian progtaing' in educaffon have shotsM money alone,

whether in meterialbuitding or staff, cannot make a
significant -impact -on imprd,Ving education for disadvantaged.

2. Resistance to change .16,'a structural characteristic inhibiting
,-.;.,reform in American-education:'

3. The program -is-needed to-invOlve community groups and utilize
:...inoustry-and-huhet 'educational resources in Improving

education for disadvantaged-yOuth.
.4.. However; there.* no evidence' such proposals as by Jencks

(utilization of-private corporations, uniVeisitles, and local
community groups) would be successful on 6:large scale.

C.1. Of highest priority is provision of intensive in-service
training programs teabhers'; extending far seirerai :Months,

not the usual fun hour!wors.Shop, ' .

2. Other. measures: . . . .

-.

S14:0inths,Oliocialtraining for building_principak.,
b. Ney lnapect qn uniti,Createa at district. level.

IhXclat901prehensiye,program to invo1ve.parents,i
d.' Do tore'to utilize' language of disadvantaged youth. in
-!:.developingitheirpowere of conceptualilatiOn and
abstraction.

v

Levine, amiel V. "Guidclines'fOr*action to integrate our schools,"
Social Action. Vol. XXXII., No. 1, September; 1965,

. B.1:Child's,evalUation of his own capacityis,one of most
important determining,factorsjor school-performance.

2. IntegratiOn.Can'liberae,capacities,0 youngsters whose
.

attendance at an all-Negro school serves to zemind.them that
society,considers them Wer*or. .

. 3: DOsegregafion iiiy.imi:4)2*ericormance of white students in
previously-segregated schools.

4. Grouping by ability only reinforces felt-inferiority of
bottom group.

122
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..C.1.,Remedialiclasses with superior teachersfor disadvantaged

students and their- immediate transferral to regular classes

when ecquire minimum necessary skills.

Levine; Daniel V., "Prerequisite for.success in working with parents
of,disadvantaged4outh,"' The Journal of Negro Education, Vol.
=V, No. 2 (Spring,1960;

The author says parental cooperation is necessary if disadvantaged
youth are tb pirtiCipatein Special remedial learn*Og activities.
To obtainthis'cooperatiOn, more is reqUired than sincere
willingneis to proliide meaningful participation.

B.1..Disadvantaged youth.are likely-to be two years.below median
:achievement level by grade 8 and parents attribute this to
failure to teach basic skills.

2. Parents of:children needing remedial learning activities are
to demand such departures from _traditional

schOol'peactfies..':
C.1 Use plain "talk Nith parents.

a. be honest and admit weakness of a program if it exists.
.b..acknowledge,situations parents feel even:if they are

unable to realise their zwareness,
Z.; Provide meaningfukparticipation of the poor 'in any "grogram

designedto-promote their welfare.
3. Must gain trust and confidence of students and parents before
.any meaningful cooperation can be achieved.

A..People of low socio-economic status especially Negro, are
highly suspicious. of larger society.

.5! Must overcomedistress in a conscious way if our concern and
cOmpetence4n the process of education 'is to be *applied
successfully.

Levitt, Mortis, "Negro Student Rebellion AgainstParental Political
Beliefs." Social Forces, March, 1967.

Experiment undertaken at Howard University to determine whether
political iocializiition of students by their parents was as
prevaleht among blick students as among whites.. (With reference
to Middleton and 'Snell Study` of White Students,.1961).

'
A.1. Majority of students-in 7iiddleton' and Putney study liberal.

Same in Howard sample.
2. Less students inHarvard study (30%) of them are rebels

;Against-parental bellefs,than in Middlette and Putney
study 00%).... , _

3. Higher tendency.among Negro students to be conforming with
pOSition (61.7% to 3%). How0er, Howard

'Itudentie parenti ranked As More liberal than* those interviewed
by'Mladliton and Putneyikich.MAy account for higher degree
of conformity.'

.

B.1. Negro students are ailikelY reb.41"Pgainst parental

-!*nbeliefs'ai his Peird-thrOughOui the nation, regSrdlesi of
race.
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LippitW,Ronald.%. "the,yvian-culture, tha school syStem, and the
,

. socialization community," Schools In,_ArxS2cLxet. Albert
J. Reiss, Jr: (ed.), New:York: The Free Press, 1965;

The author summarizes functions of the community and school
fqsystem,as,agencies'andenvironnienti for youth development, and
Allustrates several :courses of action.'

.""
B.1. Therels s lack of coordination of efforts among youth-

development leaders.'at community level.
2. There islittle,effort at involvement and in-service training

of parents.:
3. ThereAs-a lack of effort to involve-young learners in

goals and functions of the educational process.
4.. Efficiency values of educational administrators conflict with

author's knowledge of effective education for:deViant and
alienated.leatners.% '

v.

5. There is 'a lack- of 'shared committment'and communication among
:colleagues iwimproving educational practices.

6. Pupils are permitted educational experiences that produce
and nurture increasirgly serious alienaticin from teacher,
school, md learning:tasks. .:.:-

C .1. At .community level, conduct seminars' to 'permit* dialogue

among professional'leaders.
2. At school level, teachers engage in diagnoStic research--

collect' data in classroom, hold workshops to discuss and
:interpret data and plan. changes. Hold cross-generational
training sessions' with family units - alio' teacher- -pupil

.

3. Atyouth level
a:. involve students in-diagnosing good and bad points of

Classroom,'
b. Seminars of teen leaders' examine kinds of unhealthy

divisions ih. theit.peer society;
c. Examine data bn causes of Problems between 'youth and

adults-.

d. Use of 6th graders, after attending seminars on 'elders
helping youngsters" as'tutois.tb help'ibilifence motivation
to learn and skill-learning in first thtte,grades.

Long, Huey B. "Adult education participation in Brevard County,
Florida, F° Adiat Education, Vol. XV111, No. 1 (Fall, 1967),

'

Studyto;determine if assumption is correct'that a community with
-.a, high propOrtion:of college graduates will have a latge number
of adults partitipating in 'educational activities.' ''

Ar.14-Brevard COunty higher rate of adult participation in
.1-::vi'educationakactivities than'national rate.df-pariicipation.
:.2,verlige.;incame-for Brevard County enployeea'in 1963 was

.', 84345.
39A% of male respondent had.minimUm of cbllegedegree.

'

1 2 4
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Mannheim, .Karl. and Stewart:, And the classrooms,"
,:.Social!-ProbleavPersistent Challenges, Edward C. McDonagh and Jon

E. Sirrpdditi York: Holt; Rinehart and Winston; Inc,;
1965,

!:, !14 .

An 'article sr^king'ansWers toi-Auch questions as the structure of
a class on the school,. organization in terms of interactions of
those involved; nature of roles 1participatta assume.

B.1. Three main functions of schools:
a. present-certain data regarded as important,
b. encourage certain attitudes thought to be helpful in

,chil.;'s. learning and his present and future life as a

person !.) ;:- .

c. help :prepare child 'for later career.
2. :Three indirect functions:

a. "train" and prepare child for adult life,

., b.. subordination prolongs child's economic dependency;
adults given the authority so changes made gradually,

cat education comes to be equated with the institution that
provides:formal,education.

Class organization in neat rows with desk at front represents
a unit4or class teaching. Desk. helps indicate sobriety of
behavior expected and rows show neatness of planning and
habits teacher hopes to inculcate in pupils.

4. Teacher is. "given". He did not choose to teach these pupils
.. and theyllid:.not choose him as their tutor. an

institutional leader in the first place. He will have to
seek after and deserve the element of personal:leadership.

5. The class with its organization, comtlulsory attendance, etc.,
is a limit on the freedom of.individual spbntereity.

C.1. Considerations a properly worked out sociological view of
the ,classroom must bear, in mind: . .

a. often submerged,.out-of-school'life of the children;
by differences in children themselves;
c. general influence of the whole life of the school upon

. eachchild;

,
- 4.:attitude,of the home toeducation andteachers in

.general::

e. esteem of school held by neighborhobd people.
.., -; . .

Merris,;Peter and r'.ain, Martin Dilemmas of Social Reform. London:
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1967,

. 4portrof a study done on Ford Foundation. Presidents Committee
on juvenile delinquency projectstheir philosophies; assumptions
on poverty;.andiexperiences_in. commtnity'action programs.

A .1.. Poverty : self-perpetuating ; children of- poor start at
. :...dieadvantamand soon fall.behind ordrop-outand become

. marginally employed; robbed of self-respect-that tomes from
earning a decent living, young men bequeath to their children
some burden oignoranee, brokenhomes, and apathy that
crippled themselves.

2. Social instituxtons are concentrating on self-ifiterest and
are introverted. They must be encouraged to reform themselves

125
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so they can more effectively serve the people.
B.1. Agencies assumed the :answer to: self- perpetuating parents and

.':,:buteaucratid pathology, would he more imaginative, coherent
and responsive enabling institutions of assimulation.

2. The:attack was directed as a self- protective hardening of
middle class American society 'which at once neglected and
condemned those it excluded'.

3. The attack only very ambiguously challenged the middle class
values in themselves.

4. By stressing apathy and defeatism of the poor, tried to
explain need of more imaginative ways to help them, without
making criticism Of' institutions too explicit so as not to
alienate them:

5. Cannot-deny existence of apathy and stultified buxeacracies
with routine, but are these the most urgent problems?
Which:comes first, rehabilitation or an attack on the
injustice of.ienial?

Mayer, Albert. "Some Special Points in Urban Community Development ",
International Review of Communit Development, No. 7, 1961.

B.1. Job of Urban. Community Development is to:
a. suPPly missing services
b. produce and coordinate existing departments as a people's

representative..
2. Methods include:.

a. action by local neighborhood or wider based groups
,b.ad hoc appointed officer co3rdinating city departments

operating direCtly under municipal head.
3. Economic elements in .Community. DeVelopment:

a. production by ,neople for their own use and possibly
marketing

b. establishment of credit unions, economic, trading, and
mutual aid.

c. provision of vocational training.
4. Overall role of urban community development is to mobilize

human resources in the 'community' and enable them to change as
an, autonomous, self- directed .b(Didy.

McAndrew, Gordon. "Educational innovation in North Carolina: A case
study"... The. Journal of Negro Education,' Vol. XIDEVL.,,NO.
SpZing 1967.

Report of an experiment to assist 8th grade underachiever boys
brought to special school with low. teacher-pupil ratio.

A.1. "44% increase grades upon returning home. .. . .

2'. 5.3% rated by teadhers as improved in class performance.
3. 65% rated as 'improved in general attitude toward School.

. 4., 90% considered will graduate from high school.
.

5. Educators,. parents,, and students indicate overwhelmingly
the school has assisted boys in interest, .grades, and visiting
teachers... . . .

B.1. Teacher exPectation is crucial to student achievement.
2. ,A good percentage of.academicians and educationists would be

hard nressed to do in classrooms what they profess others
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should do..
C.1.stcombine.theory and practice in teacher training

.progrems in.such a way.that one develops from gives
:rise:to-the other.

2..Regarding7disadvantaged students, it is not so much a
"question,in'assisting them, of 'lowering standards', as
it is raising students.

Miller, Paul A. "In Anticipation of the Learning Community".
Adult Leaderahla, January 1969.

The relationof.edueation tp development of concepts of 'community'.

B.1. The crisis in education is a crisis of efficacy, which can be
.solved.onlythrough humanization of educational-institutions.

2. Balancing factors:

-4a..interests of 'education shifting from classrdom toward
unforeseen mix of family, school and community.

b. continuous learning, i.e. adult education an important
factor -in keeping-human;competency in pace with technical
change in soe.ety,

c. education try:* to solve problem 'Of fitting specialized
solutions'td geTieraiized and interdependent problems.

'Challenge toeducationi.

C.1. Must recognize erosion of 'community'
a. poor upkeep of neighborhoods
b. race prelUdice,and discrimination

imbalance.betWeen technology .and human instituions.
2. Must see thecommUnity'0 a'ystem of families and services

that support them. Thts should be the.learning center for
educational OrganiiatiOns and institutions.

Miller, Harry L. (ed:) Education 'for the DieadVantaged. New York,
The Free Press, 1967.

An over-all:approach:to viewing current.attitudes, research and
controversies it .educating culturally deprived children,

A.1. Using the label 'cultural deprivation' is coming under heavy
attack as it does not focus on the positive attributes of
children_from mpltinorpbled families.

2. Families cr,..2 do more inchanging attitudes than schools
and points to the crucial importance of the sehool'swork
with parents.

3. John Hopkins Test iscreating interestiin.intelligence.
testing.

4. The verbal. aptitude test is a poor'indicatortor predicting
aChievement in_a college of minority-group students; high
School grade-pOint average is better.

5 Pre - .school programs are :the only effort to prepare child for
I 6 '

inadequate dchciol,prograin tend'eo diitract attention from
sch6O1 tiseif nta changes it must undergo.

6,, Moat,programs for disadvantaged are preparing children to
. -04470Ato middle class world.
'7. ggidemiCally oriented teichei training prOgrams, running the

a
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entire course in a college are hardly adequate to prepare
for programs with disadvantaged children.

Miller, S.M. "Dropouts: A political problem". In McLendon, Jonathon C.
(ed.) Social Foundations of Education: Current Readings from the
Behavioral Sciences, New York, MacMillan Company, 1966.

An article which says the whole society and economy are involved -,

in the problem of dropouts.
........ rm. a/.1.+. rA.w Av b* * .y.4.410*d.ail LaiUAle gali elmul,1141:iiilL-2thiTualiAeLiveJ;

B.1. Four types of low income dropouts:

a. school-inadequate--low intellectual or disturbing emotional
functioning. Studies show the intellectual factor may not
be important factor.

b. school-rejecting--may be as much school encouraging them
to leave as it is desire to get away.

c. school-perplexed--studies show high degree of interest in
education among low income but becomes perplexed as school
does not speak to needs.

d. school-irrelevant--economic benefits of graduates over
non-graduates within same social class not great.

2. First two categories are not so large, the third is growing;
the fourth comprises the bulk.

3. By developing a more rational labor market and sorting device
for employment, and having great economic growth, the dropout
problem could be eliminated.

4. A great educational surge is likely to lead to unrest,
unemployment, underemployment. If all go on to.graduate from
high school and many to college, there would' not be sufficient
appropriate jobs.

Milligan, Frank S. "Community Development in the Urban Neighborhood".
International Review of Community Development, No. 5, 1960.

`How to develop people's social aid political skills and enable
them to participate more in local decision-making.

B.1. Community Associations formed to provide medium for social
interchange.

2.,Communitr Association is a forum of interest-type organization.
3; Socisl-service-speeialists_and, political representatives and

leaders are brought into the fora-dii partitipants.L.Andii,tb-le

-advise,the community en various alternative courses of action.
4. Community Associations encourage the political education of

members regarding their own concept of community, rather
thanseeking direct representation on their local government
council.

Moynihan, Daniel-P. "What is Community Action?" The Public Interest,
Winter, 1966;

B.1. Four concepts of community action.
a. Bureau of the Budget.concept of Community Action, i.e.

efficidncy.
b. Alinsky concept- --i.e. induce conflict; 'rub*raw the sores of

discontent'.

12 8,-
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c. Peace Corps Concepts; i.e. the provision of services with
an expected 'fall out' of enhanced local capacities for
self-help.

d. Task force concept; where guiding principle is
. political effectiveness. Effort to recreate urban 'ethnic'

political machines.
2, Pluralism of concepts of community action has caused

confusion over what a community action program is supposed
to represent.

Newmann,:Fred M. and Oliver, Donald W. "Education-and Community".
.Harvard Educational Ileview, Vol. 37, No. 1, Winter 1967.

An examination of.prOlems in the American educational approach,
'reforms' that only exacerbate the problems, and an alternative

B.1. One view of American civilization is the 'missing community'.
The theme is of industrialization and urbanization, i.e.
modern society leads to fragmentation,-zeal for change,
ideological and aesthetic bankruptcy, depersonalization,
and sense of powerlessness.

2. Other vihw is the 'great society'; accelerated technological
development freeing man to solve-human problems. Problem
solution does not involve changes in institutional structions
of society at large.

3. The great society orientation is'more sensitiveto superficial
symptoms than fundamental problems.

4. Community is 'missing' in the-sense we have not yet devised
a conception of community (i.e., relationships) that deals
with particular challenges cf the community.

5. Three deficiencies-of modern education, accepted-by-the
great society view; :".

a. education as.formal schooling, (education as preparation,
cut ofE'from community; teaching a specialized occupation).

b. education as public monopoly, (cultural differences viewed
as deficiencies).

c. education is modelled after models and motivated by
motivation of corporate industry and bureaucratic civil
-service.

6. Even the most modern of reforms continue to isolate youth
from.adultfvand school, from community and fail to include
students 'insignificant community decisions.

7: Learning is pursued in 3 contexts:
.1-- a. school -- learning is problem centered,-exciting,

reorganizing basic content to make it lead toward
more powerful insights and understandings.

b. Laboratory - Studio - Work Context - for all ages:;
may be in factories, ho7.pitals, political party
headquarters, etc.; the objective is problem; solving
and prOble4

c. COMMtinity Seminar Context - students and adults meet in
reflective ,exploration, of community issues and ultimate

,
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meanings in human experience.
Z. Education is systematic instruction, action, and reflection.

Ornstein, Allan C.; "Program revision for culturally disadvantaged
children," The Journal of Negro Education, Vol. XXXV, No. 1
(Winter, 1966),.j,

15 recommendations to improve the' education program for culturally
deprived children.

B.I. The "deprived" know they are failures and rejects of society.
a. background of such children dooms them to failure in

"middle-class" schools,
b. one-third of three million children in 14 largest cities

fit this category.
C.1. Increase time spent inschool and strengthen staff with

college and high school tutors.
2. Reduce class size to maximum of 20; use team approachJclf_

disrupted, malfunctioning pupils.
3. Establish pre-school program with professional staff.
4. Get new text books that focus upon role of minority gfoups

in history and culture.
5. Implement Unproved programs for teacher training; recruit

more males and minority group teachers.
6. Recruit principals who understand unique problems of ;this

environment. .

7. Implement Higher Horithns programs -- minority group and

community guest speakers; field trips in community on
Saturdays. .-

8. Comprehensive. reading programs at every level.
9. Comprehensive guidence and count:Mint.; ?rogrnms.

10. Special orientation sessions for mid -year school and class
transfers.

11. Talent discovery *programs and financial aids for college-
qualified students.

12. Individualized testing and scheduling of curriculum suitable
to every child's needs, aptitudes and interests

13. Stress vocational education in both junior and senior high
school.

14. Evening adult education programs.
.15. Enlist community action programs; foster parent pAkticipatiori;

use local community medieto'increOPinvolvement.

Ornstein, Allan C. "Techniques and fundamentals,for teaching the
disAdvantaged,7 Jgumal o Negro education., Vol..XXXV1, No.:2
(Spring, 1967), , .--
The author looks at the problemapf .

1. discipline and_clapprooM management, and
..M 2. motivation and student achievement; and offers some recommendations.

.

cdod discipline essential to good teaching in many ghetto
areas.

2. Disadvantaged are not naturally, had -- -they wish to learn, but

as with any children, will seek to test teacher's authority.

Irip n 4

0 kj,.. 1, :
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3. Good class-room management essential to ghetto schools, but

.:32. children, must understand the reasons for the rules and

routine.
C.Z.I,T.rain.atudents: to, enter .room inorderly fashion.

2. Keep. tr, clean attractive room.

3. Get everyone'S attention prior to starting lesson.
4. Be consistent. with class routine..
'5:Learn to know students early in term.
6. Hold students accouate.,3e.
7.-:Speaksoftly but.distinctly.
8. Be clear -with instructions.

9. Aim for full class participation.
10. Be- aware .of; undercurrents of behavior.

11. Keep pupils in seats.
12. Depend on interest to keep order.
13. Be friendly but maintain ,proper distance.

14. :Be consistent with disCipline.
15. Be flexible. .

16. Work with.individual;offender.
.;17. When possible, handle disciplinary cases yourself.

18. Do Not threaten. , .

19. Never .make.pffeneo too personal; never allow audience
situations.

20. Be certain to. dismiss class.
21. Children will care if they feel teacher cares:
22. Supplement .texts. with intercultural lessons.
23.. Teacher's enthusiasm for subject :and pupils itself is a

motivating force.
24. Begin period with short buteducational exercises, as reading

drill or lesson. .

.25. Due to short attention span of pupils, must continuously
change activities and vary presentation of letson.

26. Learning 'should. be related- to child's experience and past
learning. '

27.. Learning.through games has appeal for children. 'i
28. Teacher never ignores.his pupils.
29. With. a slow :classi2similaritiesi- not differences.,- should be

stressed.
:

Passett., Barry,. A. .and. TrIkker:..nett.M.. "The poor bring adult edUcation
to the ghetto," Adult Leadership., *Vol.: 164 No. 9 ..(14 -arch.; 1968)

A l'eport of deMoniti,itiort.:pOject. died* involying. adults. in
the .community educitconalSproCesC red-Uiting.:'44;
training of aides to conduct adult education cleSses.

.
A. Type of tasks completed by aidet

1. Survey low-incOie ne4hbotho , to determine intereet.p...

-';,!:' 2'. Survey**16eal community 'agencies and citganizations'.'

3. Establish an adult education coursebased upon interest and
:- '

4. Arrange for classroom facility.
wt.' .5:''Airange
.,y
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7. Evaluate .course.
B.14Agon-,ptotessionale can be.trained to do 'Many tasks on a

limitdd bAsis conducted now by professionals:

2: Sutcess'of'dourieS directly related *to elfedtiVeness of

- 123-
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survey.
Use'- of minathool facilities it sudcediftil motivation.

Public school is 'often viewed RF 'place of pastfkailures..

Paulson; Beldon" "Research, training; and action in Milwaukee's inner
core:. a case study about process, Adult Leadership) Vol. 15,

No. 10, (April, 1967),

Case study of a program focussed upon educational needs of junior

and senior high school age youth and parents in downtown

Milwaukee.

C.1. Poor communication between people'and persons, agencies, and

institutions in authority, felt to be Most fundardental

problem.
2:. Significant change possible only through broad alliance of

representative interests.
3. Projects' must produce short-term, tangible benefits for

:participants: . .

4. Organizational framework should be held to a bare minimum.

5. Nucleus,of motivated. volunteers develop; least educated and

.highest incOme-professionals tended to drop out. Nucleus

were long term residents capable of communication ;.on all

levels
'6. Summer reading project indidates most "essential component

as the community worker serving as teacher aide; were

volunteers whd,had made initiar:cbttadts and conducted
domprehensivesUrvey.

7. Development of.rblock, workers," Voluntary persons bridging
the gap between. residents and"dgencies leads to numerous

projects. .

8. Block workeric and University cooperate in establishing teacher
training seminars during summer in order to begin breaking
down alienation of pupils and parents froth

Frank C. "Basic education teachers: seven needed

Adult Leadership, Vol. 16, No. 7 (January 1968),

Reporting results of an empirical study undertaken to
essential qualities .for teacherg of adults "alienated

society."

C14.J3ndp.rstanding based.upon.mutual respect; involves Active
4nvolvemenn the stu4ente' problem, not sympathyk:under-
Standing is dependent on an'optiMistic learning climate

8Ny.zprojedt by -teacher. t.

2'.' Flexibility --be atWays pepardd'td take advantage: of events

!nYb hAvivg, prEicticaP:meening 6. the student; teSch'er !Should be

able to perform in an atmosphere where the.luneiciaedted is part

6f 'daily !:
.

qualities,"

determine
from .
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'iCrt ArCartice. that` defines the "Princeton Game," an exercise to get
,

-teadhCrs-in, trdining into the community in which he'teadnes.
r.
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3. Patience - teacher needs capacity for repetition; needs a

fairly even temperament.
4..Precticality - teacher's experiences should have wide variety

to furnish, him with as broad a frame of reference as possible;

lessons more effective when student perceives immediate
usefulness.

5. Humor - setting demands teachers who can see humor in events,
words, and .even himself; requires balance as some issues must

. be handled with gravity and some with levity.
6. Creativity - teacher must be one who enjoys a challenge;

must have,Wide range of interests and 'demi and must be willing

to take a'ihance.
7. Preparation - students want a teacher well founded in his

field.
8. It 14 'unlikely one teacher.can possess all characteristics

needed; balance in staff is possible.
9., Attitude stems from a single goal -- ability to help the

student to develop and. maintain self-confidence.
10. There is little difference in characteristics needed by basic

adult education teachers and teachers on other levels.

Poston,itichard:Waver4 "Community action: the great need," Community

Organization In Action, Ernest B. Harper and Arthur Dunham, (ads.),

.i:NeF.Yor44 Association Press, 1963,

Thi4Uthor says democracy as a dynamic force must be rekindled in
ithe.iocal community through integration of interests and

co-opetative efforts.

B.1..America has vast amounts of knowledge and much technology,
yethumanprOlems and aisery continue to increase.

2. The.natural community. where human values flourished and
Which was conducive to democratic processes. has almost gone.

3. No .single factor. is more important to the future of America
and the world at large then is local community.

4. America is suffering from over specialization. .

. 5. 1f:democracy is to survive, these function, compartments,
areas, and specializations must be brought together into one
integrated.Ohoie,in.a community setting.

6. Development of community life in modern America will rewaken
,.and revitalize democratic. processes.

Pressman, Harvey. "Designing compensatory programs: some current

°:piograms," Teaching: Urban Youth. Peter G. Kontos ancl.N64.s

J. lmtphy, (eft.). New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1967,:

B.1. Federal and Ford Foundation type "compensatore.programs
.are simply thelatest.example of .urban public,sbhool's

.i.inabAity.to.,,cope, with the problene:of.educating disadvantaged

.

.

2. Such programs usually talk in terms of:.i'dhanging the bhildren

before we can teach them."

133,;,



3. There is consideralle evidence that schools nuFt adjust to
thg.children

4. Some of. present inadequacies in current 'cOmpensatory"

programs
a, Inadequate objectives--emphasis on remediation.
b. Emphasis .on quantity- -seek to give more of same "(wrong)'

program.
c. Too little money spent--federal funds

*supplement local funds.

C.-

d. Poor educational strategy--frequently
shows progress.

e. Personnel problems-.7teachers with negative attitudes
getting. jobs.

Recommendatiousr-the Princeton Game,
Teachers must obtain answers to nuestions on average rents
in area, condition ,of apartments, attitudes of residents,
cost of ,ford staples and comparison to our store3, out -
stadding. physical problems in. areas and progress' being made

to overcome them, and so on.

replace, not

neglect student who

.

e.

Puder, Wm. H..and:B:Ina, S.E. "Personality factors which mar interfere
with the learninvof basic education. students," Adult Education,
Vol. XV111. No. 2 (Winter, 1968),

Review of literatUre concerned with personality factorS obstructing
learning in deptivgd pdpils. :

A.1. Significant positive correlation between self-concept and
perceived evaluations that significant others hold of the
student.

2. People learn only because they have found learning has
personal:value for them.

3. Rokeach finds "closed mind" persists in the form of idealogical
dogmatism. .

4,,Closed mind is :a systemof cognitive. defenses against pain of
anxiety.

.5. Awareness of.family conflict, taken into schools, leads to
chronic interference with for.a.1 thoughtprOcesses because
there is a.general and*specif'c,relationshio between family

, setting and the child's cognitive processes.
6. FruMkinls studies show persons of.lower-socio-economic status

more dogmatic than high-status persons.
7. Black's studies show a tendencyfor culturally disadvantaged

vto "learn.thfough physical, concrete tasks.'
8. "Ways dogmatism interferes, with learning:

-a? such persons ,feel alienated;.and.this results in-the

,(.increased.tendency:to.ainimizeand defame.school values:
:t04.aet_in passive and yieldinc-manner to the on-rush of
life. .

..b..tendency:tp avoid ajeared stimulus is stronger the closer
an individual is to it.

c. !tendency :to feel hostility and anxiety toward .perceived

H. .

d. such. persons trequently;exhilAt "withdraw" teneencies.
.... =et:persons afraid tend.to:judgethe'stimulus:person as

fearful and instruction from Persons in.authority designed

(134
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to inhibit their feelings tend to enhance this effect.
1.. an illiterate Terson is convinced he cannot read.

Rabinow, Mildred and 71uhlfele,.Blizab(?# 'Parents as teachers and
learners in annast.Harlem ..parent Coonerative, Vol. 44; No. 9
(May, 1968,

.

The authors show the role of "parent-coordinatorp,,,and assistant
teachers in bridging the gap betwe.en pchool,,seAkfgind parents.

A.1. When a three year-old withdraws in nursery school because
father prevents him from taking teddy beat to school (too
childish), rarent-,coordinator was told. of problem, and since
she was a neighbor, was" able to'cotirince father to change his
mind.

2. White, middle'class teacher strongly objects. to 5 year-old
boy drinking ftbni-bottle...leacher,assiatant,,,a,comu4ty.
resident: is able to sho4 Puerto Rican envitonmeni'stiowinli6'--

desire to instill senseof indeliendance in children; is more
family-centered than middle-class American; thus teachers saved
from fundamental misconception through faMlliarityof.
assistant teacher with'neighborllood customs.

Rainwater, Lee,"Neighborhood action andlower-class life styles,"
'teilhbothdod Organization For Community.Actlon, John B. Turner
(ed.), New York: Naticnal Association of Social Workers, 1968,

. ..

An e*amination of contem6nry community action philosophies in
light of lower class life styles. .

: : " .
B.1. Two hard facts of life experienced by ldrnr.class. src

. deprivation and exclusion.
2. Ways of coping with this life are four-fold- '-

,a.:expressivelife style--is means of gaining acceptance.
b. violent strategy-is not popular among loWet class people.

depressive: strategy- -goals meet. bear necessities for
survival.

4,,n1lobility..strategy--tmulation of middle class:.
3. Lower class people like most Ametittans, see beat ineans for
.gettingahead as individualistic, notinorganizing with

others. ::

4..-;hey.can:assume, ublessthey feel trappiC by low income,
unemployment,. or discrimination, they4111 not be available
for neighborhood%organitation;*

5..Reasontilwhy lower class appear apatzetic'to outsiders:
ai Do,notsee thettJife liad"-as the dutSider does.
b Dollot view-organization:ts'a T5dtentiat'sOlufion.to ,their.

problems.
.c.1Reelitheyllave too many other pressing problems to care

for.

C.1, ,FOrNegroand other minority groups,.'stratity: of political
power" where strategy is to build strong independent units
wAthdo., one -of the traditional -parties, catimake'a difference

:ini,glehleving, a decent life fot peo,,e who have lived deprived
and.exausive lives.

;_, .
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Ravitz, lel. *The roloof the school in the urban setting," Education

In Depressed Areas. A..HarrY Passow, (ed.), Nev York= Teachers

Coll.tge,.COlumbia.University; 1963,

A'aiiidusaion of the role of education in cultural assimilation in

the community.

B.1. ,Of three basic instruments of successful assimilation,
education, assistance, and involvement, the greatest is
education. -

2. Teacher should not rely on I.Q. scores, but assume highest
lotential for each child. The real damage of the I.Q. test
is its influence on the mind of the teacher.

.3. The environment, such as.in depressed areas, produces
conditions children cannot ignore sufficiently to concentrate
on .what to them are other-wordly matters.

4. Image of the .school is an image dominated by women.

5 Usual textbooris are unreal:
6. Key figure in entire educational process may be*the teacher.

C.1. School should became a dommunity-oriented facility with a
well trained staff.

2. Should send only the best teachers to deprived areas and
increase pr.; sent numbers.

3. Teachers must penetrate home world of child and work more
with family. :.problems.

4. Community organization person should be assigned to area by
sChool,

5. Assignment of more male teachers, counselors, and principles.
6. Rewrite textbooks to show use of minority-group members.
7. Trips Ahould be planned to broaden horizons of children.
8. Free summer school.
9. New avenues explored to reduce dropout rages.

10. Assignment of teachers of.racial, social-class, or cultural-
religion prejudice.

11. Revamp teacher-training prigrams4or more relevancy to
depressed areas. '

Reissman, Frank. "The culturally deprived child: a new view,';

Social Foundations of Education: Current Readings from 'the

Behatioral Sciences. Jonathon C. McLendon, (ed.),'New York
The MacMillan Company, 1966,

An article illustrating to teachers pf "culturally deprived'
4.chilarin'the.valtie of building educational programs on certain
positive4eatures of fow-ibcome.groups.

B.1 Slowness does not mean, stupidity:. .

a. may 'Mean pupil, la..elctremely careful, eticulou.s. or

taUtious.
geri.eral).y a physical learner and as

such is generalWOOwer,.
c. may be slim becainie'he learns in One-ira4igay.lf.
ds:*is nO reason 'to' assume that there are.nbt many., slow

gifted children.
2.' Hidden Verballibility common to disadVanta'ged children:

136
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a. however, highly articulate out of school.
:b. often highly articulate in role playing situations
c. are deficient in formal language, which is incorrectly

taken to Mean they are characteristically non-verbal.
3: Stich pupils 'and their parents hOld'high regard for

education, but low regard for the school. This is due to
recognition of being second.class citizens in schools.

Cl. .Work to overcome present lack of school %now-how.
a. teach how to get a job, appearance at interview, filling

.eut forms,-etc:.
b. teach how to listen by using visual and kinesthetic

signals.

2. Muit-seek to have them.overcome present anti-intellectual
- attitude::. : .

3. Devise new waysto search for excellence among &law learners.
4. Techniques as role playing and audio-visual.aids useful in

eliciting special cognitive style and creative notentfal of
deprived.: children.

. .

Reissman, Frank, "The'Helpee Theory Principle," Community Action
Against Poverty. % Brager et.al., (eds.), New Haven: 'College and
University Press, 1967,

SurVey of studies indicates high degree of self-help through
helping others, or "self-persuasion through persuading'others".
bia4s.upon studies by B.T. King and I.L. Janis, in Human Relations
(1965) D. 177 and Gussie Albert Schneider; unpublished manuscript,
(1564).

B.1.11se of low-income as help_ ers results in less role. distance
from low- income client.

2. Helper principle may oe beneficial to both balper and helped.
.'! 3. School performance And conceptualization of careers sharpened

for high-school students when used as tutors.
4. Some brightfastioungsters.may develop intellectually, not

by being challenged by someone ahead of them butcby helping
somebody behind them by being put into the tutor-help role.

5. The technique works best subconsciously. Some intrinsic
value is lost when lielper"ealizes he is placed in role to

C.1. More explicit use of this principle in an organized. manner.

RempiblOosi R. "School-- parent programs in depressed urban..neighbor-
tobds;" in RObettl."Dotler, et.al. (eds.), The Urban I's.
New York: Frederick A.'Ptaeger, 1967.

C.1. The,npn-participation of low- income, parents in school -

parent activities hail been attributed toAVatiety of causes
all_of which are related to low S. FUrthei'More, it has
bedn'observed that personeof,low SESpartiCiptite in
vtluntary.groups less than petsona Of high SESgenerally.

2. Therefoip,''s kogiani for enlisting wefts,' cooperation
'thould'cOnCentrate on the Vbasic deteriniriants of social

class, .education,cccupation, and intone. ,Ut#1 this is done,
it 'is doubtful that school- parent programs can' alter the home
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enviib'eiiMent much.'

3. In contacting and working with parents, some guidelenes are:
a. The school must take the initiative in making contact.
b. The school cannot meet all the needs of parents and so

should seek, cooperation from other agencies.
c. Face-to-face contact is the most effective kind in

obtaining cooperation.
d. Indigenous people can notify and contact each other.
e. In obtaining cooperation

1. parents should get an opportunity to contribute as
much as they can.

2. local leaders and outstanding members of parents'
ethnic group(e) should be called upon as resources.

3. results of joint school-parent activities should be
shared with parents.

4.theschool should be a community school.
5. parents should take part in planning as Well as

carrying out activities.

6. status differenceS betWeen parents and teachers should
.he iiniiiged.'

Sanders,,IrWin T:, The 'CoMmunit : An Introduction to a Social System,
New Uric: The Roland Press Company, 1966.

Sociological Survey given to an' introduction of sociological
concepts of community life.

B.1.:!ISlueubildren difficult to teach on three counts.in the
.%eyes of ,teachers. ..

a. problem of teaching-7effecting.some change.
6. problem of disCiplinemaintaining .order.
c. problema Moral acceptability -= effecting change in traits

considered immoral or revolting.
'2. Teachers reject lower 'class children,

'Causing resentment and' rebellion and restating in them more
'Iiieltcdroppihg out earlier thett other children:

3. The lower class child faild to develq0 inorientation that
wouldermit.them to submit, to school' discipline.

4.14Owerlass .parents 46 not help child, provide.enCouragement
and piAide that give himiincentive for school accomplishment.

5. The lower class child may. lack the verbal facility a
ccinniet4iVeidVahiagei requires and is leis failliar with
kinds of on` tan4ard intelligence tests.

.6:_biiiiiiriitybei/P1O4riept.operatea on tfie 134aii:Of.'prificiples"
based' on valid 'aishiptiOn ove does-hot transfer actual

; - s "
eipekienCeiligh one Area to anrthek but rath0 the

,
TkriiicipleS,that exPekiehee'teinforced'Or detonstratet..

4.'gria4160'61CamMuhitybevelOpmeht-prom United Naiions:
'iWaCkiViti:ei.'b4i4d2Oh:PeO0e'i.expressed rieedS.
flb.'-bistificedAgieloiiilientffirOligconcetted action and'multi

purpose programs. -1-

c. changed attitudes in people as important as material
accomplishments.

d. aims at increased participation of people in community
affairs.

428
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e. local leadership identification and training..
f. greater involvement .of women and youth.

g.. government assistance.. .

h..utilization of non-government agencies.

Schensul, Stephen.1,1,.ny, J. & Pelt°, Partti J.,. "The Twilight
Zone of Poverty: A New Perspective on an Economically Depressed
Area." Human Organization, Spring, 1968.

A study of marginal poverty as:represeuted*on affluent-poverty
continuum. Study doneLin 5 countries in north central Minnesota.

A.1. Household cash incomes far below spate and nation median.
a.. Cause: high unemployment; out migration of young people;

little in- migration; Population is older; thus less active

economically.
2. Twilight zone of poverty in these 5 countries; i.e.

inhabitants eiperience relative deprivation compared to
affluent-sectors of society.

. ;

B.1. Two major categorizations of poverty suggested.
a. Poverty/non-poverty not dichotomous entities but are,

rather, extremes of complex continuum of life situations.
b. Categorizations,must take into account perceptions of
**residents concerning their socio- economic situation.

Schrag, Peter. "Saving. the City," Voices In The Classroom.. :Boston:

Beacon Press, 1965,

Survey' by 'a 'journalist on approachei used in Du Sable High School,

a Chicago ghetto school, and other Chicago :ghetto.schools.

C.1. As Professor Havighurst says, the school must become one of

. the prime, agencies for preserving. and stabilizing the

neighborhood. .

;2. "Helen", the history teacher has studenti.caring about
history because she has m; de it someihing.of.,a personal
affsir,' almost a form of hipstertsm with,.squares. being those

who don'i,know, what Richelieu was up ,to.
3. TO-teach.srampiar),.NeOlaurer, the English Peadher,uses jive

taik,.meking:the.studente.coavtle a. dictionary; to teach
literature, uses Raisin In the Sun AlOhich is acted out in

claasY.
4. Systems-commUnity:ena.schOpl-soietimes function. so as to

.embarrass Or: iptiOidateconscientioUi parent's.
5, .tie .act. is. many Negro, parents lell 'to shop even most

-04441 *great in their children!i_educatiOn. To them,

And ,principal are just 2 more agents .of a society

..,..41,14copprehensible at best andactuaily_hOatil:e at worst.

, 6...isA0ighurst epTa,the,c41064hOie life, faMily, and
home,exe.powHinvolved meet :be considered.

7..S0 fax,., institutions or4lerponnei.are nota041ible to
implement the new philosophy.

'i , 1

-; ,
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Seeman, Melvin. "On the meaning .of alienation", in McDonagh, Edward C.
& Simpson, Jon E. Social Ptoblems: Persistent Challenges,
New York, Holt, Rinehart & Winston,

The author proposes a 'Workable view' of the concept of
alienation treated from the standpoint of the actor.

B.1. Powerlessness--the expectancy or probability held by the
individual that his behavior cannot determine the occurrence
of the outcomes, or reinforcements he seeks. Term refers to
the sensed ability to control outcome.

2. Meaninglessness--refers to individual's sense of under-
standing the events he is engaged in; characterized by low
expectancy that satisfactory predictions of future outcomes
of behavior can be made.

3. Normlessnessecharacterized by high expectancy that socially
unapproved behaviors are required to achieve goals.

4. Isolation--characterized by assignment of low reward value
to goals or beliefs typically highly valued in the given
society.

5. Self-Estrangement--characterized by high degree of dependence"'
on future reward for a given behavior; upon revards-thatelie
outside the activity.

Sehnert, Frank H. "Action for better education" in Franklin,
Richard B. (ed.) Patterns of Community Development, Washington
.D.C:, Public Affairs Press, 1966.

A case study tracing.the successful action of a county in
developing .gin educational program and lends support to the thesis
"Community Development' helps the learner make the connection
between his learning and its application directly..."

C.1. Barriers in the community to be overcome:
a. general feeling of apathy,. frustration, and discouragement.
b. much dissension, suspicion, jealousy, and lack of respect

for civic leaders attempting to make change.
c.'difficulty in arousing citizen interest to take constructive

steps to solve problems.
2. How action was taken:

a. conducted series oUtraining sessions for elected officials
and committee leaders. Persons write on a slip of paper
problems they feel significant, suggested solutions;
:discussion

B. trainingesesaions for community leaders; for student
council in high school.

.c..AdvantageSof sessions:
a-laaders-saw.they were not alone in perceiving problems
:2) gave opOrtunity.tallhare ideas onproblems.
3) helped identify areas that interested most people.

d. hold' county. meetings- --take meetings to people
.

e. Adv1sotypup0.1 joined EducatiOn-Coniiiiitteesto:Wotk
sound program.

3. Role of Education Committee:

a. draw up fact sheet listing questions most commonly asked.
b. hold meetings in schools or in local country schools

t.
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- ....-where people usually meet.

c..keep,schoolissue on as objective a plane as possible.

Shepard, Samuel, Jr. "The disadyantaged child" in Toffler, Alvin

(ed.) 21Tim3ScInligaiithejatE, New York, Frederick A. Praeger,

1968.

An'article describing the child and cheYacteristics of staff
needed to teach him.

B.1. The disadvantaged child possesses a decidedly negative self-

image. 4.

2. If a boy; he sees school as woman's world, not suited to a
self-respecting...boy.

3. He gains status by displeasing teacher.
4. The motivational principle applies to him, the same as for

anyone.
5. A low score on intelligence test is not indicative of low

intellectual, capacity.
C.1. Solve own problems of attitudes--see child as having

potential.
2.. Help staff gain .more positive perspective and change their

teaching strategies.
3. Plan curriculum with consideration for experience opportunities

for
4.. More important than changing of what and how an.urban school

teaches, is need for change of attitudes, hopes, and inter-
personal skills of its teachers and administrators.

Shields, :fames J. Jr. Education in Community Development, New York,

Frederick A. Praeger, 1967.

The author examines specifically the role of education in programs
sponsored by AID in Community Development; i.e. how education
is used in Community, development..

3.1. Fundamentallyi.educationis a process; schools are accidental
and expendable institutions -where the processes take place.

2. Emphasis of community development is upon the people them-

selves; the goal is to change people.
3. Alteration or acquisition of new attitudes, knowledge, and

'skills, another way to define objective. :-

4. 'Because community development has values, concepts and
principles distinct from technical programs, ,administrative
personnel,shouldparticipate in special seminars, etc., and
take field trips to local programs.

5. There is a need for local level workersto bridge the gap
---betWeenthe citizenry.and,professional-technical specialists.
6. Roles of -local level wotkers are: irst-aid' extension

worker and,agentiof change.

Sommarsltebert. .'Itlastairoom-EcolOgy% Journal o f Applied Behavioral
Science, Vol. 3,14o. 4, 1967.

:It:
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An experiment to determine if classroom participation is related
..m.deating-arrangement. in the classroom.

4.1. Seminar style of arrangement: found that students directly

opposite:instructor participated more than students at

sided.*

2. a. Classrooms within straight rows: students in front par-

*. ticipated more than students in rear.
b. Students in center of each row participated more than

students at sides.
3. Conclusion that classroom arrangement was related. to seating

arrangement. Results bear out expressive contact hypothesis
vIlating direct visual contact to increased interaction.

Stabler, George M. "New needs and new, horizons," Patterns of Community
Development. Richard Franklin, (ed.), Washington, D.C.: Public
Affairs Press, 1966,

=Discussion of social processes operative in urban development
programs, framed for future social-action research.

B.1. No one model of "community" is adequate to deal with the
complexities of a change effort as complex as urban renewal
and the elimination of slums.

2. Idealogical innovation is rarely adequate,by itself as a
means to problem solution.

.

3. Development groups.haye difficulty in establishing a
legitimate and continuing place in the .community. Some
'hYpOtheses for this indiude:
a. competition from other attractions and.intereits..
b. newly' recognized leaders move on to responsible positions

elsewhere.
c. increased awareness of value conflicts as more difficult

problems encountered.
-4*.*Participating leaders are: persons active in other

organizations; see development pr6jects as Personally-
rewarding and avenue for upward mobility; haverelatively
wide social,group connections; have occupations granting
idlativefidedeitt of'timet are not -closely with
"status *io""iiite; have 14d more educationitand economic
opportunityortunity thanother dommunitymebberS.:.

5. Middle -class,_ 'UliveiSitv..trainedconsultants require special
training aid experience ,before thdy can dffedtivdly
communicSie'inforMiition'tole4WelleOucateetemberg of
the.lower class. . .

'6:'LoCal initiative fOr .aOltitiOn of utban'Aidrican problems
t 1 cris success u eexteut.t a 90_ ea ers ivinvoives

1etife'nd-fedeiai ieSqufcelOdiile*hOrdin4ting local

,.vLIT 1:41'1'. :
7. Some outcomes of.CoiM4Oity'Delelopment;

rt"%! , "1.
Ace increasing, 0,mmu,402r,:,44,110,pi_.for its

,,'

b. improiiementlfiiisdusii6edkill;
handling coutroversy.

c. increasing skill in meeting strainers and handling mass'
publicity.

.142
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-4..growthslal personal courage. .

e. increasing belief that personal opinions and action effect
civic decisions.

f. developing ability to anticipate effects of alternative
projects on -groups other than those belonged to.

Stalley, Marshall. "The community as an extension of the classroom,"
Teaching Urban Youth. Peter G. Kontos and James J. Murphy, (eds.),
New York: JohnWiley and Sons, 1967,

An articlesencouregtng the use of the community as a resource to
the school.

B.I. Students do not learn unlrss they are there physically and

. .
haye 4 mind and a so-called "attitude" conducive to learning.

2; Teacher has.two,ioles:

A. Subatantive teaching rc,le

b. personal or helping role of relating to'student and
2 endeavoring to'dowhat is necessary:directly of indirectly

to,facilitatelearnint, process.
C.1. School, system must look to

a.'.iittidents;'

'b. teiChete;

c, the community.

1.3.'"OnnCtiOnleSinesi" characterizes low-income and educational
deprived families.

creative role for.sChool system may be to help people
help Themselves and help.them to make use of existing
resources or seek out. new Ones.

3.13rbanschoOl Systems; in. addition to traditional educational
fold, Minot assume role Of relating urbaii pcior.to their
environment,

Steubing,Carl M. "Some Bole Conflicts as Seen by. ,a High School Teacher."
Human Organizatian, 4'0416.19M

'The-cdnelicts faced by'a hi0h:school teacher.

11144S.6.40;-,tescher,s Seek^self-estielk..0irgnob exaggerated
s. reliance upon, performance of theii3Ouctotte.

a: jeliseify,:'"goOd" 40 ',1qad"studeniti accOr4ngto their

,0W119,.;4444,than;tbe.StUdentli,needs.
.00editers...1'1 C1assified,"gOoe'Orn.bad"

ACcOr4inetoneeds.Of the adtirditrator.
2. Other sources of Conflict:

a. Nyision between extracurricular avid 'academic activities;
i:4.:i0AaliiiAealOUS-6fitudant'S time.

. b. scia#1.4a0104

c

ii0O4 iiblectivLe.:ptestige attached

iceat

'''iOATiO-ile.:'444:fr4liotOio:4,84 .Produang high income. Not
enough *4044 ,94.,1**404-0,.:

C.1. General,need';f4iipot4,i4ri0,40.04 1431 teaChing...

tieit litestige '040; ''both of
students' performances and of course work.'"-'

; -T4t-e v.

:,..!2.2 .2c,

119
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,Strom, Robert D. Teaching in the-Slum.- Columbia, Charles E. Merrill
Books, 1965.

'IliObleis of inner city pupils and ways school's can act on them.

B.1,.gigh cost of-living forces 'slum' families to double up,
resulting in extended families.

2. Crowded living condit:)ns result in lack of self-sufficiency,
destruction of illusions, mental strain, and the inability
to make decisions.

3. Evidencefor inadequate patterns of communication between
motherand child in the home that can result in I.Q. level
of 10 points below average.

4. School efforts frequently neutralized by environment of the
home.

5. Teacher for slum school needs better training--i.e. urban
sociology.

C.1. Surrogate function--pre-school programs--are necessary in
inner-city school programs.

2. Special-'immigrane -program to meet needs of transfer
children.

3. Special efforts by teachers to improve school-home relations.
:4. Encourage developing dignity and competence of parents, made
::.possible through the schools, be extended to development of
the community.

5. Counsellinvof.new personnel byexperienced teachers in
,means of classroom discipline.

,6..In-service training programs geared.to meet various needs of
teachers.

Sullivan; Leon H.' "Self-help-and motivation for the underprivileged"
Adult Leadership, Vol. 16, No. 8, February 1968.

Case study of "Opportunities Industrialization Center", a blaCk
self-help inspired vocational:center.for drop-outs and adults.

B.1. tFeeder,program',necessary before individual ready for'school
--teach basis in reading, writing, and math. Negro history,

lride in colori.respect for,themselves;, teaches,them 'how
to put.theirAeads up :and shoulders lackl.

2. One-half of the program, 'and perhaps most important', is the
-I:silpting:of,attitudes; teaches individuals they are an
.4117yestment to America, that,they.must be assets to prove to
manyAhatffiest of,,them-sare,:not human .liabilities .

Warren, Roland, "Community action and community development",
The4ommunity-inJimerica, Chicago, Rand McNally, 1963.

B 1. ommunity-idevelopmentconcernedUith horiZontal patterns of
community as-ii-ComimiditYactiOn.

.21144,hepAtv# qPMPAA#YAqvq1qPmAnt on strengthening horigontal
patterns, itself,orather-than,:in:,achieving,ad-toc ;objectives.

3. Community development is distinguished by its emphasis on the
/-

XleiliViientiiti Attempt deliberately to

*idaniiier-g.'Progrii'dftitiengifiiriWthe'h'orizorital patterns'.

4144
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3.:CoMminlity develOPmint, thought of this way, is distinguishable
as a process.

a. change from decision making by a few elite for people to
where people themselves make the decisions.

b'thanga fram state ofminimum to 'maximum participation and
cooperation.

6. For Irwin-Sanders community organization represents a method
of action.

Warren,,RolandL. "Toward a reformulation of community theory",
Perspectives oft: the American Community, Chicago, Rand McNally,
1966.

The author calls for a new approach to understanding the meaning
of !community!..

B.1. Urban community is not dying, but is changing structure and
Inaction.

2. There is increased emphasis'oa vertical coordination of
comMutity'(getting people to cooperate with the new school
program for example) in making horizontal coordination
more' difficult.

3. A-new complementary role is developing, that of the horizontally
ioriented permissive community organizer, the non-sepcialist,
the 'process man'.

4. Risfunction is tension-teducing; his emphasis is on what
happens to interacting people and groups in the community.

5 There are roles iathe community both for the task oriented
man and the process oriented man.

Wilcox;' reston R. "The datimunity-centered school" in Tofflet, Alvin
(ed.) The SChoolhouselia'fhe City;Newlork, Frederick A. Praeger,
1968.

--

Describes 'the functions oUthe*schc5(51::'

Cil,' 'Permit students t6.eit whete they wish; no alphabeticd1
Seating syStein. -

2. Plan fOr gtoup,preseatatiOns with' individual responsibility.

for parts of total' taisibant to be= ecided 'upon by group
tiethet4.

I. Encontage:StudentiCto asSist each other with homework
aSsigatenti; provide diatis-time,fdr-such assignments.

4. Enconrage discussions Among'stndents with teacher' as an
observer and learner.

Wilson, Alan: A:' "SOcial'stratificatioa and academic achievement" in

1)1,1P4,W,, A. AlTryjed..), Schools in:,Depressed.Areas, Npl York,
Teicherti' aollizibia_UniversitY .1967.

ott:th*lliffact of Social 4Ettettifieatidtt and segregation on
'.eitiiinnielit ''elptietitity

e.t7sg$'1, !' :" : ?:"

A.1. Socio-economic backgtound does affect child's :achievement.
four t44 from working

0.1.4PO4,0,041 Si;41. greatest :families of
Negro manual workers.'
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3. School is contributing factor in achievement by homogenizing
standards--two mechanisms are:
a. peer-group pressures--in upper class school, 'isolates' or

those not going on to college are more numerous; this

is nOt-6:fhetorAn.loWer. class school..
b. teacher Standards: teachers are less expecting and award

consistently higher grades.than test performances warrant
in lower class school. .

B.1. Due to.segregation_pf:ssocial classes, societies tend to
develop differing ncrts, vairieiCalirltetattAtrAte-bikiwitti&LAL...'4''""ill

2. In working class schools, teachers tend to normalize a lower
level of achievement and attitudes towards schooling are
largely irrelevant among peers, thus these pupils are
inadequately prepared when uniform achievement criteria
applies in higher grades.

3. When working class students are almost automatically and
necessarily assigned to general or vacational curricula, it
comes as an 'unanticipated and discriminatory jolt'.

Wilson, James Q. "The Urban Unease: Community vs. City",,The
Public Interest, Summer 1968.

Discussion of the urban crisis as being a sense of failure of community.

B.1. Few changes for people to participate in decision-making
functions of community. 'Voting'and joining civic
organizations ineffective for true expressions of concern.

2. Urban dwellers prefer to maintain ethnic character of their
neighborhoods.

3. Social class is pri nary predictor of intergroup behavior--
not race.

4. Groups of urbanites affected by breakdown of community:
a. affluent whites without children (swingers)
b. poor or elderly whites trapped financially in the

central city.
c. Negroes - -poor and middle class.

5. Meaningful opportunities for exercise of urban citizenship
exist at neighborhood level.

6. Real price .Qtsegregation is that it forces blacks of
different class poilifiofis tilgetherlimits:upwkra. 44.1. 4444 414

1

7. Inability to take collective action inhibits people rOM
obtaining what they really want.

8. Fundamental urban problems are root questions of values; and
these change or assert themselves slowly, if at all.

Yee, Albert H. "Interpersonal Attitudes of Teacher and Advantaged and
Disadvantaged Pupils", Journal of Human Resources, Summer 1968.

Analyses of teacher's attitudes toward children and of pupils'
towards their teacher.

/1.1. Great variances between the characteristics of teachers of
advantaged pupils and teachers of disadvantaged pupils.

1
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,ladtorts: .

a. pupil's social class.
I): teacher's sex.

eit.grade;level...

d. pupil's ethnic social claim characteristics.'
3. Interaction found between (a) and (b),.(a) and (c).

C. In improvinfreducational opportunities it is essential to
consider administration - community factors and personality
pedagogical, characteristics of teachers.

;

,

1

< ;

1

.:

.; i*; .

0, f it.. !,
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SECTION III

wo0* ---0.,Aviiovkcgtarearnz

7heTurpose.pf.this section is to bring together in acohesive

fashion the various items of information contained in the preceding
.

section. The stratAgy employed has a built-in logic that is reflected

in the way in Which the different topic headings have been ordered.

Thus after an initial statement on the breakdown of the community in

large urban areas comes a consideration of problems of identity and

contingent,4-alture-based problems of ghetto dwellers--in particular,

dysfunctional traits and low status. PrOm this discussion arises a

consideration of difficulties in cross-cultural communication, and on

the effects of differences in cross-cultural communication. Then follows

a recognition of the systemic, character of the ghetto cultures and the

desirability of adoption of a holistic approach to educational issues,

that results in the involvement of parents and other nei hborhood sections

of the community. Guidelines for involving parents are dealt with next

and their role in planning and community development is elaborated.

Predictably this leads in turn to a discussion of problems of school,.
.

involvemeritin community development and with the full circle of the wheel,

a return to the problem of identity, but thistime as identity

The characteristics of identity change and problems of achieving it lead

in turn to an enunciation of principles of identity change. Two further

issues complete the.section. They are concerned respectively:with the

process of community revitalisation and. the way in which teachers'

knowledge and skills may Promote it..

From'the perspective of community development, educational problems

are seen as being embedded in community problems. This embedding affects

both the nature of the problems and the kinds of solutions which are
.

likely to be effective in eliminating them. Much of the contribution that

community development might make to teacher training lies in (i) the

extent to which it,can throw light on the.social genesis of educational

problems and (ii) the suggestions which it can make for action to be

taken by the school in cooperation with other agencies.

Among the community problems which contribute to the failure of con-

ventional educational methods to accomplish their ends in urban ghettos arel
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I. The breakdown of the community in large urban areas

A. Alienation: which is defined as powerlessness, meaninglessness,
normlessneis, isolation, and self-estrangetent. It is prevalent

,,. in urban areas lands to a lack of a common culture and a
briakdOwn of the sense of conmunity. Students who are alienated
are strengthened in-a'belief that the school is an institution
9A.a.society of which they are not a part. On the part of all
citizens, alienation leads to:
1. -Feelings of apathy, frustration, and discouragement.

2. 'Suspicion; .jealousy, ands lack of respect for civic leaders.

3. Inability to take collective action, that is a lack of
. problem solving 'know how' ona community level.

4. Dis;.interest in taking constructive problem solving steps
-bSSed'on the sense of powerlessness.

'5. Fielingi of dependency on governtent.
. , r
6'. nOf community as seen in:

.:r
a.'Pob.r upkeep Of neighborhoods

b.
;- ; : ::-'1'
RiCeprejudice and diacriienation

y -

C. Imbalance between-ieChnology and human institutions.

Sources

Bruyn; Severyn J. Communities in Action (1963)

Franklin, 11iChard, Another Canterbury Tdle (1966)
.

Friedel:berg, Edgar Z., An ideology of school withdrawal (1966).

Havighurst, Robert J.,'Iletrorolitdn development and the
edOcational: system. .(1969V:

Ilfiller,'Paul A., Inantidioation of the learning community (1969)

..12aulson,Beldon, Researck training, and action in MilwaUkee''s
inner core: A case study.about procrss (1967)

Poston, Richard W,, Community action: The great need (1963)

Schensul, Stephen L., Anthony, J. & Pelto, Pertti J., The
. twilight zone of poverty: Anew perspective on an

economically depressed area (1968)
r

fl.elvin, On the meaning of alienation (1969)

-Sehnert, Frank H. Action for better education (1966)

iagier, George M. Newneeds:a.r:ci new horizons (1966)
:

: :
::-

VilsOn, James 0. The urban unease (1968)

Newmann, Fred ti. & Education and community.
.. -A1967) .

Warren, Roland' L. Toviard d Tefoiihulation of 'community ilieoiy

(1966)

3.49;.

r.
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B. Breakdown of local government as seen in:,:

1.:Unwillingness of.town leaders to.acceptcommunity responsibility

2. Lteck of interagency communication

3. Diminution of the chances for citizen participation in local
..decisOn making,.

Sources

Aiken, James B. A high school Participates (1966)

Batten, T.R. Training for Community Development (1962)

Bruyn,Severyn:j.y-:Communities in Action.(1963)

Dentiek, Robert A. A' critique Of education projects in
community action programs (1967)

Franklid,'Ri6hard;.Anothefeenterbury Tale (1966)

Kirp, David L. The poor, the schools, and equal protection (1968)

Paulson, Beldon, Resear.ch, training and action in Milwaukee's
Anier:ttore: A case study about process ,(1967)

Seetian, Melvin, On'thelrieining ora1ienation.(1969)

Stabler, George.M. .New needs and new horizons (1966)

!Xlsan, James.g. The urban unease (1968)

'Ronald, the-youth culture, the school system and the
*:- socialliation 'community (1965)

'

Marris, Peter & 7?flin,"artin, Dilemmas of Social Reform (1967)

,.

t

:1.1 , 41
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II. Problems of identity.
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"."'""

alllearning.ls identity change: of.one degree' or another,
problems of identity arp,cepttal,tothe,educational effort.

A. Characteristics of Identity:: . . .

1. Each of us has an identity which is :made up of social and
personal features.

2. Since,identityAenendson,perception, I may not perceive
my identity as you do.

'3:Identity-Can chang6-ai.newleaiurei are added'oi old ones
droppedi.:.but Wevery:society.certain.featutes are regarded
immutable, e.g., race among ourselves or social class in
medieval Europe ..,

4. Insaddicion,certain features .can become immutable or being
so regarded, e.g. leVel'of intelligence or social poise
or mathematical.ability.

5; Item.4.18:important fot education. If a program aims to
change featureilof a'student's':" titli'Which.either he or
the teacher .regards as.immutable ,.he program will; probably
not succeed.. For one cannot really commit himself to a
coursebUaction whoie4inshe regards as unattainable.

6. One of thetchief obstadles to educational improvement among
;ghetto ,children is ow widespread belief in cheir.constitutional
infetiority, bilief,'Which they often.ihare. ..t cannot
change my identity if i ddri'tbelieve in the reality of

-.*2f` the:chaage.i

7. At the same time, however much I may believe in a change
in my identity, I cannot really change unless others also
accept my new identity. If a student begins to improve,
but teachers continue to treat him as a poor student, it will
be very difficult for him to sustain his new ir-age of
himself on which his achievement depends.

8. In addition to his actual identity, everyone has identity
ideals. That is, he has an idea of the kind of person he
would like to be. Such ideals are largely determined by
social norms. An important point for teachers is that if
the identity ideals which teachers have for their students
are very different from those which the students have for
themselves, it will be difficult for the teacher to enlist
the willing effotts of the students unless she deliberately
orders her teaching around the students' own identity ideals.

9. Some people develop their conceptions of self in relation
to identity models; that is others who embody identity
ideali.. Such models must, in addition, be similar enough
to the people concerned for them to be able to see the
model as attainable.

Source,

Goodenough, Ward Hunt, Cooperation in Change (1963)
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gultural(traits.of slum dwellers which aredisfi&ctional in
the world outside

1.. The ghetto, alls are protective in a debilitating way, and
ghetto peOple are often afraid of.the world 'outside'

2. The pathology of the ghetto is self-perpetuating because
of the lack of communication between the ghetto and the
'outside'

3. The Negro's image of himself is governed by that held by
white society. (That this is changing is one 'of the most

. important social issues in this country today.)

4. Poor people lack social skills and knowledge and so
participate less in community affairs than higher classes.

5. Lacking leadership, -the poor do not see group action as
having much.potential.

6. Lower class pupils achieve less well than if they were in
a mixed or middle'class'sdhool.

7. Lower class .pupils have lower educational aspirations than
they would have in a mixed or middle class school.

Sources

Bonner, Hubert, Group Dynamics, Principles and Applications
(1959)

Brageri George A. EffeCtina Organizational Change. Through a
Demonstration Project: The Case of the Schools (1967)

CatalatO,. Thelma, The process. of mutual redefinition- -

counseling and teaching children from urban Slum's (1967)

Cavan, Ruth Shonle, What is'delinquency? (1965)

Clark, Kenneth B. Dark Ghetto (1965)

Clinard, Marshall B. Slums and "Community Development (1966)

Eddy, Elizabeth,, AnihrbpolOgy'and teacher education (1968)

Friedenberg, Edgar Z. An ideOlogy of school withdrawal. (1966)

; Factors affeCting educatiOnal attainment
in depressed urban areas (1963) ,

Hare, Paul, Handbook of Small Group Research (1962)

Helier,ideliA §VMAkieiifAteridiiiii Youth:: Fir :pain Youth at
the Crossroads (1p67)

.

,: Pl.C4E5;91431Altimpl.21, gducation :for Alienation (1966):

Kirp, Dayid L.,&,...The poor , .the schools, and equal: protection (1968)
:=4 ').114'^`'

Ileyin04.,PanieltV; ,Prerequisite for success in working with
parents of dipadimitage4 youth (1966),

..Personality factors which may
Oterfeie -with,4he i,earning,of,basicjeducation.students
(1968)

.

4!.'' 4,, N.
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'..i.Rkftian,;:::,PrIu'ik..1*.iTh:C..gU1tUra1lyr:.ciepriveabti.ild':.*-1.iA.iiew view
(1966)

Satidits., 'fitiiri T.: The ::Contiiurilty.t. An: '.IntraduCtiOn to a
'i?Stiaial!SYiiteri (1966) .: .

;Vlsoi:JameQ. 'The' tirbirii'rineeiiii (1968)
.

Yee, Albert H. Interpersonal attitudes of teacher and
advantaged and disadvantaged pupils.(1968). f ,

Hagstrom, Warren G. Poverty and adult education (1965)

Havighirrit; Robert J'..'nrban development and the educational
- . .

!rLorf , Itu B du1t ethcitión participatioti*in:Breward County,
. P1oida (1967).,, .

Marris , Peter & Reda ,Martin; Dildmiiiie 'of' 's6ciai' Reform (1967)
C. 7,-Idetitit- prabien S`tertitEici '-to lOc4 status

:A:, .:
1. Poor children are aware of their low status and have a
-.;"cdiretipciriding13i. pobr opinion 'of abilities.

: 1.% 7'
2. The teacher's low expectations reinforce the student's low

opinions of themselves and contribute to their pciot.
,performance in school.; , .

3. In the case of minorities, there is a feeling that a high
..,.school.,diploma: will not lead to a job because of

I k 0:

4.. f .PP OF. pe9ple experience. deprivation and exclusion.: Some
reactions, to these .are:: :
a. Ant:exp,ressive life style.

b. Violence

.c.,Aepreasion:. of goals. ,

4.Aqpnpto to emulate . the. middle. class
.:Sources

. j.

Attitudes, Toward ',Adult,. Education (1967)

Brink, William and t4hit'' it 'S like t& be a Negro

MON . .

. ett,v, ...-v 4. v. ' Or. v V. V

.-1.,,,C04144,UthgShonlei rt% delinquency? 0.965)....,.r ..'-'.;, +'S. . ^4t G''

Clark, Kenneth B. Dark Ghetto

iiii016i6T6flichoOl4'ithdriiii1 (1966)
'attainment

in depressed 'utban eas (L963)

te04040.4'iiion.,14 té Oi sues8 in orI.ing with

Hickotoot, vathhniel, Edudatioti- tot .Atienation (1966)
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Jencles, Christopher; Is the, public school-obsolete? (1966)

Kirp, Zavid L. The poor, the schools, and equal protection (1968)

'Ornstein, Allan C. Program revision for culturally disadvantaged
I children (1966)

Puder, W.H. & Hand, S.F., Personality faciOrs which may interfere
with the learning-of basic education students (1968)

RainWatet,Ae, Neighborhood action and' lower class life styles

(1968)

-Reissman, Frank,.The culturally deprived child: A new view

(1966)

Landersi,Irwin T. The Community: And Introduction to a

Social System (1966)

Campbell, Alan-K.4 Ferant, Phillip, The metropolitan educational
dilemma: Matching resources to needs (1967)

Havighurst, Robert J. Urban development and the educational
system: (1963) ,

Havighurst, Robert J. Chicago's educational needs--1966 (1967)

Jung, Charles J.; 9Oxi'Aobert & LiPpitt, Ronald, An orientation

and strategy for working on problems of change in school

- systems ,(1967)

Kontos, Peter G & Murphy, James Jo, The philosophy of the
Princeton-Trenton. Institutes (1967)

LeVine;':Da4e1 V. Guidelines Or action to integrate our
:licimAdis(190) '

.Shepard,:Samuel Jr: The disadvantaged child:. The. Schoolhouse

.in the :City, 1968)

Strom, Robert D. Teaching 2n the Slum,(1965) '

WardAtUni^,'COoperation'in Change:(1963)
-: .

le

%

V,

7 c. 1 ,



IIIDifficultiesAnicross-cultural:comtunication

jhevrobleds,disdussed above as well as otherJactors lead to
difficulties in communication between the teacher who is a member
of Orie Anb-Cdfure and the students who are MembereCof another.

Wants and needs
. .

(1. A 'Iwant! Is a perceived discrepancy between an actual
situation and some desired state of affairs. Since
'different people, particularly those frOM different cultures,
perceive the actual situation differently and desire a
different ultimate situation, their 'wants' are different.

2. Teachers, being middle class, are likely to have wants for
their studedta quite different from those which their
lower class pupils have themselves.

3...6 thelkans for" effecting the Change from an
actual to a .desired state of affairs. Needs are of three
sorts: .

a. Real needs--those which an omniscient observer would
recommend to effect the desired change.

b. Feltneeds-rthose which the client (student) perceives
e
+J

as needed.

c. Observed needs--those which the change agent (teacher)
considers most effective.

4. Teachers and 8#:debts-are likelyto have widdiy divergent
opinions concerning.the students' needs in any .situation.
But'he'stUdent cannot be expected to be Motivated to do
what the teacher would like him to unless the student sees

theaction.as an,effectiveAmans for achieving game desired
goal. This problem will exist even when the goals can be
agreed on. ,

5. Since the,students,cannothe expected.to take the teacher's
wants and.-needs-fdi'thei as their own, it is up to the
teacher to take account of the felt wants and needs of the
students if their cooperation is desired. They will be
motivated to learn according to their wants and needs and
not the teacher's.

Source

Goodenough, Ward Hunt,, Cooperation in Change (1963)

B. Causei.of difficulties in cross-cultural communication

1. Teacher:8.4re .Middle class people and they lack the special
training reqUired for effective cross-cultural communication.

2. Teachers ladk understanding of the students' culture.

3. Teachers doenot understand the impact of socio-cultural
change on the students' identity needs.

4. Teachers do not approve. of the students' culture.
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... 5. Cpnfiicts between the values of the students: 'and of

.thei;:tdachers. , .

6. The teacher is not often a gdod identity model for poor

S. students because she lacas traits that the students admire,
particularly, wealth and power, and because.she-disqualifies
herself by rejecting the students.

Sources

Aiken, James B. A high school participates (1966)
Arrowemith, William, The Future of Teaching (1967),
Beek, Robert H. (ed.) Society in the Schools, 11965)

Bonner, Hubert, Group, Dynamics, Principles and Applications
(1059)

Bruyn, Severyn J. Communities in Action (1963)

Carson, Robert B. at al,,, Teacher Participation in the Community
(1962).

Cavan, Ruth ShOhid, What Is delinquency? (1965)
:

ClinarA,Vathall B. Slums and Community Development (1966)

Donaldson, Marion G. Teachers as. active political citizens
(1968)

DuSaOtoy, Peter, .The:'Orga4ization of a: Community Development
Program (1962)

Eddy, Elizabeth, Anthropology and teacher education (1968)

Goldberg, Miriam L. Factors affecting educationaiattainment
in,,depressed urban' areas (1963)..

S. American Forgotten Youth at
the_Crossroads,(1967)

HickeriOn.; islihittiiii*Education-lor:Alienitian (1966)

:Aagett; jeroie;'-Th4 choice cif mbdels'developtent-(1965)

Kerman, Joseph M. A white teacher in a Negro school (1966)

Levine, Daniel V. Prerequisite for success in working with
!_..4stents-ofAisadvantaged:youth'(1966)'

Mandhetmarl & Stevart,'W.A.C., Sociology and. the classroom
(1965)'-' " I

-Iiii4h44*Anktaitie:04itiitiOrVteanherit ,Seven-needed

Rainwater, Lee; life

Introductioarto a
, loaiiir7SViterli11966r""7"-

1777777777777m.44,..: -e
Soribet,' ltobert, tlaaarbera cilogy (1967)

4 espyf: *;11;:,. JO. [I; ,1 '4 v 4d1

Steukingi, carblHM. SOOte' role conflicts ark peen by a high

. . ,

115i1
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Setriotti-itobert.S. -& St.. John-; Nancy ',Rosa,: Social Class and

the Urban School: on

4te/aqhers.:pfd... principals .(17960), .

Jung., Charresl`j. ItOx ;Robert , An orientation

. and .strategy for working on ptObleras of change "in school

systems (1967)

Kontos, Peter G. & Murphy, Jnmee J., The philosophy of the

Ptineeton-qrenton:institutes (1967)

Kozal, Jonathan, Hail's of darkness: 'In the ghetto schools

1967)0.,';_

1414,11er ;,,Harry' Education... for. the 'Disadvantaged (1967)

Pressman, Harver, Designing compensatory programs: Some

current pro-Stift' (1967) -,= .

'Strain, ItObert Teaching in the Slum ;1965)

Goodenough, Ward Hunt, Cooperation in Change (1963)

C. Effects of difficulties in cross-cultural communication
.;f-,'t! ,1

1. Studentivciumoile- taught' to solve problems which they do
not reCbgitizel

2. Often teachers demand that students learn things (middle

.Y..,'.'.4abi:V.alues)Whith.itiblifti"; the students' identity ideals.

3. Student groups have norms. Students cannot be-expected to
cleittnitO behave ihr-Ways which geiioubly 'COnilict with their

4. The prescriptions'"=of.'the' ifchbol` alipeaf-.to be unworkable in
;,tha,warld vit:h which, the students are acquainted.

5. Often the school's teachinge'are. rejected becauie they do

not fit )410 the cultural ,pattern; of the students.

group solidarity.

Sources

outsider, $s perceived as

17777777 .
Bonner, Hubertveorcup,Bynamice,Principles and

(1959)

Bruyn, Severyn J. Cinniitimitiesin Action

L,A,Aatalmn, TOIAR41,,JTheipro9008,of /mutual,redefinition--
.coudseling ad teaching childten,fromAu6am.sluda (1967)

,011.4avani,Rutlho4e,trylibpti.104doliorency?,(1965),

Coleman, Janis Athletics in high saiiiiii'(1966)-'

Eddy, Elizabeth, Anthropology aiii,44iti%dUCiit'iion (1968)
,P1,:/,-.`2.0

Friedenberg, zAgot :An id00100: of ,isentloi withdrawal (1966)
tharj mi,,,va -4, .ttf,

GoIllierEktnriam4. l'actors afPROW&:Optetional,attainment
in:depressed urban areas (1063)

t-t*

a threat to

Applications
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Gordon, Edmund W. & Wilderson, Doxey A., Compensatory Education
for the Disadvantajed (1966)

Hare, Handbook, of Small Group Research (1962)

Heller, Celia S. Mexican A'aeridan youth: Forgotten Youth at

the Crossroads (1967)
Hickerson, Nathaniel, Education for Alienation (1966)

' Ring, Edmund J. Education and Social Change (1966)

14111er, S.M. Dropouts: A political problem (1966)

Paulson, BeldOn, Research, training, and action in Milwaukee's
inner core: k.case study. about process .(1967)

Pearce,-Frank C. Basic education teachers: Seven needed

qualities .(1968)

Rainwater, Lee, Neighborhood action and lower class life
styles; (1964

Sanders, Irwin T. The Community: An Introduction to a
System (1966)

Staubing., Carol Some role conflicts as seen by a high

SChool teacher (1968)

Lippitt, Ronald, The youth culture, the school system and the
''' 'socialization community (1965),

Miller,, Harry L. Education for the Disadvantaged (1967)

Pressman/. :Hamer, Designing compensatory programs: Some

current programs (1967)

,Ravitz,, Mel, The role of the school in the urban setting (1968)

Cloward, Richard A. & Jones, James A. Social Class: Educational

attitudes and,. participation (1963)

Suggestions for solution's

Commtn .4ty, workers have evolved solutions to the problems in the

ritOtOtpii sections.. solutions have not been' experimentally
"controlled `situations,` but they have been.applied in

the'ffAtit and found'' to be siicOegettil.; Sonie,of the 'principles

uraeriOng'itteie liited below:

*tiiiiiikati.,:.0oit-fof the thiigs Whi0 cciiniti.developers would
.' :advise eo .171P0}1) cg, : 11,r0 Olb P ,*110 c do to 'improve their

"edikiationtii services Eire 'beyond scope the efforts of an
individual teacher in a classroom. However order to solve the
problenial cOrrent-*1?plaguing:s..educatioli in our 'ghettos,. schools will
need :agericies:.andi with citizen -groups in a
broad 'attaCk i:o#,Iir.ri*e'r:tif.-4?ssit:liocial problems: In order to do

ettectively;-tea.Chersi and other.school personnel will ,need
to 'Ond.Oritand Something of the philosophy of community deVelopment
and 0*thitig Of,fitt aiethods: :,; !" 7 7!
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4W:HOlisticanproach .

Since educational problems are imbedded:in social problems, no
real 6646 intihssthools can come about without corresponding
chapgkillcommunity social structure. Therefore the traditional
c3fvis3on of social problemi-into sharply defined subject matter
areas of responsibility is dysfunctional. Some of the things
which "Can be;done to fimprave.this situation are:

A. Involving ,other agencies (in a concerted attack on social,
political,,a4d.economic.problems).

1. Teachers and other, .personnel need special training in the
goali4nd methods.Of community development to equip them
to understand and work with other agencies in the ghetto.
Thetreasoh is'that ireditionalagency people have a narrow
loyalty to their agencies whidh.precludes -much interagency

.,,Cooperation.,

2. Training sessions are also needed for elected officials,
committee, eaders.

3. The community can be viewed by -Ole school .as a system of
families and services that support them. This system would
th'en be the target of educational organizations e-d
institutions.

4. Pr 6g:ems:aimed at .changing local *ctilural pacterns must
include more than formal .inetruCtion 'irom*8f30 to 4:00.

5. Even the interagency approaehmifst remain flexil1e and
involve-the wider community and the families,,of the students
in a varying mix.

. Guidelines for teachers or school administrators working
with officials from other agencies.

a. The worker stibiild .always consult an officer of another

department and get his consent before committing him
to proidde help on a project.

h.:14hentheworker 10.160s before he starts on aproje4 that
he will need to call on other officers for help, he_ .

Should either invite theM to share in the plat14irig
alternitOely hith piens to ,them for 'comment.

4y 7 ,..z Ac.... 1,11,0NPrISTMPOP aim to .1.tsure that, all those who help

:.:: ;§X it' ; eiif ;P;t,0410# ,.t.0t, ';*41. full shaie of credit for' whatever
xe.it;;;04$, 0.1.0.,s.'ipti.!...f..'il-413' means Aettiig 'esti' iiiklit.,,,,,,l-:;:.4Nic-:iiiilsiiiieit. ..!....,-, ,:,..... ,, f ',

, . , .

! -'1i '. ,' 4.4. -1-ci1-1,,:- rt7,1%. ';- ',.1 ::11. - ; - :''''S : . . : ..!" i .'
. ,', ; ;:d..:,Thel-'41,bk,er.4-tittiOuld:.:keeri-his,i3IsitxtputposessAn. mind and

..- t-,,.z :v-,..-.,:thStStOte,, ;*Isf-naturaliresentment. under control; .when
;.i' ; i.c.P'.,,,. , iil thihe:).*ivhe,.;aelle.ii for Ai not forthcoming.. . :: s. ss. .: s'
.0...,1, il ,,f ,f,.!fir....iret;.,:.; t.,-,ii,--.. y. f?': '7: r`.'" '', ?,' 2,-_,,,,;:., ,,-...; , , t ,,,,: :
gduiddi ''.. " 1' -, : *'" 1 :',

.:

71'1.4.1""." 'err'
riff

144,!irt;% .' .
js ,1 .: V'' ,:)'. :' s '': A ' : . .

Aiken, JaMes '13-. ..A `high ichooLpaktticipates (1906.)..1,,... ..
Baltzell, E. Pigi*ted.) The Search for Community in Modern

America .11968)
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Batten, T.R. Training for Community Development (196-:

-A0"0-41-DtR;':'......AIIThelti:MLI92JASPAIME145E27211i (1965)

Bonner,. Hubert,. Group Dynamics, Principles and Applications
(1959) *.

:Adaer,J3o74 R. Cleavage in Peoplesville's Power Elite (1966)

Dentler, Robert A. A critique of education. projects in
'community action programs (1967)

INutiLdeon,- Marion G. Teachers as active political citizens (1968)

Du Sautoy, Peter, The Organization of a Community Development
Proktat (1962)

Eddy, Elizabeth, Anthropology and teacher education (1968)

GordonirEdmund_Wf.& 711dereon, Doxey.A. Al113atOLLECOMChication
for the Disadvantaged (1966)

Hunter, David R. The Slums: Challenge and Response (1965)
1*

Mayer, Albert, Some iPecial points in urban community development
(1961) *

Allier, Paui A. Inanticipation of the learning community (1969)

Moynihan, Daniel P. What is community action (1966)

Poston, Richard W. Contmunity'action: The great* need (1963)

Stabler, George M. New needs and new horizons (1966)

Derr Richard L. Urban educational prOtzlens (1967)

-Lippitt, Ronald, Theyouth culture, the.school system and
the socialization.cOmnunity (1965)

iftewmann,tred:M:& Education and community

Involving, parents and other neighborhood people

1. Involvement in school programs.

This pis, the .matter of .developing parental support for programs

of,interest to the school. Some of the ways in which local
peOAO'have been involved are:'

i.lherha4e'been stimulated to organize tutoring prograis.

'b. They-haVetieen hired to work `with teachers and school

social workers. Local peOilie"are often the best recruits
for:Trogrami.becausii,they canAridge the gaps between
agencieivari&-theiriclientelesili

c. Cultural visits to-places'0f interest have been organized.

-GteCpshive'bein oiginitedlor ''participation' in school
program.Iif t`'' `i** r" p.'SZIP61140*10q0

been *eitt "oit-to meet parents or even

function' as uoietiunity`^+a3orkere.`'

f. The method of 'each one teach one' has been used.

'I 6

1
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Sourced)

:.:Ittaget:i;:9e:.?rge..,.Effectiii.orani...alcbaneTbrouha
Demonstration Project: The Case of the Schools (1967)

ti .,..

Douglas, Joseph H. Training leadership for social change (1968)

Cordon-EdmUnd:Wilderion, Doxa5i A. Compensatory Education

for the Disadvantaged (1966)

Hunter, David R. haliTheslums:cesonse (1965)

'.'Ornstein, Allan C. Program revision for, culturally disadvantaged

children ,(1966)., :; ,,

Pasiet, Barry A. S Parker, aim M. The poorbring adult education

to the ghetto (1968)

Paulson, !eldon, Research, training, and action in Milwaukee's
are: A'Caie study about procesi (1967)'.

.Reissman, ?rank, The 'helper' therapy ,principle (1967)
t , ,

EarclayilaWrence, :the home visit (1967)

Wilson, James Q. The urban unease (1968)
\

',Levin,: -Daniel V... Can in- service training save-the inner city

schools/ (1968)

SchraR, Peter, Saving the city (1965),

2. Guidelines for involving imments
,

a. Most alleged causea'of non-participation by parents are

related 'to loWliocioeconomcc stefus:' Theiefore, a

program forAnvOlViligoparienf64hould concern the three

'pasc,determinants,of so9io-economic. status,,Oucation,
occupaifon, and income. In other wOrds,,begin where the
parents are rather than where the school is.

11r.':".;::

..
/:

b. The-schooi musi-fike'ihe-initiative in making contact.

c. The school cannot meet iii-the'needs of Parents and

the-cOoperatiaa.of-other agencies.

d. Pada to face COntadt,ii.the best way tO get cooperation.

.e.J4cal people can,,notifyand contact each other.
I, it, ' , r .

t9104.44V0,,tWoppotunity,.,to contribute as

Fli?)111.1

:sf:1:4141--; 'Ig:Plitienfit4504Uit:PtakcOparvin,pkanning,-;airiali as in

cetryingoutAefiVities:Thebest.A4a5r-to involve people
..;,,,,ppilt0.0Afint*TUFttv;ty4lt,tq let ,them set the goals.

ti;;;1 ' r1.3t--34.0;40:4- *18011.0,$4.7* pd,.44,4# Ahquld be given to
;:$0i1:114e: :4601; '.5 t,. .

tz3,500,4444,0404 9$1,0P.Witng pm, Oeri 0,,parents' ethnic

group *old& ti ,.;

.,

i:14418j1 .
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,\-, j..Theirespl.t0.4:4 joint' schooll-parent activities should be
:.,..::2shared,with parents. (Note the.. relationship between

this item :and items g and h above.)
"" The schoOl.shoUld be a" community school.

.

1. Status differences between parents and teachers should
be -minitaized.

m. Solutions to problems must come through the residents'
'' owt efforts.
n. Ghetto .people 0,o not recognize that they have economic,

- or educational problems. They have only one
problem: Life:. They do not think in neat bureaucratic
or disciplinary ,boxes. Therefore', any .program which

..wants to support must be holistic and begin
at some point which is salient to them.

.Sources.

Cli:nard, Marshall B. 'Sliiina:"antLCOMyn4 Development (1966)

Conn, Robert .H.. The-art of :communication (1968)

Dän1i, Arthur Couiniuriitiltelfaie'oranization (1958)
DuSautoy, Peter, The Organization Development

Trogriata .(1962) . '''
Hunter, David R. The (1965)

,. ,

Levine,. Daniel V. erequisite fore success in working with
parents of disadvantaged youth (1966)

Paulson, Beldon, . Research, training, and action in Milwaukee's
Inner core: A case study about process (1967)

, Rempson..Joe R. School-Tarent- programs in :depressed urban
neighborhoods (1967)

. S.ehnert, Prank U. ,Action for .better education; (1968)
Schiag, Peter, `Saving the city :(1965)

InYà]vernent of paents in hbOihto'cijilt_s_u44' ng and
dev'elopment- --' `

...This. is :the,,,heart: of ,cominunity developmeAt in. urban areas.
.;includes .ell; of the Alther,--th-ingsAg this outline. It

involves both a set of methods and approaches which have
been found to be _effective and a,moFal. and political view
'that 'it be tiee 0X:' peoz1e. govern thdii 'ova local

.' '' '". for iicitlilki),f them.
. . 4: Vri?ri :,1; 4 1

a. amarastettirsptugttemnrmutietelwmedevelopment a roach
1 . ` 1 , . & C1,,*"..'

N 1); devei9pMent, . it is not
,,; ,cOrsestned ttot pio#1:pte; litp.:stipkle.:solutions to specific

local pr-Oblers.
'-',P,0*441).#3r *Vce.9,PPPAPt ij4*;gPT14,e,Ple44 to assist the people

. :.,\:"',.! 45 .1: Itfi

21,6-2
j.
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..:J..totake an 'integrated approach to solving. community

' 'problems... 'This occurs when the people take the
initiative', their plans can integrate. the activities

cf self7help with back-,up services from outside agencies.

3) Coacaunity, development is. concerned to foster a process
of growth in group problem solVing ability and of the
sense of community'.

4) Cbimnunity deVelOpment is concerned to develop the
'horizontal'patterns in a community which connect
the iietibers'to- etch other. (This is in opposition to
theimain,trelid of our time"Which is to strengthen the

; patterns which,Connect Citizens to agencies
outside the 'community' like national and regional

: : 'businesses; '!and:.,state, and national government agencies .)
,. - f, , ,

5) CommimitydevelOpnient.tikei the pOsition that science
cannot set goals, properly speaking, and that 'therefore,

so heyond their role .,of describing
snit- pre;Cribe goals, they speak as

citizetWonly:', ,ixt.this role their opinions -should not
be _giysen,,heayier weight than the opinions of other
aitiiens.

b. 'Guidelines eo le development
process.
1/-.Even-when people chiiose a project themselves, the

'iorket ,Shotild cheat '.to see that 'it meet3 'a real need.
2) The worker 'needs to he `able to convince people that

",he- really wants-to htllp them.
3) goluticins to problems 'must be acceptable in the people's

tern ii as the worker'S'. (See 'action on improving
cross-cultural communication.)

`,4) The worker-,needs Itti give as much attention to leaders
who do sympathise with his...aims ae to those who do not..

5) The worker should not assume, if the people readily
a project, he..suggests that they therefore

Want-U. and- Will genuinely do their best .to carry it
through to a successful conclusion...
Th.w.workerta Should-zake sure that the project has and

keep' the stippijrt ',Of. everyone': Whose help will bt;

-
'must' itry..ioentire that:if0 changes he

.prepotes, t :110, e.tprotoptga o not adversely
affect the status of the -peoplees traditiOnll leaders.

8)-130orestiggasting-a 'project or assigning work, define
t'Or":614004,141 as clearly specifically as possible

iiedde the .project win meet .

-9) When,-suggesting a project or assigning work,. ask whether
Aforeiititain with a view to

getting the people to assess the need- for themselves.
A6*3
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Newmann, Fred M. & Oliver,. Donald 17. Education and community (1967)
Ravitz,:.Met, The role of the school in the"urban setting (1963)
Schrtig*...P.:eter, Saving the city (1965)
Shield's', games Jr.:, _Education in Community Development (1967)

Stalleytfarshall, : The community as -an extension, of the .classroom
(1.P67)- .

Warren, Roland L. toward a reformulation of community theory (1966)

7.7

4. Problems 'of' school involvement in coinm deyelopinent

In. order for .scilools, to participate effectively in
Coirsiiiiity'develoimient, their bUreancrittic rigidity

'..:'needtrttOI*brOk:en Pit,ln,,:.anct,t4e-,gap between them and
their; ciiex4eile, in, poor. areas,needs to 13e --narrowed..
.ethos' or-accomplish -this clude: .

1) Demonstration, of unorthodox, techniques, e.g. home-
''wOi 1 ints

!;,, ,

1), Integrative methods, that is for community groups to
work with the schoolit to Chin& theist:, .this- is
prac.ti4a1 if" the. schools and the-. community- share
objectives.

3) Iressurelitethod8 . . These' are used to overcome. basic
or to force arestructuring of
(see -below-, Identify Changes)

'b. itioit in ëdvèation which di) riot involve key school
personnel like teachers, Irincipals, or superintendents
but cfrimik4hi:cr.rther:can eipect- local reaction,4te likely
to be evadedor diluted. to ineffectiveness. ,Therefore,

t4 2f ; t - 4 . , 4

new yrograms mist hive incentives In ovi for the 'old
guard' to cooperate.

c. Fait-00 ,,Whictil tend to pieyent schools from participating
in

-, ' 1 .-, , 4 , .,:' -.!... ._ .,, .
.

1)- tli.6' sChoOl's preotiCuoation with its own problem.
2) Trdi;it, ionark, tach ment

,.....,:.-.aade of schools ffrOrs,coAtunity life
in the m#sds of educators, students, and parents.

,,:.., --,,,:.:, .;: .. ,...--.' .' ' .

'3) tisual e-way planninv by administrators of school.
t.:.',WeCtivitiete!, -, ''', . '':-.,-. e -.:,:-,s.4.:.:,c.. ,..,-, : , ,:. . -.

4) TOli0818tAill', of"no.n4egidents,
triOloqiti:OeitiftAinal-' to AtIVeit attention ',to neiOrhood,

6) SCho4:,OffiCialsfeeling,:no pressuze pr suppr.rt..tp
engage 'in such a 'program.

4111. .1' 4 4 -U,Ctftlice qt. school people -DecRma, encangi,eu
political or -other controversial civic

itait00414i0ic 1.0,040i46,1*(eiii( of the:., ,M; 1,,
coMmUnity TS development' atta means to the alto of
education.

kM
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tli.4414 cle ,university, trained consultants require special
overiencebefore they can effectively

.1,nkcirmatiOn to less well educated members of
the lowei.class..

e. Programs that get &mu to 'gut issues' of low income people
are resisted due to-the-Ailemmas theypose for professional
groupti who strive to maintain a semblance of professionalism
irithe broader community.

.;

f. Traditional. agency People' including teachers lack the
AtitUdee and Skills which Woad allow them to cooperate
effectively in broad interdepartmental programs. Their
-attitude of :loyalty toward-and identification with their
respective, agencies preclude such cooperation if they
feel that the status or autonomy of their agency is
_threatened. This is a point flit. which proper teacher
or4htatiOn. and' training; 'Would- be of great value for
improving edUCatibh iii the ghetto.)

Aiken, Janes 14-Ahigh SChOOlparticipates (1966)
Batten:,;:r.t. Training.: for Community Development (196)
Batten, Kumar' Factor in COminiiiiityIlork (1965)
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.
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CoMMunity Council Of- Gr4ater New York, Itsues in, Community Action
iteieardh; (1967) _ ;

t.
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action. programs' -(1967)- , -

DtinhIM," Arthur, (1958),

Norihan, Daniel P. What is. community ,actiot:0(1966)._ .

,Stableti George'-M6: -New. needs ,and new: horizons (1966)

trail-Au" Save tie"'infier city
-1,.-1-0°.q61(11), (iNn

!Gf:Odeqough.,Ifard- . coo e- (1963)
Tez: t'

V ir';',e1:141eiseltrthallge.;-,-
:)`1!'" SVVan: Af:Ag Sr

*.

e learning #ort of ':.1,derititiq change..
4.1.;,f1< "f$.4,'

tttWq.:fF.Lr-4WP:f,F, fq,lre -;0,3;°0 Fiv4Fil ,th9:11',e0:4V3
acgiit rig ,a s.

Oewldetititf"eit 7i101,116-115. tin
-00#4411.Arelk,ftatho,41144uttificatiopet for ;advancing

identity

In every
pass
is designed
through



The tcasic problem of the ghetto dweller is that for many reasons
,he`'41.'''tf/iiCked'frbni:1011bking the :regular paths of identity change

"of* air satiitY'; 'The' problem of educatitin in the ghetto is that
it has failed to equip the students to do so.

AChaiteristics of identity, change:

= -1

l. Everyone 'goes through a,number of identity changes in his
life as he passes through ,various stages and occupies various
statusses. Education is essentially an attempt to induce
people. to change 0.0..r self-concept in certain ways desired

11Y:400160,.
Eachlipariotetbelfrconcept is. made in) from the perceptual
categoties.tehas available to him as a result of his

3. People did Cb..4ii ge*iieit identities in two ways. They can-- rearrange their existing perceptual' Categories in new
combinations, as, for example,' when a man combines his view
of himself with his concept of marriage to conceive himself
a married man. The other way _people change their identities
is by aCifiiiri'neW perceptual categories, ae, for example,
when kyount,-Mak got)es, ta,medical school and learns the
perceptual_ categories, necessary to a conception of himself
as' a abcpjf. - -*

'4 The irStf fthe.-:-tiid Ways- is -Much the-easier to accoMplish,
and:lam....eduC&itional:, efforts 'should-. be.: directed toward- this

ehould.,try,:to appeal to her students in
terms of theOwn_identities,and identity, ideals. Otherwise
the students -be 'motivated' to learn.

`The'iliferna&-i5f- trying :to Change the perceptual framework
themselves by introducing new

perceptual categories can be accomplished only insofar ase
---- the teahercansubject the students to new experiences

sufficiently shocking that the students' are jolted' into
new Wayaof:looking,fat themselves: Since.:this,.'cannot 'be

done under present policies without iiome..degree of :voluntary
cooperAtion,from the students, the prospects for this _kindof 'Ü-'e

y- - '
6. Therê lie 'Itirther'reqiiiienient for succeSsfUl identity Change.

PeoplelOatige:r.,thecirtvieits of themselves because they find
themaeyeS,;insitUationl,whe.re their_old identitiesfno
Icifitek..ii-titheii'ineeds and 'Wheie old ;ipilit4"4:tmai
frafneWork :0040 make sense of the sitUation. In 'Order to
main't414,44Ahar:Agei its-,-neceiearritir -then to continue
to,:haVe..',.40:etiences to which their new perceptual system
is applicable.,- If they return to the situatiOnk2they.,;,Vere
in ''.`fifOIT.10:,;..t..e.;,*4T,Lio, and do not continue, to have experiences

e-fF.

he ne4fdezititiefi-; tlêy 'tAti be
o ost('the--iieW identitf 'anifrevert to the

7. Pdople,oftn feel r'.;COnaiderable anxiety over impending changes
in their' 'identities -even- when pthey, want very ouch .ta make

7
f
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the change:;Anct:We''have evolved.ways -of helping people get
thrpgh,pe,major identity- changes our society requires.
Thils,for'arample,'a bride is gi:refia*!'ahower , and through
it is confirmed in her cbmmitment to' go through with the
weddit4r.ancl,encouraged-1:;.....the envy and atteation of her

8.-In easeswhere an individual or a group wants to make a change
,of identity' which is.- not a normal part. of growth in their
society,' their ati,tiety-causesss.them.to commit some act which

. will icommit:'them..irrevocably to :the change.- Such acts
include! sudden. rudeness or radical changes in. dress which
forde'-others.tostop retarding the:.one.attempting to change
in the old way. Since actions'which achieve this end must
.b0 very provocative .antisocial actions are tempting way
to iteeottaish it. Whatever-the'consequences of such acts,
:One "iiever be '_the sane after committing them'. This is
particUlarlY. the 'case where :the iproblem .1:s seen primarily
as one of forsaking an old identity the 'specific form
sof,,,the .new is secondary concern. _Thus,: the various actions

.13/445, ,peOple:Uie,..in advocating, !Black Power', e.g. coarse
prO4ocative language, and in adopting Atrange .styles of
dress, can be viewed as acts intended to Commit the people
doltilthent-irteVodably tO.'foreaking their old identity and
'looking-fOr-a new. 'Since ednceition,Is an attempt to induce
'identity:therige -Stith .'.acts should be 'interpreted as readiness
for education properly presented 'rather than as shocking
evidence of unfitness for education

'9 tin-order''to 'change hia;identity,; a,persOn'must have an idea
Of What leatiftes, is that. he would. like ;to obtain and
*aome,clear..way of obtaining them. Every society therefore
proliidee Models toward. which, AO members can ,strive.
If,,,,however,. people are, blocked from reaching their identity

s by social pressure or changing 4icuruatanees, they
must either retreat into fantasy or woik''fOr a new social
Oider4.,4 'This' is ?the ':situation of the hlack AMeriCan today.

. (See,.'Revitalization Movements')
t

'11.! In'',Order for-an identity. 'change' to be -suctetsful a person
ibe'iiticcepted"-in hirti by those around him.

Itf. teachers: ilu,c.cp0.. in is,timi4lstin.g,,,oudents to new efforts
based'. oti new 'self--images, .the change will not last unless

...;',0`-thefteadhaebegineWto:`,ticia.t the mittidentstApproptiately for
't.'.:.0iti',:tikiiiilletititlYea:.4444keiWitle;J,:41%.''the,Otudeiriteare attempting
P11t041CCOititiliii*ztli;Siteif theitidown'l, through such

altattife' lariF!tige; 'Afro' hairdos ,

Yef:Mgg recognize the
-new identities bt. the iltudente Can only alienate 'them.

"-A

.066400114400.1atif ti.:10C'4; CiiiipceietionAti'?Cileifie11963)

. ! 0,
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. identitv:..change. in, ghetto schools

'Often: teachers dettiand that students learn things which
violate-their identity ideals.

,., ..
2. Identity change- is frightening. It. can only take place in

a relationship of mutual respect and trust.

3 . As anew identitr is adOptect, it, ,must . express itself in
new,-relationship& with others, including.the teacher. If

the teacher continues. to have the same, expectations of the
.,:stUdentsand to:demand 'that they adhere to the: old relation-

,ship'witk.her, she will ,effectively Prevent.the. identity
n,change..frotactaking place. One, cannot 'maintain an identity

, if -,othefsrrefuse to',accept it.

4. It is impossible to teach democracy in an undeMOcratic way.

It7is- also:impossible to teach:citizenship if the school
i4si:afraidsto-vermit the discussion of .real current social
problems in. -clatis

6. It is impossible for teachers to teach citizenship if the
teacher herself is a mode]. of 'political apathy and non-
iüvdivSméñt. ".'

,

PersOns of low :socio-economic ,status are. likely to be more

:do.gmatic,thanpersons of high socio-economic status. This

- h44,410,907,tence for learning which affects identity. Some

; imnortant-4points are; ;
a. Such personileel Alienated and have a tendency to

defaMe,.-school values. They 'act 'in a

paOsi*e.:and,lielding:manner to the on-rush of life.

"b. The "tendency to ,avoid a feared stimulus is stronger the
c]ehindividua1 is to

c. Such ersons feel hostility and anxiety toward 'perceived

F':1 :4 . .

StiCht.:,persons frequently exhibit 'withdrawal ': tendencies .

e. People who are afraid 'Of a 'stimulus are fearful.
:t.,Ans:tritctions..from persons. , in. ,authority, which are 'designed

to;.:intiibititheir.feeling& tend, to _enhance effect.
'` 1.An :245.1aterace 'person is 'convinced he -cannot read.

C.:, He fdict:not, choose to teach these
riti44:01k*144ey1 41.:0,notchoose him as their, totor. He is

fiV0'44 100013:#00-;40444# in the -first :.-ptace:.,.-;$&-will have
-flajA.11)01)st,,of., personal leadership.

:1 '")iiVit idif chine as It OPike of conflict
3

a. A''-44tW.eliVies; those having power and often identifies
with models perceived as holding this resource,

,Otif is., EtC;,O.P.P0MgrcaPcl Mti;#1.P4rt.t

b. Vhens4e,izieSeI,,ler excessively rejecting and hostile the
child- iabéli; t Se -negative and regards Social agents

3
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'identity change
: es" P.. `.-

Wf- 1:.theie ekists'iiigh potential in every person forttfurther growth

Peoples ,,,grow,,,44 competence when encouraged :but not ,preas,ured
3. Leadership grows when prOpet encouragemetit litePs 'are taken

'4: flitlidziore .InVolited:;a ..peidon .14, 'the steater is -the' Potential

5. identity change takes tine
ja-lef.6:,,,Afteiltrbehaviot thatige;.:PeOple` twit .be helped to develop

confidenCe 'in their new roles.

helTicir Ait .benefitted at
least as MO ,

,
. ,

8. -,,v,Aygii,4i.,Air. cho,o3:41phlactp,,,,rust oiffer,..the,, student

.41,
=Ad....-.! -es,4iven-ab-ovs.tor obstert pare ;,..martiCipation

tadititiit).,,ni 'healthy change in
s,),,,:lak;".441E.,:!-!4:*p.14

.",1

614 141.! ti**Oieiikir414:6,sited*Oho4i: '--eqUiArlielitiOn 'tam tesult
1:argit, thangee, -1410.404'eatilitittttitiidettleapite

other'words, if whites are
thfiy, like each" h.,40 't.)`,461".V. (4, , L ..;
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that hold power, as,,undesirable models.

he,child.wil./ adopt an idealized model whose primary
characteristic iè to reject Such behavior.

4.,,,Lack of congruence.1be-4weenidealized, model that rejectssci4 pcer..and the recognition that academic excellence
..resultis insócial power will lead to inhibition and
"*- blocking-- of fUtuiecadeMic Striving.

SoUrces-:- t

Arrowsmith', William, The Alture of Teaching (1967)

i$tii, Severyn 3. Coixtunities in Action (1963)

Catalano, Thelma; The proCesa of mutual redefinition--counselling
and teaching children ,from, urban, slums (1967)

Donaldson, Marion 6.14eachers as active political citizens (1968)

zEddj? Blilabtith,.,71Anthropology and teacher' education (1968)

Friedenberg, Edgar Z. An ideology of school "withdrawal- (1966)
.

Kagan, :Teraina, The *choice Of Models development (1965)

MaAllh.01, ar1 & Strfrt. \Sociology and the,.classroom (1965)
Pearce, Prank -C: Basic 'education. teachers t, -Seven needed qualities

(1968)

&,F,and,p,.,1.Personality factors, which may interfere
:iiith'the Ieatiiiiieot bailie -education students (1968)
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other beiiii'lfertain conditions are Met.

meMbers*st not Conform to

' "t: iirong'en0Ogh to allow prejudiced
periliii-toi*COhdieitere6typee'witkreality.

,4. ", r t

c. The prejudiced perpontmustIlave values,:which conflict with
his prejudices or be exposed to strong pressure, such
asmWcTilol!.cies to his attitudes.

11. As in thecolMun4y development process in the community as
a whole,thiiiliWidenttiyZaangii.an be induced through

CrsOive,problem solving;

a. 'Invoiiivaehii iWaiainOsitegoOd-ano bad points of
.z

kclsgsroott4.-1 o ! 4 't

Seminars!ipVteennleaders-can-examine unhealthy divisions
in the# Peer society.

, ,

c.,$,Xamine data on causes of problems between youth and

!-,: "4e. -r;

d ;Ilse of older 'children as tutOre' to help the yoUnger
4,;4:,,...,v0P#FirstgiVe-fthem.:some simple training.

Sources

'f Theeide; Comm) Development Process
t1965P'

Bonner,-Hubert, asmpmEls,21Principles and Applications (1959)

Levinei *Aill447fOr-4iion'tO iniegrati..Our schools

'4"'Affififtirk6064WA'INe'IOuih4Utinke; the school system and the

4P014044041(r4LPOW 040.51 f

the .school in thelArban ,setting (1963)

Stalley, Marshall, The community as an'ektensiondf*the classroom
119674

t01,041.0,110APICR4:: ociai, aratificatiOn and,..,academic-t4ehievement
(1961) 14,-0

,,
vill4Mtrwiv-Aar,.013413.-t.914q tiSlumivAnd4CcitoMunity,DevelOoment.,i(1966)

, .
;AA

Conn Robert H The art of'i6giikeiii616, Way'

(1g58)
``.. t' 01 t",..,}Ar/CT. .5-^-14'4 %,,,A ,:, 17.-r!.; t;

eter,'T) e Or anitationl,of a .Communit Develo !tient
::,.D.,;(0**

:00'1 '` #

"

unter, David R. The Slums: Challenge and ResponseL965)

rer_eqUisitcqfor4succes,9-4,10forkingwith parents
", t,

AA A. rh ^ t`;' t A

'4/74-PJ,4 -S

aining**. actiott'itf. Milwaukee 's

0.04 'PrOgePO,4nn eT'situ'at.0
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Aespsen,Aqe R. §chool-parent programs in:depressed urban
r,?v::...,:.-11!(314409041(19§7):,

Sehnert; ?ranklf..:-Action forlietter education (1966)
*: , .

so,;48, pacerlj:.Saving,..the..city (1960,
1- :1. *- ,,,

D. Some 32a11Lofts.........ler change as seen bLcommtnent
A! Increased pride in. community and hope: for it.
2. Groirth!'it :peritortitr 0Otireige.

fact finding skills.
'4!..)/tiarciSiied skill in meeting strangers
5. Increased belief that' personal involvenmet man, affect civic

action.
u.Areness effect of .ones actions on others.

Sources
` »4 *.c

Bruyn, Severyn J. Communities in Action (1963)
ws

Sullivan, Leon U. S,,Ifrbelp and ,motivatiort,fOr thie'underprivileged
-(11968):

*'.8:' '',ReiiiiiiiiiitionfitiOVesitiiits , .. ''ss

1.,ie s: '; ,^ 4...',' ol'iNr, '.1:i. ,: S' .:1 '1 7t' F, '' ' "r: ,:: ' '. ,. r 1 '
1111,111,,,A.,4;91) Ati*P3 :0 c.,..,kang4 i'.,t8,-collecti.ve identity but is blocked
'from king so by Circunstarices such as hostile laws, race prejudice,
or iiiiiatiaCd';-qt silie4Oriesi.dt'Iiidiatizett and and its members
eithiliftatiiiiiiii67.'behii(ribilitieV'agi Irtiiing'.dliiii''ratei;' riots, and

:titistiktiO4Sat:!.!:':',Tfiiii':iti'',*ef!liiittiiitiiiii of ifig.ibladt:,dcilimunity in
da:.cetO4iif:".;''.640fil'Oe -Toilii"peOpio.:gile:'4iit--ok'lli4ch circumstances

`Is i.fthiefug***itaIOStiOri "tiOVeinen'tg'. The tilitOk'.-Coiraunity today is
*Wet-got:4 dne:iif:,-tijOiirgeritre:Ifr,itatiivatiOn,'iiioVeiiients in history.
So it is .4np-iiitintk4t)iiiiivanyaridlhO's-iittinds'tciA4orle,in American
ghetto :firrideratiind.sthe.,kriattrre .,of,.,Such..mov,ententS...... The principles

..sh .,uader3.14.,,mirfittilizetion7:16oveinentoilonotc.r:...:::::

1. 'When a group- Of people becomes dissatisfied 'because its
3i.l..,,..cpliectiVe.riktRiatitY.:,13.r, the.lsealbees.,14ities no longer

. ,

, i ' . ';;;,Y` Yi:i 6, Igrf?ifIlltei. "' ,q.$: k0,01114 f,,Wq,940:.10$.1...ct*,f0ii.i tr a t ed
2i.If-thetr,11,6c1:trilli,*9410''PrpT44,40:Ad:43Litable lWay for the

gfolitiOtki,a,i0S-1.:Ofeifli0 ctillidiii.elde4tirty;,;Iftmora:Lization,
''.,..4iittei=-''d:j,othef{'`sOiaiIf''deiiiitluent behavior

Viiiy. t iite:i;-tie--:.,-1.,..: r.-.1i VT ,14'.;. '

e
It ';* ISt:: lY'

1fit,16 riii4na,Self oser,lesk,of ,the ,group and the
,.,4'.*X.:' ,V1',=Stt'f' .:. , .. N;tz4 ri-i-,.. t', $ *-- t. -1 t ' - i

2,4e.^4 %-:h100 tam ,,-, C nt ors- d,4its, members., This produces
,.--.,,,,---.. I',"7::''n:c't'....J7 1--*I4.-Ptt.,,,...- ?; ..fi,..1.,: -s,,,..4.. ,...,. 0 ,

. ,- ,
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:i3timeotiel is likely to get a' sudden flash of insight which
solves the problem for him. This insight may come through
a vision pr,,other, supernatural _experience. It may come
through the individual's acquiring new knowledge. In any
case, he will experience a" feeling of salvation because
the new insight satisfactorily solves his identity problems

':arickiiiiikei :sense,- of the. .around' hii.
6. But'in 'Order for the 'individual to be Confirmed in his

new identity, others must also look upon him,,in the new
light, and to do so, they must b# converted to a new way
'of `lookiri;at thingifgeneioily.' Further, 'the individual
may see an identAty.ehange of thelgreup:with,which he

,identifies himself as being required to solve his own
.identity' Probleig. ' '

7. If many people share the individual's frustrations and if
his tnisight offers-salvation to them 'too, he'341.11
converts, and a vitalization movement will get under way.

8. Such a movement typically goes through six staget:
a. Inspiration - -this -stage is where an individual receives

'the'fiaah"of 'IliiightWhiCh 'enables him to 'reorganize
his cognitive structure and opens the way to a new
identity. It commonly 'explains' what the causes of the
individuals frustration were'- frequently, other groups,
a social system or an oligarchy. It' giVes a ptescriptiot.
far ii.'-'newiirder 'Which -41.1V-Picivide for a 'nevi Identity.

b. Communication- -the, individual^ ;reveals- his insight to
,otkers,And- seeks kcgo,peration... ,stresses two

. Tijat those,-,whe,,,havei4aith in his .message will
comfort ant-security in its authority, and that by

with him, and. performing _the acts which he
,ceo.eitimendsi thy ,will,bring4he now order into,heing

,:from/Which ,mudkt!benefit.

-c. -Or asikittiOn of "converts = if-the' !prOpheil- finds a
receptive A.-laciirertient'is 'likely to get tmdtr

I "ct. 114 z a ti on 'movement is
'-'ertisiolOtiditarY'rioveMarit bectiiiii it 'aiis 'to 'bring about

A
.".1 WPIA440,44;#690TM4494-14,14POecYjaAd create

IsY,0.3.11,404;_t4,0/14cit,Ahe, identity ;aegis tie movement's
..1AVARROG.Ft40,AaP,'=bq'119,4,004.7>,04t4,A1)9T4A0 raise

oppOsitiOn.:-''Thie Can, be .,,ei,*h,er an ac*e attempt to
stifie the-Movement, or .Cart'be simply a refusal to

4 tiler latter sort
ti.Vfn,s'al to-'helieVe in the

'''ii1.1:0tY'-'6E;Ati*Ati01:4041?reaiii-':fiftieeil itCcept the
new Viont4,0:es,..of :-Siticet' one idAnnot

,,,;rsU,c;ceeiia 's(140:,'-a'fieiwkidentity* unless others are

the,,goai
1 hack Rf..r cognition defeats

linf" 0041e44,5
hit emelt teiSOE,i,:i4TOinti,'''; 4Wed-elitiii the undying
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, ,; TheRole pf qopmun;LtyDeyelopment

I& -fimpleSt' ttirms , the, role' of .community' development is to

develop' communities .. However; 'conceded in the overt. simplicity' of that
statement, are thtee: Vetedi Fi:cst, there is considerable

-' fitulty in defining eicacily- what -constitutes a. community. Second,

because develefpient implies change and becautre change" can be toward or

away fibit'ar desitable- condition, there remains the value laien nroblem

of 'justifying= what is seen as desirable:. Third, because change:may_ be. .

directly or indirectly, there are moral and nragmatic questions

that have. io be resolved. These' three point's all need elaboration.'

." Cokinithity . In every-day speech, the ward community is' used to

indicate: -fttinpil of human beings defined- by some common characteristic.

Within the social" sciences the term is used: Variously. To geographers;

a coMitilitity' territorially defined.' To anthropologists it is culturally

defined:- .Taanthropoidgfcal linguists it .is defined in terms of semantic,

phonologietil and-grainiaticalf commonality:. As well,. within ,sociology,..
it is tioeitible to: find a 'variety of uses' which, depending on ..context,
may "recognize geogtaphical characteristics, ethnics characteristics,
cultural Characteristics or even characteristic networks e. communication.

Pervading all usages .h6Wever, is some sense of commonality.. 'No, matter

htitz -ComMimitr may- be' defined, all members of that community are thought;
to have something in cornmon. The problem arises. however,. when .commonality

beyond the 'iclefitiingi .'characteristic is 'inferred.- For -example,. we find

tonktenient ,to= talk -about the inner- -.city community, the ghetto. 021331WnitY

theblack contaultity, and so :one. Some problems are immediately apparent.

Potillstance ; hoc,/ 'does- one differentiate inner city, from: suburbiaCity

Haltqr Cilteridn-iV, of ,course, purely atbitrary...Again, if there are

diffiddleieS4ingedgrafihical definition, to what extent can it be. assumed

that,:cbtintinity in 'the sense' of 'an interlocking- network . of :social;:,relation-

shipsqiciatit-' at 'the/Si-me time: In other .twords to -what extent Aa it
'ff'simibied :finhabltants ,of` the,' efined .! community -come in

coiiiiitti With reeith '0-theit ibeyond, ;this .again,-whethet :.they ..dO ,h4ve mutual

content 4St-':notit dd.-they "share the,%same liatmsand-values? , Are Omit
beliefs and attitudes identical? There is no reason to assume. that :in

any cdtionnfitY0iOlievet,- defined;- the 'inhabitants do not, manifest as much
Ini'dj:Inembers ,of communities to which we =ougselves:

q80
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IM1 ImptIVingth$te4fteel3 eroseecultural knowled,e and skills

A. teachers need an understanding of ghetto culture and of Afro-
American culture in order to understand the habits and goals
of their'students..

B. Teachers. must not adopt an attitude of disparagement of the
student's. culture,.

Teachers must learn something of the imoact of current socio-
tultUral change-'"on the identity needs of their students.
(See'Revitalizatian'RoVements)

B.. Since, audenta cannet be taught to solve problems which they
denot recogeize as sueh,-the goals of education must jibe
with ehecie of...the etedents. This means either:

1. The teachers must share the students' goals, or

2. The teacher must be willing to adapt her teaching to them.

B. Sinee,identity change can take place only in an atmosphere of
matuel truat, th teacher must care whether the students learn
aLd must believe they can.

F. Some portion of the teacher's training should be in a slum
school.

G. Before suggesting a project or assigning work define for one-
self as clearly and' specifically as possible the exact need
or needs- which it is.heped the project will meet.

H. When suggesting a project or assigning wo-k, ask whether the
need exists, and promote discussion with view to gett!_ag
the students to assess it for themselves. Try to get them
to consider:

1. The extent of the benefits that the project would bring.

2. How they could carry it out.

3. What difficulties they would need to anticipate.

I. Teachers can engage in diagnostic research--collect data in
the classroom, hold workshop, discuss and interpret data
and plan changes.

J. Teachers must understand the nature of revitalization movements
and their relevance to education.

1. Strong revitalization movements are going on in black ghetto
communities all over the United States, especially among
young people. Such groups as US in Los Angeles, The Black
Panthers in Oakland, and The Black Muslims is New York
are revitalization movements at least in part.

2. The members of these groups
identities for themselves.
behavior, religious fervor,
often the violent character
major ideatity change.

3. Since they are trying to establish themselves in new

are trying to establish new
They show the rigidity of
intolerance of deviation, and
of people in the midst of a
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1.0enti,tips, they feel a great need for any assistance they
geeats t, A.n,leareing the skills needed for.their new roles.

Thus., they. are the ghetto's best niospects for education.

4. But the adherents' of suc'i 'Black Power' rekdiiiization
_ovements are often precisely the people whom teachers
have the greatest difficulty communicating with. This is

. not-surprising. The behavior of people caught-up in a
revitalization movement is likely to be violent, fervent,
irrational, and intolerant of traditional rules and
authority. The teacher's values include rationality,
thoughtfulness, orderliness, and obedience to traditional
authority and rules. Teachers are likely to be so
repelled by what they regard as the excesses of the movement's
adherents that they will feel that people who engage in
such 'immature' behavior are 'not ready' for formal education.
Regarding themselves as reasonable people, teachers condemn
what they regard as unreasonable behavior. They prefer to
work with people who are relatively calm and reasonable.
But, as we have seen, it is precisely the people who
are going through the trauma of radical identity change
and who show it by emotional, irrational, and sometimes
violent behavior who feel the greatest need for education
properly presented.

5. This presents teachers with a dilemma to which Goodenough
(from whose book these ideas are taken) offers no real
solution. Adherents of 'Black Power' revitalization
movements are the ghettos' best prospects for education.
They are desperately trying to work out new identities for
themselves, and in these efforts they need all the assistance
they can get. But their violent rejection of their old
identity and with it the whole social setting of which it
was a part, makes them intolerant and susnicious of
authorities within the traditional structure. Teachers
are authorities within the traditional structure par excellence,
This position, combined with their own readiness to dismiss
as immature or irrational the behavior of these students
makes any communication between them and the students almost
(not quite) impossible. Bridging this gap requires
exceptional strength, understanding, warmth, and tolerance
on the teacher's part. And let there be no mistake; the

responsibility for bridging the gap must be largely the
teachers.
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SECTION IV
t..

SUMMATION

0ne.single-minded assumption lay behind our initial decision to

include'Community Development among the array of disciplines thought

relevant to.the task of educating disadvantaged .children, It was that

if- knowledge of- the vroblems- and difficulties inherent in 'promoting .. -

community development were communicated to,teachers, then some naive

and erroneous prejudices about the 'improvement' of ghetto environments,

might be eliminated We were well aware of.the widespread view that

individuals can, wit/re-little enterprise, better.-their lots and that

communities can, if they have enough fortitude, initiate -and carry out

self- improvement pTagrams- effectively,. :We were also- aware of fallacious

basis of such a viewpoint and of!the mammoth effort necessary to,,convert

disadvantage into comparability :.. We reasoned that teachers whose

ignorance led then to believe, that effort is everything,,would,bese,

their-teaching on inadequate grounds.. We reasone&also.that .11,as a.

consequence. of their: ignorance, -they held-negative attitudes towards -

the parents of their pupils, this too would. be dysfunctional: Our search

of community:development-literature and. our consultations confirmed-our,

initial. assumption. However, we also gained access 'to ideas that extended

our thinking well beyond our originally, limited nerspettive.,

It is the oirpose of this section,ofFthe report- then te.give.art;,..;

overall account of how we think knowledge of community development is

relevant to teachers of disadvantaged.thildren and:how7their,,action .

might.be.modified..accordingly.. However, it should be pointed-out that

thd-fine.-detaik'ofthe procedures necessary to ensure that, such knowledge

becomes- internalized. by the,,teachers,-and incorporated in .their behavior

subsequently, will: not be provided here.- Our immediate intention igivto.

provide'abrotd, outline - -a strategy: for training, If you will: The

specifie.tactics will. comet later. Therwill be attendant initially on the

marshalltag,otthe human and technicaresoUrces necessary. Then-and

only then4:can' a, complete; and detailed, battle plan.bwdrawn:up. If . :

the battle analogy can be protracted a little futtheri.tbe-printed,.

report represents a reconnaissance. We have surveyed the ground,

reviewed the nature of the objective and made a quick review of available

178
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resources. To convert the overall strategy into specific and detailed

tactics which are economical and, efficient will require collaborative

efforts between educationists and community developers, As we see it,

the educationists. will- take. our recommendations and modify them in

accordance with. what is educationally .feasiblegiven. their own knowledge

of {i) the education system, (ii) of their own existing training .

system,. (iii) of the human resources they have, (iv) of the material

resources -they have,. and. so on. They will then produce a suitably:

tailored set of behavioral objectives which. will specify what- the trained

teachers of disadvantaged children. will need to be able to do..' Then

they will seek :guidance, from community developers- again, asking-for :.

greater elaboration of specific., . community development , content relevant

toi the accomplishment of the objectives'. The. resulting two -way dialog

would turn., produce- modification of the behavioral objectives until

a satisfactory: rapprochement; were accomplished At .that- point the

educationists *would'undertake their initial test. of what is now, in. effect,

a curriculum They will.try out their program With :its suitably written

course- work,. its aids (film, transparencies,. video tapes; etc.) , its

programed learning; its its real life: experience components,

and so fotth. On 'the. strength of the results of. the test, further.

'modification will be made until. the program can meet the stringent
requirements. of efficiency specified: .*. At that point it would be.

implemented' as zC full! scale training program. .

However, much, of this lies in .the future The immediate problem

is to'skettivin'the broad basis' from which such .a development can be under-
taken. !This will be done by considering the matter from two' points._ of

.view:' ',thelrolwol.community development, and .(ii) the teacher: awl/.
community tiavelopment Because a 'recognition. of the nature. of the..- ,

711l ity.1:4evelopmentprotess is, s',114eestary pre-condition for relating
the teacher, consideration 'of. then role of community- development

'And* coiSinunityi developers comes' first. However, readers who would. want

a More; idetbiled; And-Tenstrating. discussion of 'this topic should- refer,

to soft of tht'balic: writings in tthei field , fore example,; Biddle (1965)
and Bidiflei an&Biddle r (1968). :

C.

9
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ThetHole of. q?mtmualtyDevelopment

Ift, fiapieSe terms the role of community- development is to
'develop' communities .. However; 'concealed. in the overt, simplicity of that
statement, are three. vekedi issixes Ficst there is consider able
diffiCulty in defining eicactly- what 'constitutes a. community. Second,

because develkSinent implies change and because change' can be toward or
away froir a' desirable- condition, there remains the value laden 7+roblem
of justifying= What is seen as desirable.. Third, because change:may_ be
iiadn:Ced; directly or indirectly, there are moral and nragmatic questions

that have to be resolved. 'These' three point's all need elaboration.-

Catinunity. In every-day speech, the word community is used to

indicate -grbizpit 'of-huinan beings defined by some common characteristic.
Within' the social. 'sciences the term' is used: Variously. To geographers;
a coniniiiiitif la. territorially defined.' To anthropologists it is culturally

defined:- to anthropoidKcal linguists it is defined in terms of semantic,
phonabgical and-gratimaticalf -commonality:. As well,. within ,socio.logy
it' is posit-111e to find a 'variety of uses` which, depending on _context,

may recognize geographical, characteristics, ethnic': characteristics,
-cultural Characte'risties or even characteristic networks of. communication.

Pervading' all usages 'however, is some sense' of commonality. f 'No, matter

how dbminuttityl-may. be defined , all menibers of that community are thought:-

to have something in common. The problem arises' 'however,. when .commonality

beyond the 'defining' .Characteristic, is inferred.- Psor -example,. we find

-coniienient to rabout the. inner' -city community, the ghetto' eammunity,
1-theblatk cominunity. and so :On. Some problems are immediately- apparent.

Pot-instance how' does one differentiate inner city' from; suburbia--Gity
CritericinK-, of course, purely arbitrary.. .Again, if there are

diffiddltietIn'IgedgraPhical definition, to what extent can it be. assumed
thaf?:COMitunity in the sense' ..of 'an -interlocking- network of 'social:. relation-
shiper G d to at 'the/lame tilts: In other .twards to what extent can it
be alisiniktied that-the': ;inhabitants ,:of the, defined Community' -come in

confetti' With 4tich rOttlierl, 'atiyond' this agaig, whether they .do have. mutual
do they 'share -thel%same values? Are their

beliefs aad attitudes identical? There is no reason to assuite that n
any cotipiutfityirlichiciver. defirted ;. the AnItEekitants do not. mantfast as much

AS.A16,,tnenibers,.of communities to which we ourselves:
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, , , .

belong. There is ale() no reason fOr assuming that within any community

it is not poseible.to.find different sub-groups, manifesting different

view points,Aifferent-loyalties and, perhaps more importantly, exercising

differing,amounts.of power. Perhaps sufficient has been said at, this

point to warn'against the ready assumption of widespread homogeneity with -

iwamy,community, irrespective.of how it may be defined initially.

Development:. In the-days when empirialism was rife, Britain,

France and Spain as the principal protagonists of colonialism, had no

difficulty in:deciding what develonments would be appropriate for their.

subjugated territories. ;iBaldly, development was to be economic and

ideological. ThUs:materiel-benefits and conversion to Christianity were

the two,equally-desirable objectives. .There is little substantial

difference between 18th Century colonialism and 20th Century aid to

!Ylleveloping contrits% The.two major powers, U.S.A., and Russia, both

promote economic advancv and theirreepective ideologies--although

ideology is now politica ideology rather than religious, This brief

and very.-superficial excursion into international political. science.. is

not as-irrelevant as It might seem,because-thenroblems of community

develbpment are the,Troblems of national.development writ cut small... Close
4`,:

-IP I
14: parallels can be made between the attitudes, beliefs and philosophies

that characterise international politics-and thosa-that were once prevalent

in'community'development.

'It would not be unfair to State that the. early history of

community develoPmentscarriedwertonmof naternalism too. Developers,

iMbned with. a;Vision of.a better society kthat was remarkably. reminiscent

of thetr-ovn).,- sought to induce reform-in less .'advancedt,,communities.

Of recent yedra, community development. has largely eschewed this kind

11:jf guider reform. ,They came to recognimthe-hitherto.unqueationed

valuirluisuMptions that lay ,behind such procedures. .As a- consequence-, ,

comMUnity:development has taken-ow:a certain non - directive character. ..

The: problemlor.dommunity 'developers has-become redefined as-: in what

-way -marthis7,commUnity: be-'helped to .reform itself after itA own. desire

rather ,thark.,4'in what wait.:can :this community.-be reshaped in accordance.

with 1±xy Arisheert - r

",t-PreiCeSii Band In hand with such a -change in philosophy has

necessarily -gone s.a change in,: approach -At one time ,; :community :developers ;

;V31
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wier,wfine,recognition.of.their own Wisdom and,.it would seem,-little'.

respect forthe indigences% would justify-the.means in terms of the

'.development' end..:Yrhe the basic problem. was to chwse-the method.most.

suitable for manipulating that community. Sometimes, reliance was

placed .on charismatic leadership, at other times it was placed on direct

manipulation; and other times, again on indirect manipulation. It would

be true to state that elements of the old traditions remain, but

significant modifications have been made. Although some community

developers still retain an aura of charisma, and engage from time tc
!

time, in indirect and perhaps direct persuasion, the change in objective

has resulted in 1,difference... Now the community developer uses his

skills.tohelp,the community itself. He aids them to identify their

problems, discover available resources, .decide on priorities, plan a.

form. of action and execute it--all this with sensitivity to the problem

of community identification and interrelationship. In a very real

sense. the community developer is a catalyst.. Without him the various

reactions necessary for '.developmene would either not occur at all or

might well be dysfunctional. To change the metaphor, the community

developer can be seen as both a (constructive) 'agent provocateur'

and a resource person. At the one time he prompts the community to

act and provides insight and information that will enable it to act in

accordance with.its own values.

Limitations

While the preceding account describes in,rough outlina'some.of,.

the basic characteristics of community development, it does not. indicate

the limits within which community developersemust.work. Two are worth

elaborating here 'viz. the limitations that 'the community. developer as

a professional places on linself and twoi the' imitations that result -.

frOmthe'capacityof a given community to. undertake change--its change.

readimeds AS ydu will..

Professional Limitations

rt,-IdireCtivecharadiei.of'cOMMunliti:cieveltopment, it

follows-tatth816iunitydeVeloPerhimself cannot coerce or intiMidaie

otherd'into'dddettaking 'Change action.Aidither'can he undertake to

initiat4lChaii4111401:.;-do matteehoW 'desirable he Might-C6nsider'ii '

to be. In this sendii.the communitdeveloper stands in iiigme
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relatiOhihivto hig,comMudity as does the psychoanalyst to his patient.

It followicthen.that responsibility for the nature of development and !

the-spee&withthiCh they occur cannit and does not fall, on the community

developer. -Hisiprofessional judgement' will tell him whether his efforts

are meeting with reasonable success but success would be seen in terms

of imobilisation'fcr,change' rather than in terns.of manifestations

of change..

Community' Limitations
.

Whether any given community can and will undertake change depends

on a great many interrelated faitors. In a very real sense, a community
4

is a systemin the systems theory sense of the word. That is, it is
...

composedof a variety of elemeilts (human and material) in interaction.

Within that system, im:...lh'vatiation may be manifested. For example,
_ .

interaction May be extensive,'' involving many elements mutuAllk; On.

the other hand, ii may be restricted so that a variety of sub-groups
:

;
g

may come' into existence, each operating in relative isolation. Than
-;

, .

again, the interaction may or may not be facilitative of each'sub-
. . . .-

system's goals. The 'interaction b'etWeen sub - systems similarly may or

may not be facilitative of thelarger system's goals. It can readily

be seen tht' in so far as any system

community developer's activities are

is fragmented and disrupted, the
. . . .

Consequently circumscribed. The

nature of some of these specific linCtations is worth noting. Perhaps

the best way to deal with this is to start from a consideration.of:

whaedonditioneiWauld* he necessary ifHaAt'controlled'change were to be

induced-inlany coMmUnity.:

It IS A.truismthat all communities. have problems., If action

to refotm thweause,oUthe problet.is to.be'undertaken three conditions

have)tol,e ;met; viet-(Wthe cause.of,the'problem has to be. identified,

(iWthb.potsibility of reforming it haevtO bw.gppreciated, and (iii)

the means for reforming it have got to be availablelach is'dealt with

in turf. below.

449.044141109444,924problerb.1,/4pntification,of the problem is

moreTe04y,lataWthgfT4orok,egamp1:401,o4e liatens:to the

voice of FImpusjTotesthe41,ntifiedproblem4s:a.uti4ittrian one:

Ire,n9eing,Al.yerya r,ect.p."ducatiol";,"we arejtottbeing given

a relevant.educaticie: "we
z

have, no political influence in t:4

Ili 1
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institutigms- that influence out destiny" and-so on. does not

necessarily iollow,that such specification of the problem is veridical--

Chat is that they are rightin terms of their own argument. For exEmples

the usefulness of-an education can be variously defined--socially,

euItureilly, esthetically, recreationally, vocationally and so on. Even

if the narrowest vocational definition of useful is accepted,(as it

usually is),'then whether or not individuals, upon graduation, will b,,a

able to take up the kind of vocation they desire, is not a function

solely' of their education. It is also a function of the vocational

marketplace and the economic philosophies and practices of society.

Thus the hundredsof physics Ph.D.'s -who cannot find university

appointments at themament, are not improperly educated--society is

merely over-supplied with: their kind. Li we assume that society will

continue to become more efficient in both the production and utilisation

of manpower; it is predictable that what has happened to physics Ph.D.'s

and is happening to teachers,wilI happen elsewhere too. Consequently,

merely:to have had preferred: education will not necessarily guarantee

vocational fulfillMentor necessarily any other sort of continual

fulfillment either. It follows then that without contingent modification

of the vocational segment of the societal system, variation in the'

educational segment will not necessarily accomplish the purpose desired

by those who arguefor it. The point of this illustration is that the

initial problem has beenvrongly:ideTtified--in.that e(lncational reform

will not and cannot produce the result desired. In a similar sway, witiv/e.

but an accurate identification of the key community problems, community

reform or development cannot .take .place effectively either.

Perceiving the possibility of development. However, if.one -

assumes that-the' problemAasccurately identified in the first place,

whether or tora'vlable-solution cawbe..perceived,or-not; becomes the

mud:Issue. If We-are also adopting a systemic viewpoint themviability

has got.to'bie aeen'not only it terms of.the resolution, of the problem .;

itself bUt 'in termsof effects contingent on the solution as well: For;:

exaiplev-the.argument used-by.thw Administration to rationalize

coneinuing.involvement inHVidtnam.ie'basically that the contingent

effects of'withdreWal-are be.mord,damaging-than the:existing

situation is. Opponents' argue that'this.is:not the. :case activists,

'1.e4
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by promoting :domestic upheaval in the 'U.S.A., are trying to assure that

it wilt not be the: case. The Administration's decision is thus becoming

increasingly, a choice of the lesser of two evils. The point may also

be illustrated at amore modest level. The aphorism "where there's a

will there's a way" is integral to the American philosophy of individual

achievement... Tumin (19]O), with support from evidence rather than folk-

lore? suggeots that a more appropriate version would be "where there's

a way there'd a will". In corroboration of his viewpoint, consider if
you will, theprobabilities for and against au:given child becoming

say, an industrial magnate. If thvichild" is already the son of a magnate,

then obviously-his prospects are promising. If.he is not, but if he is

born into xrealth, his prospects-are still, high. If however, he has to

earn rather than inherit the means by which status may be achieved, .

then the. probabilities of. success are contingent on the kind of pre- :.

earning socialisation he had.. And this in turn is contingent on the

intellectual; educational; . emotional, and social. resources of .the family

to which he belongs. .In.: so far. as that family can provide him with the

means for achieving the appropriate kind of socialisation, and the

appropriate kinds of. attitudes, convictions and confidence, the odds

will be increased- in his favor. In so far as he 'MOWS the routes to

success because. he has been exposed to people who have treVelled them,

his:,chancts Are further increased. If his peers- and siblings have

demonstrated the, feasibility of his ambition., then again he is in a

better position..-:' Finally-=an& finally because this- is appreciably

attendant on everything that has just been discussed-rif, he is.intelligent

enough and is motivated to apply himself dilieently, then again his

chances' improve... .Obviously. a.child who has,altof.:th Asa advantages

going for him is more likely to achieve. than .one- who has fewer, and. is.

mucl more likely. thanlone who. only. hair 'motivation' . however, it should

be: t)binted out that 'noire of .ithese advantages- is necessarily due :to the

individtal himbelf He.neither .determined his own genetic constitution

nor tiele'eted oim; social environment. To. this extent, success is'

store a mattes than- fortitude.. To!the Octant that fortitude is

demonstratedt howevet, thei yoUngster' from a disadvantaged background. who

does: Sucieeedi'.disrlays., immensely more ortitude than. his 'advantaged,

comptitbri His success, is -manifestly' more, virtuous--not equally wit uous.
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In a .similar way a. community may or may not he capable of

appreciating the routes to development.. For entirely understandable

reasons. (similar to. those advanced at-ove), a community may simply not.

know what to do in order to improve. Presumably the community starts

in a condition of relative disadvantage-7its resources are sub-standard.

Beyond that however, it may have no knowledge of what its resources are,

and which need to be marshalled, if. improvement were to be sought. It

would have little acess to the .corridors of power and no understanding

of how to gain entry. Its eoollomic resources would be severely limited

and circumscr.bed. ,Because it lacks many public associaeiors, it would

also lack people who know how .to marshall human resources (that is, why,

it lacks public aagociations). All in slithen, the functional pre-

requisites for community development are lacking.

It isirm) such a. setting that the community developer goeo.

His task. is to help the community appreciate the feasibility of a

development vlsien. Whether he will succeed or not depends on his,

ability to overcovie the credability .gap between the hsrahness of prsent

reality and the prospect of a less. harsh future. His success in turn.

depends on his skill in diagnosing.the condition and capability. of the

community. Te this end he seeks to locate sources of influence, to

discover.communication networks, to understand the stresses and strains,

strengths and weaknesses, thW; are characteristic of the whole community.

Then hesklas to decide how to go about the business of socializing (or

if you wish, educating).the community to the alternative.forms of

.action availableto,them. Whether he does this.through established

leaders or through public.consensus is.a matter on which he.must

exercise his professional judgement.,_The.efficacy-Aof his judgement

rests ire turn on the extent to which he has himself been socialized to

appreciate what form of influence would prove'Most* acceptable to the

inhabitants.

access to means.. Development is,a culturally .relative terra What

may be a. significant step towards development,in primitive Africa.may

be of .,no conseuqcce in urban American, For exImple,.there.is no need

to boil, drinkiag.water in American ghettos whereas:itis.a health

necessity in parts of Africa= Ian other_words, what a community itself,

regards as development is relative tr) its nerception of available
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alternatives. Whether a specific development is regarded as an
.

achieveMent or not' is thus a matter of relative deprivation. Now, it

is 'abundantly clear that in America, the gap between the haves and the

halve -note' is COniicietable.. However, the have-nots have quite considerable

awareness of what the haves-have. They may not appreCiate how the hives

.got it';'or what are some of-the less desirable consequences of having

it, but they do have an available illustration. For this reason only,

to insure that roofs 'don't leak and that .heating is available all winter

and that garbage is collected :regularly and that Property is protected

and'that there Is enough fOod, is not 'nearly sufficient in the 20th

Century advanced, teChnologicalAmeria. The have nots are aware of the

AmeriCtan'demoCratieldeal'ind the ideal- typical American way-of- life ---

at least as they seem to be' e4odied in affluent suburbia. Thus any-
.

th ng less is not enough:--disadvantage still remains.

However, to provide' for the full flowering of the American dream,

calls for massive teSources and massive endeavor--at least comparable

to Nasats. Even within a given community the cost of undertaking a

full re-development and re-training and re-edtication program will'h2

immense. So the'quiation at any given tine for-any given community has

to bet what resources are available for the developMents desired? More

often than not, this Will lead to 'another question: what can be done,

ii,:ren'the'resources we have? If this last' question remains unasked;

then two consequences 'are likely. Either failure will be assured,

because.rdsources run out, or success will be minimal because resources

have been undereiiimated. It becomes the community developer's' job'

then to help the-Community to appreciate what can and cannot be achieved

and to reconcile their, ambition to their condition. With this by way

of a lengthy preamble We can retUrn-to the teacher.

Community Development -and the Teacher

It is convenient to see the teacher vis A vis community'development

in foUr different ways:' first the brbad''olaw of education as an

(uriWitrtini)'part/:of a prooeSS 'Of con unity developments second, the

teaahei as indiet influence on community deVeldpment; 'third, the

teacher as 'a potential collaborator in community veldpment; and

fourth; ihe teacher its a utilizer of.coimunit; development knowledge,

18 7
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ineight and skit/. Each of these will be dealt with in turn in this

segment of the summation. At the end there will be a brief discussion

of the significance of community develOpment to the study of education.

Education and Community Development

Viewed iu broad nerspective, education is both for and against

change. It is for change in'the rdesired' direction but against un-

warranted modification of existing Custom. This is so whether one

examines the manifested form of educational practice or the prescription,:

of conventional educational theory. It ha's long been the tradition among

educational philosophers to see as the schools' purpose, the conservation

of what is good in society and the modification for the better, of what-

ever is less than good. The vision is idealisitc and the intention pure

but the rub cones in deciding what constitutes the good. It would not

be unreasonable to state that the good has been regarded by educators

as a kind of amalgam of christican morality and democratic ideology.

However, both have been seen (for sociological reasons that relate to

the composition of the education work force) through middle class

spectacles. They thus carry'strong overtones of the puritan ethic of

white, striving, surburban America.

It is not the purpose of the present discussion to debate the

virtue of the valUes reflected in education. Nor is it the purpose to

subject them to logical scrutiny, despite the fact that inconsistency

and imprecision abound. Rather, the reason for raising the issue at

all is to point to a fundamental hiatus between community deVelopiMent

and education--at least as both find expression in action. When the

broad and di:Verse spectrum of American society is taken into account,

it is clear that education has not been community orientated. By

that I mean that what teachersdo with their children is not geared to

the unique characteristics'of the embedding community. Instead, certain

assumptions, have been Made about the general nature of American society

at large, and about the universalistic character of American children

in general, thereupon eduCationhas been tailored accordingly. It has

followed then that those segments of society, those cominunities, that

diverge most from the average have been more often non-suited. The

divergence between their way of life and the sChools' has been greatest.

Thishas not mattered of course at the tot, end of the social scale. The
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lower upper and.upperiupper class communities%have been able to. make

al-tee:native and elitist provisions. ,Attheother end of the,scale,

such adjustment baf been impossible. As a result the school has, in

lower class areas, become the bastion of the middle class ethic. It

has survived there,virtuousinits own eyes but alien and irrelevant

in the eyes of the surrounding community., What is more, because of

its holier-thanethou value stance, it has diversive effects. Its

educational message, if accepted, alienates its clients, the pupils,

from their peers, faintly and community. If the educational message

is not accepted, then it is the school that must,perforce be rejected.

Ia cortrast with the,school:'s view of the ideal society, to be
ee.

realized through. the training sad indoctrination of its (inferior)

clientele, community development has come to vleu the issue differently.
. !

True, community development did.live thru,gh a paternalistic period in

which, jugtification of the actloes of its agenta rested heavily on the

assured superiority of their value system- -and upon the purity of their

intem:ions. 'however, because the outcomes of such a poliey (doctrihe

would be a more ewrop;isteeord) were unsatisfactovy, in that the 'good'

community did not necessarily develop, reevaluation became necessary.

As proleils proliferated,,questione were asked about the appropriateness

of the procedures adoptad. Because eommunity development is action
, . - .

oriented .praetically oriented, and present, oriented, answers were

sought notina philosophy of community development but through the,

sciences of man. ,So,turning to psychology) social psychology,

sociology, anthropology, economics and political science, a reformulation
.

of the issues,at stake was sought. The reformulation became.couched

in terms of principles of human behavior. The base issue then became

what do we know about human behavior that might permit the development

of the good society. Necessarily such an orientation led to the

appreciation of!good',as a culturally relevant and relative term. It

followed. then that community development was faced with one basic

problem, but with alternative ways of dealing with it. The problem

wes,to educate.the underdeveloped community to a different (better)

view of the good. The two basic alternatives availableyereto do it

directly by manipulation, toward the predetermined definition of the

good, or to do.it indirectly by providing conditions under which a
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new,. good might_emerge. Of the two alternatives.the second required

greatest faith.and.also appeared to entail the greatest risk. After

all, there was always the possibility that because of failure to inter-I.

vene directly, the second state of that community might turn out to be

worse than the first. The parallel between this situation and that

which confronbithe school with its pupils, and parents with their

children, is obvious. The issue is the samehow much autonomy when,

is functional. Perhaps because they. mere dealing with adults; or

perhaps because they had more faith in their fellow man; or 'perhaps

because.they had scrutinized and:applied the behavioral sciences

carefully; or,perhaps-because the action was consistent with a.

democratic ideology; the community developers opted for the indirect

approach. Once they did so, they were able to.reconcile their actions,

with their philosophy to a much greater degree.

.The point that emerges from this discussion is that although

educational and community development agencies are attempting to

induce societal ,change they are doing so differently. Not only are

their practices different but so, it seems, are their articles of

faith. Whatever the justiaaation fer the separate points of view.

may be, the fact that they are separate has some important implications,

If education aud community development are not to be at loggerheads

there are three. logtcal courses available. Either the school should

modify its approadh, or community development should, or the means of

demonstrating their mutual complemontarity should be devised.. It is

p-edintable that the last of these alternatives will tend to be. :

er

s..fe attenpted first. However, there are many people within education.

itself. whp would join with the many more :outside it in opting for the

first alternative instead.

Under the next. heading this larger problem of education vis 4,,

vis community development is, seen in smaller compass. Attention turns,

a. to the.teacher.and the possible effects of her actions as they bear

on the :problem of developing communities.;

The leacher and calgtinity Development

Teachers air e'diecationai agents are in the'. change busineSs. 'They'

tike-educationally unsophisticated hUman Organisills.and then'aitempt to

shape them. into sophisticated form. Thbydo bb. by a 'Procesa of
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signalling -a ProcessVit andiiild'be added, that. is much mord Complicated

thanteacheri:recognize. Thisis why it merits consideratiOnhere,even

though the diadUsaion will 'be somewhat tangential to the main line of

argument

Educationai'aignaii. At the most' elementary level of 'analysis,

the teacher dignals's,t6 pupils by the use of words. Her words are at

the one time culturally loaded abstract) artifacts and reflections of

the teacher's cognitiVe style. What words she chooses and hovi she

orders and presents them;proVidd a role model for her children. To

the extent that that Model is a Culturallybiatied one and a cognitively

constricted one, thd*model available'for'the children is a limited one.

For example, Should a white; Middle.clasiteacher have no comprehension

of non - standard Negro' Englidh;':then her o'in ignorance will impair her

communication with her black 'pupils.-. Similarly, if her cognitive :style

is for exaMPle, exclusively conVergent:then diVergent thinking will

be likely to form no part ()flier puOils4-intellecival repertoire. The

principle that is illtistrated here is capable of considerable elaboration.

However, for thipurr;osee of the present discussion; it is sufficient to

note that to the. extent that teadheti are incaPable of cultural'and

cognitive versatility inheir selectiOn'and use :10 kords0'theiCome

to sell their 'pupils ahort.-'

BUt signalling is not only confined to the words chosen and the

cognitive 'model implicit 'in theit ordering. *It .is'contained in the'

ideas that the words describe. Stith Ideas, of course,' are alio. cultural

artifacts. So'the *question becomes; to what culture are the ideas-

relevant? While-this question haiihardlybler hen subjectecito

empiriCalaCtutiny, -certain-logical aneWdis'are n'ossible. The culture

represented may he the culture of the teacher (W.A:S.1'. perhaps), the

culture ..of the Pupils-(black ghetto; perhaps)`;' thd culture of the

school '(early 20th CentUry'authOritairan, perhapS),'or the Cultlfie'of

the classrOom (blackbohidungle, perhapS). It seems obvicius that if-

the culture represented in the ideas'isIicethat'of the pupils, then

there is at least the possibility of misunderstanding. It is obvious

too that if there ia.suth.a difference, deliberate steps have to be taken

to =bridge the gap. In other words, th,pupilp hAve. to come to appteciate

the legitimacy of the 'other' culture represent0d,,and they need to
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appreciate the utility of conforming to ita defends:

Beyond-this again, any environment. abounds In non-verbal signals.

They.are conveyed by people, through the gestures they make (a clenched*

fist), their facial contortions -(smiles), their- postures .(slouching) ,

the clothes they clear (beads), their hair styles (longhairs), and by

social conventions observed ("how-do-you-do")-. Signals are alsosent

by the physical environment. Broken windows, littered corridors, torn

books, faulty teaching aids, and so on all convey (depressing) meanings'.:

Again, the disposition of people and things withinan environment conveys

signals. Characteristic of the organisational climate of a school is

the answer to the question,who does what,to whom and.with-What, where?

Stringent pres .ptive rules convey one message, permissive onesconvey

another.

Discussion could continue in this vein for some time--the topic

is worthy of it--but a point that needs, to be made iwthatthe purpose

that lies behind this multi-signal environment is achange purpose.

Within the school, pupils are to be changed, and in a direction thought

to be socially desirable. The teacher tries to shape her educational

signals accordingly. It is regrettable but true,thatoften her attempts

are ill-considered and ill-advised from a.variety of points of views viz;

(i) her on (intended\ objectives, (ii) the relevance to the needs of.

her children, (iii) their relevance to consistent and stress-free

management of her classroom, (iv) their consistency with the policies
.,

of the school in the education district, aml, (v) their appropriateness

for the community at large.
.

It is this last point that brings us hack to community development.

Which way a community develops depends on what ppople do in it.. Chii4ren

are people and their. .ectionscontribute7-perheps,mueh more than we

app2ciate. To. the extent that the school directly facilitates.

constructive action on the part of its pupils, it facilitates community

development. To the extent that it .fruptratesthem, ignores,their,

cultural context, imposes irrelevant and unrealistic values and lar;3ely
1 :

misrepresents reality to them--in so far as it roes these,. it. subverts,
e

constructive community development. It subverts community development

in two ways: (1.). by rendering inoperable potentially useful contributors

--the children, (ii) by creating confusion and disillusion itcontributes
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to people's continuing'inability to improve their lot.

summary then, the school has the: mandate to operate it the,

interest.of-community.. However; ith has. tandedat.leagt.in the past,

to define-community.in.terms other.than the.immedf.ate Community.

Consequently in: its promotions of change towards what it would

rationalize as. (a) .snore: universal valUed, and (b) better,ones, it has

tended to set itself apart from the immediate community and often to

act in opposition to.it. As a result,we see the school often alien

in the districtmith its.:educational-efforts re;!ardedas perhaps

relevant to the vocational- advancement game but of no positive value

to .the immediate society. -Furthermore, the-fact that it doed-appear

to.liold.the vocational-advancement trump card, Meansethatwhat it

often does for individuals, it does at the same time against their.

families, their friends and theirneighbors.'.

The Teacher with Communit Developnie.ht.

-Theri'is a'story, no dOnbt-ApoChryphal, that reports a smell child

as saying to its parents; "If yOu and the teacher are bcith trying to

bring me Up;isnyt it about time you got together ?" The earlier part
z

oCihe 'present accoantmight lead td
!

the inference that a strong case

could be presented for similar collaboration between education and

community developient. After all, if both are trying to induce change,:

then between theM they ghauld haVe a better chariCf doing a reasonable

job. If *they find collaboration notposeible then there IS the distinct

likelihood that their' efforts will tend to neutralize each other. the

implications of this last state of affairs needs discussiori.
t .1.! , , .

At the. moment it is generally true that education is largely
-.-

Unaware of and manifeete'litiIe'iriteregiin the activity of community

development'agencies in urban ghettos. At the same time, community
. . .

'todevelopers haV4 not chosen o make i/ery much uses of's the school as a

local organisation -- either because they have not thought it advisable,
7. . , c '

or becaust-theY have been unvielcase or because the idea did not occur

to theiG 'The net result' of Chia afms-length relationshiP has been that
.

eaclicp.itity has had go abodt its'busiriess'priVatelyyuneware of the
. t..

extent to Which mutual subvergiOn was occurring. Aavevei, it is patently

apparent that beCiaAe community development is action and present

iribieasin.gly being seen by the community as one of
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the more. readily:available routes to community improvement.. Thus. the

community. tends to 'turn to community deyelopdrs for help. 'Because

some 'of the help .needed'is concerned with children, and because some of

the help heeded requires education, community developers find themselves
in the educational domain. For example, because working mothers have

nowhere to leave. their children whenschool it out, community 'day tare'

centers get set up outside the school system. Because an exclusively

custodial role is both unsatisfying and inadequate, such centers soon

beFin'toledUcate' their charges. Similarly, adult education programs

fall not upon the existing education system but on voluntary organisatiOns

instead. One case in point is the 'literacy training program undertaken
among redundant,'black, ,cotton -- pickers in the 'bootheel' *of south east
Missouri.' The prograt was organized and implementedby community

developers. Other examples would be' found readily. Again, as

communities have become more and more aware of the remoteness of the

school fromtheir 'reality.', Dressure against the school builds up.

In some cases 'it' culminates in active expression, vide, for example,
the Oceanhill-Brownsville !ineident. On the other side of the coin, when

the school does become involved with the community, some interesting and

nbtalways functional side effects can be discerned. For example,.

although 'no systematic evidence is yet available, it seems as if the

parent involvement programs that exist in some school districts .provide.

a source of recruits* for community activism. While evidence is.againes,
lacking, 'there is the distinct possibility such a route of entry*
into wider coniminity action is not as functional 'as it mig,he beeither.'
from the individual's point .of view or the community's. It is one

thing to be aware of a legitimate.grievante (hurt) `i . it is another to

know' the beit.way to alleviate it: .

One t my only 'conjecture' at" the long term conaequencee of a

continuing hiatud 'between"edUcation-and' community deVelopment. If
both shard.'common 'grotind and common interests, then 'at best;ea

dupliCatioiOf'servicea might result. At.-worst; .mutual eubversion

would be: the outcome. Atiethe event of the latter case for

any length 'of time, resolution of the conflict would become increasingly

necessary. Atieuming both *proved *intractable and 'neither. would accommodate

to the other, then one or other must succumb:- . It is 'predictable that .
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the relevsnCy criterion-would thereupon be:invoked.and the school as

we know,tt,now might.cease.to exist. There are already straws,in the

wind to this, :effect.. For example, .store front schools; job corps,,and

the university of the are all indicative of, a trend away from

the traditional school. Whether or not the existing school system will

be flexible enough.to bend to the winds of change is perhaps the

$64;000 question. And even if it is flexible, the degree of flexibility

and its direetion.remailvimponderables..

Now, it is against.this.sort.of background that the teacher of

disadvantaged children has,to operateand the intending teacher has

to be trained. It.:wouldoseem then.that teachers:need to know some of. .

the effects they might have..on, their pupils and.the community whenever

they take a particular stance :via h vis social change. They also need

to know what organisational consequences are contingent on:their

actions. Merely,to' be supportive of a community development point of

view may. havelsome important.organisational consequences. For example,

if the school's definition of the teachers' role excludes such a

possibility, then the teacher is in trouble:in.her own. bailiwick. If ,

the. expectations held by-pupils and parents for. teachers are violated

by such. support then quite mnexpected (and, it would seem. to the-teacher,

unjust).opposition is predictable. It is even:possible that. without

appropriate.liaison,:the.teacher could. find herself at odds with community

developers.-_ This would suggest that,teachers.would.need to become. .

sensitive to change (development).in their own community- -the school:and

its .context. Then theylwould be in a, position :to work,tawards having

new ways of behaving, designated as acceptable., .

af some reconciliation of the.education;and community development

view points is possible, then the question becomes; what might teachers

be legitimately_expected.to.do about.it?-.0ne,answer,has.,already been

proffered they.should!work-towards the development of the school

community. But to' what extent.sheuld they beeome'actively engaged in

what has charactertstically been the job.of the community developer?

It is obviously.quite Impracticable and unreasonable to. add further to

the teacher's task .so that in addition to her educationally defined,role,

shwtakes.on at community developer one:as. well, On the

otherliand4 it .ins apparent that many teachers. have resources that the
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community could use with profit. It is Also apparent that the teachet's

educating competency is enhanced when she is recognized AS being. involved

in beyond-the-school aspects of her pupils' lives. Even minimal

acquaintance with the pupils' outside vorld.can provide a basis for

common communication and mutual reg4rd.

It is obvious that resolving this difficult issue would take

more time than is available here--and it would need to be a collaborative

resolution. Community development experts and educational experts would

need to confer on.possible solutions to their common problems. Then

they would need to subject their propositions to test so that feasihil4ty

couldobe.demonstrated. Whatever the solution, it could not be at tL

cost of either one or other of the .enterprises. The educating function

must not be. placed in jeopardy, neither must the community development

enterprise. Teachers possess expertise in educating, community

developers. possess expertise in developing. Neither expertise should

be wasted. Rather should both be exercised in such a way that they

complement each other.

leachersAismes
In the previous discussion, it waisUggested that teachers could:

profit from knowing how development might be initiated'and undertaken:

in the community of the school. This implies that skills found fruitful

in community development might not go to waste if they became part of

the teacher's repertoire too. Because of this, it it necessary to' give

brief attention to the prdblea that confrontd the community developer.

as he begins his task.

When he arrives'at his target community, he does so in response

to a request for help,' or because his ''office' has-been established-

in the district for Sometiie, or bVdause there is a' clearly demonstrated

need for:his assistance..: He finds initially: not tabula rass.situationT-

the community is far'froM unformed; It may demonstrate' strife, lack of

cbhesion, anomie and soOin,'but formlessness it does not have. True,.

the form may vary in.ttiat manydiscrete and contradictory elements may

be identified. 'But to some extent there will be established, formal net-

works of relationships (in Whichthe school would feature to leaser or

greater degree). There would Certainly be well established informal

'relationship. networks too. HoWevei, depending on thecOmmunity; these
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ofgaillesatibh;t:Whith itself is part of an alien world that has not
. .

hesitated to stress its own 'superiority to theirs, Small wonder then

that the teachet 1t 'first seen ai.enemy and only after time, a4 friend.

That this shOnid"be the case is quite unremarkable. Such a manifestation

of in- group defense against possible out-group threat is characteristic

of the vast majority of humancommunities, larpe or small, To the well

intentioned teacher; feelinp'perhSps a little virtuous over her willingness

to help (or to extend. charity) rebuff:can come as a shock. Legrieved,

she may atteml*to preserve her own ego ,by-talking of the community's

ingratiLudo,'itP resistance tc(help, its 'inherent' apathy or stupidity

or some other Convenient, stereotypic, ignorant;*face-saving 'characteristic'.

Even if the'teeher's'a;_:tiVitiSs extand,only little beyond the

school, there stiltreming a'reasovfor her to become at least familiar

with the praCtices and pr6Visions.of'dbmmunity development. If she

wet thus knoWledseable it would be possible for. her to do three things:

(i) avoid exert.Ing an unnecessary,and delz:Iteriou'e influence on efforts

being made by community deve;.)pers. (ii) supplement'and compleulent

community development work by a judicious selection of her own activities,

(iii help others, pupils,parente and teacheii, to know of and' use

community development respurces. ..None of.these would be likely to be

a,severeimposition and all would be educationally and socially defensible

In

,

this way at. least, the appearance of consistency between service
.

agencies. could be maintained. Hopefully more would result and community

development and education would,. `.;y concerted ()cation, achieve more.

The discussion in this section started with the pessimistic
r

conclusion that,community development an.d ,education had basic philosophical

differences and that, as a censequence of.these differences, both were

-likely to.subvert.each other. Twe_further points are worth making about

this difference. First, there,is%4o.paint in ignoring the difference.

So teachers, even if they are fully.committed to education's idealistic-

society line, should be.aware of the.rationalisation of the other. They

should also know the strengths and .weaknesses of both ,positions and the

extent to which eachl.s, or.is not,viable, If she is also encouraged

and enabled to become ,honest and tolerant, she will be able to communicate

the differences to:herpupils so that they are freer :to choose rationally.

what best suits them. If such objectivity is beyond her, then the teacher
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networks might he many or few, large or small, intensely cohesive or

fragmented, and so on. The community developer's first tasix then is to

diagnose the structure of the community, thus enabling him to decide

on the range of approaches most likely to be efficacious. This decision

would be influenced by what he knows about initiating community action.

In other words, he has to make it possible for the community to begin

to mobilize its resources. Characteristically he would want to work

through established lines of communication and through members of the

community who exercise a measure of power--the leaders. He is thus

concerned with communication theory, leadership theory, and what might

perhaps be designated persuasion. theorywhether it is individual

persuasion or snail group persuasion or large group persuasion. For

this reason, the community developer's training includea skills of

leadership, communication, group dynamics and oven education.

Necessary also for his vocation, is a certain familiarity with

organisation theory, bureaucracy, formal and ieformal networks and

similar sociological concerns. Such matters are not irrelevant to the

teacher. For much of her on-the-job time she is called upon to operate

in situations where the skills attendent on such knowledge would be

highly relevant and very useful.

However, if the teacher's role is defined a little more broadly

than conventionally, if it is thought for instance that the ghetto

teacher needs to be able to communicate with the parents of her children,

then some of the practical skills that are everything to community

developers would he useful to her. They would not only be useful in

the special situation where the concerned parent comes uncertainly and

perhaps resentfully to the school,but they would be useful also in the

lesefreely undertaken visits to' home or community settings. In dis-

advantaged communities, the teacher is seldot readily accepted on face-

valUe, despite initial protestation's of goodwill's' Teachers in general,

too often bring bad tidings for them to be treated with anything'but

extreme caution. They usually Live outside the ghetto itself. Ttiey

traigmit signals that readily identify them as different from the',

inhabitants. Their clothing may 'be (just a ileac) different, their

speech may be, their social tituals may be, their interests may be,

and so on As well, they represent, as we sate earlier, an alien
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becones little. more than an indoctrinator--a propagandist. The second

point worth noting is that when community development and educational

viewpoints diverge so that their practices conflict, the result is

administratively, economically and socially wasteful. Obviously

rapprochement or reconciliation is desirable Without question, ways

should be sought to achieve it. However, it is not the purpose of the

present project to dwell on matters that are beyond the teacher's control.

To the extent that divergence between the two social agencies is due to

administrational causes, the classroom teacher is likely to be able to

exert little influence. If this is the case then she should not he

wastingher.time.trying to resolve the problem. On the other hand, if

the administration is sensitive to teachers individually or schools

or teachers' organisations, it may be possible for her to exert some

constructive influence. The point being made is that there is no point

in placing teachers in a position where their actions are futile and

the consequences are likely to produce personal frustrations If the

teacher cannot contribute to the ottive resolution at the top of the

community developnent7education philosophical hiatus, she should not

try. Rather should her efforts be directed at the ooint where she does

exercise controrand professional autonomy7-the classroom, her school

and her community. Hopefully the powers-that-be will eventually initiate

constructive action towards reconciliation, in the not too distant future.

The way in which such reconciliation ::sight be undertaken would make a

subject of fascinating study in its own right--but not within the mandate

of the .present. project.
. . . .

Community Development and the Study.ef.Education

%.1' If one examines the way in which the study of education has.

developed,-certain.'clearltrends are observable. They are best considered

under .two.headings:u (1)'content'.and,(ii-process..

!. Content. .The.contentof education, Alisq women's clothes, reflects

the prevailing fashion.. Only An this-casethe,fashion.base is the

prevailing viow, of knowledge sand the-strueture of.knowledge. ,So when.

the sevenliberAlArts'were,seen-as encompassing41.knowledge, the ,

curriculum consisted of their 'disciplines' --- rhetoric, dialectic, etc.

As knowledge proliferated' as its' quantityjncreased,thereeome,the

contingent necessity toredefine the categories torpermit the inclusion
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of the sciences and the technologies and the social sciences, and.so on.

We arenow'in a condition; where the eatery. of all knowledge in

any of the fields that we now recognize as disciplines, is beyond the

capacities of any single human being,--let alone all the knowledge in

all the disciplines. none-the-less School curricula are often designed

ofrthe 'assumption that A good all-round education would introduce its

student:s.to the varieties of knowledge currently available. To bring

this assumptidn within (alinost) reasonable bounds, attempts have been made

first Ofall, to .Lelect out specifiedkinds of knowledge e.g. social-

studies, arithmetic, language etc. as more universally representative.

Then has followed--because of the complexity of the area selected--a

further selection of the most relevahttits: .It is at the point of

this second selection that two different strategies become apparent.

In one strategy the stress is .placed on items of information. This

is best illustrated `by the.recent, but now characteristically defunct.,

practice -of having children learn the names of specified numbers.,ot .

capet'and.bays (with the net effect-thata child's failure to identify

Palliser Bay is greeted.with.cries off :disbelief and dismay by. their

elders, who can). 'The problem with this strategy lies in providing a .

rational basis for selecting among. the vast .and.proliferatingauMber

of facts available:- Tartresolution of this problem.hevbeenachieyeA

by the adoption of the.sedon&strategy. :The second strategy,places

its emphasis =on the'rule-governedcheraCter of: the discipline, Thus in:

mathemitits It-becomes'not so much a matter of -accumulating mathematical

formulae"butsof learning how-to.think mathematically -4-how to, play the,.

mathematical: game,. In.a similar wayi. geographers at the

intiOductoryllevel-place emphasis on the processes of systematic-

exaMination:of'geographicalregions Inc other words, disciplines .are

emerging -as ways of thinking-4-as perspectives on data or as !orientations

towardiVth'e interpretation. of data,.

EducatiOnas an.academcd,study.is no.mmeption.tothis-but:it As

4'PectIiar.case--fiitthefollbwing reasonsr..24ucation is defined.

exiitentially alb/social institution. That is5 there are identgiable

context's in -'society there.th6 processbf,education. goes,bn. -Depending..

onYdne's'Phildiophical position, these contexts may ba.define4(

sociolo:glCally;.virtually'as ddsignatededucationalscollectivities.,
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school's, universities; boards of education and so on. Alternatively

they can be defined peychologically, as contexts. where. the education-

process (teaching -- learning) .occurs. This more roomy definition permits

the incluaiOn of family, play groups, and in fact any situation where

twoor three :are gathered together'in interaction.

Process. Now the point that arises from the preceding discussion

is that unlike mathematics and geography, there is as yet no educational

perspective.in the sense that there are exclusive rules for the educational

game. In.fact, education has .had to borrow its perspectives elsewhere- -

seeing its existential phenomena from the perspectives of psychology,

or of sociology or,of philosophy. True, there are.defined areas of

educational psychology; educational sociology and educational philosophy,

but in each case the qualifying adjective stands not fora perspective,

but fora content.. In each cese,..the perspective of the external

discipline is used to provide insights that.. are relevant to what happens

within the socially: defined educational context,. Perhaps, at: this point.

one aside should-be' added. 'Some'argue.for a distinction between for

example;.the sociology of education and educational sociology (vide

Hansen. & Otrst1,1.967).' The sociology of education is thus seen as

the application of the methods. of sociology to the study of the ...

educational institution. 'By contrast, educational sociology is seen as

the utilizatiOn*of:sociologically.derived.findings in the service of

edUcational. agenciei. Similar distinctions can be made.between.the.

paychbleiy of education and educational psychology, and between the

philosophy of-eduention and .educational.philosophy'4.:Howeveri it is fair

to say :that: what distinguishei the 'educationals' from the.'of

education's'. is their' amalgamation.ofaction:and ideal. It is also. fair,

to say' that ak. the moment;:mo-clear rule-governed I character. that could.

IegitiMately claimito be an edUcational perspective, is discernible. -

Because education cannot call iniits,own perspective (ilythe

rule;loVerMad1aense.thatI have spetified):it-is not only forced to

make use of, borrawed-perspectives, but it also finds the need, to recognize

contexts 'that Piave s% as' yet, not developed into Well defined systematic

and.systethic:disciplines, Thus for example;. educational study .(and:.

training) included,auch,aries as; special education;.. ,higher and adult

education; .'vocational education; .remedial;education;, counselling, and
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so on--all of which 17 nd it necessary to rely on perspectives whose

theoretical justification lies outside the area itself.

Community Development Perspective

The reason for this time-consuming (but quite inadequately

elaborated) argument is now apparent. Community development is like

education in that it too borrows its 72erspectives. Like education it

calls on psychology, sociology, economics and political science, to

illuminate its thinking. Like education too, it does have a

philosophical position, but again, not one that is defined apart from

philosophy. So, one wonders, what can be the possible use of one

'semi-discipline' to another, apart from illustrative purposes.

As a matter of fact, the men7oers of our T."2.T. consortium reached

tentative agreement on the point that there was nothing trainers

of teachers could learn from trainers of community developers that

could not be discerned within the 'perspective' disciplines--psychology

and sociology etc. In large measure then, it seems as if community

development's contribution to the study of education may reside in the

fact that comparisons can b= drawn. Community development as social

action can be compared with education as social action. In this way

critical differences can be noted and accommodated to, and critical

similarities can be discerned and used illustratively. In other words,

community development's practices nay provoke new insights among

educationists and educational proYems may from time to time prove

susceptible to community development solution.

However, it should be stressed that the best use of such a

resource depends on two things: (i) the recognition that illustrative

material, to make sense, must be fitted Into a theoretical framework--

and to this extent the community development illustration must be

filtered through a perspective that is itself integrated and self-

consistent, and (ii) the careful review of and analysis of community

development so that salient, theoretically defensible material only is

selected.

With this last inuunction, we return to the conditions necessary

for the further development of the material presented in this report.

Planning of the behavioral objectives appropriate for a teacher training

course will require collaboration between community developers and
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educatjomihat relevant material can be produced and presented

effectively and with parsimony of effort. Without such concerted

effort based on rationality rather than pious hopefulness we will

be committed, once again, to nothing better than trial and error

learning.
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